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STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMEN
As the current and former Chairmen of the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, it is our
pleasure to present VISION 2050, the Region’s long-range land use and transportation plan. This plan was
developed through extensive public involvement, and we would like to thank the Commissioners, staff, Advisory
Committees, Task Forces, and the concerned citizens who provided valuable input and guidance.
The plan recognizes that we have reached a pivotal moment in our Region’s development, and more than ever we
will need to compete with other areas to attract talented young professionals and companies that help leverage the
strengths of the Region. It builds on our strengths and seeks to improve areas where we do not compete well with
our peers. In short, VISION 2050 recommends:







Maintaining existing major streets in good condition, strategically adding capacity on highly congested
roadways, and addressing key issues related to moving goods within the Region;
Efficiently using the capacity of existing streets and highways and incorporating “complete streets”
roadway design concepts that provide safe and convenient travel for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users,
and motorists;
Significantly improving and expanding public transit to support compact growth and enhance the
attractiveness and accessibility of the Region;
Encouraging more compact development, ranging from high-density transit-oriented development to
traditional neighborhoods with homes within walking distance of parks, schools, and businesses;
Enhancing the Region’s bicycle and pedestrian network to improve access to activity centers,
neighborhoods, and other destinations; and
Preserving the Region’s most productive farmland and best remaining features of the natural landscape.

If adequately funded and implemented by all our communities and the State and Federal governments, VISION
2050 charts a course for Southeastern Wisconsin’s future that improves services and infrastructure so that we can
provide access to jobs for disadvantaged communities and effectively compete for the skilled workers and
companies that sustain other dynamic regions of our Country.
The Commission asks that all concerned local, areawide, State, and Federal units of government and agencies
endorse and use the plan as an advisory guide when making land use development and transportation decisions.
This three-volume report and the condensed plan summary are available in hard copy and at vision2050sewis.org.
Respectfully submitted,

David L. Stroik,
Chairman, 2009-2016

Charles L. Colman,
Chairman, 2017-Present
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ALTERNATIVE LAND USE AND
TRANSPORTATION PLANS
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Credit: SEWRPC Staff

3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents a series of alternative regional land use and
transportation plans prepared as part of the VISION 2050 planning process.
The alternatives were developed through refinement of five conceptual
land use and transportation scenarios, which were the focus of the third
step in the VISION 2050 process.1 The scenarios were developed to allow
consideration of the long-term consequences of alternative future paths of
developing the Region’s land and transportation system. Public input, as well
as input from the Commission’s Advisory Committees on Regional Land Use
Planning and Regional Transportation Planning, Environmental Justice Task
Force, and VISION 2050 Task Forces on key areas of interest, were used to
refine the conceptual scenarios into detailed alternatives.
Each alternative includes a detailed land use development pattern and
transportation system, representing alternative visions for the Region. The
alternatives were developed and evaluated using a set of objectives and
criteria based on the Guiding Statements that form the initial vision for the
Region, which is discussed in Chapter 1 of this volume. The preliminary
recommended year 2050 regional land use and transportation plan for
Southeastern Wisconsin (documented in Chapter 4 of this volume) was
prepared based on consideration of this evaluation and public input on the
alternatives. The goal of the preliminary recommended plan is to achieve
a consensus vision for the regional land use development pattern and its
supporting transportation system, which involved considering the most
effective elements of the alternatives.

The alternatives were
developed through
refinement of the
conceptual scenarios.

The preliminary
recommended plan
was prepared based on
the evaluation of the
alternatives and public
input.

1
An overview of the five conceptual scenarios and their evaluation is set forth in
Chapter 2 of this Volume.
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Section 3.2 of this chapter describes the land use development pattern and
transportation system that constitutes each of the alternatives and Section
3.3 sets forth the evaluation of the alternatives, including plan objectives
and evaluation criteria. Section 3.4 documents public feedback received on
the evaluation of the alternatives, which was the focus of the fourth series of
VISION 2050 workshops.
A “Trend” alternative
and two detailed
alternative plans
were developed and
evaluated as the fourth
step in the VISION 2050
process.

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS
A baseline alternative, referred to as the Trend, and two detailed alternative
plans, Alternative Plan I and Alternative Plan II, were developed for evaluation
as the fourth step in the VISION 2050 planning process. The Trend is a
projection of land use development and transportation investment trends to
the year 2050 based primarily on changes experienced from 1990 to 2010,
and was used as a comparison for Alternative Plans I and II. Alternative Plans
I and II differ from the Trend by including more compact regional land use
development patterns and changes in transportation system investments.
Common Elements
The Trend and Alternative Plans I and II differ in land use development
pattern and transportation investment; however, they share some common
elements. These common elements include:
• Regional population and employment projections
• Land use development and transportation projects that were committed
to prior to the development of the alternatives
• Local government comprehensive plans
• Natural and agricultural resources
• Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations

The amount of
proposed growth by
county varies between
the alternatives.

Regional Population and Employment Projections
The alternatives are designed to accommodate the year 2050 regional
intermediate-growth population and employment projections developed
by the Commission for the VISION 2050 plan.2 The Region’s population
is projected to increase from about 2.02 million people in 2010 to 2.35
million people in 2050 (17 percent increase) and employment is projected to
increase from about 1.18 million jobs in 2010 to 1.39 million jobs in 2050
(18 percent increase). The number of households is projected to increase
from about 0.80 million in 2010 to about 0.97 million 2050 (22 percent).
The amount of proposed growth accommodated by county varies between
the alternatives, which is discussed under the descriptions of Alternative Plans
I and II. Proposed population, household, and employment distributions by
county under the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II is shown in Figures 3.1,
3.2, and 3.3, respectively.
Committed Land Use Development and Transportation Projects
Preparing the alternatives involved allocating future increments in
population, households, and employment to urban and rural areas of the
Region. The allocations incorporated residential, commercial, and industrial
developments that were already under construction during development of
2
The year 2050 population, household, and employment projections and their
underlying methodology and assumptions are presented in Volume I, Chapter 6.

2
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Figure 3.1
Existing and Planned Population in the Region: 2010 and VISION 2050 Alternatives
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Figure 3.2
Existing and Planned Households in the Region: 2010 and VISION 2050 Alternatives
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Figure 3.3
Existing and Planned Employment in the Region: 2010 and VISION 2050 Alternatives
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the alternatives. This information was obtained through meetings with staff or
elected officials from sewered communities in the Region. Committed arterial
highway capacity improvement and expansion projects and fixed-guideway
transit projects were also incorporated into the Trend and Alternative Plans I
and II. This included projects that were under construction, undergoing final
engineering and design, or had a preferred alternative selected as part of
preliminary engineering/environmental impact study at the time the alternatives
were developed. They are shown on Map 3.1 and listed in Table 3.1.
Local comprehensive
plans were an
important consideration
in developing the
alternatives.

Local Government Comprehensive Plans
Local government comprehensive plans were an important consideration
in developing the land use patterns for the alternatives because of their
significance to local land use control decisions under the State comprehensive
planning law. Households were allocated to areas designated for residential
use or mixed use in local plans and jobs were allocated to areas designated
for land uses compatible with employment in local plans, such as commercial,
industrial, business park, and mixed use. Background discussion and analyses
regarding local government comprehensive plans is presented in Volume I,
Chapter 2 and a companion report documented in Appendix B to Volume I.
Natural and Agricultural Resources
Incremental households and employment were not allocated to areas with
significant natural resource features under any of the alternatives, including
primary environmental corridors, secondary environmental corridors, and
isolated natural resource areas. Incremental households and employment
were also excluded from other wetlands, woodlands, natural areas, critical
species habitat sites, and park and open space sites outside environmental
corridors. In addition, incremental households and employment were not
allocated to farmland preservation areas (identified in county farmland
preservation plans) under any of the alternatives.

4
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Map 3.1
Committed Arterial Highway Capacity Improvement and Expansion Projects and
Fixed-Guideway Transit Projects Included in the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II
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Table 3.1
Committed Arterial Highway Capacity Improvement and Expansion Projects and
Fixed-Guideway Transit Projects Included in the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II
County
Kenosha

Improvement
Type
Widening

Facility
CTH K (60th Street)
IH 94
STH 50

Milwaukee

Fixed-Guideway
Transit

Milwaukee Streetcar Phase 1

Expansion

Milwaukee Streetcar Lakefront
Extension (on E. Michigan
Street and E. Clybourn Street)
Elm Road extension

Widening

IH 94
STH 241 (27th Street)
IH 43
IH 94
IH 94
IH 94 (Zoo Interchange)
IH 894 (Zoo Interchange)
USH 45 (Zoo Interchange)
Port Washington Road
USH 45/STH 100

Termini
CTH H to Union Pacific
Railroad
STH 142 to Racine County line
IH 94/USH 41 to 39th
Avenue
Milwaukee Intermodal Station
to Burns-Commons
N. Broadway to N. Lincoln
Memorial Drive

Description
Widen from two to four traffic lanes

27th Street to IH 94

Construct two lanes on new
alignment
Construct new interchange
Widen from four to six traffic lanes

Elm Road Interchange
College Avenue to Drexel
Avenue
Silver Spring Drive to STH 60
Racine County line to
College Avenue
70th Street to 16th Street
124th Street to 70th Street
Zoo Interchange to Lincoln
Avenue
Zoo Interchange to Burleigh
Street
Bender Road to Daphne
Road
Rawson Avenue to Drexel
Avenue
Drexel Avenue to 60th Street
Highland Road Interchange
County Line Road Interchange

Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from four to six traffic lanes
Construct streetcar line
Construct streetcar expansion

Widen from four to six traffic lanes
Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from six to eight traffic lanes
Widen from two to four traffic lanes
Widen from four to six traffic lanes

Ozaukee

Expansion

USH 45/STH 100 (Ryan Road)
IH 43
IH 43

Racine

Widening

IH 94

Kenosha County line to
Milwaukee County line

Widen from six to eight traffic lanes

Waukesha

Expansion

Waukesha West Bypass

CTH X to Sunset Drive

Widening

CTH VV (Silver Spring Drive)

CTH Y (Lannon Road) to
Jackson Drive
Lilly Road to 124th Street
Pilgrim Road to 147th Street
Sunset Drive (CTH D) to Rolling
Ridge Drive
IH 94 to Summit Avenue

Construct four lanes on new
alignment
Widen from two to four traffic lanes

CTH M (North Avenue)
CTH M (North Avenue)
CTH TT/Meadowbrook Road
STH 67 (Summit Avenue)
STH 83

USH 18 (High Meadow Lane)
to CTH DE

Widen from two to four traffic lanes
Construct new interchange
Conversion of half to full
interchange

Widen from two to four traffic lanes
Widen from two to four traffic lanes
Widen from two to four traffic lanes
Widen from four to five/six traffic
lanes
Widen from two to four traffic lanes

Note: The projects included in this table represent capacity improvement and expansion projects that were under construction, undergoing final
engineering and design, or had a preferred alternative selected as part of preliminary engineering/environmental impact study at the time
the alternatives were developed.
Source: SEWRPC
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodations
While the bicycle and pedestrian element differs between the alternatives,
all three alternatives envision that on-street bicycle accommodations will be
provided throughout the arterial street and highway system, the off-street
path system will be significantly expanded, and pedestrian facilities will be
designed and constructed consistent with Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) requirements to accommodate people with disabilities. The differences
between the alternatives are described later in the chapter.
Alternative Plans – Land Use Component
The Trend and Alternative Plans I and II are designed to accommodate
the year 2050 regional intermediate-growth population and employment
projections through different land use development patterns. The following
section provides a description of those development patterns and how they
differ between the alternatives and the existing land use pattern of the Region.
Alternative Plan Land Use Categories
The land use development patterns in the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II
were developed by allocating households and jobs to the following land use
categories, which represent a variety of development densities and mixes of
uses.
<< Mixed-Use City Center
Mixed-Use City Center is found in the core of the most densely
populated areas of the Region, particularly in the City of
Milwaukee. Mixed-Use City Center includes offices, stores,
services, apartments, condominiums, and homes with small
yards. Many of the offices, apartments, and condominiums
may be in mid-rise buildings and high-rise towers (particularly
in and around downtown Milwaukee). There may also be
stores and services located on the ground floors of these
buildings. There are fewer homes with yards in Mixed-Use
City Center than in other areas of the Region, which makes
common open space such as public parks very important.
People can walk to many everyday destinations in Mixed-Use
City Center from their homes. In addition, transit access is
typically very high, making Mixed-Use City Center particularly
suitable for transit-oriented development (TOD). TODs in
Mixed-Use City Center typically include a mix of apartments,
condominiums, stores, services, and offices. They are found
within easy walking distance from a fixed-guideway transit
station (bus rapid transit, light rail, or commuter rail). Their
locations near transit stations create a high demand for
housing and businesses, making TODs denser than other
types of development. There are also major employment
centers in Mixed-Use City Center.

Mixed-Use City Center
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<< Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood
Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood is also found
in the more densely populated areas of the Region,
such as in Milwaukee County and in the Cities
of Kenosha, Racine, and Waukesha. Mixed-Use
Traditional Neighborhood includes stores, services,
offices, apartments, and condominiums. Mixed-Use
Traditional Neighborhood also includes more homes
with small yards than Mixed-Use City Center. The
offices, apartments, and condominiums may be
in mid-rise and low-rise buildings with stores and
services on the ground floor. Although there are
more homes with yards in Mixed-Use Traditional
Neighborhood than Mixed-Use City Center, there is
still high demand for public open space.
Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood

Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood (showing lots of about
7,000 square feet)

People can walk to many everyday destinations in
Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood and transit
access is very high, similar to Mixed-Use City Center.
TODs are also found in Mixed-Use Traditional
Neighborhood. There are major employment centers
as well.
<< Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood
Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood is found within
and at the edges of cities and villages throughout
the Region. These areas typically include a mix of
housing types such as homes with small lots (less
than one-quarter acre in size) and apartments and
condominiums. Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood
also includes a mix of stores, services, and offices.
The small yards and mix of building types means
new development can be served efficiently with
public sewer and water. Development can also
be served efficiently by public transit. Major
employment centers may be found in Small Lot
Traditional Neighborhood adjacent to highways.
TODs may also be found in Small Lot Traditional
Neighborhood. Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood
is not as dense as Mixed-Use City Center or MixedUse Traditional Neighborhood; however, people can
still walk to many destinations from their homes.
<< Medium Lot Neighborhood
Medium Lot Neighborhood is typically found at the
edges of cities and villages throughout the Region.
These areas primarily include homes on lots of onequarter acre to just under one-half acre in size. There
may also be a mix of buildings with apartments and
condominiums. Stores and services may be found in
Medium Lot Neighborhood, with major employment
centers along highways. People may be able to walk
to some destinations such as parks and schools. It
may be more difficult to walk to stores and services.

Medium Lot Neighborhood (showing lots of about 15,000
square feet)

8
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Medium Lot Neighborhood is served by public sewer and water. Serving
these areas with public transit is possible, but may not be as efficient
as higher-density areas. TODs are not generally located in Medium Lot
Neighborhood, with the exception of commuter rail station areas.
<< Large Lot Neighborhood
Large Lot Neighborhood may be found at the edges
of cities and villages, where it is served by public
sewer and water, but may also be found outside
cities and villages with private onsite wastewater
treatment and wells. Residential development
largely includes homes on lots of a half-acre to
an acre in size. Productive agricultural land may
be consumed because of the lower-density and
somewhat scattered development pattern. Large Lot
Neighborhood cannot be efficiently served by public
transit, and there would be no TOD. People would
find it difficult to walk to destinations such as stores,
parks, and schools from their homes.
<< Large Lot Exurban
Large Lot Exurban is typically found outside cities and
villages with private onsite wastewater treatment and
wells, where it may consume productive agricultural
land. Large Lot Exurban typically includes homes
on lots of 1.5 acres to five acres in size. There are
no TODs and public transit cannot efficiently serve
Large Lot Exurban. It is difficult for people to walk
from their homes to destinations such as stores,
parks, and schools.

Large Lot Neighborhood (showing lots of about 1/2 acre)

Large Lot Exurban (showing lots of about 1.5 acres)

<< Rural Estate
Rural Estate includes homes found outside cities and
villages with private onsite wastewater treatment
and wells. Cluster subdivision design can be used
to accommodate a limited amount of rural estate
development while retaining “rural character” and
reducing consumption of productive agricultural
land. Cluster subdivision designs generally involve
locating homes on smaller lots in clusters to preserve
open space with significant natural features or
productive farmland, resulting in an overall density
of one home per five acres.
<< Agricultural Land
Rural Estate (showing one-acre lots using cluster
Agricultural Land includes land identified for subdivision design)
farmland preservation in adopted county farmland
preservation plans. Agricultural Land also includes land outside
preservation areas that is covered by National Resource Conservation
Service (NRCS) Class I and II soils that are suitable for a wide range of
crops, otherwise known as prime agricultural land. Other lands that are
farmed and not developed with other uses are included in Agricultural
Land. The soils covering these lands may be suitable for a smaller range
of crops and require more extensive conservation practices than Class I
and II soils.
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Primary environmental
corridor includes
the most important
elements of the
Region’s natural
resource base.

<< Primary Environmental Corridor
Primary environmental corridor (PEC) includes the most important
elements of the Region’s natural resource base, such as woodlands,
wetlands, prairies, wildlife habitat, and surface waters and related
shorelands and floodplains. PEC may also include elements such as park
and open space sites, scenic views, natural areas, and critical species
habitat sites. The elements found in PEC often occur in linear patterns
along major stream valleys, the Lake Michigan shoreline, around major
inland lakes, and the Kettle Moraine.
Secondary environmental corridors also contain a variety of resource
elements, often remnant resources from primary corridors that were
developed for urban or agricultural uses. Secondary corridors are smaller
than primary corridors and often connect to primary corridors. Isolated
natural resource areas contain natural resource elements that have been
separated from the environmental corridors. Secondary corridors and
isolated natural resources areas are generally not considered of regional
significance and consequently are not shown on the existing and planned
land use maps. However, such resources may be important at the local
level and should be considered for preservation by local governments in
the development of local comprehensive plans.
Alternative Regional Development Patterns
Maps and tables in this section present new household and job allocations,
total planned households and employment, and alternative planned
land uses for the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II.3 Household and
employment allocations are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, and shown
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 and on Maps 3.3 through 3.8. Total existing and
planned population, households, and employment are presented in Tables
3.4 through 3.6. The existing and planned development patterns of the
Region using the alternative plan land use categories are shown on Maps
3.9 through 3.12 and are summarized in Table 3.7. Incremental households
and jobs allocated to the alternative plan land uses categories are presented
in Table 3.8. In addition, residential structure type data are presented in
Table 3.9 and allocations to areas with fixed-guideway transit stations are
presented in Table 3.10.
Trend
A significant amount of new development under the Trend is at the edges of
existing cities and villages. The character of this development is typically a
continuation of the adjacent existing development, although the homes and
yards may become larger and it may become more difficult for residents to
walk to destinations such as businesses, parks, and schools. It also becomes
less cost effective to serve new development with public sewer, water, and
transit. Businesses located in some of these areas may be difficult to reach
by public transit.

3
Several of the tables in this section present data using 44 planning analysis areas
(PAA). PAAs were identified to facilitate the data collection and analysis necessary to
develop and evaluate the Trend and Alternative Plans. The factors used in determining
PAAs include municipal boundaries and census tracts, existing and potential public
sewer and water service areas, existing and potential areas served by public transit,
travel patterns centered on major commercial and industrial land use concentrations,
school district boundaries, soil types, and natural and manmade barriers such as
environmental corridors and major transportation corridors. Map 3.2 shows the PAAs
in relation to counties and communities in the Region.
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Table 3.2
Incremental Households by VISION 2050 Alternative
Trend
County
Ozaukee

Washington

Milwaukee

Waukesha

Racine

Kenosha

Walworth

Region

Planning
Analysis Area
1
2
3
4
Subtotal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Subtotal
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Subtotal
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Subtotal
35
36
37
38
Subtotal
39
40
41
Subtotal
42
43
44
Subtotal
Total

Number
1,050
2,390
4,380
2,460
10,280
2,640
5,310
1,760
2,630
5,380
2,770
2,230
22,720
1,300
2,220
2,510
2,150
750
1,190
1,020
1,360
1,240
2,750
1,510
5,010
2,970
25,980
3,400
3,170
3,360
3,280
4,230
2,300
5,030
10,160
5,850
2,340
43,120
1,760
10,690
4,160
1,490
18,100
4,410
15,330
13,080
32,820
2,760
3,850
12,680
19,290
172,310

Source: SEWRPC
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Percent
of Region
0.6
1.4
2.5
1.4
6.0
1.5
3.1
1.0
1.5
3.1
1.6
1.3
13.2
0.8
1.3
1.5
1.2
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
1.6
0.9
2.9
1.7
15.1
2.0
1.8
1.9
1.9
2.5
1.3
2.9
5.9
3.4
1.4
25.0
1.0
6.2
2.4
0.9
10.5
2.6
8.9
7.6
19.1
1.6
2.2
7.4
11.2
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Percent
Number
of Region
1,110
0.6
2,280
1.3
4,390
2.5
1,870
1.1
9,650
5.6
1,470
0.9
6,820
4.0
900
0.5
2,700
1.6
5,550
3.2
3,710
2.2
620
0.4
21,770
12.6
1,290
0.8
2,200
1.3
3,630
2.1
3,550
2.1
2,270
1.3
2,080
1.2
1,630
0.9
1,560
0.9
1,010
0.6
2,430
1.4
1,830
1.1
4,370
2.5
2,620
1.5
30,470
17.7
3,970
2.3
5,280
3.1
3,270
1.9
3,040
1.8
3,210
1.9
3,200
1.9
6,980
4.1
8,960
5.2
2,870
1.7
890
0.5
41,670
24.2
2,030
1.2
11,010
6.4
3,580
2.1
1,470
0.9
18,090
10.5
5,130
3.0
15,930
9.2
11,760
6.8
32,820
19.0
2,310
1.3
2,800
1.6
12,730
7.4
17,840
10.3
172,310
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Percent
Number
of Region
900
0.5
1,990
1.2
3,640
2.1
1,670
1.0
8,200
4.8
1,180
0.7
5,980
3.5
720
0.4
2,220
1.3
4,760
2.8
3,060
1.8
570
0.3
18,490
10.7
1,560
0.9
2,840
1.6
5,990
3.5
4,120
2.4
3,010
1.7
2,600
1.5
2,050
1.2
4,930
2.9
1,880
1.1
2,870
1.7
1,860
1.1
4,780
2.8
2,620
1.5
41,110
23.9
3,860
2.2
5,470
3.2
3,150
1.8
2,880
1.7
3,020
1.8
3,310
1.9
6,900
4.0
8,660
5.0
2,520
1.5
660
0.4
40,430
23.5
2,060
1.2
10,550
6.1
3,380
2.0
1,400
0.8
17,390
10.1
5,190
3.0
15,950
9.3
10,390
6.0
31,530
18.3
1,860
1.1
2,500
1.5
10,800
6.3
15,160
8.8
172,310
100.0

Table 3.3
Incremental Employment (Jobs) by VISION 2050 Alternative
Trend
County
Ozaukee

Washington

Milwaukee

Waukesha

Racine

Kenosha

Walworth

Region

Planning
Analysis Area
1
2
3
4
Subtotal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Subtotal
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Subtotal
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Subtotal
35
36
37
38
Subtotal
39
40
41
Subtotal
42
43
44
Subtotal
Total

Number
1,790
3,960
7,090
3,940
16,780
1,310
5,750
1,680
790
5,800
5,100
3,080
23,510
2,430
2,250
2,230
870
3,530
2,660
2,510
2,760
2,990
2,970
1,450
3,750
3,110
33,510
7,490
7,920
6,750
3,530
4,120
6,820
9,250
12,920
9,120
1,570
69,490
3,250
9,750
7,790
3,160
23,950
6,900
8,010
11,470
26,380
3,180
2,520
10,910
16,610
210,230

Percent
of Region
0.9
1.9
3.4
1.9
8.0
0.6
2.7
0.8
0.4
2.8
2.4
1.5
11.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.4
1.7
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4
0.7
1.8
1.5
15.9
3.6
3.8
3.2
1.7
2.0
3.2
4.4
6.1
4.3
0.7
33.1
1.5
4.6
3.7
1.5
11.4
3.3
3.8
5.5
12.5
1.5
1.2
5.2
7.9
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Percent
Number
of Region
2,080
1.0
4,150
2.0
5,550
2.6
3,990
1.9
15,770
7.5
900
0.4
7,500
3.6
770
0.4
1,000
0.5
6,280
3.0
4,730
2.2
1,320
0.6
22,500
10.7
1,690
0.8
1,490
0.7
3,580
1.7
2,600
1.2
8,220
3.9
3,890
1.9
3,120
1.5
2,920
1.4
2,330
1.1
1,940
0.9
1,620
0.8
2,790
1.3
2,380
1.1
38,570
18.3
8,180
3.9
11,200
5.3
5,830
2.8
2,730
1.3
3,510
1.7
6,670
3.2
10,190
4.8
11,460
5.5
6,920
3.3
780
0.4
67,470
32.1
4,820
2.3
10,090
4.8
4,610
2.2
3,420
1.6
22,940
10.9
7,990
3.8
8,860
4.2
9,530
4.5
26,380
12.5
2,660
1.3
2,230
1.1
11,710
5.6
16,600
7.9
210,230
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Percent
Number
of Region
1,610
0.8
3,270
1.6
4,740
2.3
3,280
1.6
12,900
6.1
730
0.3
6,100
2.9
620
0.3
820
0.4
5,100
2.4
4,040
1.9
1,230
0.6
18,640
8.9
1,980
0.9
2,820
1.3
7,170
3.4
3,060
1.5
8,370
4.0
4,580
2.2
4,200
2.0
4,990
2.4
4,230
2.0
2,530
1.2
1,640
0.8
3,830
1.8
2,930
1.4
52,330
24.9
7,690
3.7
11,070
5.3
5,540
2.6
2,590
1.2
3,340
1.6
6,910
3.3
9,840
4.7
10,820
5.1
6,490
3.1
740
0.4
65,030
30.9
4,640
2.2
9,700
4.6
4,370
2.1
3,240
1.5
21,950
10.4
7,860
3.7
8,750
4.2
9,120
4.3
25,730
12.2
2,150
1.0
1,840
0.9
9,660
4.6
13,650
6.5
210,230
100.0

Source: SEWRPC
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Figure 3.4
Total Households by Planning Analysis Area: 2050
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Figure 3.5
Total Employment by Planning Analysis Area: 2050
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Map 3.3
Incremental Households: Trend
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Map 3.5
Incremental Households: Alternative Plan I
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Map 3.6
Incremental Jobs: Alternative Plan I
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Map 3.7
Incremental Households: Alternative Plan II
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Table 3.4
Existing and Planned Population by VISION 2050 Alternative
County
Ozaukee

Washington

Milwaukee

Waukesha

Racine

Kenosha

Walworth

Region

Planning
Analysis
Area
1
2
3
4
Subtotal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Subtotal
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Subtotal
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Subtotal
35
36
37
38
Subtotal
39
40
41
Subtotal
42
43
44
Subtotal
Total

Existing (2010)
Percent of
Number
Region
7,990
0.4
18,680
0.9
32,870
1.6
26,860
1.3
86,390
4.3
9,070
0.4
44,380
2.2
5,660
0.3
10,830
0.5
26,890
1.3
20,000
1.0
15,050
0.7
131,890
6.5
65,450
3.2
58,540
2.9
229,170
11.3
76,000
3.8
10,480
0.5
91,230
4.5
118,120
5.8
48,360
2.4
69,990
3.5
59,930
3.0
49,070
2.4
34,820
1.7
36,580
1.8
947,730
46.9
38,580
1.9
49,620
2.5
39,590
2.0
24,140
1.2
23,020
1.1
20,160
1.0
80,000
4.0
67,440
3.3
35,800
1.8
11,550
0.6
389,890
19.3
74,170
3.7
65,010
3.2
39,260
1.9
16,970
0.8
195,410
9.7
97,410
4.8
30,520
1.5
38,490
1.9
166,430
8.2
15,040
0.7
22,170
1.1
65,020
3.2
102,230
5.1
2,019,970
100.0

Trend
Percent of
Number
Region
10,370
0.4
24,010
1.0
42,390
1.8
32,320
1.4
109,090
4.6
15,240
0.6
54,950
2.3
9,690
0.4
16,440
0.7
38,510
1.6
25,890
1.1
19,770
0.8
180,490
7.7
66,210
2.8
61,920
2.6
227,420
9.7
78,810
3.3
12,380
0.5
91,110
3.9
116,470
4.9
49,860
2.1
70,220
3.0
63,740
2.7
50,680
2.2
45,380
1.9
42,470
1.8
976,670
41.5
45,110
1.9
55,450
2.4
46,110
2.0
31,490
1.3
32,460
1.4
24,630
1.0
89,920
3.8
90,040
3.8
49,200
2.1
16,960
0.7
481,370
20.4
74,250
3.2
86,700
3.7
47,270
2.0
19,520
0.8
227,740
9.7
102,190
4.3
66,860
2.8
68,960
2.9
238,010
10.1
20,600
0.9
29,760
1.3
90,270
3.8
140,630
6.0
2,354,000
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Percent of
Number
Region
10,650
0.5
23,790
1.0
42,620
1.8
31,110
1.3
108,170
4.6
12,310
0.5
58,600
2.5
7,440
0.3
16,510
0.7
39,010
1.7
28,190
1.2
15,820
0.7
177,880
7.6
66,090
2.8
61,770
2.6
229,780
9.8
82,080
3.5
16,060
0.7
93,100
4.0
117,740
5.0
50,200
2.1
69,620
3.0
62,960
2.7
51,290
2.2
43,790
1.9
41,560
1.8
986,040
41.9
46,510
2.0
60,640
2.6
45,710
1.9
30,930
1.3
29,910
1.3
26,690
1.1
94,510
4.0
87,070
3.7
41,550
1.8
13,310
0.6
476,830
20.3
74,900
3.2
87,470
3.7
45,850
1.9
19,450
0.8
227,670
9.7
104,970
4.5
69,000
2.9
66,340
2.8
240,310
10.2
19,520
0.8
27,200
1.2
90,380
3.8
137,100
5.8
2,354,000
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Percent of
Number
Region
10,110
0.4
23,090
1.0
40,850
1.7
30,630
1.3
104,680
4.4
11,600
0.5
56,660
2.4
7,030
0.3
15,420
0.7
37,140
1.6
26,610
1.1
15,710
0.7
170,170
7.2
66,720
2.8
63,380
2.7
235,650
10.0
83,510
3.5
17,830
0.8
94,430
4.0
118,840
5.0
57,390
2.4
71,480
3.0
63,930
2.7
51,390
2.2
44,790
1.9
41,590
1.8
1,010,930
42.9
46,280
2.0
61,140
2.6
45,440
1.9
30,560
1.3
29,460
1.3
26,950
1.1
94,370
4.0
86,360
3.7
40,710
1.7
12,740
0.5
474,010
20.1
75,020
3.2
86,450
3.7
45,380
1.9
19,300
0.8
226,150
9.6
105,200
4.5
69,100
2.9
62,850
2.7
237,150
10.1
18,450
0.8
26,560
1.1
85,900
3.6
130,910
5.6
2,354,000
100.0

Note: The existing population, household, and employment data presented by planning analysis area in this table is approximated by quarter
section, and may differ slightly from data presented in other chapters of this report.
Source: SEWRPC
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Table 3.5
Existing and Planned Households by VISION 2050 Alternative
County
Ozaukee

Washington

Milwaukee

Waukesha

Racine

Kenosha

Walworth

Region

Planning
Analysis
Area
1
2
3
4
Subtotal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Subtotal
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Subtotal
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Subtotal
35
36
37
38
Subtotal
39
40
41
Subtotal
42
43
44
Subtotal
Total

Existing (2010)
Percent of
Number
Region
3,000
0.4
7,650
1.0
13,170
1.6
10,400
1.3
34,220
4.3
3,440
0.4
17,750
2.2
2,080
0.3
4,320
0.5
10,580
1.3
7,860
1.0
5,580
0.7
51,610
6.5
28,430
3.6
22,350
2.8
84,930
10.6
34,560
4.3
4,830
0.6
31,280
3.9
47,710
6.0
21,340
2.7
31,180
3.9
26,850
3.4
21,760
2.7
14,200
1.8
14,180
1.8
383,600
47.9
15,940
2.0
19,610
2.5
16,290
2.0
9,070
1.1
8,520
1.1
8,790
1.1
31,750
4.0
25,450
3.2
13,120
1.6
4,120
0.5
152,660
19.1
28,620
3.6
25,790
3.2
14,490
1.8
6,750
0.8
75,650
9.5
36,710
4.6
11,420
1.4
14,520
1.8
62,650
7.8
5,840
0.7
8,460
1.1
25,400
3.2
39,700
5.0
800,090
100.0

Trend
Percent of
Number
Region
4,050
0.4
10,040
1.0
17,550
1.8
12,860
1.3
44,500
4.6
6,080
0.6
23,060
2.4
3,840
0.4
6,950
0.7
15,960
1.6
10,630
1.1
7,810
0.8
74,330
7.6
29,730
3.1
24,560
2.5
87,430
9.0
36,710
3.8
5,580
0.6
32,470
3.3
48,730
5.0
22,700
2.3
32,420
3.3
29,600
3.0
23,270
2.4
19,220
2.0
17,150
1.8
409,570
42.1
19,340
2.0
22,780
2.3
19,650
2.0
12,350
1.3
12,750
1.3
11,090
1.1
36,790
3.8
35,610
3.7
18,970
2.0
6,450
0.7
195,780
20.1
30,380
3.1
36,480
3.8
18,650
1.9
8,240
0.8
93,750
9.6
41,120
4.2
26,750
2.8
27,610
2.8
95,480
9.8
8,600
0.9
12,310
1.3
38,080
3.9
58,990
6.1
972,400
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Percent of
Number
Region
4,120
0.4
9,930
1.0
17,560
1.8
12,280
1.3
43,890
4.5
4,920
0.5
24,570
2.5
2,980
0.3
7,020
0.7
16,130
1.7
11,570
1.2
6,190
0.6
73,380
7.5
29,730
3.1
24,540
2.5
88,560
9.1
38,110
3.9
7,110
0.7
33,360
3.4
49,340
5.1
22,900
2.4
32,180
3.3
29,280
3.0
23,590
2.4
18,570
1.9
16,800
1.7
414,070
42.6
19,910
2.0
24,890
2.6
19,560
2.0
12,110
1.2
11,730
1.2
11,990
1.2
38,740
4.0
34,420
3.5
15,980
1.6
5,000
0.5
194,330
20.0
30,650
3.2
36,800
3.8
18,080
1.9
8,210
0.8
93,740
9.6
41,840
4.3
27,340
2.8
26,280
2.7
95,460
9.8
8,140
0.8
11,260
1.2
38,130
3.9
57,530
5.9
972,400
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Percent of
Number
Region
3,900
0.4
9,640
1.0
16,820
1.7
12,070
1.2
42,430
4.4
4,620
0.5
23,730
2.4
2,790
0.3
6,540
0.7
15,340
1.6
10,920
1.1
6,140
0.6
70,080
7.2
29,990
3.1
25,190
2.6
90,920
9.4
38,680
4.0
7,840
0.8
33,880
3.5
49,760
5.1
26,270
2.7
33,050
3.4
29,730
3.1
23,620
2.4
18,980
2.0
16,800
1.7
424,710
43.7
19,800
2.0
25,080
2.6
19,440
2.0
11,950
1.2
11,540
1.2
12,110
1.2
38,660
4.0
34,110
3.5
15,640
1.6
4,770
0.5
193,100
19.9
30,680
3.2
36,340
3.7
17,870
1.8
8,140
0.8
93,030
9.6
41,900
4.3
27,370
2.8
24,920
2.6
94,190
9.7
7,690
0.8
10,970
1.1
36,200
3.7
54,860
5.6
972,400
100.0

Note: The existing population, household, and employment data presented by planning analysis area in this table is approximated by quarter
section, and may differ slightly from data presented in other chapters of this report.
Source: SEWRPC
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Table 3.6
Existing and Planned Employment (Jobs) by VISION 2050 Alternative
County
Ozaukee

Washington

Milwaukee

Waukesha

Racine

Kenosha

Walworth

Region

Planning
Analysis
Area
1
2
3
4
Subtotal
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Subtotal
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Subtotal
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Subtotal
35
36
37
38
Subtotal
39
40
41
Subtotal
42
43
44
Subtotal
Total

Existing (2010)
Percent of
Number
Region
2,840
0.2
11,280
1.0
16,540
1.4
21,720
1.8
52,380
4.5
2,370
0.2
21,670
1.8
2,550
0.2
3,640
0.3
15,830
1.3
14,230
1.2
3,610
0.3
63,900
5.4
43,700
3.7
38,450
3.3
72,150
6.1
44,280
3.8
70,280
6.0
55,050
4.7
53,230
4.5
56,910
4.8
48,530
4.1
28,850
2.5
22,410
1.9
23,280
2.0
19,230
1.6
576,350
49.0
41,250
3.5
55,630
4.7
27,140
2.3
7,730
0.7
9,420
0.8
29,020
2.5
48,470
4.1
35,040
3.0
12,160
1.0
2,930
0.2
268,790
22.9
37,450
3.2
25,000
2.1
15,050
1.3
10,550
0.9
88,050
7.5
44,830
3.8
17,770
1.5
11,640
1.0
74,240
6.3
4,590
0.4
10,640
0.9
37,330
3.2
52,560
4.5
1,176,270
100.0

Trend
Percent of
Number
Region
4,630
0.3
15,240
1.1
23,620
1.7
25,650
1.9
69,140
5.0
3,680
0.3
27,420
2.0
4,230
0.3
4,430
0.3
21,630
1.6
19,320
1.4
6,690
0.5
87,400
6.3
46,120
3.3
40,700
2.9
74,380
5.4
45,150
3.3
73,810
5.3
57,710
4.2
55,740
4.0
59,670
4.3
51,520
3.7
31,820
2.3
23,860
1.7
27,030
1.9
22,340
1.6
609,850
44.0
48,740
3.5
63,550
4.6
33,890
2.4
11,260
0.8
13,540
1.0
35,840
2.6
57,720
4.2
47,960
3.5
21,280
1.5
4,500
0.3
338,280
24.4
40,700
2.9
34,750
2.5
22,840
1.6
13,710
1.0
112,000
8.1
51,730
3.7
25,780
1.9
23,110
1.7
100,620
7.3
7,770
0.6
13,160
0.9
48,240
3.5
69,170
5.0
1,386,460
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Percent of
Number
Region
4,920
0.4
15,430
1.1
22,080
1.6
25,700
1.9
68,130
4.9
3,270
0.2
29,170
2.1
3,320
0.2
4,640
0.3
22,110
1.6
18,950
1.4
4,930
0.4
86,390
6.2
45,380
3.3
39,940
2.9
75,730
5.5
46,880
3.4
78,500
5.7
58,940
4.3
56,350
4.1
59,830
4.3
50,860
3.7
30,790
2.2
24,030
1.7
26,070
1.9
21,610
1.6
614,910
44.4
49,430
3.6
66,830
4.8
32,970
2.4
10,460
0.8
12,930
0.9
35,690
2.6
58,660
4.2
46,500
3.4
19,080
1.4
3,710
0.3
336,260
24.3
42,270
3.0
35,090
2.5
19,660
1.4
13,970
1.0
110,990
8.0
52,820
3.8
26,630
1.9
21,170
1.5
100,620
7.3
7,250
0.5
12,870
0.9
49,040
3.5
69,160
5.0
1,386,460
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Percent of
Number
Region
4,450
0.3
14,550
1.0
21,270
1.5
24,990
1.8
65,260
4.7
3,100
0.2
27,770
2.0
3,170
0.2
4,460
0.3
20,930
1.5
18,260
1.3
4,840
0.3
82,530
6.0
45,670
3.3
41,270
3.0
79,320
5.7
47,340
3.4
78,650
5.7
59,630
4.3
57,430
4.1
61,900
4.5
52,760
3.8
31,380
2.3
24,050
1.7
27,110
2.0
22,160
1.6
628,670
45.3
48,940
3.5
66,700
4.8
32,680
2.4
10,320
0.7
12,760
0.9
35,930
2.6
58,310
4.2
45,860
3.3
18,650
1.3
3,670
0.3
333,820
24.1
42,090
3.0
34,700
2.5
19,420
1.4
13,790
1.0
110,000
7.9
52,690
3.8
26,520
1.9
20,760
1.5
99,970
7.2
6,740
0.5
12,480
0.9
46,990
3.4
66,210
4.8
1,386,460
100.0

Note: The existing population, household, and employment data presented by planning analysis area in this table is approximated by quarter
section, and may differ slightly from data presented in other chapters of this report.
Source: SEWRPC
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Map 3.9
Existing Urban Development: 2010
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Map 3.10
Urban Development Under the Trend: 2050
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Map 3.11
Urban Development Under Alternative Plan I: 2050
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Map 3.12
Urban Development Under Alternative Plan II: 2050
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Table 3.7
Planned Land Use by VISION 2050 Alternative

Alternative Plan
Land Use Categorya
Mixed-Use
City Centerb

Existing
(square
miles)

Trend
Increment
Total
(square
(square
miles)
miles)

Alternative Plan I
Increment
Total
(square
(square
miles)
miles)

Alternative Plan II
Increment
Total
(square
(square
miles)
miles)

12.0

0.6

12.6

0.7

12.7

0.8

12.8

103.4

7.1

110.5

10.2

113.6

10.5

113.9

95.6

6.9

102.5

51.7

147.3

46.4

142.0

Medium Lot
Neighborhoode

184.9

67.3

252.2

5.8

190.7

5.3

190.2

Large Lot
Neighborhoodf

267.7

18.1

285.8

10.6

278.3

9.9

277.6

Large Lot Exurbang

41.6

19.3

60.9

6.4

48.0

5.6

47.2

Rural Estateh

74.0

36.8

110.8

10.7

84.7

7.9

81.9

1,155.5

-77.3

1,078.2

-31.9

1,123.6

-25.8

1,129.7

Primary Environmental
Corridor

487.3

9.1

496.4

9.1

496.4

9.1

496.4

Other Open LandJ

267.7

-87.9

179.8

-73.3

194.4

-69.7

198.0

2,689.7

0.0

2,689.7

0.0

2,689.7

0.0

2,689.7

Mixed-Use Traditional
Neighborhoodc
Small Lot Traditional
Neighborhoodd

Agricultural Landi

Total
a

Alternative plan land use categories include applicable land uses such as residential; commercial; industrial; governmental and institutional;
transportation, communication, and utilities; and recreational lands.

b

Residential and other urban land – 18.0 or more dwelling units per net residential acre.

c

Residential and other urban land – 7.0 to 17.9 dwelling units per net residential acre.

d

Residential and other urban land – 4.4 to 6.9 dwelling units per net residential acre.

e

Residential and other urban land – 2.3 to 4.3 dwelling units per net residential acre.

f

Residential and other urban land – 0.7 to 2.2 dwelling units per net residential acre.

g

0.2 to 0.6 dwelling unit per net residential acre.

h

No more than 0.2 dwelling unit per acre.

i

Includes farmland preservation areas identified in county farmland preservation plans, prime agricultural land, and other agricultural land.

J

Includes wetlands, woodlands, and surface water outside primary environmental corridors, landfill sites, quarries, and other unused lands.

Source: SEWRPC

Some new development also occurs as infill and redevelopment in existing
cities and villages. The infill development and redevelopment can be
reached easily by public services and it is easier to walk to different types
of destinations. There is less infill and redevelopment under the Trend than
either Alternative Plan I or II.
Additional development includes some new homes located outside cities
and villages on larger lots that cannot be reached by public sewer, water,
or transit services. Residents of these homes cannot typically walk to other
destinations. Some of these homes may be developed at a very low overall
density, but clustered on smaller lots. Cluster subdivision design allows

Some new homes under
the Trend would be
located on larger lots
that cannot be reached
by public sewer, water,
or transit services.
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Table 3.8
Incremental Households and Employment by Land Use Category

Total

Households
Trend
Number
Percent
9,447
5.5
30,503
17.7
12,827
7.4
82,911
48.1
7,591
4.4
4,237
2.5
24,794
14.4
172,310
100.0

Alternative Plan I
Number
Percent
14,407
8.3
48,589
28.2
88,187
51.2
7,353
4.3
4,282
2.5
1,333
0.8
8,159
4.7
172,310
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Number
Percent
18,799
10.9
56,420
32.8
79,311
46.0
6,387
3.7
4,033
2.3
1,167
0.7
6,193
3.6
172,310
100.0

Total

Employment (jobs)
Trend
Alternative Plan I
Number
Percent
Number
Percent
11,595
5.5
19,340
9.2
47,403
22.6
64,564
30.7
21,196
10.1
83,187
39.6
94,707
45.1
24,554
11.7
32,043
15.2
16,898
8.0
3,021
1.4
1,634
0.8
265
0.1
53
<0.1
210,230
100.0
210,230
100.0

Alternative Plan II
Number
Percent
23,961
11.4
69,490
33.0
76,300
36.3
24,073
11.5
14,757
7.0
1,635
0.8
14
<0.1
210,230
100.0

Land Use Category
Mixed-Use City Center
Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood
Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood
Medium Lot Neighborhood
Large Lot Neighborhood
Large Lot Exurban
Rural Estate

Land Use Category
Mixed-Use City Center
Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood
Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood
Medium Lot Neighborhood
Large Lot Neighborhood
Large Lot Exurban
Rural Estate
Source: SEWRPC

Table 3.9
Incremental Residential Structure Type by VISION 2050 Alternative
Alternative
Trend
Alternative Plan I
Alternative Plan II

Single-Family Housing Units
Number
Percent
128,952
74.8
105,502
61.2
93,247
54.1

Multifamily Housing Units
Number
Percent
43,357
25.2
66,807
38.8
79,062
45.9

Source: SEWRPC

for the preservation of rural character and more productive farmland as
compared to traditional subdivision design. There is significantly more of this
type of large lot or cluster subdivision development under the Trend than
Alternatives I and II.
New development under the Trend is accommodated in the following
alternative plan land use categories:
• Mixed-Use City Center (5.5 percent of new households, 5.5 percent
of new jobs)
• Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood (17.7 percent of new households,
22.6 percent of new jobs)
• Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood (7.4 percent of new households,
10.1 percent of new jobs)
• Medium Lot Neighborhood (48.1 percent of new households, 45.1
percent of new jobs)
• Large Lot Neighborhood (4.4 percent of new households, 15.2 percent
of new jobs)
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Table 3.10
Incremental Household and Employment Allocations to
Fixed-Guideway Station Areas by VISION 2050 Alternative
Trend
Households
County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Racine
Waukesha
Region

Percent of
Total Allocation
1.2
4.2
--0.9

Number
379
1,098
--1,477

Employment (jobs)
Percent of
Number
Total Allocation
432
1.6
3,356
10.0
----3,788
1.8

Alternative Plan I
Households
County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Racine
Waukesha
Region

Percent of
Total Allocation
4.3
38.3
3.3
7.9
9.9

Number
1,406
11,676
595
3,311
16,988

Employment (jobs)
Percent of
Number
Total Allocation
1,375
5.2
19,761
51.2
809
3.5
6,385
9.5
28,330
13.5

Alternative Plan II
Households
County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Racine
Waukesha
Region

Number
1,475
31,759
1,237
6,661
41,132

Percent of
Total Allocation
4.7
77.3
7.1
16.5
23.9

Employment (jobs)
Percent of
Number
Total Allocation
1,376
5.2
32,092
83.2
1,490
6.5
13,962
20.7
48,920
23.3

Source: SEWRPC

• Large Lot Exurban (2.5 percent of new households, 1.4 percent of new
jobs)
• Rural Estate (14.4 percent of new households, 0.1 percent of new jobs)
Alternative Plan I
Infill development and redevelopment in existing cities and villages is the focus
of Alternative Plan I. Much of the new infill development/redevelopment would
be similar in character to existing adjacent development; however, some new
development would occur in areas surrounding fixed-guideway transit stations
proposed under the Transportation Component of Alternative I. It is widely
accepted that fixed-guideway transit service can have a greater impact on land
use and economic development than bus service in mixed traffic. Investment
in residential, retail, and office development has been linked to investment
in higher levels of transit service. Local bus service over existing streets and
highways does not provide a long-term commitment, and therefore, is less
likely to result in investment in development and redevelopment near bus
stops.

Infill and
redevelopment is the
focus of Alternative
Plan I, including some
TOD.

Development in the transit station areas of Alternative I is typically denser
than existing development, and denser than the development in comparable
locations under the Trend. In addition, station area development may occur
in the form of TODs (examples are presented in Figure 3.6). More households
and jobs were allocated to Milwaukee County under Alternative I than the
Trend to meet the anticipated demand for housing and employment in fixedguideway station areas.
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Figure 3.6
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Examples

Urban Center Plaza in Portland, Oregon
Credit: SEWRPC Staff

The Fitzgerald in Baltimore, Maryland
Credit: Design Collective - Baltimore

Del Mar Station in Pasadena, California
Credit: Moule and Polyzoides, Architects and Urbanists

Downtown San Leandro, California
Credit: Page Southerland Page, Inc.

New homes at the
edges of cities and
villages would be on
smaller lots under
Alternative I compared
to the Trend.

Some new development also occurs at the edges of cities and villages
throughout the Region. New homes in these areas would have smaller lots than
those in comparable locations under the Trend. There may also be a greater
mix of apartments and condominiums than under the Trend. These areas are
efficiently served by public sewer and water, and businesses can be reached by
public transit in service areas. In addition, the compact development pattern
of Alternative I consumes less farmland than the Trend development pattern.
New development under Alternative I is accommodated in the following
alternative plan land use categories:
• Mixed-Use City Center (8.3 percent of new households, 9.2 percent
of new jobs)
• Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood (28.2 percent of new households,
30.7 percent of new jobs)
• Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood (51.2 percent of new households,
39.6 percent of new jobs)
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• Medium Lot Neighborhood (4.3 percent of new households, 11.7
percent of new jobs)
• Large Lot Neighborhood (2.5 percent of new households, 8.0 percent
of new jobs)
• Large Lot Exurban (0.8 percent of new households, 0.8 percent of new
jobs)
• Rural Estate (4.7 percent of new households, <0.1 percent of new
jobs)
Alternative Plan II
The development pattern of Alternative Plan II is similar to Alternative Plan I
with one area of departure. There would be more fixed-guideway transit lines
and stations under the Transportation Component of Alternative II, particularly
in Milwaukee County. The increase in stations and accessibility to more
destinations on the fixed-guideway network are anticipated to increase housing
and employment demand in Milwaukee County, which required an additional
increase in the allocation of households and jobs to Milwaukee County.

The development
pattern of Alternative
Plan II is similar to
Alternative Plan I, but
with more emphasis on
TOD.

New development would occur in the same alternative plan land use
categories as under Alternative I, with more development occurring in
Mixed-Use City Center and Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood:
• Mixed-Use City Center (10.9 percent of new households, 11.4 percent
of new jobs)
• Mixed-Use Traditional Neighborhood (32.8 percent of new households,
33.0 percent of new jobs)
• Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood (46.0 percent of new households,
36.3 percent of new jobs)
• Medium Lot Neighborhood (3.7 percent of new households, 11.5
percent of new jobs)
• Large Lot Neighborhood (2.3 percent of new households, 7.0 percent
of new jobs)
• Large Lot Exurban (0.7 percent of new households, 0.8 percent of new
jobs)
• Rural Estate (3.6 percent of new households, <0.1 percent of new
jobs)
Alternative Plans – Transportation Component
The transportation systems under the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II are
associated with each alternative land use development pattern described
previously in the chapter. The following section provides a description of
those transportation systems and how they differ between the alternatives
and the Region’s existing transportation system.
Transportation System Definitions
The transportation systems in the Trend and Alternative Plans I and II are
comprised of different types and levels of transportation investment. The
following transportation system definitions are useful in understanding these
differences.

The transportation
system for each
alternative is associated
with the alternative’s
land development
pattern.
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Figure 3.7
Examples of Rapid Transit: Bus Rapid Transit and Light Rail

Healthline in Cleveland, Ohio
Credit: Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority

MetroTransit Green Line in Minneapolis, Minnesota
Credit: Flickr user Michael Hicks

• Local transit
Local transit consists of lower-speed routes with closely spaced stops,
primarily with buses operating over arterial and collector streets and
in mixed traffic. Local transit could also be provided on a fixed-route
basis by streetcar, or on a demand-responsive basis by automobiles
or vans (e.g., shared-ride taxi). Stops are typically spaced about oneeighth mile to one-quarter mile apart. Frequencies vary significantly,
typically ranging from every 5 to 60 minutes in weekday peak travel
periods and every 10 to 120 minutes in weekday off-peak periods and
on weekends.
• Express transit
Express transit consists of limited-stop, higher-speed routes, with
buses operating in mixed traffic or in reserved street lanes. Stops are
typically spaced about one-half mile to one mile apart, with onequarter mile spacing in the central business district. Frequencies are
typically every 10 minutes in weekday peak travel periods and every
15 to 30 minutes in weekday off-peak periods and on weekends.
• Rapid transit
Rapid transit consists of either bus rapid transit (BRT) or light rail transit
lines, operating in a fixed-guideway corridor. Stations for both BRT
and light rail are typically spaced about one-half to one mile apart,
with closer spacing in the central business district. Rapid transit would
operate in the median of a roadway or in transit-only lanes in the
center of the roadway, similar to light rail service in Minneapolis or
BRT service in Cleveland (as shown in Figure 3.7). No matter the
technology chosen, rapid transit includes signal priority or preemption
at traffic signals and stations with level boarding and passenger
amenities. Frequencies are typically every 8 to 12 minutes in weekday
peak travel periods and every 10 to 15 minutes in weekday off-peak
periods and on weekends.
• Commuter transit
Commuter transit consists of longer-distance routes or lines, with
either buses operating on freeways or rail vehicles operating in a rail
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corridor (i.e., commuter rail). Stops or stations are typically spaced
about three to five miles apart. Frequencies are typically every 10 to
30 minutes in weekday peak travel periods and every 30 to 60 minutes
in weekday off-peak periods and on weekends.
• Fixed-guideway transit
Fixed-guideway transit refers to either rapid transit (BRT or light rail)
or commuter rail. For BRT and light rail, the fixed guideway would
typically be provided in the median of a roadway or by a dedicated
roadway lane. For commuter rail, the fixed guideway would be a rail
corridor, most likely an existing freight rail corridor.
• On-street bicycle facility
On-street bicycle facilities include accommodations for bicycles that
are provided on arterial streets and highways. On-street facilities
include enhanced bicycle facilities (defined below), bicycle lanes,
paved shoulders, and widened outside travel lanes.
• Off-street bicycle path
Off-street bicycle paths are separate from motor vehicle traffic and are
typically developed within former railway rights-of-way and parkway
corridors—rather than within a roadway’s right-of-way. They are
mostly intended for seasonal use.
• Enhanced bicycle facility
Enhanced bicycle facilities are on-street bicycle facilities that go beyond
the standard bicycle lane, paved shoulder, or widened outside travel
lane. Enhanced bicycle facilities are meant to improve safety, define
bicycle space on roadways, and provide clear corridors for bicycle
usage. Examples of enhanced bicycle facilities include the protected
bicycle lane (also referred to as a cycle track or separated bicycle lane),
which provides separation between bicyclists and the travel and/or
parking lane via a physical barrier; the buffered bicycle lane, which
provides a similar separation via a buffer space; the raised bicycle
lane, which is vertically separated from traffic; and the separate path
within a roadway’s right-of-way. Figure 3.8 presents some examples
of enhanced bicycle facilities.
• Arterial street/highway
Arterial streets are defined as streets and highways that are principally
intended to provide a high degree of travel mobility, serving the through
movement of traffic and providing transportation service between
major subareas of an urban area or through the area. Together, the
arterial streets should form an integrated, areawide system. Access
to abutting property may be a secondary function of some types of
arterial streets and highways, but it should be subordinate to the
primary function of traffic movement. Arterials are typically spaced
about one-half mile apart in Mixed-Use City Center and Mixed-Use
Traditional Neighborhood areas, one mile in Small Lot Traditional
Neighborhood and Medium Lot Neighborhood areas, two miles
in Large Lot Neighborhood, and more than two miles in Large Lot
Exurban and Rural Estate areas.
• Surface (or standard) arterial street/highway
Surface arterial streets and highways are arterials with primarily atgrade intersections and may also provide direct access to abutting
property through driveways.
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Figure 3.8
Examples of Enhanced Bicycle Facilities

A one-way protected lane utilizing bollards to create
separation for bicyclists on Kinzie Street in Chicago, Illinois
Credit: Chicago Department of Transportation

A buffered bike lane that utilizes a buffer zone on both the
travel lane and parking lane sides in Kansas City, Kansas
Credit: Bike Walk KC

A raised bike lane on Bay Street in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Credit: Michael Sears

A two-way protected bike lane utilizing bollards in
Washington, DC
Credit: Stewart Eastep

A contra-flow bike lane allowing bicyclists to ride in the
opposite direction of traffic in Boise, Idaho
Credit: NACTO

A buffered left-side bike lane in Portland, Oregon
Credit: Bike Portland
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Figure 3.8
(Continued)

A neighborhood greenway utilizing a mini traffic circle to
slow auto speeds on the corridor in Tucson, Arizona
Credit: NACTO

An intersection in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin utilizing a bike box
at the head of a traffic lane
Credit: SEWRPC Staff

Separate path within the road right-of-way in Pewaukee,
Wisconsin
Credit: SEWRPC Staff

Intersection crossing markings implemented in Seattle,
Washington
Credit: NACTO

• Freeway
A freeway is a special type of arterial—the highest type of arterial—
providing the highest degree of mobility and the most limited degree
of access. A freeway is defined as a divided arterial highway with full
control of access and grade separations (over- and under-passes) at
all interchanges.
Alternative Transportation Systems
The transportation system for each alternative is associated with the
alternative’s land development pattern, described previously in the chapter.
Maps and tables in this section present the existing transportation system and
the different transportation elements included in the Trend and Alternative
Plans I and II. The existing public transit system is shown on Map 3.13 and the
alternative public transit systems are shown on Maps 3.14 through 3.16. A
comparison of the amount of service provided by the existing and alternative
public transit systems is presented in Table 3.11, and the span of service
hours and frequencies are presented in Table 3.12. The existing bicycle
network is shown on Map 3.17 and the alternative bicycle networks are
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Map 3.13
Transit Services: Existing
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Map 3.14
Transit Services: Trend
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Map 3.15
Transit Services: Alternative Plan I
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Map 3.16
Transit Services: Alternative Plan II
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Table 3.11
Fixed-Route Public Transit Service Levels by VISION 2050 Alternative
Existing
(2013)

Trend

Total

-<10
260
500
3,980
4,740

-<10
100
-3,600
3,700

420
70
940
1,530
7,640
10,600

1,260
140
660
820
8,680
11,560

Total

-100
5,900
6,300
48,600
60,900

-100
3,200
-44,600
47,900

8,100
3,900
26,600
22,800
90,400
151,800

24,900
7,100
17,700
12,300
103,700
165,700

Average Weekday Transit Service Characteristics
Revenue Vehicle-Hours
Rapid Transit
Commuter Rail
Commuter Bus
Express Bus
Local Transit
Revenue Vehicle-Miles
Rapid Transit
Commuter Rail
Commuter Bus
Express Bus
Local Transit

Alternative
Plan I

Alternative
Plan II

Source: SEWRPC

Table 3.12
Transit Service Hours and Frequency by VISION 2050 Alternative
Service Type

Weekdays/
Weekends

Existing (2015)

Trend

Alternative Plan I

Rapid Transit

Weekdays

No service

No service

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Weekends

No service

No service

5 a.m. – 3 a.m.

5 a.m. – 3 a.m.

Transit Service Hours

Commuter Rail
Commuter Bus

Express Bus
Local Service

Transit Service Headways

Rapid Transit
Commuter Rail
Commuter Bus

Express Bus

Local Service

Weekdays

6 a.m. – 2 a.m.

6 a.m. – 2 a.m.

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Weekends

7 a.m. – 2 a.m.

7 a.m. – 2 a.m.

7 a.m. – 3 a.m.

7 a.m. – 3 a.m.

Weekdays

5 a.m. – 10 a.m.
12 p.m. – 8 p.m.
many services peak
direction only

5 a.m. – 9 a.m.
3 p.m. – 7 p.m.
peak direction only

4 a.m. – 11 p.m.
both directions

4 a.m. – 11 p.m.
both directions

Weekends

8 a.m. – 11 p.m.
KRM Bus only

No service

7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
both directions

7 a.m. – 11 p.m.
both directions

Weekdays

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

No service

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Weekends

5 a.m. – 2 a.m.

No service

5 a.m. – 2 a.m.

5 a.m. – 3 a.m.

Weekdays

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

5 a.m. – 1 a.m.

4 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Up to 24 hours/day

Weekends

5 a.m. – 2 a.m.

5 a.m. – 11 p.m.

5 a.m. – 2 a.m.

Up to 24 hours/day

Weekdays

No service

No service

10 – 12 minutes

8 – 15 minutes

Weekends

No service

No service

10 – 15 minutes

10 – 15 minutes

Weekdays

30 – 360 minutes

30 – 360 minutes

15 – 30 minutes

15 – 30 minutes

Weekends

60 – 480 minutes

60 – 480 minutes

30 – 60 minutes

30 – 60 minutes

Weekdays

10 – 225 minutes
many services peak
direction only

20 – 240 minutes
peak direction only

10 – 60 minutes
both directions

10 – 60 minutes
both directions

Weekends

90 – 240 minutes
KRM Bus only

No service

20 – 60 minutes
both directions

20 – 60 minutes
both directions

Weekdays
Weekends

10 – 60 minutes
20 – 45 minutes
no service on Western
Kenosha County Transit

No service
No service

10 – 30 minutes
10 – 30 minutes

10 – 30 minutes
10 – 20 minutes

Weekdays

10 – 70 minutes

13 – 90 minutes

10 – 60 minutes

10 – 60 minutes

Weekends

12 – 100 minutes

15 – 120 minutes

10 – 60 minutes

10 – 60 minutes

Source: SEWRPC
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Alternative Plan II
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Map 3.17
Bicycle Network: Existing
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shown on Maps 3.18 and 3.19. A comparison of the existing and alternative
bicycle networks is presented in Table 3.13. The alternative arterial street and
highway systems are shown on Maps 3.20 through 3.22. A comparison of
the existing and alternative arterial street and highway systems is presented
in Table 3.14.
The concept for the
Trend’s transportation
system is a continuation
of recent trends
in transportation
investment in the
Region.

Trend
The Trend is intended to be a baseline against which Alternatives I and II
can be compared. The concept for the Trend’s transportation system is a
continuation of recent trends in transportation investment in the Region. The
Trend’s transportation system is to an extent an extrapolation of past trends,
and is also based on current and recent past investment levels and priorities,
with similar levels and priorities assumed to continue through the year 2050.
The trend in public transit service levels in the Region has been one of
significant decline; a loss of nearly 25 percent of service since the early
2000s. Under the Trend, the already reduced transit service levels would
be reduced by an additional 22 percent by the year 2050, as shown in
Table 3.11, on Map 3.14, and in Figure 3.9. This further decline is based in
part on an extrapolation of service level declines, but primarily is based on
consideration of current and expected revenues and current and expected
capital, operating, and maintenance costs for the Region’s existing transit
services. Future decline would particularly affect local bus service, potentially
resulting in entire routes being cut, lower service frequencies, reduced
service hours, and/or weekend service being eliminated, depending on the
transit system. Existing express bus service would likely be eliminated as
well. Passenger fares would increase faster than inflation as transit systems
attempt to maintain service levels as high as possible. Existing shared-ride
taxi services would continue to operate, but no new shared-ride taxi services
would be established.
The trend in providing bicycle and pedestrian facilities has been greatly affected
by Federal and State requirements that bicycle and pedestrian accommodations
be provided in all new highway construction and reconstruction projects
funded with State or Federal funds, unless demonstrated to be prohibitive.
While the impact of recent changes to State requirements is not yet known,
these changes will not affect Federally funded projects and it is anticipated
that significant expansion of on-street accommodations will continue. Several
municipal and county bicycle plans have also been completed in recent years,
which have helped to implement both on- and off-street bicycle facilities.
Substantial progress has been made to expand the off-street network through
construction of additional paths, which is anticipated to continue. As shown
in Table 3.13 and on Map 3.18, the Trend assumes recent trends in bicycle
and pedestrian facility construction will continue to the year 2050, so the
Trend does not differ substantially from Alternatives I and II in this regard.
However, the Trend only assumes bicycle accommodations are provided
through basic on-street bicycle facilities on the surface arterial street and
highway system, including bicycle lanes, wider outside travel lanes, and
paved shoulders. Alternatives I and II, as described on the following pages,
include corridors of enhanced bicycle facilities that go beyond these standard
accommodations. Under all alternatives, pedestrian facilities are envisioned
to be designed and constructed consistent with Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requirements, thus accommodating people with disabilities. For the
Trend, however, the connectivity of sidewalks is less than under Alternatives
I and II due to a development pattern that generally includes lower densities
and additional larger homes with larger yards.
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Map 3.18
Bicycle Network: Trend
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Map 3.19
Bicycle Network: Alternative Plans I and II
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Table 3.13
Miles of Bicycle Facilities by VISION 2050 Alternative
Estimated Mileages
Bicycle Facility
On-street Accommodations
Standard
Enhanced
Off-street Paths

Existing

Trend

Alternatives
I and II

813.3
68.5
286.0

3,304.5
68.5
708.0

3,015.2
357.8
708.0

Source: SEWRPC

The trend in developing the arterial street and highway system has involved
segment-by-segment reconstruction of the freeway system, with traffic lanes
added on congested arterial facilities and some new facilities constructed.
This would continue under the Trend, with necessary reconstruction occurring
to modernize streets and highways to achieve current safety and design
standards, and additional traffic lanes and new facilities added to address
congestion. The highway capacity additions to address projected congestion
under the Trend are shown in Table 3.14 and on Map 3.20.
Alternative Plan I
The transportation system of Alternative Plan I represents a measured
departure from the Trend. Alternative I includes a significant increase in
transit service and enhanced bicycle facilities. Additional traffic lanes and
new arterial street and highway facilities are also added to address residual
traffic congestion.
Transit service would be significantly expanded, as shown in Table 3.11, on
Map 3.15, and in Figure 3.8, reversing the recent decline in transit service
levels and introducing fixed-guideway transit in a few major travel corridors.
Transit service improvements include an expansion of the service area and
frequency of local bus routes, more express and commuter bus routes, and
increased frequency on existing express and commuter bus routes. Sharedride taxi would be provided in the remainder of the Region where local bus
service would not be available. One commuter rail corridor and three rapid
transit corridors are included in this alternative.

The transportation
system of Alternative
Plan I represents a
measured departure
from the Trend,
including a significant
increase in transit
service and enhanced
bicycle facilities.

Bicycle facilities would be significantly improved, as shown in Table 3.13 and
on Map 3.19. The improvements include the same off-street path network
expansion as the Trend, and on-street bicycle accommodations on the
surface arterial street and highway system as it is reconstructed. However,
the on-street bicycle accommodations in Alternative I, like Alternative II,
include enhanced bicycle facilities. Enhanced bicycle facilities are intended
to increase the safety and comfort of bicyclists by creating either physical
separation between bicyclists and vehicles or improving the visibility of
the bicycle facility. Map 3.19 shows these facilities within corridors of
regional significance, or arterial corridors that extend through two or more
communities or provide connections between off-street facilities. The actual
facility could be located on the surface arterial street within the corridor or, if
this would be impractical, neighborhood greenways (i.e., “bike boulevards”)
could be implemented on parallel nonarterial streets within about two
blocks of the arterial. Standard bicycle facilities—bicycle lanes, wider
outside travel lanes, and paved shoulders—would be provided as other
arterials are reconstructed. Pedestrian facilities, as under the Trend, would
be ADA-compliant. For Alternative I, however, the connectivity of sidewalks
is improved due to a focus on a more compact development pattern, with
limited lower-density development and the introduction of more walkable
TOD around fixed-guideway transit stations.
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Map 3.20
Arterial Street and Highway Element: Trend
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Map 3.21
Arterial Street and Highway Element: Alternative Plan I
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Map 3.22
Arterial Street and Highway Element: Alternative Plan II
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Table 3.14
Centerline Miles of Surface Arterial and Freeway
Functional Improvements by VISION 2050 Alternative
Surface Arterial and
Freeway Functional Improvements
Facilities Resurfaced/Reconstructed
to Existing Capacity
Surface Arterials
Freeways
Subtotal
Facilities Reconstructed with
Additional Traffic Lanes
Surface Arterials
Freeways
Subtotal
New Facilities
Surface Arterials
Freeways
Subtotal
Total
a

Existing and
Committed
(Miles)

Trend
(Miles)

Alternative Plan I
(Miles)

Alternative Plan II
(Miles)

----

3,112.6
159.2
3,271.8

3,133.0
159.2
3,292.2

3,157.9
174.6
3,332.5

30.3
47.0
77.3

193.0
115.7
308.7

172.6
115.7
288.3

147.6
100.3
247.9

60.8
12.5
73.3
3,653.8

60.8
12.5
73.3
3,653.8

54.4
12.5
66.9
3,647.3

2.9
0.0
2.9
--a

The existing arterial street and highway system, including 2.9 miles of committed new facilities, totals 3,579.4 miles.

Source: SEWRPC

Figure 3.9
Average Weekday Transit Service Hours by VISION 2050 Alternative
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Source: National Transit Database and SEWRPC
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Segment-by-segment reconstruction of the freeway system would continue
under Alternative I, as it would under the Trend, with reconstruction of all
arterial streets and highways including modernization to achieve current
safety and design standards. Like the Trend, highway capacity additions,
shown in Table 3.14 and on Map 3.18, would be implemented only to address
the residual traffic congestion that may not be alleviated by other measures.
In developing Alternative I, anticipated traffic congestion on the arterial
network without any additional traffic lanes or new arterial facilities was first
considered. Additional traffic lanes and some new arterial facilities were then
added to mitigate traffic congestion that would not be alleviated by public
transit. In the evaluation presented later in the chapter, the arterial element
of Alternative I includes capacity expansions, but a secondary evaluation
without any expansions beyond those committed is also presented.
The transportation
system of Alternative
Plan II represents an
even more substantial
departure from the
Trend than Alternative I.

Alternative Plan II
The transportation system envisioned under Alternative Plan II represents an
even more substantial departure from the Trend than Alternative I. Similar
to Alternative I, Alternative II includes a significant increase in transit service,
essentially the same bicycle improvements, and is also evaluated both with
and without additional traffic lanes and new arterial facilities. However,
Alternative II includes more fixed-guideway transit and highway capacity
expansions are limited to the rural and low-density suburban areas not
served by fixed-guideway transit lines.
The significant transit service expansion is shown in Table 3.11, on Map
3.16, and in Figure 3.9. In addition to significant expansion of local bus
service, Alternative II includes a significant investment in fixed-guideway
transit corridors, including commuter rail and rapid transit. Two commuter
rail corridors and ten rapid transit corridors are included. The service area
and frequency of local bus routes would be expanded and key corridors
without a fixed-guideway investment would see high-frequency express or
commuter bus routes. Shared-ride taxi would be provided in the remainder
of the Region where local bus service would not be available.
The bicycle facilities under Alternative II, as shown in Table 3.13 and on
Map 3.19, would essentially be the same as Alternative I. The improvements
include the same off-street path network expansion as the Trend, enhanced
bicycle facilities in regional corridors, and standard on-street bicycle
accommodations on the other surface arterial streets and highways as they
are reconstructed. Pedestrian facilities would also be the same in terms of
being ADA-compliant, but Alternative II would have even higher sidewalk
connectivity due to extensive TOD around fixed-guideway transit stations.

Unlike the Trend and
Alternative I, highway
capacity improvements
under Alternative II
would primarily be
limited to the rural and
low-density suburban
areas not served by
fixed-guideway transit.
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Segment-by-segment reconstruction of the freeway system would continue
under Alternative II, as it would under the Trend and Alternative I, with
reconstruction of all arterial streets and highways including modernization to
achieve current safety and design standards. Like the Trend and Alternative I,
Alternative II also includes additional traffic lanes and some new arterial street
and highway facilities, as shown in Table 3.14 and on Map 3.22, with the
capacity additions included to mitigate increases in traffic congestion that
would not be alleviated by public transit. Unlike the Trend and Alternative I,
highway capacity improvements under Alternative II would primarily be limited
to the rural and low-density suburban areas not served by the fixed-guideway
transit investments included as part of this alternative. This results in fewer
capacity additions envisioned under Alternative II compared to Alternative I
and the Trend. Like Alternative I, in the evaluation presented later in the
chapter, the arterial element of Alternative II includes capacity expansions,
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but a secondary evaluation without any expansions beyond those committed
is also presented.

3.3 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The added level of detail included in the alternatives, compared to the more
conceptual scenarios from the previous step in the VISION 2050 process
(described in Chapter 2 of this volume), allows a more thorough evaluation
using a larger set of criteria than were used to evaluate the scenarios. This
evaluation is summarized below, along with the VISION 2050 plan objectives
and a series of evaluation criteria. The full evaluation is detailed in Appendix
F to this volume.

The alternatives were
thoroughly evaluated
against the VISION
2050 plan objectives
using a series of 50
evaluation criteria.

Plan Objectives and Criteria for Evaluating Alternatives
An important part of any planning effort is formulating objectives to pursue
through the implementation of plan recommendations. The plan objectives
for VISION 2050 are specific goals, or ends, that guided the preparation
and evaluation of the alternatives, and would be the desired outcome of
the VISION 2050 recommendations presented in Volume III of this report.
The objectives are organized into four important themes for VISION 2050,
and no priority is implied by the order of the plan objectives. Associated with
each objective are criteria used to evaluate the alternatives. The associated
criteria measure the extent to which each alternative meets each objective.
The objectives and criteria were developed by staff based on the Guiding
Statements that form the initial vision for the Region (see Chapter 1 of this
volume), with guidance from the Commission’s Advisory Committees on
Regional Land Use Planning and Regional Transportation Planning, and its
Environmental Justice Task Force. The objectives and evaluation criteria are
listed below, and descriptions of the criteria are presented in Table 3.15.
Healthy Communities Objectives and Criteria
The following objectives and their associated criteria revolve around creating
healthy communities within our Region, with active transportation options
and environmental preservation serving as cornerstones of this theme.
• Objective 1.1: Vibrant, walkable neighborhoods that contribute to
the Region’s distinct character.
oo Criterion 1.1.1: Number of people living in walkable areas
oo Criterion 1.1.2: Population density
oo Criterion 1.1.3: Employment density
• Objective 1.2: Active transportation options that encourage healthy
lifestyles.
oo Criterion 1.2.1: Bicycle level of service
oo Criterion 1.2.2: Bicycle network connectivity
oo Criterion 1.2.3: Benefits and impacts to public health
• Objective 1.3: Compact urban development and limited rural
development that maximize open space and productive agricultural
land.
oo Criterion 1.3.1: Remaining farmland and undeveloped land
oo Criterion 1.3.2: Impacts to natural resource areas
• Objective 1.4: Environmentally sustainable development and
transportation that minimize the use of nonrenewable resources
and adverse impacts on the Region’s natural environment, including
biodiversity, air, and water.
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Table 3.15
Description of Criteria for Evaluating Alternatives
Healthy Communities
No.
Criterion
1.1.1
Number of people living in walkable
areas

1.1.2

Population density

1.1.3

Employment density

1.2.1

Bicycle level of service

1.2.2

Bicycle network connectivity

1.2.3

Benefits and impacts to public health

1.3.1

Remaining farmland and
undeveloped land
Impacts to natural resource areas

1.3.2

1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.6

Preservation of areas with high
groundwater recharge potential
Impervious surface
Energy use
Greenhouse gas emissions and
other air pollutants
Impacts to water resources and
water quality
Ability to address issues related to
climate change

1.4.7

Overall environmental sustainability

1.5.1

Homes, businesses, land, and
parkland acquired
Crashes by mode

1.6.1

Equitable Access
No.
Criterion
2.1.1
Level of accessibility to jobs and
activity centers for minority
populations and low-income
populations by mode
2.1.2
Minority populations and lowincome populations served by transit
2.1.3
Transit service quality for minority
populations and low-income
populations
2.1.4
Minority populations and lowincome populations benefited and
impacted by new and widened
arterial street and highway facilities
2.1.5
2.2.1

Transportation-related air pollution
impacts on minority populations and
low-income populations
Households with affordable housing
+ transportation costs

Criterion Description
Estimates of the number of residents and the proportion of the Region in walkable areas in
2050. The walkability of an area is scored on a scale of 0 to 100, with greater than 50
considered “walkable.” Scores are based on pedestrian friendliness metrics (such as population
density, block length, and intersection density) and walking distance to amenities (such as
schools, parks, retail services, and employment).
Estimates of total population per square mile of residential land for the Region in 2010 and
2050 and of population per square mile of new residential development in the Region through
2050.
Estimates of total jobs per square mile of employment-supporting land for the Region in 2010
and 2050 and of jobs per square mile of new employment-supporting development in the
Region through 2050.
An estimate of bicyclist comfort and existing/perceived operational conditions on bicycle facilities
in the Region in 2050.
Assessment of the connectivity of the Region’s bicycle network, including identification of
potential gaps.
Assessment of the potential benefits and impacts of each alternative on public health in the
Region through 2050.
Estimates of the land that would remain as total farmland, unused and other open land, and
farmland or unused and other open land with Class I or Class II soils in 2050.
Estimates of the land with natural resource features that would potentially be impacted by
transportation projects in the Region through 2050. Lands include wetlands, primary and
secondary environmental corridors, isolated natural areas, critical species habitats, Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources-managed lands and land legacy places, lands protected by
land trusts and other non-profit natural resource conservation organizations, and prime
farmland (Class I and II soils).
An estimate of areas with very high and high groundwater recharge potential that would
potentially be impacted by the alternatives.
An estimate of the total impervious surface in the Region in 2050.
Estimates of the average annual amounts of energy used by residential buildings and
transportation in the Region in 2050.
Estimates of annual greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants produced in the Region
from transportation and residential buildings in 2050.
Assessment of potential impacts of each alternative on the existing water resources and the
quality of water in the Region.
Assessment of how each alternative may perform related to climate change impacts, primarily
related to impacts on infrastructure due to flooding associated with more frequent heavy storm
events.
Assessment of the expected environmental sustainability of the alternatives based on multiple
environmental criteria. Includes discussion on sustainable building practices.
Estimates of the number of homes and businesses and the amount of land and parkland that
would potentially be acquired for transportation projects in the Region through 2050.
Estimates of average annual crashes on surface arterials and freeways in the Region in 2050.
Criterion Description
An assessment of whether minority populations and low-income populations would be expected
to have improved accessibility to jobs and major activity centers by automobile and by transit.
Includes a comparison of increases in transit accessibility to increases in highway accessibility.
An assessment of the minority populations and low-income populations residing within walking
distance to fixed-route transit service.
An assessment of the minority populations and low-income populations that would be served by
higher-quality transit service. Transit quality determined based on the amount, frequency, and
speed of the transit service accessible from a particular area.
An assessment of the location of any new or widened arterial street/highway facilities to areas of
minority populations and low-income populations. Includes analysis of: the extent to which areas
would receive any potential benefits from the facilities; whether any area would
disproportionately bear any potential impacts from the facilities (including possible property
acquisition); and whether there is an over-representation of minority populations and lowincome populations along any freeways that would be widened.
An assessment of whether there would be an expected disproportionate impact on minority
populations and low-income populations with respect to transportation-related air pollution.
An estimate of the total number of housing units in the Region in 2050 that are affordable at the
household median income, based on combined transportation costs and housing costs (45
percent of income or less is considered affordable).

Table continued on next page.
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Table 3.15
(Continued)
2.2.2

Ability to accommodate
demographic shifts

2.3.1

Areas with a job-worker mismatch

Cost and Financial Sustainability
No.
Criterion
3.1.1
Impact of the distribution of growth
on property values
3.1.2

Return on investment

3.1.3

Ability to connect to nearby metro
areas and leverage the value of
those areas
Potential for attracting residents and
businesses
Average annual transportation
system investment
Private transportation costs per
capita
Per household cost of delay

3.1.4
3.2.1
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.4.1

Resilience in adapting to changing
fuel prices
Supportive infrastructure costs

Mobility
No.
4.1.1

Criterion
Trips per day by mode

4.1.2

Vehicle-miles of travel

4.1.3

Impacts of technology changes

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.3.1

Travel time to important places by
mode
Access to park-ride facilities
Pavement condition

4.3.2

Transit fleet condition

4.4.1

Congestion on arterial streets and
highways

4.4.2

Travel time delay

4.4.3
4.5.1

Average trip times
Access to transit

4.5.2

Access to fixed-guideway transit

4.5.3

Transit service quality

4.6.1

Transportation reliability

4.6.2

Congestion on the regional highway
freight network
Impacts to freight traffic

4.6.3

Assessment of the ability to accommodate expected demographic shifts based on land
development and travel patterns in the Region in 2050. Includes discussion on accessibility for
people with disabilities.
An estimate of the ratio of jobs to households in areas throughout the Region in 2050.
Criterion Description
Evaluation of the potential change in property values for various areas in the Region under
different land development patterns based on national examples. Includes discussion of how
compact development in built-out areas can increase property tax revenues.
Assessment of the various benefits and impacts associated with certain types of investment in
each alternative in relation to the expected costs of those investments. Benefits and impacts
expressed as estimated dollar amounts where appropriate.
Assessment of how each alternative may provide better connections to nearby metro areas, such
as Chicago, Madison, and the Fox Valley.
Assessment of how well each alternative would make the Region more attractive to potential
residents and businesses based on multiple quality of life-related criteria.
Estimates of operating, maintenance, and capital costs (annualized and in year 2015 dollars) of
arterial streets/highways, transit, and bicycle facilities in 2050.
Estimates of the typical costs (annualized and in year 2015 dollars) to individuals of driving and
using transit in the Region in 2050.
Estimates of the cost of travel time delay (average annual and average weekday) for personal
and commercial travel as a result of lost time in congested roadway conditions in the Region in
2050.
Assessment of how each alternative may perform under different future fuel price assumptions.
Capital cost estimate (in year 2014 dollars) of extending public sewer, water, and roads to new
development in the Region through 2050 by density type and location.
Criterion Description
Estimates of personal vehicle, transit, and non-motorized person trips on an average weekday in
2050.
An estimate of the average annual vehicle-miles of travel in the Region in 2050 (total and per
capita).
Assessment of the potential for new technologies to impact travel in the Region by 2050.
Includes identification of the likelihood and challenges related to implementing certain
technologies.
Estimates of the average travel times in 2050 to major activity centers by automobile and by
transit.
An estimate of the accessibility of park-ride facilities in 2050.
An estimate of the cost to maintain or improve the condition of the arterial street and highway
system through 2050.
An estimate of the percentage of transit vehicles in the Region exceeding expected useful life in
2050.
Estimates of the degree of traffic congestion on arterial streets and highways (including freeways)
in the Region in 2050, measured in centerline miles experiencing moderate, severe, or extreme
congestion.
Estimates of system-wide travel time delay (average annual and average weekday) for all modes
and by mode in 2050.
Estimates of the average trip times in 2050 for various geographies and trip types.
Estimates of the total number of residents with access to fixed-route transit and the total number
of jobs accessible by fixed-route transit in the Region in 2050.
Estimates of the total number of residents with access to fixed-guideway transit and the total
number of jobs accessible by fixed-guideway transit in the Region in 2050. Transit service is
considered to be fixed-guideway if it has its own right-of-way (bus rapid transit, light rail, or
commuter rail).
An estimate of transit quality in the Region based on the amount, frequency, and speed of the
transit service accessible from a particular area.
Assessment of the level of variability in travel times for personal vehicles and by transit for
various geographies in 2050.
Estimates of the degree of traffic congestion on the regional highway freight network in 2050,
measured in centerline miles experiencing moderate, severe, or extreme congestion.
Assessment of impacts to freight travel of the alternatives based on multiple travel-related
criteria.

Source: SEWRPC
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oo Criterion 1.4.1: Preservation of areas with high groundwater
recharge potential
oo Criterion 1.4.2: Impervious surface
oo Criterion 1.4.3: Energy use
oo Criterion 1.4.4: Greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants
oo Criterion 1.4.5: Impacts to water resources and water quality
oo Criterion 1.4.6: Ability to address issues related to climate change
oo Criterion 1.4.7: Overall environmental sustainability
• Objective 1.5: A transportation system that minimizes disruption of
neighborhood and community development, including adverse effects
on the property tax base.
oo Criterion 1.5.1: Homes, businesses, land, and parkland acquired
• Objective 1.6: Safe and secure travel environments that minimize
loss of life, injury, and property damage.
oo Criterion 1.6.1: Crashes by mode
Equitable Access Objectives and Criteria
The objectives and criteria under this theme focus on providing access to
opportunity for all of the Region’s residents.
• Objective 2.1: Benefits and impacts of investments in the Region’s
transportation system should be shared fairly and equitably and serve
to reduce disparities between white and minority populations.
oo Criterion 2.1.1: Level of accessibility to jobs and activity centers
for minority populations and low-income populations by mode
oo Criterion 2.1.2: Minority populations and low-income populations
served by transit
oo Criterion 2.1.3: Transit service quality for minority populations
and low-income populations
oo Criterion 2.1.4: Minority populations and low-income populations
benefited and impacted by new and widened arterial street and
highway facilities
oo Criterion 2.1.5: Transportation-related air pollution impacts on
minority populations and low-income populations
• Objective 2.2: Affordable transportation and housing that meet the
needs and preferences of current and future generations.
oo Criterion 2.2.1: Households with affordable housing +
transportation costs
oo Criterion 2.2.2: Ability to accommodate demographic shifts
• Objective 2.3: Reduce job-worker mismatch.
oo Criterion 2.3.1: Areas with a job-worker mismatch
Costs and Financial Sustainability Objectives and Criteria
The following objectives and criteria take into account the need to make
wise investment decisions that consider all the direct and indirect costs of
developing the Region’s land and transportation system.
• Objective 3.1: A land development pattern and transportation system
that support economic growth and a globally-competitive economy.
oo Criterion 3.1.1: Impact of the distribution of growth on property
values
oo Criterion 3.1.2: Return on investment
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oo Criterion 3.1.3: Ability to connect to nearby metro areas and
leverage the value of those areas
oo Criterion 3.1.4: Potential for attracting residents and businesses
• Objective 3.2: A financially-sustainable transportation system that
minimizes life-cycle capital and operating transportation costs.
oo Criterion 3.2.1: Average annual transportation system investment
• Objective 3.3: Transportation options that minimize private
transportation costs.
oo Criterion 3.3.1: Private transportation costs per capita
oo Criterion 3.3.2: Per household cost of delay
oo Criterion 3.3.3: Resilience in adapting to changing fuel prices
• Objective 3.4: Urban development that can be efficiently served by
transportation, utilities, and public facilities.
oo Criterion 3.4.1: Supportive infrastructure costs
Mobility Objectives and Criteria
The objectives and criteria under this theme are aimed at achieving a
multimodal transportation system that serves the mobility needs of all of the
Region’s residents and provides access to important places and services.
• Objective 4.1: A balanced, integrated, well-connected transportation
system that provides choices among transportation modes.
oo Criterion 4.1.1: Trips per day by mode
oo Criterion 4.1.2: Vehicle-miles of travel
oo Criterion 4.1.3: Impacts of technology changes
• Objective 4.2: Reliable, efficient, and universal access to employment
centers, educational opportunities, services, and other important
places.
oo Criterion 4.2.1: Travel time to important places by mode
oo Criterion 4.2.2: Access to park-ride facilities
• Objective 4.3: Well-maintained transportation infrastructure.
oo Criterion 4.3.1: Pavement condition
oo Criterion 4.3.2: Transit fleet condition
• Objective 4.4: An acceptable level of service on the transportation
system.
oo Criterion 4.4.1: Congestion on arterial streets and highways
oo Criterion 4.4.2: Travel time delay
oo Criterion 4.4.3: Average trip times
• Objective 4.5: Fast, frequent, and reliable public transit services that
maximize the people and jobs served.
oo Criterion 4.5.1: Access to transit
oo Criterion 4.5.2: Access to fixed-guideway transit
oo Criterion 4.5.3: Transit service quality
• Objective 4.6: Convenient, efficient, and reliable movement of goods
and people.
oo Criterion 4.6.1: Transportation reliability
oo Criterion 4.6.2: Congestion on the regional highway freight
network
oo Criterion 4.6.3: Impacts to freight traffic
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Alternatives I and II
were also evaluated
with and without
highway expansions
beyond committed
projects and freeway
modernization.

Summary of Evaluation Results
Using the criteria above, the Commission staff thoroughly evaluated the
alternatives based on their respective abilities to achieve each of the plan
objectives. The evaluation also includes a secondary evaluation for select
criteria of Alternatives I and II without highway expansions beyond committed
projects and freeway modernization.4 The evaluation results below are
organized into the four themes for VISION 2050 and describe the primary
findings of the evaluation. These findings were provided to all participants
at the fourth round of workshops, and through the online tool that allowed
residents to compare the alternatives and their evaluation. The feedback
from the workshops and online tool is described in the next section of this
chapter, and was considered in preparing the preliminary recommended
plan presented in Chapter 4 of this volume. The detailed evaluation results
can be found in Appendix F to this volume.
Healthy Communities Evaluation
The potential health of the Region’s communities was evaluated based on
the degree that the Region’s development pattern and transportation options
would impact public health and preserve the Region’s natural resource base.

Alternative II is
expected to perform
the best with respect
to public healthrelated criteria, and
Alternatives I and II
both provide greater
connectivity and access
than the Trend.

The compact
development patterns
of Alternatives I and
II would result in less
impact on the Region’s
natural resources and
greater protection
of surface water and
groundwater resources
than the Trend.

Connectivity and Access
Connectivity and access are two critical components to the VISION 2050
alternatives that impact public health. A well-connected infrastructure, with
bike lanes, off-street paths, and sidewalks, encourages active transportation
through biking and walking. Access allows residents to reach various
destinations such as parks, schools, retail services, and employment.
Increasing the number of destinations one can access by a short walk, bike
ride, or public transit trip increases the likelihood that people will incorporate
active travel modes into their daily routine, thereby increasing their physical
activity. It also increases employment and shopping opportunities for people
without personal vehicles, which may result in improved access to healthy
foods and ability to afford housing in good condition.
Alternative Plans I and II provide greater connectivity and access to important
destinations than the Trend. They include a more compact development pattern,
a greater mix of land uses, and a greater variety of transportation and housing
options than the Trend. Almost 88 percent of new residential development
under Alternative I and almost 90 percent of new residential development
under Alternative II would be in walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods that
can support high-quality public transit, compared to about 31 percent of new
residential development under the Trend. As a result, Alternative II would be
expected to perform the best, followed closely by Alternative I, and the Trend
would perform the worst, with respect to public health-related evaluation
criteria.
Impacts on the Natural Resource Base
The compact development patterns of Alternative Plans I and II would result
in less impact on the Region’s natural resources, including water resources
and air quality, than the Trend. All three of the alternatives perform well
with respect to their impact on natural resource areas because incremental
households and employment were not allocated to areas with significant
natural resources. Alternatives I and II perform better with respect to their
impact on agricultural lands. More than twice as much agricultural land
would be converted to urban uses under the Trend (77 square miles) than
4
The Trend was not evaluated without highway expansion because it is intended to
represent a projection of recent transportation system development trends.
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under Alternative I (32 square miles) or under Alternative II (26 square miles).
Potential impacts on natural and agricultural resource areas directly related
to the transportation component of the alternatives would also be greater
under the Trend than Alternatives I and II due to the greater number of miles
of arterial capacity expansion envisioned under the Trend.
Similar to their impact on natural and agricultural resource areas, the
compact development patterns of Alternatives I and II would result in greater
protection of surface water and groundwater resources than the Trend. There
would be less land converted to urban uses under Alternatives I and II than
the Trend, resulting in reduced potential for flooding and greater protection
of areas with high groundwater recharge potential. In addition, air pollution
emissions from transportation sources, which would fall significantly by the
year 2050 regardless of the alternatives due to current Federal fuel and
vehicle fuel economy standards, would be about 1 to 2 percent lower under
Alternatives I and II than the Trend because they encourage walking, biking,
and public transit. Emissions would also be reduced under Alternatives I and
II because there would be more multifamily housing than under the Trend,
which is more energy efficient than single-family housing. About 25 percent
of new housing units would be multifamily under the Trend, compared to 39
percent under Alternative I and 46 percent under Alternative II.
The Region would also be better equipped to adapt to climate change under
Alternatives I and II than the Trend. The Wisconsin Initiative on Climate
Change Impacts (WICCI) has examined potential adaption strategies for
addressing the effects of climate change in the State. Strategies that could be
implemented at a regional level involve preserving natural areas, preserving
areas with high groundwater recharge potential, minimizing impervious
surfaces, and reducing greenhouse gases and other air pollutants.
Alternative II would provide somewhat more support for strategies to adapt
to climate change than Alternative I. The Trend would provide the least
support for these strategies.
Equitable Access Evaluation
VISION 2050 analyses have demonstrated that significant disparities exist
between whites and minorities in the Region, particularly in the Milwaukee
metropolitan area, and that these disparities are far more pronounced than
the disparities in almost all other large metropolitan areas. The alternatives
were evaluated based on the degree to which their benefits and impacts
would be shared fairly and equitably and serve to reduce disparities between
white and minority populations.
Accessibility
One of the primary factors to evaluate the equitability of the alternatives is
how well they improve the ability of minority populations and low-income
populations to reach jobs and other important destinations, such as retail
centers, major parks, public technical colleges/universities, health care
facilities, grocery stores, and other major destinations.
The automobile is the dominant mode of travel in the Region for all
population groups. Minority populations use the automobile for 81 to 88
percent of their travel to and from work in Milwaukee County (depending
on race and ethnicity), compared to 88 percent for the white population.
Similarly, in Milwaukee County about 70 percent of travel by low-income
populations to and from work is by automobile, which compares to 89
percent for populations of higher income. Thus, improvements in accessibility
by automobile to jobs and other activities would likely benefit a significant
VISION 2050 - VOLUME II: CHAPTER 3
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portion of minority populations and low-income populations. The Region
would generally be able to maintain existing accessibility via automobile
if improvements are made to the arterial street and highway system under
all of the alternatives, but would see a decline in access to jobs and other
important destinations using automobiles if no capacity expansions are
implemented on the Region’s arterial street and highway system under
Alternatives I and II. This would be experienced by all population groups,
including whites, minorities, and families in poverty.
Alternative II would
provide transit
accessibility to 74%
of the Region’s jobs,
followed by 70% for
Alternative I, and only
52% under the Trend.

Although most minority residents use automobiles for their travel, minority
residents use public transit (4 to 13 percent in Milwaukee County) at a higher
proportion relative to other modes of travel than white residents (3 percent
in Milwaukee County). For these individuals, the vast majority of whom
are from households with income levels below the poverty threshold, it is
essential that they be able to reach jobs and other destinations using public
transit. About 734,000 jobs, or about 62 percent of the Region’s total jobs,
are currently accessible by transit. The number of jobs accessible by transit
would decrease to 727,000 under the Trend, representing only 52 percent of
the total jobs in the Region in 2050. This is a result of a 22 percent decrease
in transit service from current levels by 2050. Transit service levels would be
significantly expanded under Alternative I, resulting in the number of jobs
accessible by transit increasing to 967,000, or 70 percent of total jobs in
the Region. Alternative II would provide transit accessibility to 1,020,000
jobs, or 74 percent of the total jobs in the Region. Increased accessibility to
other important destinations would also occur under Alternatives I and II.
Therefore, the substantial increases in transit accessibility under Alternatives
I and II would provide significant benefits to minority populations and lowincome populations, particularly those who may not be able to afford a car
and rely on public transit to access jobs and other destinations.
Benefits and Impacts of New and Widened
Arterial Street and Highway Facilities
Another factor considered in evaluating the equitability of the alternatives
was whether minority populations and low-income populations in the Region
would receive a disproportionate share of the impacts—both cost and
benefits—of new and widened arterial street and highway facilities. With
respect to surface arterials, the areas that would have the greatest use of
these proposed improved arterials are largely adjacent, or near, the proposed
new or widened surface arterials. The proposed new and widened surface
arterials are largely located outside areas of minority populations and lowincome populations. With respect to freeways, the segments of freeway
proposed to be widened under the alternatives would directly serve areas of
minority population and low-income population, particularly in Milwaukee
County. As a result, it is expected that minority populations and low-income
populations, particularly those residing adjacent to the freeway widenings,
would be utilizing, and experiencing benefit from, the expected improvement
in accessibility associated with the proposed widenings. Therefore, benefits
from improvements to the arterial street and highway system, such as
increased accessibility, reduced congestion, and increased safety, would benefit
the majority of the Region’s minority residents and low-income residents.
The locations of highway capacity improvements and freeway widenings in
relation to minority populations and low-income populations were analyzed
to evaluate impacts on minority populations and low-income populations.
In general, no area of the Region, or minority or low-income community,
would be expected to disproportionately bear the impact of highway capacity
improvements. While some freeway segments, including those proposed to
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be widened, are located adjacent to minority populations, a vast majority
of the freeway system and future widenings under the alternatives are not
located adjacent to concentrations of minority populations and low-income
populations. In comparing the alternatives (with freeway widenings under
Alternatives I and II), Alternative II would have fewer minorities and families
in poverty residing within one-half mile of proposed freeway widenings
(27,000 minority people and 2,800 families in poverty) than the Trend and
Alternative I (81,800 minority people and 7,500 families in poverty).
Transportation-related air pollution impacts on the Region’s minority
populations and low-income populations are expected to significantly decline
from current levels under all three alternatives due primarily to current and
future Federal fuel and vehicle fuel economy standards, even with forecast
increases in regional travel. A significant decline in transportation-related
air pollutants is expected, ranging from about 15 to 30 percent for carbon
dioxide, methane, and ammonia and 65 to 90 percent for all other pollutants,
including ozone-related pollution. Analyses indicate that about 20 percent
of the Region’s minority population resides within one-half mile of a freeway,
somewhat more than the 15 percent of the Region’s non-minority population
that resides within one-half mile of a freeway. Alternative II would have
fewer minorities and families in poverty residing near a freeway widening
since it excludes some of the freeway widenings proposed in the Trend and
Alternative I.
Demographic Shifts
Forecasts prepared for VISION 2050 anticipate continued change in the
demographics of the Region, with the number of residents in the Region age
65 and older projected to double by 2050. Access to community amenities
and accessible housing will become increasingly important as the Region’s
population ages. The compact development patterns of Alternatives I and
II will support transit service, walkable neighborhoods, and multifamily
housing, most of which is required to include basic accessibility features by
Federal and State fair housing laws.
The mixed-use, high-density development found under Alternatives I and
II, some of which would be in the form of TODs, may also appeal to the
young workers that the Region will need to attract and retain to replenish
its workforce. Alternatives I and II would have a better match of workers in
proximity to jobs and more areas where the combined cost of housing and
transportation would be affordable (45 percent or less of median household
income) than the Trend.
Costs and Financial Sustainability Evaluation
The costs of the alternative development patterns and transportation systems
were evaluated on largely quantifiable measures, such as the cost of
extending infrastructure to new development and investment in the regional
transportation system. Other factors that would contribute to the financial
sustainability of the Region were also evaluated, such as the potential to
attract residents and businesses to the Region and potential impacts on
property values.
Costs
Density, building type, and location affect the cost of extending supportive
infrastructure, such as sewer, water, and local roads, to new development
(often borne by the developer and passed on to the consumer). Infrastructure
can be extended to compact development in a more efficient and costeffective manner than to lower-density development. The cost of extending

The compact
development patterns
of Alternatives I and
II support transit
service, walkable
neighborhoods, and
multifamily housing,
which would improve
access to community
amenities and
accessible housing.

Alternatives I and
II would require
significantly more
public investment
than the Trend, but
would also result in
cost savings for local
governments and
residents.
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supportive infrastructure to new development is estimated to be the highest
under the Trend at $6.9 billion because almost 70 percent of new residential
development would be in areas with large single-family lots that would have
wide frontages and deep setbacks.5 This increases the length of sewer and
water mains, service laterals, and streets. About 12 percent and 10 percent
of new residential development would be in these areas under Alternatives
I and II, respectively. Alternative II is estimated to have the lowest supportive
infrastructure cost at $5.0 billion because it includes the most infill and
redevelopment of the three alternatives. The cost of extending supportive
infrastructure to new development under Alternative I is estimated at $5.5
billion.
The Trend is less costly than Alternatives I and II when considering annual
public investment in the transportation system. Alternative II would require
the most public investment of the alternatives at about $1.2 billion annually
because it includes significantly increased investment in transit and bicycle
facilities, while still adding arterial street and highway capacity primarily
in the rural and suburban parts of the Region. Alternative I would be the
second most costly of the alternatives with about $1.1 billion in annual public
investment. The Trend would require the least public investment at about
$808 million annually, which reflects a continuing decline in public transit
service. Implementing Alternatives I or II without highway improvements
would save about $45 million in annual public investment.
It is also important to consider the money that residents would spend directly
on transportation in addition to measuring public expenditures. These
personal expenditures would include the costs of owning and operating
a private vehicle and the fares to ride public transportation. The average
vehicle in Southeastern Wisconsin costs its owner approximately $5,500 per
year, while an annual transit pass in Southeastern Wisconsin ranges from
$300 to $1,000 depending on the transit system and whether or not the rider
qualifies for discounted fares. Therefore, the availability of convenient transit
service can have a significant impact on the amount of money residents of
the Region spend on transportation. The combined average annual private
transportation cost per capita would be the highest under the Trend at
$3,147 and lowest under Alternative II at $3,068. The per capita cost under
Alternative I would be $3,091.
Financial Sustainability
There are many factors that affect where a business decides to locate or
expand and where an individual or family decides to make their home.
Transportation and housing are the primary attraction factors impacted by
the alternatives. Many businesses in particular consider transportation access
and housing opportunities as critical location factors, whether that means
locating near a freeway interchange or locating in an area with robust transit
and housing options available to their employees. Individuals and families
also tend to consider how they would commute to work or school, or make
trips to stores and restaurants.
Alternative I would perform slightly better in terms of traffic congestion
than the Trend and Alternative II because Alternative I includes additional
capacity to address congestion on the arterial street and highway system
compared to Alternative II and significant improvements in the transit system
5
The cost of installing private onsite wastewater treatment systems and private wells
for lots outside urban service areas were included in the supportive infrastructure cost
calculations.
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compared to the Trend. Despite the most significant improvement to transit
in Alternative II, congestion would be slightly higher than under Alternative I
because highway capacity expansion would primarily be limited to the rural
and low-density suburban areas not served by fixed-guideway transit. The
additional traffic congestion under the Trend and Alternative II would result
in slightly longer travel times. The additional congestion would also result in
a higher chance of crashes that would reduce travel time reliability, which is
particularly important to businesses that need to ship their goods.
Alternative II would perform the best for people looking to avoid the need
to drive, and for businesses looking for robust transit service and housing
options for their employees. More people would have access to transit
under Alternative II than the Trend or Alternative I, including fixed-guideway
transit. Alternative II would also have the most walkable areas, providing
prospective residents with the opportunity to walk to many destinations, and
the greatest variety of housing options of the alternatives.
Alternative II may also have the greatest impact on property values of
the alternatives because of the extensive fixed-guideway transit system
and walkable areas. Previous studies in metropolitan areas with fixedguideway transit networks have shown a range of property value increases
in station areas, including 2 to 8 percent for condominiums (San Diego),
15 percent for office development (Santa Clara County), and 30 percent
for retail development (Dallas). Studies have also found that walkable
neighborhoods have a positive impact on residential property values. A study
of 15 metropolitan areas found that homes in areas with above average
walkscores sell for $4,000 (Dallas) to $34,000 (Sacramento) more than
comparable homes in areas with average walkscores.
Mobility Evaluation
The ability of residents, visitors, and freight to travel throughout the Region
in an efficient manner was evaluated by measuring changes in mode share,
transit service quality, congestion, and travel time under each alternative,
and assessing the impacts of these changes on the ability of freight to move
quickly throughout the Region.
Changes in Travel
As previously stated, the vast majority of personal travel by residents of
the Region would continue to be by car in the future—regardless of the
alternative. However, the additional transit service and more compact
development patterns of Alternatives I and II would increase the number of
people that use alternative modes of transportation, with 211,000 transit
trips (62 percent more than the Trend) and 597,000 bicycle and pedestrian
trips (5 percent more than the Trend) under Alternative II, and 191,000 transit
trips (47 percent more than the Trend) and 587,000 bicycle and pedestrian
trips (3 percent more than the Trend) under Alternative I.

Automobile trips and
vehicle-miles of travel
would increase under
all alternatives, but
more trips would be
made using alternative
travel modes under
Alternatives I and II.

Despite the increased use of alternative modes of transportation,
automobile trips and vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) would still increase under
Alternatives I and II compared to existing numbers, largely because of
the increase in households and population expected by the year 2050.
Approximately 6.46 million daily automobile trips (1.7 percent fewer than the
Trend) producing 17.3 billion annual VMT by 2050 (3.0 percent fewer than
the Trend) are forecasted under Alternative II. Approximately 6.50 million
daily automobile trips (1.2 percent fewer than the Trend) producing 17.4
billion annual VMT by 2050 (2.2 percent fewer than the Trend) are forecasted
under Alternative I. VMT per capita is forecasted to be approximately
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7,600 annually under the Trend, and approximately 7,400 annually under
Alternatives I and II. Although automobile trips, VMT, and VMT per capita
would be higher in 2050 than in 2011 under all three alternatives—with
an average annual growth in VMT of 0.6 percent—much of this may be
attributable to projected future increases in commercial travel, rather than
increases in personal travel by the Region’s residents.
Transit Service
The significant expansion of transit service under Alternatives I and II would
result in 60.4 percent of the Region’s residents having access to transit under
Alternative II (compared to 44.3 percent under the Trend) and 56.4 percent
having access to transit under Alternative I. Approximately 73.5 percent of the
Region’s jobs would be accessible via transit under Alternative II (compared
to 52.4 percent under the Trend), while 69.7 percent would be accessible
under Alternative I. Transit access has many proven benefits, including lower
employee turnover for businesses served by transit; congestion relief in midto large-sized metropolitan areas; a decreased likelihood that patients will
forgo follow-up healthcare appointments, and, therefore, will have lower
overall healthcare costs; and decreased household transportation costs
caused by allowing residents to own fewer or no personal automobiles. In
addition, about 1 in 10 households in the Region do not have any cars, and
for the residents of those households, access to transit means access to jobs,
healthcare, education, retail centers, and recreation.
Under the Trend,
only about 2% of the
Region’s residents would
have access to at least
100,000 jobs in under
30 minutes via transit,
compared to 8% under
Alternative I and 14%
under Alternative II.

In addition to greatly increasing access to transit, Alternatives I and II
also increase the speed, reliability, and frequency of transit services in the
Region. This is best shown by comparing the number of jobs accessible
within 30 minutes under each alternative, which not only shows employment
accessibility, but can be considered a proxy for accessibility to many other
activities as well. Under the Trend, only about 2 percent of the Region’s
residents have access to at least 100,000 jobs in under 30 minutes via
transit, mainly those who live directly adjacent to downtown Milwaukee. In
contrast, Alternative I would provide 8 percent of the Region’s residents with
access to 100,000 jobs or more in under 30 minutes via transit, and that
increases further to 14 percent under Alternative II.
Congestion
Congestion on the arterial street and highway system increases the time it
takes for cars, buses, and trucks to travel within Southeastern Wisconsin.
Compared to other Midwest metro areas and metro areas across the nation,
congestion and associated travel time delays in the Region are relatively low,
and have increased slower than nearly all other peer metro areas over the
last 30 years. Even with relatively low levels of congestion, however, efforts
to decrease congestion in the Region would contribute to a range of benefits,
including reduced vehicle emissions, reduced travel time delay for personal
vehicles and public transit, reduced energy use, improved connectivity to
nearby metropolitan areas, and reduced freight shipping travel times and
costs.

Alternative I would
have slightly less traffic
congestion than the
Trend and Alternative II.
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Due to its combination of a more compact development pattern, improved
bicycle facilities, significantly enhanced transit service, and increases in
highway capacity to address residual congestion, Alternative I would result
in the least congested regional arterial street and highway system, with
6.6 percent (242.3 miles) of the system operating over its design capacity
(moderate, severe, or extreme congestion) at some point during an average
weekday. This compares to about 6.7 percent under the Trend (244.5 miles)
and 7.3 percent under Alternative II (264.7 miles). Not including highway
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improvements (except for committed highway expansion projects and freeway
modernization) under Alternatives I and II would increase the percentage of
congested arterial street and highway miles under these alternatives to about
10.1 percent (362.2 miles) and 10.3 percent (367.8 miles), respectively.
Travel Time
Due to increased highway capacity under all of the alternatives, travel times
by car in 2050 are projected to be about the same as they are currently.
However, the more compact development patterns and improved transit
services under Alternatives I and II would result in significantly more of the
Region’s population living within a reasonable travel time by transit to a major
activity center or regional destination. As an example, due to the declines in
transit service levels expected under the Trend, approximately 60,000 fewer
residents (22 percent less) would be within a 30-minute transit trip of a
major retail center compared to today, despite a projected increase in the
Region’s total population of nearly 340,000 (17 percent more). Compared to
the Trend, transit service within 30 minutes of a major retail center would be
provided to about 460,000 additional residents (207 percent more) under
Alternative I and about 680,000 additional residents (304 percent more)
under Alternative II.
Impacts on Freight Movement
The safe and efficient movement of raw materials and finished goods to,
from, and within Southeastern Wisconsin is essential for maintaining and
growing the Region’s economy. Freight shipments in the Region—including
shipments involving ships, airplanes, and trains—rely heavily on trucks
using the Region’s arterial street and highway system. Congestion on the
parts of the Region’s arterial network that are intended to carry a higher
percentage of truck traffic affects the movement of freight throughout the
Region, negatively impacting businesses and manufacturers in the Region.
Alternative I would result in the least congested regional highway freight
network, with 10.7 percent (180.7 miles) of the network operating over its
design capacity (moderate, severe, or extreme congestion) for at least part of
an average weekday. This compares to about 11.0 percent under the Trend
(185.7 miles) and 11.6 percent under Alternative II (196.1 miles).

3.4 FOURTH ROUND OF VISION 2050 WORKSHOPS
A fourth round of interactive workshops, open to the general public and
held throughout the Region, was conducted between November 9 and 19,
2015. The workshops were the fourth installment of the five rounds of public
workshops held across the Region during the VISION 2050 process. The five
rounds of workshops were used to provide information on, and obtain input
into, the development of VISION 2050. Similar to the first three rounds, the
Commission hosted one workshop in each county, with the Commission’s
eight partner community organizations holding individual workshops for
their constituents between October 27 and December 3, 2015. A summary
report of the eight partner workshops held in the fall of 2015 can be found in
Appendix G-1 to this volume. As in the previous three rounds of workshops,
the Commission staff offered to hold individual workshops by request, and
held two such requested workshops in the fall of 2015.6

The fourth round of
visioning workshops,
held in fall 2015,
focused on reviewing
and comparing the
alternatives and their
evaluation.

6
The Commission staff held individual workshops in November 2015 for City of
Wauwatosa elected officials and staff and the Racine County Family Resource
Network.
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The focus of the fourth round of workshops was the review and
comparison of a series of detailed regional land use and transportation
alternatives and their evaluation. At each workshop, staff distributed
a 20-page handout summarizing the alternatives and their evaluation
(www.sewrpc.org/v2050handout) and led attendees through descriptions of
the alternatives using the handout and a presentation. Staff then reviewed
the evaluation results with attendees in small groups, where attendees had
the opportunity to discuss and provide feedback on the alternatives and their
evaluation. At the end of each workshop, staff asked attendees a series of
questions related to which elements of the alternatives should be included in
a preliminary recommended year 2050 regional land use and transportation
plan. The feedback was used to develop and evaluate the preliminary
recommended plan, which is described in Chapter 4 of this volume.
Nearly 410 residents attended one of the above workshops held in the fall of
2015—about 240 people participated in the public or requested workshops
and about 170 people participated in the eight partner workshops.
A description of the activities at the fourth round of VISION 2050 workshops,
along with a summary of the results of those activities follows.
After an initial
presentation, staff
described the three
alternatives then led
attendees through an
interactive small group
activity devoted to
reviewing the extensive
evaluation results.

At the end of each
workshop, attendees
used keypad polling
devices to respond to
questions about what
should be included
in the preliminary
recommended plan.
68

Exploration of the Alternatives Evaluation Results
The presentation at each workshop began with a brief summary of the results
of the VISION 2050 process to date, referencing the initial visioning activities
and conceptual scenarios stages already completed. Staff then described the
purpose of the alternatives step and what was included in each of the three
alternatives, referencing the first portion of a 20-page handout summarizing
the alternatives and their evaluation.
Following the presentation, staff utilized the second portion of the summary
handout to lead attendees through an interactive small group activity focused
on reviewing the results of the extensive evaluation of the alternatives. During
the activity, attendees were able to ask clarifying questions and provide oral
feedback, which was recorded by the staff facilitating the activity. Differing
from the scenarios small group activity, which drew upon the World Café
Method, the small group activity for the alternatives involved staff rotating
between groups in an effort to allow more time for discussion. Each table
or cluster of tables, with the number of tables varying based on room size
and expected attendance, was devoted to one of the four evaluation themes
(described previously in this chapter).
The procedure for the activity involved participants gathering into small groups
around each table. At their first table, staff introduced and summarized the
evaluation theme, with participants then discussing how the alternatives
performed under the theme for about 15 minutes. During the discussion,
a staff person recorded the group’s comments. The comments were mostly
related to how an evaluation was conducted or suggestions for what to
include in the preliminary recommended plan during the next step in the
process. After each 15-minute interval was over, staff moved to a different
table to review an evaluation theme with a group that had not yet explored
that theme. This process continued until each participant had the opportunity
to explore and comment on all four evaluation themes.
Each workshop concluded with staff asking attendees a series of questions
related to which elements of the alternatives should be included in the
preliminary recommended plan. Participants responded to the questions
using keypad polling devices, and a tally of responses to each question was
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graphically displayed on the screen in front of the room. The same questions
were also asked of residents who participated through an interactive online
tool (described below).
The Commission staff made available an interactive online tool dedicated
to exploring the alternatives and their evaluation through December 18,
2015, particularly for those who were unable to attend one of the fall 2015
workshops. The online tool replicated the information and activities at the
workshops. The tool had an initial page with four tabs, which described land
use, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, public transit, and arterial streets and
highways under the alternatives compared to existing conditions. Within
each tab was a navigable map with GIS layers that could be turned on and
off and the ability to flip between existing conditions and each alternative,
allowing users to quickly compare what was included in each alternative.
Each tab also provided links to a summary brochure, the 20-page summary
handout, draft VISION 2050 plan report chapters, and the VISION 2050
plan objectives. Following the initial page describing the alternatives, there
were four pages providing evaluation results, with one page for each of the
four evaluation themes. The evaluation theme pages each included tabs with
results about specific topics under that theme, including navigable maps and
interactive graphics and charts. Also on each evaluation theme page was a
link to the more detailed evaluation results specifically for that theme, which
are documented in Appendix F to this volume. The final page of the tool
allowed users to provide feedback on the alternatives and their evaluation,
including an opportunity to respond to the same preference questions posed
at the workshops.
A total of about 960 residents participated in the exploration of the
alternatives and their evaluation, either at a workshop or online, providing a
total of over 900 comments related to the alternatives (includes small group,
individual, and online comments). The results are discussed below, and a
summary of the results can be found in Appendix G-2 to this volume.
Feedback Related to the Alternatives
Overall, as was the case with the feedback received on the conceptual
scenarios, most participants at the workshops and through the online tool
did not want to follow the current trends in land and transportation system
development represented by the Trend alternative. Participants generally
supported more compact and walkable development and there was
significant support for improved and expanded public transit services, as
envisioned under Alternative Plans I and II. As the alternatives stage involved
a more thorough evaluation of possible futures for the Region, participants
were able to more fully consider the potential benefits and consequences of
alternative land development patterns and transportation system investments
as they formed their comments and responses to a series of preference
questions. The preference questions, in particular, offered an opportunity for
participants to provide feedback directly related to what should be included
in a preliminary recommended plan, following consideration of the results of
the alternatives evaluation.
Land Use
Three preference questions were asked related to the land use component of
the alternatives. The responses to the first question indicated that respondents
were very supportive of encouraging “more infill, redevelopment, and
somewhat higher-density development.” For the Region, only 5 percent of
respondents indicated that type of development and redevelopment is not
important and 69 percent indicated it is very important. Comments received

Participants generally
supported more
compact and walkable
development and there
was significant support
for the improved
and expanded public
transit services under
Alternatives I and II.

Regionally, 69% of
respondents indicated
it is very important,
and only 5% indicated
it is not important,
to encourage “more
infill, redevelopment,
and somewhat higherdensity development.”
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cited a number of benefits of encouraging this type of development, and
suggested that retired individuals and Millennials increasingly prefer to live
in urban areas where they do not need to drive to various destinations. There
were also numerous comments indicating a need to avoid gentrification and
displacement of existing residents, citing the potential for increased property
values associated with redevelopment and TOD in existing urban areas
under Alternatives I and II.
When asked about whether to recommend “a land development pattern
that reflects development trends from the past 20 to 25 years, including very
low-density development” respondents were more divided, with 48 percent
indicating it is not important, but the majority still indicated it is somewhat or
very important. There were a number of comments citing that development
is often based on real estate market forces although some suggested more
education and action is necessary to achieve more compact development.
One of the notable differences in land use between the alternatives was a
shift from more development in the Medium Lot Neighborhood land use
category (primarily single-family homes on lots between 1/4 and 1/2 acre
in size) under the Trend to more development in the Small Lot Traditional
Neighborhood land use category (mix of housing types and businesses with
single-family homes on lots of 1/4 acre or less) under Alternative Plans I
and II. When asked which of the two types of new development should be
encouraged, 77 percent indicated support for the more walkable, transitsupporting Small Lot Traditional Neighborhood development over the
larger yards offered in a Medium Lot Neighborhood development. This was
consistent with the many comments that expressed support for encouraging
more compact, walkable development that can be served by transit.
Only 5% of respondents
indicated they did
not support any rapid
transit in the Region,
and only 1% indicated
it is not important to
connect residents to
jobs by public transit.

Public Transit
There was significant support expressed for some level of improved and
expanded public transit services, as opposed to the projected continued
decline in services under the Trend. This support was evident in both the
comments received and the responses to the three questions asked about
the public transit component of the alternatives. Numerous participants cited
potential benefits provided by public transit investment and made specific
suggestions for important places to serve via public transit. Many participants,
however, questioned whether the transit improvement and expansion
proposed in Alternatives I and II could be achieved given significantly higher
investment levels needed, and noted the need to address transit funding.
The first transit question was about the rapid transit corridors proposed in
Alternative Plans I and II. For the Region, only 5 percent of respondents
indicated they did not support any rapid transit in the Region, while 45
percent supported all ten rapid transit corridors from Alternative Plan II
and another 40 percent supported the best performing five to seven routes
from Alternative Plan II. In particular, participants from Milwaukee County
expressed strong support for rapid transit, with 57 percent supporting all ten
rapid transit corridors in Alternative II. Support for all ten corridors ranged
from 24 to 33 percent in the other six counties.
Similar to rapid transit, only 5 percent of respondents indicated they do not
support any commuter rail lines in the Region, with 75 percent supporting
at least the Kenosha-Racine-Milwaukee and Oconomowoc-BrookfieldMilwaukee lines included in Alternative Plan II. This included 32 percent
expressing support for additional lines not included in the alternatives,
although some identified Madison as a destination, which would more
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appropriately be served through higher-speed intercity passenger rail service
rather than commuter rail. Many comments were received in support of the
planned high-speed rail line between Chicago, Milwaukee, and Madison,
which was envisioned under both Alternative Plans I and II.
The importance of connecting residents to jobs by public transit was nearly
a consensus across the Region for those that responded, with 86 percent
indicating it is very important, 13 percent indicating it is somewhat important,
and only 1 percent indicating it is not important. Many comments expressed
concern that if transit services continue to decline, many of the Region’s
residents will not be able to get to jobs, particularly low-income residents.
Bicycle and Pedestrian
Two questions were asked related to the bicycle and pedestrian component
of the alternatives. In general, participants expressed support for providing
bicycle facilities, with 62 percent indicating it is very important and only
7 percent indicating it is not important. There was even more support for
separating bicycles from motor vehicle traffic, with 69 percent indicating it
is very important and only 3 percent indicating it is not important. Many
comments received cited potential benefits for improving and expanding
bicycle facilities, as well as for implementing enhanced bicycle facilities,
as proposed under Alternatives I and II. There were, however, numerous
comments citing reasons for supporting limited bicycle investment, including
the Region’s colder climate, the recreational nature of most bicycle travel,
and the relatively small number of residents that currently travel by bicycle
compared to other modes.
Arterial Streets and Highways
The final two questions were asked related to the arterial street and highway
component of the alternatives. In terms of addressing congestion on the
Region’s freeways, 46 percent indicated it is very important, while 20 percent
indicated it is not important. In terms of how congestion is addressed on
the Region’s arterial streets and highways, 39 percent expressed support
for widenings to address congestion, while 29 percent supported limiting
widenings to rural and suburban areas not served by fixed-guideway transit,
which was proposed in Alternative Plan II. Another 32 percent, the majority
of whom were from Milwaukee County, indicated they did not support
widenings anywhere in the Region. A number of participants in general
opposition to capacity expansion on the arterial system suggested traffic
congestion is not a major issue in the Milwaukee metropolitan area, and
indicated a preference instead for improved and expanded public transit and
encouraging more bicycle and walking trips.

Regarding separating
bicycles from motor
vehicle traffic, 69%
indicated it is very
important and only
3% indicated it is not
important.

While 46% indicated
addressing congestion
on the Region’s
freeways is very
important, many
supported limiting
widenings as in
Alternative II or did not
support any widenings
in the Region.

Additional Comments
There were various comments that related to implementation; the economy or
labor force; multiple transportation modes; or the VISION 2050 presentation,
process, and analyses. Numerous comments indicated a need to explain
how VISION 2050 would be implemented, including how investments would
be funded and who would be responsible for implementation. There were
also many participants expressing concern that current revenue sources
would not be adequate to fund the improvements proposed in Alternatives I
and II, some suggesting specific measures or revenue sources that could be
considered to provide funding. Related to the investment levels and funding,
a common theme among participants was to place an emphasis on the
indirect economic benefits of Alternatives I and II, which involve quality of
life improvements that are difficult to monetize but provide benefits that can
offset the additional proposed investment. Various suggestions were also
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made for how to improve the VISION 2050 process, including suggestions
for ways to present information and additional analyses to consider.
The input received on the detailed land use and transportation alternatives
was used during the next step of the VISION 2050 process, as Commission staff
prepared a preliminary recommended year 2050 land use and transportation
plan for Southeastern Wisconsin. The preliminary recommended plan is
described in the next chapter and was presented at the fifth and final round
of VISION 2050 workshops.
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APPENDICES

Compared to the more conceptual scenarios from the previous step in the
VISION 2050 process, the added level of detail included in the alternatives
allowed a more thorough evaluation using a larger set of criteria than were
used to evaluate the scenarios. The alternatives evaluation is based on the
VISION 2050 plan objectives and evaluation criteria developed during the
alternatives step of the process, which are presented in Chapter 3 of Volume
II. The 50 evaluation criteria measure the extent to which each alternative
meets each objective.
Appendix F is organized into four important themes for VISION 2050:
• Healthy Communities (Appendix F-1)
• Equitable Access (Appendix F-2)
• Cost and Financial Sustainability (Appendix F-3)
• Mobility (Appendix F-4)

APPENDIX F

This appendix presents the complete evaluation results for the alternative
land use and transportation plans considered for VISION 2050, which are
documented in Chapter 3 of Volume II of the VISION 2050 plan report.
There are three alternatives compared in the evaluation results. The first
is a baseline alternative, referred to as the Trend. The Trend is a projection
of land use development and transportation investment trends to the year
2050 based primarily on changes experienced from 1990 to 2010. The Trend
was used as a comparison for two detailed alternative plans, Alternative
Plan I and Alternative Plan II. Alternative Plans I and II differ from the Trend
by including more compact regional land use development patterns and
changes in transportation system investments.

COMPLETE ALTERNATIVE PLAN
EVALUATION RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
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APPENDIX F-1

CRITERION 1.1.1:
NUMBER OF PEOPLE LIVING IN WALKABLE AREAS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plan II would result in the largest improvement to
walkability in the Region, with Alternative I providing greater
walkability than the Trend.
• Alternative II would have the most people living in walkable areas
(863,000)—12 percent more than Alternative I (770,000) and 19
percent more than the Trend (725,000).
• Alternative II would also have the most developed land in
walkable areas (75,000 acres)—17 percent more than Alternative I
(64,000) and 27 percent more than the Trend (59,000).

The term “walkable” refers to the ease by which people can walk in an area to
various destinations such as schools, parks, retail services, and employment.
Developing walkable neighborhoods can have numerous positive benefits
to the health and vibrancy of communities in the Region. It can encourage
residents to walk or bike rather than drive and can increase community
cohesion by encouraging more social interaction with neighbors. Many
participants in the VISION 2050 process, recognizing these types of benefits,
have expressed a desire for more walkable neighborhoods.
• Estimating Walkability: To estimate walkability for the alternatives, the
first step was to estimate existing walkability. Commission staff received
existing “walk scores” for all 2,374 internal travel analysis zones (TAZs)
in the Region directly from WalkScore® (www.walkscore.com), a private
company that specializes in estimating walkability. These scores represent
ratings of the walkability of an area on a scale of 0 to 100 using a
methodology developed by WalkScore.® The method uses a propriety
algorithm to estimate scores based on pedestrian friendliness metrics
(such as population density, block length, and intersection density) and
walking distance to destinations (such as schools, parks, retail services,
and employment). For the purposes of comparing the alternatives, scores
greater than 50 were considered “walkable,” which is consistent with the
WalkScore® categories of Somewhat Walkable (scores of 50-69), Very
Walkable (70-89), and Walker’s Paradise (90-100).
Development of the alternatives did not include development of
the detailed data to estimate future walkability in the way that
WalkScore® estimates existing walkability, so Commission staff used
the variability in household density and presence of TOD to estimate
future walkability. In general, increasing household density will
result in improved walkability because destinations are more likely
to be in proximity to residents. Higher-density areas also tend to be
more pedestrian-friendly environments because they tend to include
sidewalks and shorter block lengths. Many TOD areas, which are
located within easy walking distance to/from a fixed-guideway transit
station, tend to include development with a mix of destinations that
are within walking distance for the area’s residents. The design and
layout of a TOD area also tend to be more pedestrian-oriented, for
example, including curb bump-outs at crosswalks.
The household density variable was first employed by determining the
statistical relationship between the existing walk score and existing
2010 household density for each TAZ. The change in household
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Table F.1
Number of People Living in Walkable Areas

Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Population in
Walkable
Areas
702,600
724,600
769,500
863,100

Total
Population
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Percent of
Total
Population in
Walkable
Areas
34.8
30.8
32.7
36.7

Developed
Land that is
Walkable
(Acres)
56,400
59,200
64,000
75,000

Total
Developed
Land (Acres)
467,000
568,400
529,600
524,600

Percent of
Developed
Land that is
Walkable
12.1
10.4
12.1
14.3

Source: WalkScore® and SEWRPC

density from 2010 to 2050 for each TAZ for each alternative was then
estimated and applied to the existing walk scores. Lastly, staff identified
all the TAZs considered to be included in a TOD area for Alternatives
I and II, respectively, and estimated the additional walkability of those
TAZs based on the type of development likely to occur.
• Evaluation Results: Table F.1 and Maps F.1 through F.4 present the
estimated walkability under the existing development pattern, as
well as under the Trend and Alternatives I and II. A more compact
development pattern tends to be more walkable, and the evaluation
showed that the Trend, which includes more lower-density development
than Alternatives I and II, is the least walkable option. Alternative I
includes higher-density development than the Trend and some TOD
areas, which results in additional areas identified as being walkable.
The Trend would have more people living in walkable areas (724,600)
than under the existing development pattern (702,600). Alternative I
would improve on the Trend, with 769,500 people living in walkable
areas. Alternative II, with its extensive focus on TOD, would have the
most people living in walkable areas (863,100)—12 percent more
than Alternative I and 19 percent more than the Trend. Similarly,
Alternative II would have the most developed land in walkable areas
(75,000 acres)—17 percent more than Alternative I (64,000) and 27
percent more than the Trend (59,000).
• Sidewalk Connectivity: Well-connected, accessible sidewalks provide
a safe place for people to walk separated from motor vehicles. They
are particularly important for people with disabilities and children,
and provide improved mobility and access to various destinations. The
alternatives envision that sidewalks will be designed and constructed
consistent with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements to
accommodate people with disabilities. Primarily due to data availability
issues, the analysis for this criterion (and as well the method used by
WalkScore® to estimate existing walk scores) does not explicitly consider
sidewalk presence. The analysis instead focuses on the destinations
that are likely to be within walking distance of the Region’s residents.
However, sidewalks are important to encouraging walking trips and
would be envisioned in most new land developments under any of
the alternatives, with the exception of those in the Large Lot Exurban
and Rural Estate categories. Sidewalk connectivity—direct links that
connect people to other homes in their neighborhood, shopping,
schools, parks, and other destinations—would likely be highest in
walkable areas. As a result, Alternative II would be envisioned to have
the most sidewalk connectivity of the three alternative, followed by
Alternative I.
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Map F.1
Walkability in the Region: Existing
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Map F.2
Walkability in the Region: Trend
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Map F.3
Walkability in the Region: Alternative Plan I
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Map F.4
Walkability in the Region: Alternative Plan II
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CRITERION 1.1.2: POPULATION DENSITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plans I and II, which have higher population densities,
perform better under most of the evaluation criteria than the
Trend.
• Alternative II has the highest population density.

Population density (number of people per square mile) is a result of the
residential development pattern of the alternatives, which directly or indirectly
relates to the other evaluation criteria. The higher-density alternatives
perform better under most of the evaluation criteria because services can
be provided more efficiently; there are more housing and transportation
options; and there are fewer negative impacts on natural and agricultural
resources.
• Trend: The Trend has the lowest population density of the alternatives.
Most new residential development would occur within existing urban
centers or at the immediate outer boundary of urban centers; however,
more new development would be scattered in locations away from
urban centers than under both Alternatives I and II.
• Alternative Plan I: The population density of Alternative I is higher
than the Trend, but lower than Alternative II. Most new residential
development would occur as infill or redevelopment in existing urban
centers, and at the immediate outer boundary of urban centers.
Alternative I would include some TOD, which would focus compact,
mixed-use development around fixed-guideway transit stations.
Alternative I reverses the Region’s 70 plus year decline in population
density.
• Alternative Plan II: Alternative II has the highest population density
of the alternatives. The pattern of new development under Alternative
II would be similar to Alternative I; however, there would be more than
twice as many fixed-guideway station areas with potential for TOD.
Table F.2
Population Density

Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Residential
Land (square
miles)
400.9
517.7
465.4
457.8

Population
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Source: SEWRPC
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Population
per Square
Mile
5,038.7
4,547.0
5,058.0
5,142.0

Incremental
Residential
Land (square
miles)
N/A
116.8
64.5
56.9

Population
Change
N/A
334,000
334,000
334,000

Population per
Square Mile of
New
Residential
Development
N/A
2,859.6
5,178.3
5,869.9
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CRITERION 1.1.3: EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
KEY CONCLUSION
• Employment density increases somewhat under Alternative Plans I
and II because of the focus on TOD.

Employment density (number of jobs per square mile) does not vary as
much as population density between the alternatives because most jobs are
located in areas with public sewer service under each of the alternatives.
Employment density does increase somewhat from the Trend to Alternative I
and from Alternative I to Alternative II. This is largely due to concentrations
of jobs in fixed-guideway transit station areas.
• Public Sewer Service: Areas of the Region that do not have public
sanitary sewer service typically cannot support extensive commercial or
industrial development. Most existing and new jobs would be located
in public sewer service areas under each of the alternatives as a result.
• Redevelopment Areas: A significant number of jobs would occur in
redevelopment areas under each of the alternatives. Many of these
are employment supporting areas and have the potential to support
increased employment on about the same amount of land. This results
in increased jobs per square mile for new employment supporting
development under each of the alternatives.
• TOD: Employment density does increase to some extent in Alternatives
I and II because of the focus on TOD near fixed-guideway transit
stations proposed under Alternatives I and II. TODs are typically
mixed-use with high-density residential and potentially high-density
office and retail development. Employment density is higher under
Alternative II because more than twice as many stations are proposed.
Table F.3
Employment Density

Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Employment
Supporting
Land (square
miles)
128.1
146.9
146.0
145.0

Jobs
1,176,600
1,386,900
1,386,900
1,386,900

Employment
per Square
Mile
9,185.0
9,441.1
9,499.3
9,564.8

Incremental
Employment
Supporting
Land (square
miles)
N/A
18.8
17.9
16.9

Employment
Change
N/A
210,300
210,300
210,300

Jobs per Square
Mile for New
Employment
Supporting
Development
N/A
11,186.2
11,748.6
12,443.8

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 1.2.1: BICYCLE LEVEL OF SERVICE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Bicycle level of service (BLOS) refers to bicyclist comfort and the
existing or perceived operational conditions on a bicycle facility.
• BLOS would be improved under the Trend and Alternatives I and
II compared to existing conditions due to the implementation of
on-street bicycle facilities as surface arterial streets and highways
are resurfaced or reconstructed.
• Alternatives I and II would have greater improvements in BLOS
due to the implementation of enhanced bicycle facilities in key
regional corridors.

• How BLOS Was Estimated: The Bicycle Compatibility Index (BCI)
was developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to
determine how traffic operations impact a bicyclist’s decision to use
a specific roadway, and was used to estimate existing and future
BLOS for the alternative plan evaluation. The BCI methodology uses
an equation that considers several variables with specific values that
factor into the decision by a bicyclist whether to ride on a roadway.
Some variables create a positive impact for the bicyclist, such as the
presence of a bike lane (or wide shoulder), the width of the bike lane
or shoulder, and whether the facility travels through a residential
area. Other variables, such as traffic volumes and speeds, can have a
negative impact. The BCI equation adds or subtracts to the BCI score
based on these variables. The lower the BCI score, the better the BLOS
grade and the more suitable the road is considered to be for bicycling.
BLOS was estimated by applying the BCI equation to the Region’s
existing surface arterial street and highway network (excluding
freeways) for the existing, Trend, Alternative I, and Alternative II
networks. Data were collected for each of the variables in the BCI
equation, with some variables modified from those recommended by
the FHWA based on regional conditions and data availability. For all
four networks, arterial links with a separate path within the roadway
right-of-way (ROW) were given the lowest BCI score (BLOS A) to reflect
that separate paths remove a bicyclist from the travel way and from
the impacts of traffic volumes, speed, and parking lanes. For arterials
with enhanced bicycle facilities (not reflected in FHWA’s current BCI
method) in Alternatives I and II, the constants in the BCI equation
relating to traffic volumes and speed were reduced by half since these
types of bicycle facilities increase the separation of a bicyclist from
motorized vehicles, thereby decreasing the impact of higher traffic
volumes and speeds. These arterials with enhanced bicycle facilities
would typically have a BLOS grade of A or B.
The BCI scores for each surface arterial street and highway link were
then converted to letter grades, representing the relative BLOS for
each road link, as follows:
oo A (<=1.50 Very High)
oo B (1.51 to 2.30 High)
oo C (2.31 to 3.40 Moderate)
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oo D (3.41 to 4.40 Low)
oo E (4.41 to 5.30 Very Low)
oo F (>5.30 Extremely Low)
BLOS by travel analysis zone (TAZ) for existing conditions, the Trend,
Alternative I, and Alternative II was also calculated by aggregating
the BCI scores for arterial links, separate paths, and off-street bicycle
paths within each TAZ using a distance weighted average. The comfort
levels associated with the BLOS grades by link and by TAZ range from
Very High Comfort (BLOS A) to Extremely Low Comfort (BLOS F).
• Evaluation Results: Certain factors have the most significant impact
on BLOS since their values can increase or decrease BLOS by one or
two grades. Presence of a bike lane, paved shoulder, or an enhanced
bicycle facility considerably improve the BLOS grade, while high traffic
volume and speeds greatly reduce the BLOS grade.
The evaluation results show considerable improvement in BLOS under
all three alternatives compared to the existing network. BLOS in the
Trend compared to the existing network is greatly improved due to the
expectation that on-street bicycle accommodations would be added
on all surface arterial streets and highways as they are resurfaced
or reconstructed, where feasible. Although traffic volumes would
increase on many arterials in the Region, the addition of on-street
bicycle facilities would have a noticeable effect in minimizing the
negative impacts of increased volumes and high speeds.
The most significant improvement to BLOS occurs on arterials in
Alternatives I and II where enhanced bicycle facilities would be
implemented in regional corridors (note: for the purposes of this
analysis, enhanced facilities were envisioned to be implemented
on arterials, although the alternatives recognize that neighborhood
greenways could be implemented on nearby parallel nonarterials as
an alternative in each corridor). The increased separation from vehicles
and other traffic conditions provided by enhanced bicycle facilities
would greatly reduce the discomfort that bicyclists might experience
when riding on arterials in proximity to high volumes and speeds.
Table F.4 includes the miles of each BLOS grade within each county and
for the Region, as well as the weighted average BLOS grade for each
county and for the Region, under existing conditions, the Trend, and
Alternatives I and II. Maps F.5 through F.8 illustrate BLOS by arterial
link under existing conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II.
Alternatives I and II include 1,518 and 1,555 miles, respectively, of
arterials with BLOS grades of A or B, while the Trend includes 1,360
miles with grades A or B. Maps F.9 through F.12 illustrate BLOS by TAZ
for the four networks, which aggregates the BCI scores for arterial
links, separate paths, and off-street paths within each TAZ using a
distance weighted average.
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Table F.4
Bicycle Level of Service
Very High
Comfort
(BLOS A)
14

County

Existing - 2015

Kenosha
Milwaukee

28

Ozaukee
Racine

Trend - 2050

47

D+

69

117

45

7

3

C+

22

115

152

118

15

4

C

Walworth

20

126

175

92

9

0

C

Washington

17

91

198

85

10

2

C

47

91

296

244

34

9

C

187

624

1,299

923

232

70

C

Kenosha

13

74

190

61

8

2

C+

Milwaukee

88

235

302

102

13

1

C+

Ozaukee

45

132

85

18

4

0

B-

Racine

30

140

216

39

7

1

C+

Walworth

32

163

205

26

1

0

B-

Washington

27

139

216

31

4

0

C+

Region

50

191

339

113

26

4

C+

285

1,075

1,552

389

63

9

C+
B-

42

81

168

50

7

2

219

199

248

67

7

1

B

Ozaukee

55

135

72

19

1

0

B-

Racine

59

143

193

37

2

0

B-

Walworth

34

169

200

23

1

0

B-

Washington

36

142

195

38

4

0

C+

Kenosha
Milwaukee
Alt I - 2050

140

39

Waukesha

Waukesha
Region

71

240

305

95

12

1

B-

516

1,108

1,381

329

34

4

B-

48

81

166

50

4

1

B-

204

191

253

79

6

1

B

Ozaukee

63

131

76

13

0

0

B

Racine

68

142

190

28

2

0

B-

Walworth

39

175

198

15

0

0

B-

Washington

38

160

193

24

2

0

B-

Waukesha

80

242

320

75

6

0

B-

540

1,122

1,398

283

21

2

B-

Kenosha
Milwaukee
Alt II - 2050

Average
Comfort
Levela
C

217

Waukesha

238

Extremely
Low Comfort
(BLOS F)
4

63

Region

Region
a

Miles of Arterials by Bicycle Level of Service Grade
High
Moderate
Very Low
Comfort
Comfort
Low Comfort
Comfort
(BLOS B)
(BLOS C)
(BLOS D)
(BLOS E)
68
145
100
18

A distance weighted average was used to aggregate the BCI scores for arterial links, separate paths, and off-street paths within each travel
analysis zone (TAZ). Comfort level by county was calculated by using a weighted average of TAZs within each county.

Source: SEWRPC
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Map F.5
Bicycle Comfort Level for On-Street Bicycle Accommodations in the Region: Existing
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Map F.6
Bicycle Comfort Level for On-Street Bicycle Accommodations in the Region: Trend
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Map F.7
Bicycle Comfort Level for On-Street Bicycle Accommodations in the Region: Alternative I
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Map F.8
Bicycle Comfort Level for On-Street Bicycle Accommodations in the Region: Alternative II
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Map F.9
Bicycle Comfort Level by Travel Analysis Zone in the Region: Existing
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Map F.10
Bicycle Comfort Level by Travel Analysis Zone in the Region: Trend
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Map F.11
Bicycle Comfort Level by Travel Analysis Zone in the Region: Alternative I
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Map F.12
Bicycle Comfort Level by Travel Analysis Zone in the Region: Alternative II
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CRITERION 1.2.2: BICYCLE NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The Trend, Alternative I, and Alternative II would improve bicycle
connectivity by addressing existing gaps between bicycle facilities
through on- and off-street bicycle improvements.
• Alternatives I and II would result in additional on-street bicycle
connectivity through the implementation of enhanced bicycle
facilities in regional corridors.

Bicycle connectivity provides bicyclists with direct routes to destinations,
ensures continuous routes through the Region, and reduces out-of-direction
travel. A comprehensive system of on- and off-street bicycle facilities can
improve the safety of bicyclists and may encourage more bicyclists to use
these facilities. A well-connected system is also a key factor to increasing
non-recreational travel by bicycle, such as commutes to work or for school
and shopping trips. As a result, improving bicycle connectivity can also have
positive public health impacts. Bicycle connectivity throughout the Region
would be improved by constructing on-street bicycle facilities when surface
arterial streets and highways are resurfaced or reconstructed and through
a system of off-street bicycle paths between the Kenosha, Milwaukee,
and Racine urbanized areas, as well as between cities and villages with a
population of 5,000 or more located outside the three urbanized areas. Onstreet and off-street bicycle improvements identified in locally adopted bicycle
plans were considered and included in the alternatives as appropriate.
• Bicycle Network Gaps: In many areas of the Region, gaps exist where
on-street facilities—such as bike lanes and paved shoulders—simply
end with no viable connection or continuation to another facility.
Small gaps exist within some off-street paths that require a bicyclist to
ride on streets with no bicycle facilities in order to continue using the
path. There are also gaps between off-street path segments in which
an additional path segment or on-street facility is needed to make a
connection between them.
For the purpose of this analysis of bicycle network connectivity, a gap
in the bicycle network was defined as:
oo Between cities and villages with a population of 5,000 or more
where on- or off-street bicycle facilities do not exist or only exist in
intermittent segments.
oo Between two off-street path segments where a viable connection
could be made by constructing additional segments of off-street
facilities or by providing on-street facilities between the off-street
path segments.
Map F.13 presents the existing bicycle network connectivity and
identifies existing gaps in the bicycle network.
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Map F.13
Existing Bicycle Network Connectivity
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• Addressing On-street Connectivity: Each alternative envisions
that bicycle facilities will be implemented, where feasible, when
surface arterial streets and highways are resurfaced or reconstructed.7
Integrating bicycle facilities into road construction projects can be an
effective way to expand the bicycle network and improve connectivity
between cities and villages.
Implementing enhanced bicycle facilities in regional corridors that
connect several communities can improve on-street connectivity at a
higher level by going beyond a standard bicycle lane, paved shoulder,
or widened outside travel lane. Enhanced bicycle facilities—such as
a protected bike lane or a buffered bike lane—provide increased
separation from vehicles for bicyclists by using parking lanes, striping,
or raised medians as a buffer between the bike lane and the travel
lane. The increased separation associated with enhanced bicycle
facilities also provides the additional benefit of improving the safety
of road segments that bicyclists want to use, but may not necessarily
be using because of safety concerns. However, there are challenges
relating to the implementation of some enhanced bicycle facilities,
such as cost, right-of-way availability, and snow removal. Arterial
corridors that extend through multiple communities, provide direct
routes to important destinations, have available right-of-way, or have
existing on-street bicycle facilities and parking lanes could provide
opportunities for implementing enhanced bicycle facilities.
• Addressing Off-street Bicycle Path Connectivity: Under each
alternative, expansion of the off-street bicycle path system would
further improve the connectivity of communities within the Region.
Expanding off-street routes would improve bicycle travel within and
between counties in the Region. One example would be connecting
the Racine-Sturtevant Bike Trail to the White River State Trail, which
would create an off-street path through Racine County and into
Walworth County, linking the City of Racine, the Village of Sturtevant,
the Village of Union Grove, the City of Burlington, and the City of
Elkhorn. Rail, river, and utility corridors often provide ideal locations
for further connecting communities in the Region.
Some existing off-street paths have small gaps that require bicyclists to
use streets to reach the next segment of the off-street path. Although
these streets make a connection, some streets may not be perceived
as safe or comfortable for a bicyclist due to a lack of bicycle facilities,
high vehicle volumes, and/or high vehicle speeds. These small gaps
would be addressed in the alternatives either by constructing additional
off-street path segments or by providing adequate on-street bicycle
facilities for these connections.

7
There may be locations in urban environments where on-street bicycle accommodations
may not be feasible. For example, where the right-of-way is restricted by two traffic
lanes and two parking lanes, such as on Brady Street in the City of Milwaukee.
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CRITERION 1.2.3: BENEFITS AND IMPACTS TO PUBLIC HEALTH
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The critical components of the alternatives that impact public
health by encouraging active transportation are improved
connections via bike lanes, off-street paths, and sidewalks and
access to various destinations and amenities. Alternatives I and II
provide more active transportation options and have development
patterns that improve walking access to various amenities.
• Alternative Plans I and II would improve public health by making
active transportation easier, which encourages healthy lifestyles
and reduces healthcare costs.
• Air pollution from transportation sources is being curbed through
Federal standards on fuel and vehicle fuel economy, but would
also be reduced by the compact development and alternative
transportation options envisioned under Alternative Plans I and II.

Public health, according to the World Health Organization, is about “providing
conditions in which people can be healthy.” Everything that can be done
to improve these conditions should be pursued. In this regard, the way in
which the Region’s communities develop and the transportation options that
are available to people in these communities can significantly impact public
health.
• Connections and Access: There are two critical components to
the VISION 2050 alternatives that impact public health. The first is
connectivity. To encourage active transportation, communities need
to provide well-connected infrastructure—bike lanes, off-street paths,
and sidewalks—that makes it easier to bike and walk. While the Trend
assumes a well-connected network of bike lanes and off-street paths,
Alternative Plans I and II go beyond what is envisioned under the
Trend and envision more enhanced on-street bicycle facilities, such as
protected bike lanes. They also include more compact development,
to varying degrees, and envision more sidewalks. This leads into
the second critical component: access. More compact development,
focused on providing a mix of uses within short distances, translates
into better biking and walking access. Access in this instance refers
to the ability to reach various destinations and amenities such as
schools, parks, retail services, and employment. Increasing the
number of destinations one can access by a short walk, bike ride, or
transit trip, increases the likelihood that people will incorporate active
travel modes into their daily routine, thereby increasing their physical
activity. The additional walkable areas and improved mix of land uses
envisioned under Alternatives I and II make these two alternatives far
superior to the Trend in this regard.
• Healthy Lifestyles: Study after study has shown that a sedentary
lifestyle can have detrimental effects on one’s health, with excess
weight and obesity linked to increased risks of heart disease, diabetes,
cancer, breathing problems, and other health issues. Walking and
biking on a regular basis can curb these health issues. Both Alternative
Plans I and II make it easier for people to bike and walk to their various
destinations—instead of having to drive their cars—helping people
to incorporate regular exercise into their daily commutes, shopping
trips, and recreation. Encouraging public transit use can also help, as
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public transit trips often begin and end by either walking or biking.
Alternative Plans I and II envision significant transit improvements,
with Alternative Plan II involving the most ambitious transit expansion.
• Healthcare Costs: There is also a cost to inactivity. In addition to
the physical fitness benefits from more active transportation, it can
actually save people money. As active transportation increases,
public health tends to improve and obesity-linked conditions tend to
decline. As a result, the costly expenditures related to caring for these
conditions may be avoided, which would reduce the healthcare costs
to individuals and society as a whole. Following this logic, Alternative
Plans I and II would have a greater potential to reduce healthcare
costs than the Trend.
• Air Pollution: From a transportation perspective, Federal standards
on fuel and vehicle fuel economy have been the primary drivers
in the reduction of vehicle-related air pollution. Based on current
Federal standards, transportation-related emissions are expected to
continue to significantly decline into the future. The same standards
are assumed under the Trend and both alternative plans, which is why
the difference in emissions between alternatives is small. However,
the differences in the development pattern and transportation system
still have an impact. More driving, particularly on congested roads,
produces more emissions. So Alternative Plans I and II would modestly
improve emissions by providing more alternative transportation
options that, in addition to more compact development patterns,
would limit the need to drive and allow for more green space that can
absorb some pollution.
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CRITERION 1.3.1: REMAINING FARMLAND
AND UNDEVELOPED LAND
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• About 77 square miles of agricultural land would be converted to
urban uses under the Trend, compared to about 32 square miles
under Alternative Plan I and 26 square miles under Alternative
Plan II.
• Class I and II soils are considered “National Prime Farmlands.”
About 59 square miles of Class I and II soils would be converted to
urban uses under the Trend, compared to about 26 square miles
under Alternative I and 21 square miles under Alternative II.

Agricultural land use in the Region has decreased by 482 square miles
since 1963. Despite this decrease, a large portion of the Region remains
in agricultural use (about 1,156 square miles), and agriculture remains
an important part of the regional economy. Table F.5 shows that some
agricultural land would be expected to be converted to urban uses to
accommodate projected regional growth under each of the alternatives.
Much less agricultural land would be converted under Alternatives I and II
than the Trend because of their compact development patterns.
• Class I and II Soils: The U.S. Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) has classified soils into capability groupings that indicate their
general suitability for most kinds of farming. The groupings are based
on the composition of the soils, the risk of damage when they are used,
and how they respond to treatment. There are eight capability classes
ranging from Class I, the soils that have few limitations, to Class VIII,
the soils that have severe limitations and cannot produce economically
worthwhile yields of crops, forage, or wood products. Generally, lands
with Class I and II soils are considered “National Prime Farmlands.”
About 887 square miles, or 77 percent, of the lands in agricultural use
in the Region are covered by Class I and II soils. Table F.5 shows that
significantly less agricultural land covered by Class I and II soils would
be converted to urban uses under Alternatives I and II than the Trend.
• County Farmland Preservation Plans: The Wisconsin Farmland
Preservation Law requires counties to prepare a farmland preservation
plan as one of the conditions for continued landowner participation in
the Farmland Preservation tax credit program. The six counties in the
Region with significant amounts of farmland have all prepared and
adopted farmland preservation plans. While large blocks of Class I and
II soils have been included in farmland preservation areas identified
in the county plans, many farming areas with concentrations of Class
I and II soils were excluded. Some Class I and II areas were excluded
for non-soil factors, such as minimum farm block size; however, many
of the exclusions were because of local government reluctance to
specifically identify exclusive-use farming areas. In general, the county
farmland preservation plans only identify farmland preservation areas
with local government support. Incremental households and jobs
were not allocated to farmland preservation areas under any of the
alternatives.
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Table F.5
Remaining Farmland and Undeveloped Land

Alternative
Existing
Trend
Alt I
Alt II

Agricultural
Land (square
miles)
1,156
1,078
1,124
1,130

Percent
Change
--6.7
-2.8
-2.2

Unused and
Other Open
Land (square
miles)
671
592
607
611

Percent
Change
--11.7
-9.6
-9.0

Agricultural Land and
Other Unused and Open
Land Covered by Class I
and II Soils (square miles)
887
828
861
866

Percent
Change
--6.7
-2.9
-2.4

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 1.3.2: IMPACTS TO NATURAL RESOURCE AREAS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The public transit system under each of the alternatives would not
be expected to impact any of the Region’s natural resource areas.
• The arterial street and highway system under each of the
alternatives would modestly affect the Region’s natural resource
areas, impacting 0.1 percent or less of the total area of each type
of natural resource area.
• The Trend would be expected to have the greatest impacts to
natural resource areas, followed by Alternative I (generally 3
to 7 percent less impact than the Trend) and then Alternative II
(generally 9 to 14 percent less impact than the Trend).

Transportation system improvement impacts to natural resource areas in the
Region were estimated for each of the alternatives, as shown in Table F.6.
Specifically, impacts were estimated for primary and secondary environmental
corridors, isolated natural resource areas, wetlands, natural areas, critical
species habitat areas, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
managed lands8 and Legacy Places,9 lands protected by land trusts or other
conservation lands, and prime agricultural areas (farmland with Class I or
Class II soils).
• Public Transit: Public transit would not be expected to require the
expansion of arterial street and highway or railroad right-of-ways,
even under Alternatives I and II, which assume significant increases
in public transit service. As a result, public transit under each of the
alternatives would not be expected to impact any of the Region’s
natural resource areas.
• Arterial Streets and Highways: While each of the alternatives would
be expected to have impacts to the Region’s natural resource areas,
the impacts are expected to be modest—typically representing less
than 0.1 percent of the total area of natural resource areas. The Trend
would be expected to have the greatest impact on natural resource
areas in the Region, compared to Alternative Plans I and II. The Trend
would have the most capacity expansion of all of the alternatives
due to the need to address the increased traffic resulting from less
compact development and a decline in transit under the Trend. There
would be a modest decrease in impacts to natural resource areas
under Alternative I—generally 3 to 7 percent less than the Trend,
depending on the type of natural resource area—due to the greater
emphasis on infill development and redevelopment and improvement
and expansion of transit service under this alternative. Alternative II
would have the least impacts to natural resource areas—generally
9 to 14 percent less than the Trend—resulting from this alternative
proposing the most compact land use development, including
the most TOD, and the most extensive transit service—including
The DNR has acquired large areas of park and open space lands in the Region and
manages those lands for a variety of resource protection and recreational purposes.
8

The DNR has identified Legacy Places that are critical for meeting Wisconsin’s
conservation and outdoor recreation needs through the year 2050. Source: Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin Land Legacy Report: An inventory of
places to meet Wisconsin’s future conservation and recreation needs, 2006.
9
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Table F.6
Transportation System Impacts to Natural Resource Areas

Category
Environmental Corridors
(Acres)b
Primary
Secondary
Isolated Natural Resource
Areas
Other Natural Resource Areas
(Acres)c
Wetlands
Natural Areas
Critical Species
Habitat Areas
DNR Managed Lands
DNR Legacy Places
Land Trust or Other
Conservation Organization
Lands
Prime Agricultural Lands
(Class I or Class II)

Trend
(2050)

Alternative I
(2050)
With Highway
Without Highway
Improvements
Improvementsa

Alternative II
(2050)
With Highway
Without Highway
Improvements
Improvementsa

224.9

215.2

39.8

199.0

39.8

57.3

54.5

6.4

44.0

6.4

41.6

38.6

2.7

35.7

2.7

161.9

156.4

44.5

140.7

44.5

18.3

18.3

4.5

16.4

4.5

2.0

2.0

0.0

0.3

0.0

39.8

39.4

0.4

39.4

0.4

124.9

124.6

8.8

90.1

8.8

2.1

2.1

0.0

2.1

0.0

621.5

601.6

25.9

564.8

25.9

a

The impacts of committed highway improvements are included under these alternatives.

b

Existing primary environmental corridors in the Region total about 311,900 acres, existing secondary environmental corridors total about 51,600
acres, and existing isolated natural resource areas total about 45,800 acres.

c

Existing wetlands in the Region total about 201,700 acres, natural areas total about 64,600 acres, critical species habitat areas total about 19,800
acres, DNR managed lands total about 64,900 acres, DNR Legacy Places total about 137,800 acres, and land trust or conservation organization
lands total about 12,700 acres. Existing prime agricultural lands in the Region total about 567,900 acres.

Source: SEWRPC

significant investment in fixed-guideway transit. Also included in
Table F.6 are the potential impacts if the highway improvements
under Alternatives I and II are not implemented, except for committed
highway improvements and freeway modernization. As expected,
not including the highway improvements under Alternatives I and II
would greatly reduce the potential impacts to natural resource areas.
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CRITERION 1.4.1: PRESERVATION OF AREAS
WITH HIGH GROUNDWATER RECHARGE POTENTIAL
KEY CONCLUSION
• It is estimated that approximately 51 square miles of areas
with high and very high groundwater recharge potential would
be converted to urban uses under the Trend, compared to 32
square miles under Alternative Plan I and 28 square miles under
Alternative Plan II.

Groundwater is a key element of the Region’s natural resource base.
Groundwater sustains lake levels and wetlands; provides the base flows
of streams; and comprises a major source of water supply for domestic,
municipal, industrial, and agricultural water users. About 40 percent of the
Region’s residents are dependent upon groundwater for their water supply.
Recharge represents the means by which water enters the groundwater
system. Some areas of the Region exhibit higher rates and volumes of
recharge than others, and the land use development pattern can affect the
amount of recharge entering the groundwater system.
• Areas with High Groundwater Recharge Potential: Groundwater
recharge areas are those areas where surface water moves downward
through the soil column to the groundwater aquifer. The recharge
potential of an area is dependent on surface soil permeability, slope,
land use, and the permeability of subsurface materials above the water
table. Many of the Region’s areas with high and very high recharge
potential are located in environmental corridors, isolated natural
resource areas, and agricultural and unused land.
• Development Impacts on Groundwater Recharge: Preserving
environmental corridors, isolated natural resource areas, and
agricultural land facilitates preserving areas with high and very
high groundwater recharge potential. Incremental households and
employment were not allocated to areas with significant natural
resource features, such as environmental corridors, natural areas,
critical species habitat, and parkland, under any of the alternatives.
However, there would be more agricultural and other unused land
converted to urban uses under the Trend than under Alternative I or
Alternative II.
It is estimated that approximately 51 square miles of areas with high
and very high groundwater recharge potential would be converted
to urban uses under the Trend, compared to 32 square miles under
Alternative I and 28 square miles under Alternative II. There are
currently about 794 square miles of areas with high and very high
recharge potential in the Region. Thus, about 94 percent of the areas
in the Region with high and very high recharge potential would be
preserved under the Trend, compared to about 96 percent under
Alternatives I and II.
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CRITERION 1.4.2: IMPERVIOUS SURFACE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plan II, with the most compact development pattern,
would have the least amount of impervious surface, at 10.9
percent of the Region’s total land area.
• Alternative Plan I (11.0 percent) would also perform better than
the Trend (11.4 percent).
• All watersheds perform best under Alternative II except the Oak
Creek watershed (which performs best under Alternative Plan I)
and the Sheboygan River and Kinnickinnic River watersheds
(which perform best under the Trend).

Impervious surfaces are materials that water cannot easily travel through,
such as the concrete or asphalt that makes up many of our roads and parking
lots, and the roofing material covering our buildings. These surfaces prevent
stormwater from being absorbed into the ground where it falls, and also
result in changes in the timing of stormwater reaching streams, rivers, and
lakes due to the speed with which water flows over an impervious surface
as opposed to a permeable surface. Impervious surfaces can also result in
reductions in water quality due to the accumulation of salt, oils, and debris
from rooftops, roadways, and parking lots that is transported into streams,
rivers, and lakes during rainfall and snowmelt events.
• Effects of Impervious Surfaces: Research has shown that as
impervious surfaces grow as a percentage of the overall land area
within the watersheds of streams, rivers, and lakes, significant declines
in water quality can result. When the connected impervious area10
approaches 10 percent of the area of a watershed, subtle changes in
physical (increased temperature and turbidity) and chemical (reduced
dissolved oxygen and increased pollution levels) properties of a
stream may occur, leading to a decline in the biological integrity of
the stream. When 25 percent or more of a watershed is covered by
impervious surfaces, many more types of aquatic life can no longer be
supported, and aquatic resources may be significantly degraded. In
Table F.7, watersheds with more than 25 percent of their area covered
by impervious surfaces are highlighted in orange, and watersheds
with 10 to 25 percent of their area covered by impervious surfaces are
highlighted in yellow.
Impervious surfaces also reflect and absorb the sun in different ways
than permeable surfaces, increasing local air temperatures in areas
with high amounts of impervious surfaces relative to nearby areas with
more permeable surfaces, and increasing the temperature of runoff
to streams, rivers, and lakes. The increase in local air temperatures is
known as the urban heat island effect, and it can result in increased
energy consumption by air conditioning units and therefore greater
emissions of air pollutants and greenhouse gas emissions. However,
due to the climate of Southeastern Wisconsin, it could be argued that
the urban heat island effect may reduce the amount of heating needed
in the winter months, and therefore the overall impact of the urban heat
island effect on energy use and emissions in our Region is unclear.
10
Connected impervious area has a direct hydraulic connection to a stormwater
drainage system, and ultimately, to a stream, river, or lake.
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As shown in Table F.7, the percent of the Region’s total land area
covered by impervious surfaces would increase by the year 2050
when compared to existing conditions, but Alternative Plan II, with
the most compact development pattern, would have the least amount
of impervious surface, at 10.9 percent of the Region. Alternative Plan
I would also perform better than the Trend, with 11.0 percent of the
Region covered by impervious surfaces. In most cases, individual
watersheds also perform best under Alternative Plan II, with only the
Oak Creek watershed performing better under Alternative Plan I, and
only the Kinnickinnic River and Sheboygan River watersheds having the
least amount of impervious surface under the Trend. Alternatives I and II
would have slightly less impervious surface if they were implemented
without highway improvements. It should be noted that this analysis
does not include any assumptions regarding an increase in green
infrastructure for managing stormwater through infiltration (e.g.,
green roofs, porous pavements, rain gardens, and biofiltration and
infiltration facilities), which—if implemented on a larger scale in the
future—would reduce the amount of impervious surface or mitigate
some of the impacts of impervious surfaces.
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1,721,428

Total Acres
85,989
598,280
16,239
86,891
277,550
17,752
32,913
390,889
126,082
6,944
22,161
59,738
169,663

9.9

Existing (2010)
Acres
Percent
5,676
6.6
46,192
7.7
5,895
36.3
20,693
23.8
30,797
11.1
4,181
23.6
4,665
14.2
23,766
6.1
14,560
11.5
285
4.1
1,378
6.2
11,575
19.4
195,842

11.4

Trend (2050)
Acres
Percent
7,712
9.0
54,459
9.1
6,032
37.1
22,051
25.4
35,208
12.7
4,657
26.2
6,050
18.4
28,229
7.2
16,624
13.2
316
4.5
1,681
7.6
12,823
21.5
189,262

11.0

Alt I with Highway
Improvements
(2050)
Acres
Percent
7,335
8.5
52,153
8.7
6,042
37.2
21,937
25.2
33,841
12.2
4,538
25.6
5,960
18.1
26,690
6.8
16,159
12.8
333
4.8
1,573
7.1
12,700
21.3
188,639

11.0

Alt I Without
Highway
Improvements
(2050)
Acres
Percent
7,321
8.5
51,963
8.7
6,031
37.1
21,868
25.2
33,754
12.2
4,511
25.4
5,912
18.0
26,585
6.8
16,120
12.8
333
4.8
1,570
7.1
12,669
21.2

These watersheds extend beyond the borders of the Region. Only the portion of the watershed contained within the Region is included here.

Source: SEWRPC

a

Region

Watershed
Des Plaines Rivera
Fox Rivera
Kinnickinnic River
Menomonee River
Milwaukee Rivera
Oak Creek
Pike River
Rock Rivera
Root River
Sheboygan Rivera
Sauk Creeka
Lake Michigan Directa

Table F.7
Impervious Surface

187,622

10.9

Alt II with Highway
Improvements
(2050)
Acres
Percent
7,276
8.5
51,588
8.6
6,053
37.3
21,858
25.2
33,368
12.0
4,564
25.7
5,940
18.0
26,327
6.7
16,140
12.8
326
4.7
1,534
6.9
12,647
21.2

187,108

10.9

Alt II Without
Highway
Improvements
(2050)
Acres
Percent
7,262
8.4
51,420
8.6
6,053
37.3
21,805
25.1
33,281
12.0
4,563
25.7
5,894
17.9
26,226
6.7
16,116
12.8
326
4.7
1,531
6.9
12,631
21.1
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CRITERION 1.4.3: ENERGY USE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plans I and II have the lowest home and transportation
energy use of the three alternatives.
• Based on building type and development pattern, the Trend would
have the highest average energy use for households added by
2050 (111.8 million BTU per household per year)—7 percent more
than Alternative I (104.1 million BTU) and 12 percent more than
Alternative II (100.1 million BTU).
• Transportation-related energy use would be more under the Trend
(87 million BTUs), but only slightly more than Alternative I (86
million BTUs) and Alternative II (85 million BTUs).

Energy is used in peoples’ daily lives for lighting, cooking, heating and
cooling rooms, entertainment, transportation, and many other uses. The
amount of energy used in these activities impacts the environment and cost of
living. New technologies that make homes and transportation more energy
efficient and individual actions to conserve energy have a significant impact
on energy use. The development pattern of the Region also has an impact on
energy use through building types and the distance people travel from their
homes to important destinations such as work, school, and services. The
mode and technology used for transportation are also factors in energy use.
• Building Type and Development Pattern: End use refers to the
energy content of electricity and other fuels at the point of use by
customers, such as households. The amount of energy used by a
household varies due to a number of factors, including building type;
development pattern; age of the building; building materials; and the
energy efficiency of lighting, appliances, and heating and cooling. Two
of these factors, building type and development pattern, are directly
affected by the VISION 2050 alternatives.
Multifamily housing tends to be more energy efficient than singlefamily housing because multifamily housing units typically have
shared ceilings/floors and walls. This results in greater efficiencies in
heating, which accounts for a significant portion of the energy used
in a home according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA). EIA figures from the last Residential Energy Consumption Survey
(conducted in 2009) show that Midwest Region households living in
single-family homes consume on average about 126.1 million BTU
per household per year. Households living in multifamily housing units
consume about 69.4 million BTU per household per year.
More compact development patterns that support a greater number
of multifamily housing units would consume less energy based on the
EIA data. The Trend would add the least multifamily housing units (25
percent of the new housing units) among the alternatives. Alternative
I envisions a more compact development pattern with some mixeduse, high-density TOD. About 39 percent of new housing units would
be multifamily under Alternative I. Alternative II has a development
pattern similar to Alternative I; however, the fixed-guideway transit
system is more extensive and could support more than twice as much
TOD. About 46 percent of the new housing units would be multifamily
under Alternative II. Using these figures and the EIA data, the average
110
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energy use per household added under the Trend would be 111.8 million
BTU per year, which is 7 percent more than under Alternative I (104.1
million BTU per year), and 11 percent more than under Alternative II
(100.1 million BTU per year).11
• Transportation: The vast majority of energy used by the transportation
sector comes from petroleum fuels, including gasoline and diesel. In
2014, petroleum fuels accounted for 92 percent of the total energy
used by the transportation sector in the United States, according to
the EIA. Total petroleum fuel usage in the transportation sector is
directly affected by vehicle fuel economy and VMT. Based on current
Federal standards on vehicle fuel economy, vehicles are expected
to become significantly more fuel efficient. Figure F.1 illustrates the
expected fuel efficiency through the year 2050 based on the current
Federal standards, which are assumed to be the same under all three
alternatives. Projected fuel efficiency is estimated using MOVES2014,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) most recent emission
modeling system for transportation sources. The average fuel economy
of the Region’s personal use vehicle fleet is anticipated to increase
from an average of 23.4 mpg in 2015 to 43.5 mpg by 2050, which will
significantly reduce transportation-related energy use.
Given the expected downward trend in transportation-related energy
use, there is a relatively large difference between existing and
future levels of energy use, regardless of the alternative. Existing
transportation-related energy use is estimated to be about 124 million
BTUs per household per year, which is significantly higher than the
Trend (87 million BTUs in the year 2050), Alternative I (86 million BTUs
in the year 2050), and Alternative II (85 million BTUs in the year 2050).
Between alternatives, the differences are comparatively small, but the
variations in the development pattern and transportation system still
have an impact. In addition to supporting more multifamily housing,
which tends to be more energy efficient, more compact development
patterns also tend to have destinations closer to residents. This results
in shorter auto trips, makes public transit a more viable alternative
to driving, and also encourages biking and walking trips, all of
which can reduce transportation-related energy use. The significant
improvements to public transit in Alternatives I and II also result in
more transit ridership and lower VMT.

11
It should be noted that home energy use under all three alternatives could be less
than estimated given that new homes tend to be more energy efficient than older
homes.
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Figure F.1
Fuel Efficiency of Personal Use Vehicles Estimated by MOVES2014
50.0
45.0
40.0

Miles per Gallon

35.0
30.0

Average Auto Fuel Economy
Average Fleet Fuel Economy

25.0

Average Truck Fuel Economy

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

Year
Note: Average eet fuel economy assumes light duty trucks make up
approximately 8 percent of the personal use vehicles.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and SEWRPC
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CRITERION 1.4.4: GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
AND OTHER AIR POLLUTANTS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Transportation air pollutant emissions are projected to
significantly decline from current levels due to Federal fuel and
vehicle fuel economy standards and improved vehicle emissions
controls, even with forecast increases in regional travel and traffic.
• Transportation air pollutant emissions are lowest under
Alternative II, generally about 2 to 3 percent lower than the Trend.
Transportation air pollutant emissions under Alternative I fall in
the range between the Trend and Alternative II.
• Residential development would be projected to result in less
greenhouse gas emissions under Alternative II. The CO2 emissions
per household added to the Region through the year 2050 would
be 12 percent less than under the Trend, and 7 percent less than
under Alternative I.

Reducing air pollution caused by human activity is important to not only
ensure the health and welfare of the Region’s residents, but it also can have
the added benefit of reducing unintended economic impacts caused by the
effects of air pollutants. These impacts include the accelerated deterioration
of building facades and structures, crop damage, water quality impacts,
elevated pollutant levels in fish and wildlife, and increased hospital visits
by sensitive individuals. In addition, assessments by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggest that the Earth’s climate has warmed
by 1.53°F over the past 130 years. Studies have linked this increase in the
average surface temperature of the Earth to an increase in greenhouse gas
(GHG)12 concentrations observed in the atmosphere. Rising temperatures
have been linked to changes in precipitation patterns, storm severity, and sea
levels. These conditions are collectively referred to as climate change, which
is described in more detail under Criterion 1.4.6 (Ability to Address Issues
Related to Climate Change). IPCC assessments also suggest that human
activity is an important factor in climate change, with GHG emissions caused
by human activity resulting primarily from the burning of fossil fuels.
The EPA also establishes human health-based and/or environmentally-based
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for a number of “criteria”
pollutants. Nonattainment areas are defined based on a monitored pollutant
level exceeding the relevant NAAQS. A plan is then prepared to describe
the specific actions a nonattainment area will take to achieve the NAAQS.
Once an area achieves the NAAQS, a plan is prepared to show what actions
the area will take to ensure continued maintenance of the NAAQS and the
area is redesignated as a maintenance area. Once designated as either
nonattainment or maintenance, an analysis must be prepared to show that
the regional transportation plan will not prevent an area from either achieving
or maintaining the relevant NAAQS. Within Southeastern Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Racine, and Waukesha Counties are currently designated as a
PM2.5 (fine particulate matter) maintenance area and Kenosha County east

12
A greenhouse (GHG) allows sunlight to enter the Earth’s atmosphere, but prevents
heat from escaping. Examples of important GHGs include carbon dioxide (CO2),
methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O).
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of IH 94 is designated as an ozone (O3) nonattainment area.13 In addition
to GHG and criteria pollutants, there are several additional transportationrelated air pollutants, referred to as “mobile source air toxics.” These air
toxics are known or suspected to cause cancer or other serious health effects,
such as reproductive effects, birth defects, or adverse environmental effects.
Scientific studies have indicated that air pollution exposure can be a trigger
for a variety of health issues, including premature death in people with heart
or lung disease, nonfatal heart attacks, irregular heartbeat, aggravation of
asthma, decreased lung function, and increased respiratory symptoms, such
as irritation of the airways, coughing, or difficulty breathing. In addition, as
fine particles travel and settle, they can have other environmental impacts,
such as increasing lake and stream acidity; changing the nutrient balance
in coastal waters and large river basins; depleting the nutrients in soil;
damaging sensitive forests and farm crops; and affecting the diversity of
ecosystems.
The following describes how each of the alternatives address the reduction
of the various pollutants described above.
• Transportation: From a transportation perspective, Federal
standards on the sulfur content in fuel, and vehicle fuel economy and
improved vehicle emissions controls, have been the primary drivers in
the reduction of vehicle-related air pollution. Estimated air pollutant
and air toxic emissions have declined in recent years due to cleaner,
more efficient vehicles and lower sulfur fuels. Based on the current
Federal standards, which are assumed to be the same under all three
alternatives, fuels are expected to continue to become cleaner and
vehicles are expected to become more fuel efficient, resulting in the
continued significant decline of transportation-related emissions.
As discussed under Criterion 1.4.3 (Energy Use), the average fuel
economy of the Region’s vehicle fleet is anticipated to increase from
23.4 mpg in 2015 to 43.5 mpg by 2050.
Two transportation-related criteria pollutants of particular concern
in Southeastern Wisconsin are ozone and PM2.5. Depending on its
location in the atmosphere, ozone can be good (located in the upper
atmosphere) or bad (located at ground level) for people’s health and
for the environment. The primary pollutants from motor vehicles are
unburned volatile organic compounds (VOCs), nitrogen oxides (NOx),
and carbon monoxide (CO). VOCs and NOx emissions can combine
in a complex series of reactions, catalyzed by sunlight, to produce
photochemical oxidants, including ozone. The focus on monitoring
and regulating ozone, since it is a byproduct of a photochemical
reaction, is on its precursors, VOCs and NOx.
Table F.8 presents existing and future levels for a range of criteria
pollutants, mobile source air toxics, and GHG emissions. Levels
were estimated using MOVES2014, EPA’s emission modeling system
As pollutant levels and the standards themselves change over time, areas identified
as meeting or not meeting a standard can also change. EPA periodically updates
standards for criteria pollutants based on current research on the impacts of each
pollutant. These updates have typically resulted in more stringent standards. Most
recently, on October 1, 2015, EPA set more stringent standards for ground-level ozone.
While the exact impacts are unknown, based on current monitor data it is anticipated
that under the new ozone standards more areas within Southeastern Wisconsin and
throughout the State will be designated as not attaining the new standards.
13
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Table F.8
Transportation-Related Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Other Air Pollutants

Pollutant Name
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Methane (CH4) (in CO2 equivalents)
Nitrous Oxide (N2O) (in CO2 equivalents)
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
Acetaldehyde (C2H4O)
Acrolein (C3H4O)
Ammonia (NH3)
Benzene (C6H6)
Butadiene (C4H6)
Formaldehyde (CH2O)

Type
GHG
GHG
GHG
Criteria
Criteria
Criteria and
precursor for PM2.5
Precursor for
Ozone/PM2.5
Precursor for
Ozone/PM2.5
Air toxic
Air toxic
Air toxic
Air toxic
Air toxic
Air toxic

Existing
(2010)
10,435,000
10,200
100,300
124,200
1,382

Average Annual Emissions
from Transportation Sources (tons)
Trend
Alt I
Alt II
(2050)
(2050)
(2050)
7,369,000
7,232,000
7,189,000
8,400
8,200
8,200
35,200
34,500
34,300
26,400
26,000
25,700
231
226
226

182

54

53

53

28,460

3,640

3,580

3,570

12,740
150
15
704
309
47
233

2,120
30
3
480
33
4
68

2,070
30
3
471
32
3
66

2,060
30
3
468
32
3
66

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and SEWRPC

for transportation sources. Given the expected downward trend in
transportation-related emissions, there is a relatively large difference
between existing and future levels for several emission types,
regardless of the alternative. Between the alternatives, the differences
are comparatively small, but the variations in the development pattern
and transportation system still have an impact. Alternatives I and II would
further reduce transportation-related GHG emissions by providing more
transportation options as alternatives to driving and the more compact
development patterns envisioned in Alternatives I and II would also
reduce the distance required to travel. This would reduce the length
of auto trips, make public transit a more viable alternative to driving,
and encourage biking and walking trips, all of which would reduce
transportation-related emissions.
• Building Type and Development Pattern: The alternatives with
more compact development patterns that result in more multifamily
housing would reduce the amount of energy used by the Region’s
households, and in doing so would also reduce air pollutant emissions.
Multifamily housing tends to be more energy efficient than singlefamily housing because multifamily housing units typically have shared
ceilings/floors and walls. About 26.1 tons of CO2 (per year in the year
2050) would be produced per household added under the Trend (25
percent multifamily housing units), based on structure type and the
primary sources of energy used by electrical power plants in the Region.
Alternative I (39 percent multifamily housing units) and Alternative II
(46 percent multifamily housing units) perform somewhat better at 24.3
tons and 23.3 tons of CO2 produced per new household (per year
in the year 2050), respectively.14 The alternatives compare similarly
regarding the amount of other GHG emissions and air pollutants
produced by the energy used per new household.
14
Emissions per housing unit are based on the end use energy consumed. End use refers
to the energy content of electricity and other fuels at the point of use by customers, such
as households.
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CRITERION 1.4.5: IMPACTS TO WATER
RESOURCES AND WATER QUALITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Due to its compact development pattern and fewest lane-miles of
arterial streets and highways, Alternative Plan II would have the
least detrimental impact on water resources and water quality.
• Alternative Plan I would also result in smaller impacts on water
resources and water quality than the Trend.

Since passage of the Federal Clean Water Act in 1972, improvements
in surface water quality have been made through modernization and
consolidation of wastewater treatment plants and implementation of urban
and agricultural practices to manage pollutants in stormwater runoff. Future
improvements in water quality will likely be made through restoring and
recreating the natural buffers along our streams, lakes, and rivers; using
compact development to reduce the amount of impervious surface built in
the Region; avoiding development in areas with high groundwater recharge
potential; reducing or replacing use of salt for de-icing on pavement; and
increasing the use of green infrastructure such as permeable pavement and
green roofs for buildings. Some of these future improvements are impacted
by land development patterns and transportation system investment.
• Impervious Surfaces: Criterion 1.4.2 (Impervious Surfaces) discusses
the impact of the growth of impervious surfaces on water quality.
The amount of impervious surface in the Region in 2050 would
be slightly less under Alternative Plan II (10.9 percent) than under
Alternative Plan I (11.0 percent). The Trend would perform the worst, with
11.4 percent of the Region’s land area covered by impervious surfaces.
Alternatives I and II perform slightly better than the Trend because
they have more compact development patterns, which could reduce
the amounts of pollutants delivered to some of the Region’s streams,
rivers, and lakes in stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces.
• Areas with High Groundwater Recharge Potential: About 40
percent of the Region’s residents are dependent upon groundwater
for their water supply, as discussed in Criterion 1.4.1 (Preservation of
Areas with High Groundwater Recharge Potential). Some areas of the
Region have higher potential for recharge of groundwater than others,
and the land development pattern can affect the amount of recharge
entering the groundwater system. Alternative II would preserve the most
areas with high groundwater recharge potential. Alternative I would
also preserve significantly more areas than the Trend. Approximately
51 square miles (about 6 percent) of the total 794 square miles of
areas with high and very high groundwater recharge potential would
be converted to urban uses under the Trend, compared to 32 square
miles (about 4 percent) under Alternative I and 28 square miles (about
4 percent) under Alternative II.
• Reducing the Use of Salt for De-icing: In winter, salt spread on roads
and parking lots can quickly lead to significant increases in salinity in
nearby streams, rivers, wetlands, and lakes, and can also have longterm effects on groundwater. Many municipalities in the Region have
adopted winter road maintenance practices that use road salt efficiently
while maintaining safe driving conditions. Additional reductions
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in the amount of salt delivered to surface water and groundwater,
while maintaining safety for vehicles and pedestrians, may come from
other municipalities improving their application efficiency, reductions
in de-icing salt applied to privately maintained impervious surfaces,
and possible future development of more environmentally friendly and
cost-effective alternatives to road salt.
Also, under the different alternatives, fewer lane-miles of roadway
and fewer surface parking lots (as more compact development and
improved public transit lead to lower per capita demand for parking
and more parking in covered parking garages) could result in less salt
being used in the Region. Therefore, Alternative II may result in less
salt reaching the Region’s streams, rivers, wetlands, and lakes, than
Alternative I, with Alternative I resulting in less salt than the Trend. The
versions of Alternative II and Alternative I that do not include highway
improvements would also result in less salt being used than those that
do include highway improvements.
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CRITERION 1.4.6: ABILITY TO ADDRESS
ISSUES RELATED TO CLIMATE CHANGE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• One of the primary effects of climate change in the Region may be
an increase in flooding as a result of a potential increase in the
frequency of large storm events.
• The Region’s ability to accommodate precipitation and runoff from
an increased frequency of large storm events would be greatest
under Alternative II, followed by Alternative I, and then the Trend.
• The ability of the Region’s native ecosystems to adapt to a
changing climate would be greatest under Alternative II, followed
by Alternative I, and then the Trend.
• The Region’s air quality in a warming climate would benefit the
most from Alternative II, followed by Alternative I, and then the
Trend.

As described in more detail in Criterion 1.4.4 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions
and Other Air Pollutants), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has concluded that the Earth is experiencing climate change, with
an increase in the average surface temperature of the Earth over time that
has been linked to changes in precipitation patterns and storm severity. The
possible effects of climate change on Wisconsin and potential strategies for
adapting to these effects are being investigated by the Wisconsin Initiative on
Climate Change Impacts (WICCI). SEWRPC is collaborating with this effort.
According to WICCI, Wisconsin may experience a warmer and wetter climate
by mid-century, with an increased frequency of large storm events.15
• Possible Effects of Climate Change in Southeastern Wisconsin:
WICCI has identified a number of ways that climate change potentially
may affect Southeastern Wisconsin. The projected increase in the
frequency of large storm events may result in the Region’s arterial street
and highway system being more susceptible to flooding, impacting
traffic flow and public transit operations. The projected increase in
the frequency of large storm events may also result in more sewer
overflow events as well as additional runoff that harms streams and
lakes. A warmer and wetter climate may weaken the resilience of the
Region’s native ecosystems. Finally, a warmer and wetter climate may
result in a greater occurrence of weather conditions that are conducive
to reduced air quality in the Region.
WICCI examined potential adaptation strategies for addressing the
effects of climate change in Wisconsin. Some of these strategies would
be implemented at the State level, while others would be implemented
at a regional or local level. The following regional adaptation strategies
would be implemented to varying degrees under the alternatives.
• Preserving Areas with High Groundwater Recharge Potential
and Minimizing Impervious Surfaces: Preserving areas with high
groundwater recharge potential and minimizing impervious surfaces
Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change Impacts, Nelson Institute for Environmental
Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, Wisconsin’s Changing Climate: Impacts and Adaptation, 2011.

15
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would help mitigate flooding resulting from the projected increase
in large storm events and improve water quality in the Region while
recharging the groundwater system. The Milwaukee Metropolitan
Sewerage District (MMSD) already has begun an initiative to preserve
and create “green infrastructure”16 throughout its service area to
better manage precipitation where it falls, improving water quality and
reducing runoff into streams, lakes, and sewers, particularly during
smaller storm events. MMSD’s goal is to create, by the year 2035,
enough green infrastructure to capture in place 740 million gallons of
water every time it rains.
As described in more detail in Criterion 1.4.1 (Preservation of Areas
with High Groundwater Recharge Potential), Alternative Plan II would
convert the smallest area of non-urban land with high or very high
groundwater recharge potential to urban uses, followed by Alternative
Plan I, and then the Trend. As described in more detail in Criterion 1.4.2
(Impervious Surface), Alternative II would result in the least amount of
impervious surface area in the Region, followed by Alternative I, and
then the Trend. With respect to Criteria 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, Alternative II
would best support MMSD in its efforts to preserve and create green
infrastructure within its service area.
• Preserving Natural Resource Areas: Preserving natural resource
areas would help the Region’s native ecosystems adapt to climate
change in several ways, including providing habitat for native animal
and plant species and providing environmental corridors that would
help animal and plant species to disperse, if necessary, to new areas
that have more suitable habitat. Preserving natural resource areas such
as wetlands would also provide storage and filtration of precipitation
and runoff from large storm events, helping to limit flooding and
improve water quality.
Accommodating the Region’s forecast population and employment
growth with higher-density development would help preserve natural
resource areas by requiring less agricultural land and open space—
which can function as habitat for native animal and plant species—be
converted to urban uses. It also allows for more green space that
can absorb pollution. As described in more detail in Criteria 1.1.2
(Population Density) and 1.1.3 (Employment Density), Alternative
II would have the highest population and employment density and
would require the least amount of new residential and employmentsupporting land, followed by Alternative I, and then the Trend.
Southeastern Wisconsin’s natural resource areas would be impacted
by expansion of the Region’s arterial street and highway system.
As described in more detail in Criterion 1.3.2 (Impacts to Natural
Resource Areas), Alternative II would result in the least amount of
natural resource areas experiencing transportation impacts, followed
by Alternative I, and then the Trend.

16
Green infrastructure consists of a range of strategies designed to capture rain water
in place (where it would recharge the groundwater system or evaporate over time) and
reduce runoff into streams, lakes, and sewers. Green infrastructure can include large
scale options such as preservation of forests, flood plains, and wetlands as well as small
scale options such as parking lots with porous pavement, green roofs, rain gardens,
and rain barrels.
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• Reducing Greenhouse Gases and Other Air Pollutants: As
noted in Criterion 1.4.4 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Other Air
Pollutants), the alternatives vary in how they would help limit climate
change in the future by reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and
they vary in how they would reduce emissions of other air pollutants
that have harmful health and environmental effects. With respect to
climate change, the ability of the alternative plans to reduce emissions
of certain air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) would be
particularly important, as their harmful effects would be enhanced in
a warmer and wetter climate.17
Walking and bicycling produce essentially no emissions, and public
transit generally produces fewer emissions per trip than personal
vehicles. As a result, encouraging use of these modes of transportation,
in conjunction with cleaner fuels and more fuel-efficient vehicles,
would help to improve air quality in the Region. As described in more
detail in Criteria 1.1.1 (Number of People Living in Walkable Areas),
1.2.1 (Bicycle Level of Service), 1.2.2 (Bicycle Connectivity), and 4.5.3
(Transit Service Quality), Alternative II would result in the most people
living in walkable areas and would provide the highest quality regional
transit system, and both Alternatives I and II would provide a bicycle
network that is more robust than the Trend, encouraging more travel
by alternative travel modes.
As described in more detail in Criterion 1.4.4, Federal standards on
fuel and vehicle fuel economy and improved vehicle emissions controls
are expected to result in a significant decline in transportation-related
emissions in the future, even with forecast increases in regional travel
and traffic. As a result, there is a relatively large difference between
existing and future levels of several emission types, regardless of the
alternative. The differences in emissions of air pollutants between the
three alternatives are comparatively small, with Alternative II resulting
in the fewest emissions, followed by Alternative I, and then the Trend.
• Increasing Transportation System Resiliency to Flooding:
Identifying streets, highways and other transportation facilities (e.g.,
bus stops and park-ride lots) that are susceptible to flooding, and
identifying adjacent roadway facilities that could serve as alternative
routes when flooding occurs, would help the Region’s transportation
system become more resilient with respect to the projected increase
in frequency of large storm events. As part of a potential future study,
the Commission staff intends to identify transportation facilities in lowlying areas, such as within 1-percent-annual-probability (100-year
recurrence interval) floodplains, and identify potential improvements
that would help the regional transportation system become more
resilient to flooding.

Ground-level ozone (O3), a byproduct of a photochemical reaction involving nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs), is more likely to reach unhealthy
levels on hot, sunny days in urban environments. Unhealthy concentrations of fine
particulate matter (PM2.5) may occur more frequently as a result of climate changes
such as warmer winters coupled with increased water vapor in the air.
17
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CRITERION 1.4.7: OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The Trend has a greater impact on the Region’s natural resources,
including water resources and air quality, than Alternative Plans I
and II. Alternative Plan II has the least impact.
• Alternative Plan II would support strategies to adapt to climate
change better than Alternative Plan I and the Trend. The Trend
would provide the least support for these strategies.

Environmental sustainability involves managing natural resources to meet
the needs of present and future generations. The overall environmental
sustainability of the alternatives was evaluated based on their performance
under other alternative evaluation criteria that relate to the condition of
the Region’s natural resources, including water resources and air quality.
Alternative II performs the best because it has the most compact development
pattern of the alternatives, resulting in the least impact on the Region’s
natural resources. The Trend has the least compact development pattern,
resulting in the greatest impact on the Region’s natural resources.
• Natural and Agricultural Resource Areas: The development
pattern of the alternatives affects encroachment of urban development
and transportation infrastructure on resources such as primary and
secondary environmental corridors, isolated natural resource areas,
wetlands, natural areas, critical species habit sites, and agricultural
land.
All three alternatives perform well with respect to the impact of their
land use development patterns on natural resource areas. Incremental
households and employment were not allocated to areas with
significant natural resources under any of the alternatives, including
primary environmental corridors, secondary environmental corridors,
and isolated natural resource areas. Incremental households and
employment were also excluded from other wetlands, woodlands,
natural areas, critical species habitat sites, and park and open space
sites outside of environmental corridors.
Alternatives I and II perform better than the Trend with respect to their
impact on agricultural land. Incremental households and employment
were not allocated to farmland preservation areas identified in county
farmland preservation plans under any of the alternatives; however,
significantly more agricultural land outside of farmland preservation
areas would be converted to urban uses under the Trend (77 square
miles) than Alternative I (32 square miles) or Alternative II (26 square
miles).
Potential impacts to natural and agricultural resource areas directly
related to the transportation component of the alternatives were also
estimated as part of evaluating the alternatives. Each of the alternatives
has a minimal impact on natural and agricultural resources, with the
Trend having the greatest impact. This is because the arterial street
and highway network would experience greater expansion to address
congestion levels under the Trend than Alternatives I and II. Both
Alternatives I and II include significant increases in public transit service
to address congestion levels, with the greatest increase in transit
service occurring under Alternative II. As a result, Alternative II has the
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least impact of the alternatives on natural and agricultural resources.
Criterion 1.3.2 (Impacts to Natural Resource Areas) provides detailed
information on the natural and agricultural resources that would be
disturbed under each alternative.
• Water Resources: Both surface water and groundwater are susceptible
to varying degrees of degradation due to land development patterns.
Alternative Plans I and II perform slightly better than the Trend in the
amount of estimated impervious surface because they have more
compact development patterns. It should be noted that the Des Plaines
River and Fox River watersheds would be close to exceeding 10 percent
impervious surface under the Trend, which could lead to declines in
the biological integrity of streams. Impervious surface levels within
these watersheds are somewhat lower under Alternative Plans I and
II. Criterion 1.4.2 (Impervious Surface) provides detailed information
on impervious surface in each of the major watersheds of the Region.
Alternatives I and II also perform better than the Trend in preserving
areas with high groundwater recharge potential. Areas with high
groundwater recharge potential often coincide with natural resource
areas and agricultural land. The alternatives all perform well in
preserving natural resource areas; however, less agricultural land
is converted to urban uses under Alternative Plans I and II than the
Trend. As a result, it is estimated that approximately 51 square miles
(about 6 percent) of areas with high and very high groundwater
recharge potential would be converted to urban uses under the Trend,
compared to 32 square miles (about 4 percent) under Alternative Plan
I and 28 square miles (about 4 percent) under Alternative Plan II.
• Air Quality: Alternatives I and II have a less negative impact on the
Region’s air quality than the Trend. Walking and bicycling produce
essentially no greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or emissions of other
air pollutants, and public transit generally produces fewer emissions
per trip than personal vehicles. Encouraging the use of these modes of
transportation results in less air pollution produced in the Region. The
compact development patterns of Alternatives I and II result in more
people living in walkable areas than the Trend, with the most people
living in walkable areas under Alternative II. Alternatives I and II also
have higher-quality bicycle facilities and transit service than the Trend,
with the highest quality transit service under Alternative II. Although
the differences in transportation air pollutant emissions between
alternatives are modest—generally about 1 to 2 percent lower under
Alternative II than the Trend and generally less than 1 percent lower
under Alternative I than the Trend—transportation emissions under all
three alternatives are projected to significantly decline from current
levels due to Federal fuel and vehicle fuel economy standards, even
with forecast increases in regional travel and traffic.
In addition, the alternatives with more compact development patterns
reduce emissions by providing more multifamily housing. Multifamily
housing is more energy efficient than single-family housing, and
therefore produces fewer emissions. The Trend would add the fewest
multifamily housing units (25 percent of new housing units) among
the alternatives. About 39 percent of new housing units would be
multifamily under Alternative I, and about 46 percent of new housing
units would be multifamily under Alternative II.
122
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Environmental performance features can also be incorporated into
new residential and commercial building design to further reduce
energy use and resulting emissions of GHGs and other pollutants. A
report issued by the World Green Building Council indicates that new
high environmental performance buildings could reduce energy use
by 25 to 50 percent compared to new conventional buildings.
• Adapting to Climate Change: The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) has concluded that the Earth is experiencing
climate change, with an increase in average surface temperature of
the Earth over time that has been linked to changes in precipitation
patterns and storm severity. The possible effects of climate change
on Wisconsin and potential strategies for adapting to these effects
are being investigated by the Wisconsin Initiative on Climate Change
Impacts (WICCI).18 Wisconsin may experience a warmer and wetter
climate by mid-century, with an increased frequency of large storm
events. This may result in more flooding, more sewer overflow events,
more stormwater runoff, a weakened resiliency of the Region’s native
ecosystems, and reduced air quality.
The WICCI examined potential adaption strategies for addressing
the effects of climate change in Wisconsin. Strategies that could
be implemented at a regional level involve preserving natural
areas, preserving areas with high groundwater recharge potential,
minimizing impervious surfaces, and reducing emissions of GHGs
and other pollutants. Alternative II would support strategies to adopt
to climate change better than Alternative I and the Trend. The Trend
would provide the least support for these strategies.
• Sustainable Transportation Infrastructure: Alternatives I and II both
propose significantly improved and expanded transit infrastructure,
with Alternative II proposing the most improvement and expansion.
Increasing the use of transit, and other modes of transportation that
provide an alternative to driving, produces numerous benefits related
to environmental sustainability. While projected increases in transit
ridership and non-motorized travel may be relatively modest with
respect to their effect on total regional travel, as discussed in Criterion
4.1.1 (Trips per Day by Mode), the expanded transit infrastructure would
provide the capacity to carry even more of the Region’s residents. By
increasing the capacity of the transportation system to handle more
travel by alternative modes to the automobile, the system would be
capable of producing even greater advances to the environmental
sustainability of the Region.

18

SEWRPC is collaborating with this effort.
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CRITERION 1.5.1: HOMES, BUSINESSES,
LAND, AND PARKLAND ACQUIRED
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The public transit systems under each of the alternatives would not
be expected to result in any building, right-of-way, or parkland
impacts in the Region, while the arterial streets and highways
would be expected to result in modest impacts.
• The Trend would be expected to result in the greatest number of
building relocations, followed by Alternative I (about 14 percent
fewer relocations than the Trend), and then Alternative II (about
35 percent fewer relocations than the Trend).
• The Trend would be expected to result in the greatest area of
right-of-way acquisition, followed by Alternative I (about 0.2
percent less impact than the Trend), and then Alternative II (about
8 percent less impact than the Trend).
• The Trend would be expected to result in the greatest area of
parkland acquisition, followed by Alternative I (about 0.2 percent
less impact than the Trend), and then Alternative II (about 18
percent less than the Trend).

The number of residential, business, and governmental/institutional buildings
that potentially would be relocated, the number of historic buildings and
sites that would be impacted, and the amount of right-of-way and parkland
that potentially would be acquired as a result of transportation system
improvements were estimated for each of the alternatives, as shown in Table
F.9.
• Public Transit: Public transit would not be expected to require the
expansion of arterial street and highway or railroad right-of-ways,
even under Alternatives I and II, which assume significant increases
in public transit service. As a result, public transit under each of the
alternatives would not be expected to require any building relocations
or result in right-of-way or parkland impacts.
• Arterial Streets and Highways: The Trend would be expected to
have the greatest impact on buildings and parkland in the Region,
compared to Alternative Plans I and II (note: no historic buildings or
sites would be expected to be within the right-of-way of a new or
widened arterial street or highway under any of the alternatives). The
Trend would have the most capacity expansion of all the alternatives
due to the need to address the increased traffic resulting from less
compact development and a decline in transit under the Trend. There
would be a modest decrease in the number of building relocations
(about a 14 percent decrease), right-of-way acquisitions (a less
than 1 percent decrease), and parkland acquisitions (a less than 1
percent decrease) under Alternative I compared to the Trend, due to
the greater emphasis on infill development and redevelopment and
improvement and expansion of transit service under this alternative.
Alternative II would result in the fewest number of building relocations
(about a 35 percent decrease), the least amount of right-of-way
acquisitions (about an 8 percent decrease), and the least amount
of parkland acquisitions (about an 18 percent decrease) compared
to the Trend. This would be due to Alternative II proposing the most
compact land use development—including the most TOD—and the
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Table F.9
Homes, Businesses, Land, and Parkland Acquired

Category
Estimated Right-of-Way
Impacts (Acres)
Relocations
Residential
Businesses
Governmental/Institutional
Historic Buildings and Sites
Buildings
Sites
Parkland (Acres)b
State
County
Local

Trend
(2050)

Alternative I
(2050)
With Highway
Without Highway
Improvements
Improvementsa
441.5

Alternative II
(2050)
With Highway
Without Highway
Improvements
Improvementsa

2,340.9

2,337.2

2,165.3

441.5

344
70
2

297
61
0

122
30
0

229
43
0

122
30
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

40.7
38.9
36.5

40.4
38.9
36.5

0.4
10.2
3.0

39.4
22.9
32.7

0.4
10.2
3.0

a

The impacts of committed highway improvements are included under these alternatives.

b

Existing State parkland in the Region totals about 67,400 acres, existing county parkland totals about 31,400 acres, and existing local parkland
totals about 24,700 acres.

Source: SEWRPC

most extensive transit service—including significant investment in
fixed-guideway transit. Also included in Table F.9 are the potential
impacts if the highway improvements under Alternatives I and II
are not implemented, except for committed highway improvements
and freeway modernization. As expected, only implementing the
committed highway improvements under Alternatives I and II would
greatly reduce the potential relocations of buildings and acquisitions
of right-of-way and parkland.
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CRITERION 1.6.1: CRASHES BY MODE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Vehicular crashes contribute to overall transportation costs;
increase public costs for police, emergency medical, and other
social services; and contribute to nonrecurring congestion on the
highway system.
• Based on applying existing vehicle crash rates to forecast vehiclemiles of travel, the vehicular crashes under the Trend, Alternative
I, and Alternative II would be expected to be very similar, varying
by less than 4 percent.

The monitoring and analysis of vehicular crashes in the Region provides
information essential to addressing unsafe roadways and improving the
transportation system and the quality of life in Southeastern Wisconsin.
Vehicular crashes occur due to one or a combination of the following factors:
human error, vehicle failure, and roadway/environmental conditions. The
occurrence of crashes can have negative effects on the Region as they
contribute to overall transportation costs; increase public costs for police,
emergency medical, and other social services; and cause nonrecurring
congestion on the highway system. In addition, vehicular crashes take a
heavy toll in life, property damage, and human suffering.
Strategies that can reduce the number of crashes on roadways include
modifying roadway and roadside elements (such as increasing lane width,
adding/widening paved shoulders, installing side barricades, and removing
fixed objects along the roadside), improving horizontal and vertical grades,
modifying intersections (such as improving signal timing and adding turn
lanes), adding/modifying signage and pavement markings, and controlling
access. In some cases, the rate of crashes may be reduced by adding capacity
along a surface arterial, such as reconstruction of an urban two-lane arterial
that exceeds its design capacity with a divided roadway. With respect to
freeways, strategies to reduce the number of crashes could also include
removing ramp entrances and exits on the left side of the freeway, increasing
the distance between ramp terminals, and increasing entrance ramp length.
Adding capacity on heavily congested freeways can also be expected to
reduce crash rates. With respect to addressing excessive bicycle crashes,
implementation of measures that provide a dedicated space for bicyclists,
with the appropriate separation from moving and parked vehicles, can
reduce the number of vehicular crashes with bicyclists. Typical measures to
better accommodate bicycles include bike lanes, paved shoulders, separate
paths within the right-of-way, and widened travel lanes. Enhanced bicycle
facilities (e.g., protected or buffered bike lanes and colored pavement) can
also be implemented to increase bicycle safety in corridors highly used by
bicyclists.
The number and rate of crashes can also vary depending upon the operational
characteristics of a roadway, such as number of lanes, roadway cross-section
type, roadway function (surface arterial or freeway), traffic volumes, and the
type of adjacent development (urban/suburban or rural). For example, crash
rates tend to be significantly lower on freeways than on surface arterials
because freeways have controlled access. On surface arterials, there are
more conflict points, such as intersections and driveways, where vehicles
are traveling at different speeds and changing direction, increasing the
likelihood of a crash. Crash rates are typically higher in urban and suburban
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areas than in rural areas because conflict points are more densely spaced,
which increases the risk of a crash. With respect to freeways, the number
and rate of crashes generally increase as the level of congestion increases.
Vehicular crashes resulting in fatalities and incapacitating injuries occur
more frequently in urban/suburban areas and on higher volume roadways.
Similarly, bicycles and pedestrian crashes on surface arterials are more
frequent in urban/suburban areas and on higher volume roadways.
• Estimating Crashes: It is not possible at the regional level—
considering a 3,600-mile arterial street and highway network—to be
able to consider all factors in projecting the number of crashes for
each VISION 2050 alternative. The crashes for each alternative were
estimated by applying the estimated average existing crash rate to the
future level of freeway and surface arterial vehicle-miles of travel under
each alternative. Thus, the projected number of crashes under each
alternative is based on the existing roadway design and conditions of
the Region’s arterials, and does not account for the implementation
of improved roadway design and safety measures, which would occur
with roadway resurfacing and reconstruction.
The number and rate of existing crashes were estimated based on
year 2009 through 2013 crash data available from the University of
Wisconsin’s Traffic Operations and Safety Laboratory (TOPS Lab). Due
to the random nature of crashes, the frequency of crashes from year
to year can fluctuate and it is possible that the number of crashes in
one year may be higher or lower than a typical year. Thus, to avoid
annual anomalies that can skew the analysis, the annual average of
the number of crashes over the five-year period was used.
• Vehicular Crashes: As shown in Table F.10, the projected number of
crashes under each alternative is very similar, varying by less than 4
percent. Again, the projected number of crashes is based on applying
the existing crash rate to future vehicle-miles of travel, and should be
considered a conservatively high estimate, as it does not account for
implementation of improved roadway design and safety measures or
any reduction in traffic congestion over the next 35 years.
• Transit Crashes: The data for the number of crashes that involve
transit vehicles—buses and trains—are not readily available and
because transit crashes represent a small proportion of the total
number of crashes on arterial streets and highways, it is difficult to
accurately estimate the total number crashes involving transit vehicles
under each alternative. It would be expected that the number of
crashes involving transit vehicles would increase under Alternatives
I and II as transit service levels increase; however, crash rates would
likely decrease particularly since fixed-guideway transit vehicles will
be separated from traffic under Alternatives I and II. Additionally, the
increased use of transit under Alternatives I and II would be expected
to provide improvements in overall travel safety, as travel by public
transit tends to be safer than travel by personal vehicle, and increased
transit use results in fewer vehicles on the roadways (resulting in less
opportunity for crashes).
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Table F.10
Average Annual Crashes on Arterial Streets and Highways
Alternative
Existing - 2009 to 2013
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
Source: SEWRPC
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Surface
Arterials
25,200
29,600
28,700
28,500

Freeways
4,300
6,000
5,900
5,800

Total
29,500
35,600
34,600
34,300
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CRITERION 2.1.1: LEVEL OF ACCESSIBILITY TO JOBS
AND ACTIVITY CENTERS FOR MINORITY POPULATIONS
AND LOW-INCOME POPULATIONS BY MODE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative I provides the most access for the existing minority
population (438,000 people) and families in poverty (36,300
families) to at least 500,000 jobs by automobile within 30 minutes,
slightly more than the Trend (437,600 people and 36,300 families)
and Alternative II (435,800 people and 36,200 families).
• Nearly all (about 90 to 100 percent) of the existing minority
population and low-income families would have reasonable
access by automobile to most of the activity centers identified
under all alternatives, with Alternative I providing minimally more
access than the Trend and Alternative II.
• Alternative II would provide the most access to over 100,000 jobs
within 30 minutes by transit to the existing minority population
(111,000 people) and families in poverty (10,100 families),
followed by Alternative I (84,600 people and 8,000 families).
• Alternative II would provide the greatest accessibility to the
activity centers identified via transit for existing minority
populations and low-income populations (generally serving 5 to 8
percent more in minority population and low-income population
than Alternative I).
• The transit elements of Alternatives I and II would result in more
increases in transit accessibility to jobs and activity centers than
the highway elements would result in increases in highway
accessibility.

Significant disparities exist between whites and minorities in the Region,
particularly in the Milwaukee metropolitan area, with respect to educational
attainment levels, per capita income, and poverty.19 These disparities are
far more pronounced than in almost all other metro areas. Reducing these
disparities requires significant action on many fronts. With respect to the
transportation component of VISION 2050, the relevant actions primarily
revolve around ensuring that the benefits and impacts of investments in the
Region’s transportation system are shared fairly and equitably and serve
to reduce disparities between white and minority populations. One of the
primary ways to measure this is to compare how well the alternatives improve
the ability for existing minority populations and low-income populations to
reach jobs and other destinations. The transit and highway elements of the
alternative plans are designed in part to increase the level of accessibility
by transit and automobile to jobs and other activity centers—such as retail
centers, major parks, public technical colleges/universities, health care
facilities, grocery stores, the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center (MRMC),
and General Mitchell International Airport (GMIA)—for all residents of the
Region, including for minority populations and low-income populations.
The following sections describe the results of analyses to determine whether
existing minority populations and low-income populations would be expected
to have improved accessibility to jobs and other activities by automobile
and transit under the alternatives. In addition, a comparison is provided of
the increases in transit accessibility to increases in highway accessibility for
existing minority populations and low-income populations.
19
These disparities are documented in SEWRPC Memorandum No. 221, A Comparison
of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Area to Its Peers.
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• Improved Driving Accessibility to Jobs and Other Activities: In
Southeastern Wisconsin, the dominant mode of travel for all population
groups is the automobile. For example, in Milwaukee County, minority
populations use the automobile for 81 to 88 percent of their travel
to and from work (depending on race or ethnicity), compared to 88
percent of the white population. Similarly, in Milwaukee County about
70 percent of travel by low-income populations to and from work is
by automobile, compared to 89 percent for populations of higher
income. Thus, improvements in accessibility by automobile to jobs and
other activities would likely benefit a significant proportion of minority
populations and low-income populations. Under the alternatives, the
Region would generally be able to modestly improve accessibility via
automobile with implementation of the highway improvements—new
roadways and highway widenings—under the alternatives. Should
these improvements not be implemented, access to jobs and other
activities using automobiles would be expected to decline for the
residents of the Region, particularly residents in Milwaukee County,
and as well for minority populations and low-income populations.
The number of jobs accessible in 30 minutes or fewer under existing
conditions and for the alternatives is shown on Maps F.14 through
F.16. These maps were compared to locations of existing minority
populations and low-income populations, as shown on Maps F.17 and
F.18. The highway improvements under the Trend and Alternatives I
and II would modestly improve access to jobs for areas of existing
concentrations of minority populations and low-income populations.
Even the committed highway improvement projects under Alternatives
I and II, particularly the freeway widenings, appear to provide some
improvement to access to jobs for the existing minority populations
and low-income populations. Specifically, the highway improvements
under the alternatives are projected to increase access to at least
500,000 jobs within 30 minutes by automobile for the existing minority
population from about 70 percent of the minority population to about
75 percent under the alternatives, as shown in Table F.11. Alternative I
would provide access to the most minorities (438,000 people), slightly
more than the Trend (437,600 people) and Alternative II (435,800
people). Similarly, the existing families in poverty with access to at least
500,000 jobs within 30 minutes by automobile would be expected
to increase from 65 percent to about 70 percent. The Trend and
Alternative I would provide such access to 36,300 families, followed
by Alternative II with 36,200 families. The percentage of the existing
minority population and families in poverty with access to at least
500,000 jobs within 30 minutes would be about 5 percent greater
under all of the alternatives than under existing conditions, compared
to about 9 percent greater in the non-minority population and families
not in poverty.
The estimated lower-wage jobs that would be accessible by automobile
within 30 minutes under existing conditions and the alternatives are
shown on Maps F.19 through F.21. Lower-wage jobs are estimated to
represent about 32 percent of the total jobs. Comparing these maps
to areas of existing concentrations of minority populations and lowincome populations (as shown on Maps F.17 and F.18) indicates that
access to lower-wage jobs for these populations would improve with
implementation of the highway improvements under the alternatives.
Much like with total jobs, accessibility would modestly improve
for existing minority populations and low-income populations in
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Map F.14
Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Existing and Trend
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Map F.15
Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Alternative I
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Map F.16
Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Alternative II
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Map F.17
Concentrations of Total Minority Population in the Region: 2010
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Map F.18
Concentrations of Families in Poverty in the Region: 2008-2012
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Table F.11
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Automobile
Minority Populationa
100,000 – 249,999 Jobs
Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

People
95,400
93,700
93,300
93,700

Percent
16.4
16.1
16.0
16.1

250,000 – 499,999 Jobs
People
59,800
38,800
38,300
39,800

Percent
10.3
6.7
6.6
6.8

500,000 or More Jobs
People
407,700
437,600
438,000
435,800

Percent
69.9
75.1
75.1
74.8

Total
Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

Families in Povertya
100,000 – 249,999 Jobs
Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

Families
10,200
10,500
10,500
10,500

Percent
19.5
20.1
20.1
20.1

250,000 – 499,999 Jobs
Families
5,000
3,400
3,300
3,400

Percent
9.6
6.5
6.3
6.5

500,000 or More Jobs
Families
33,800
36,300
36,300
36,200

Percent
64.6
69.4
69.4
69.2

Total
Families in
Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

these areas by implementing only the committed projects under the
alternatives. As shown in Table F.12, it is projected that the existing
minority population with access to at least 200,000 lower-wage jobs
by automobile would increase from about 70 percent to about 75
percent under the alternatives, with Alternative I providing access
for the most minorities (438,300 people), followed by the Trend
(435,600), and then by Alternative II (434,300). Similarly, the existing
families in poverty with access to at least 200,000 lower-wage jobs by
automobile would increase from about 64 percent to about 70 percent
under the alternatives, with Alternative I providing access for the most
families in poverty (36,400 families), followed by the Trend (36,200),
and then by Alternative II (36,100).
Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to Important Places by Mode) includes
an evaluation of access by automobile to various activity centers,
including retail centers, major parks, public technical colleges/
universities, health care facilities, grocery stores, MRMC, and GMIA.
Based on this analysis, most of the Region’s residents have reasonable
access to these activity centers by automobile. As shown in Table F.13,
nearly all (about 90 to 100 percent) of the existing minority population
and families in poverty would have reasonable access by automobile
to most of these activity centers under all alternatives, with Alternative I
providing minimally more access than the Trend and Alternative II.
• Improved Transit Accessibility to Jobs and Other Activities:
Although most minority residents use the automobile for their travel,
they utilize public transit at a higher proportion relative to other modes
of travel than the white populations in the Region. In Milwaukee County,
about 4 to 13 percent of the minority population (depending on race
or ethnicity) uses public transit to travel to and from work compared to
3 percent of the white population. Also in Milwaukee County, about
15 percent of the low-income population uses public transit to travel
to and from work compared to 5 percent of the population with higher
wages. Comparing the accessibility provided to employment and major
activity centers under Alternative Plans I and II to those of the Trend
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Map F.19
Lower-Wage Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Existing and Trend
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Map F.20
Lower-Wage Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Alternative I
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Map F.21
Lower-Wage Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes by Automobile: Alternative II
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Table F.12
Access to Lower-Wage Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Automobile
Minority Populationa
100,000 – 249,999 Jobs
Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

People
89,600
88,700
88,400
88,300

Percent
15.4
15.2
15.2
15.1

250,000 – 499,999 Jobs
People
61,300
40,800
38,400
41,900

Percent
10.5
7.0
6.6
7.2

500,000 or More Jobs
People
407,400
435,600
438,300
434,300

Percent
69.9
74.7
75.2
74.5

Total
Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

Families in Povertya
100,000 – 249,999 Jobs
Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

Families
9,100
9,800
9,800
9,700

Percent
17.4
18.7
18.7
18.5

250,000 – 499,999 Jobs
Families
5,200
3,500
3,300
3,500

Percent
9.9
6.7
6.3
6.7

500,000 or More Jobs
Families
33,700
36,200
36,400
36,100

Percent
64.4
69.2
69.6
69.0

Total
Families in
Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

and existing conditions indicates that both alternative plans significantly
improve accessibility provided by transit, and many of the investments
in transit are targeted in areas that would result in the minority
populations and low-income populations in the Region benefiting from
these improvements.
Maps F.22 and F.23 show those areas of the Region with the highest
job densities that would be directly served by transit under existing
conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II. As shown on these
maps, the transit service areas under the alternatives would principally
serve the areas of the Region with the highest density of jobs, with the
transit service improvement and expansion under Alternatives I and II
providing access to the most jobs. Specifically, the number of jobs that
would be served by transit under these alternatives would increase
from 734,000 jobs under current conditions to 967,000 jobs under
Alternative I and to 1,020,000 jobs under Alternative II.
Maps F.24 through F.27 show the number of jobs that could be
accessible within 30 minutes by transit under existing conditions and
under each alternative. Comparing these maps to areas of existing
concentrations of minority populations and low-income populations
(as shown on Maps F.17 and F.18) indicates that access to jobs for
these populations would improve significantly due to the improvement
and expansion of transit service under Alternative II, followed by the
transit service under Alternative I. As shown in Table F.14, the significant
improvement and expansion of transit (including expansion of rapid
transit service) under Alternative II would provide access to at least
100,000 jobs within 30 minutes by transit to the highest proportions of
the existing minority population (19.0 percent) and families in poverty
(19.3 percent). In comparison, improving and expanding transit under
Alternative I would provide access to at least 100,000 jobs to about
14.5 percent of the existing minority population and 15.3 percent of
the existing families in poverty.
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536,600

575,700

582,900

99.9

92.1

98.8

100.0

100.0

89.3

97.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

47,000

51,100

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

49,400

94.5

89.9

97.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

91.7

98.7

100.0

46,900

51,100

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

49,400

94.5

89.7

97.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

Total Families
in Poverty

582,900

582,900

582,900

582,900

582,900

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

46,700

94.5
100.0

99.9
100.0

582,900

582,900

Total Minority
Population

b

88.5

46,300

51,000

52,300

52,300

52,300

52,300

97.1
100.0

Alternative II (2050)
Families
Percent

534,300

575,400

582,900

582,900

582,800

582,900

565,900

Alternative II (2050)
People
Percent

Reasonable access is defined as the ability to travel by automobile within 60 minutes to General Mitchell International Airport and the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center and within 30 minutes to
all the other activity centers.

95.8

50,100

99.6
100.0

100.0

52,300
52,100
52,300

100.0

52,300

94.3

49,400

91.5

98.7

100.0

582,900

582,800

97.1
100.0

49,300

533,400

99.9
100.0

582,900

566,000

Existing (2010)
Families
Percent

91.1

531,000

575,600

582,900

582,900

582,800

97.1
100.0

Families in Povertyb
Trend (2050)
Alternative I (2050)
Families
Percent
Families
Percent

98.0

571,500

99.8

581,800
100.0

99.9

582,800
582,900

100.0

582,900

582,900

565,800

565,400

97.0

Existing (2010)
People
Percent

a

Grocery Stores
General Mitchell
International Airport
Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center

Major Parks
Public Technical Colleges
and Universities
Health Care Facilities

Activity Center
Retail Centers

Grocery Stores
General Mitchell
International Airport
Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center

Major Parks
Public Technical Colleges
and Universities
Health Care Facilities

Activity Center
Retail Centers

Minority Populationb
Trend (2050)
Alternative I (2050)
People
Percent
People
Percent

Table F.13
Reasonable Access to Activity Centers by Automobilea
APPENDIX F-2

Map F.22
Comparison of Public Transit Services to Job Density in the Region: Existing and Trend
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Map F.23
Comparison of Public Transit Element to Job Density in the Region: Alternative I and Alternative II
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Map F.24
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Existing
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Map F.25
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Trend
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Map F.26
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Alternative I
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Map F.27
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Alternative II
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Table F.14
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit
Minority Populationa
Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

10,000 - 49,999 Jobs
People
Percent
254,800
43.7
234,800
40.3
309,800
53.1
240,200
41.2

50,000 - 99,999 Jobs
People
Percent
68,500
11.8
30,000
5.1
97,700
16.8
158,100
27.1

100,000 or More Jobs
People
Percent
18,900
3.2
13,900
2.4
84,600
14.5
111,000
19.0

Total Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

100,000 or More Jobs
Families
Percent
1,700
3.3
1,300
2.5
8,000
15.3
10,100
19.3

Total Families
in Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

Families in Povertya
Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

10,000 - 49,999 Jobs
Families
Percent
21,500
41.1
20,100
38.4
25,200
48.2
19,600
37.5

50,000 - 99,999 Jobs
Families
Percent
6,200
11.9
2,700
5.2
8,700
16.6
13,600
26.0

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

Table F.15
Additional Percent of Total Minority/Non-Minority Populationa and Families in Poverty/Families
Not in Povertya Having Access to 100,000 or More Jobs by Transit Under Alternatives I and II
Alternative
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

Minority Population
11
16

Non-Minority
Population
4
11

Families in Poverty
12
16

Families
Not in Poverty
4
10

Minority population and non-minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty and families not in poverty are based
on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

As shown in Table F.15, the existing minority population and families in
poverty with access to at least 100,000 jobs by transit would increase
by about 16 percent under Alternative II, compared to about 10 to 11
percent for the non-minority population and families not in poverty.
Under Alternative I, it is projected that there would be an increase of
about 11 to 12 percent in the existing minority population and families
in poverty that would have access to at least 100,000 by transit,
compared to an increase of about 4 percent for the non-minority
population and families not in poverty.
Maps F.28 and F.29 show the number of lower-wage jobs that would be
accessible in 30 minutes under existing conditions and the alternatives.
Lower-wage jobs are estimated to represent about 32 percent of the
total jobs in the Region. Comparing these maps to areas of existing
concentrations of minority populations and low-income populations (as
shown on Maps F.17 and F.18) shows that access to lower-wage jobs for
these populations would improve significantly due to the improvement
and expansion of transit service under Alternative II, followed by the transit
service under Alternative I. As shown in Table F.16, it is projected that
about 31 percent each of the existing minority population and families
in poverty would have access to at least 25,000 lower-wage jobs within
30 minutes by transit under Alternative II, compared to about 21 to 22
percent of the existing minorities and families in poverty under Alternative I.
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Map F.28
Access to Lower-Wage Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Existing and Trend
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Map F.29
Access to Lower-Wage Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Alternative I and Alternative II
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Table F.16
Access to Lower-Wage Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit

a

Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

5,000 - 9,999 Jobs
People
Percent
127,000
21.8
146,500
25.1
110,000
18.9
79,000
13.6

Minority Populationa
10,000 - 24,999 Jobs
People
Percent
110,300
18.9
73,300
12.6
236,200
40.5
234,600
40.2

25,000 or More Jobs
People
Percent
66,800
11.5
35,100
6.0
124,300
21.3
182,500
31.3

Total Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

5,000 - 9,999 Jobs
Families
Percent
9,800
18.7
12,500
23.9
8,600
16.4
6,500
12.4

Families in Povertya
10,000 - 24,999 Jobs
Families
Percent
10,200
19.5
6,600
12.6
20,400
39.0
19,500
37.3

25,000 or More Jobs
Families
Percent
6,000
11.5
3,100
5.9
11,400
21.8
16,300
31.2

Total Families
in Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

As described for Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to Important Places by
Mode), the substantial increases in transit service under Alternative II
provide access for the most people to existing retail centers, major parks,
public technical colleges/universities, health care facilities, grocery
stores, MRMC, and GMIA. Table F.17 shows the existing minority
populations and low-income populations that would have reasonable
access (within 30 minutes) by transit to these activity centers. The
significant expansion under Alternatives I and II would greatly improve
access for existing minority populations and low-income populations
to the activity centers analyzed, with Alternative II generally serving 5
to 8 percent more minority populations and low-income populations
than Alternative I.
As shown in Table F.18, the improvement and expansion of transit
under Alternative II would result in increases from existing conditions of
between 11 and 39 percent in total minority population and families in
poverty that would have reasonable access to the various activity centers
under Alternative II, compared to increases of 9 to 28 percent in total
non-minority population and families not in poverty. Under Alternative I,
it is projected that there would be increases of 8 to 20 percent in
minority population and families in poverty with reasonable access to
the various activity centers, compared to increases of 6 to 19 percent
in total non-minority population and families not in poverty.
• Comparing Improved Accessibility for Transit and Driving: A
comparison of the improvements in accessibility under the transit
element of the alternatives to the highway element of the alternatives
clearly indicates that the transit elements of Alternatives I and II would
result in substantial increases in transit accessibility to jobs and other
activities, and the highway elements of Alternatives I and II would
result in only modest increases in highway accessibility to jobs and
other activities. The modest increases in highway accessibility would
benefit the majority of minority residents and low-income residents who
travel by automobile. The substantial increases in transit accessibility,
particularly under Alternative II, would provide significant benefits to
those who may not be able to afford a car and need public transit
service to be able to reach jobs and other activities.
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43.0

31,800

60.8

28.3

45.9
62.1
84.3

52,300

52,300

52,300
52,300
52,300

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

22,500

14,800

24,000
32,500
44,100

Total Families
in Poverty
52,300
52,300

582,900

582,900

582,900
582,900
582,900

Total Minority
Population
582,900
582,900

b

21.4

20.7

64.5

28.2

44.6
63.4
90.2

Alternative II (2050)
Families
Percent
19,900
38.0
13,100
25.0

376,000

164,300

259,700
369,800
525,800

Alternative II (2050)
Population
Percent
229,800
39.4
151,400
26.0

Reasonable access is defined as the ability to travel by transit within 60 minutes to General Mitchell International Airport and the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center and within 30 minutes to all the
other activity centers.

11,200

10,800

38.8
57.0
81.6

25.0

9.6

20,300
29,800
42,700

13,100

5,000

24.3
43.2
71.1

11.3

45.0

5,900

262,300

21.3

12,700
22,600
37,200

21.2

124,300

37.3
58.7
87.9

28.3
48.9
73.4

123,700

10.2

217,500
342,000
512,600

14,800
25,600
38,400

24.8

144,800

59,300

23.2
44.3
76.3

Families in Povertyb
Trend (2050)
Alternative I (2050)
Families
Percent
Families
Percent
6,500
12.4
15,800
30.2
3,100
5.9
9,300
17.8

12.5

72,900

135,200
258,000
444,900

Existing (2015)
Families
Percent
9,000
17.2
4,400
8.4

27.1
50.2
78.1

157,700
292,700
455,400

Minority Populationb
Trend (2050)
Alternative I (2050)
Population
Percent
Population
Percent
75,800
13.0
181,100
31.1
31,100
5.3
106,200
18.2

a

Activity Center
Retail Centers
Major Parks
Public Technical Colleges
and Universities
Health Care Facilities
Grocery Stores
General Mitchell
International Airport
Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center

Retail Centers
Major Parks
Public Technical Colleges
and Universities
Health Care Facilities
Grocery Stores
General Mitchell
International Airport
Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center

Activity Center

Existing (2015)
Population
Percent
104,000
17.8
46,300
7.9

Table F.17
Reasonable Access to Activity Centers by Transita
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18

11

6
39

16

17
13
12

25

10

23
23
22

36

17

18
13
11

26

9

21
20
20
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Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

Reasonable access is defined as the ability to travel by transit within 60 minutes to General Mitchell International Airport and the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center and within 30 minutes to all the
other activity centers.

10

20

9

13
12
14

Families Not
in Poverty
25
19

b

7

9

11
8
8

Minority
22
18

Alternative II (2050)
Families in
Non-Minority
Poverty
28
21
20
17

Minority population and non-minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty and families not in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

15
13
15

10
8
10

Minority
13
10

Families Not
in Poverty
17
11

a

Activity Center
Retail Centers
Major Parks
Public Technical Colleges
and Universities
Health Care Facilities
Grocery Stores
General Mitchell
International Airport
Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center

Alternative I (2050)
Families in
Non-Minority
Poverty
19
13
11
9

Table F.18
Additional Percent of Total Minority/Non-Minority Populationa and Families in Poverty/Families Not In Povertya
Having Reasonable Accessb to Activity Centers by Transit Under Alternatives I and II
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CRITERION 2.1.2: MINORITY POPULATIONS AND
LOW-INCOME POPULATIONS SERVED BY TRANSIT
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The transit systems under all three alternatives would serve the
principal concentrations of existing minority populations and lowincome populations, with Alternative II providing the highest level
of transit service.
• The transit service area under Alternative II would provide the
best access for existing minority populations and low-income
populations, serving 518,500 minority people and 43,400 families
in poverty (as compared to 469,600 people and 39,200 families
under the Trend and 512,200 people and 42,900 families under
Alternative I).
• Alternative II would provide the best access to fixed-guideway
transit (bus rapid transit/light rail service and commuter rail
service) to existing minority populations and low-income
populations, with 238,800 minority people and 21,000 families
in poverty within walking distance (compared to 3,200 minority
people and 300 families in poverty under the Trend and 98,300
minority people and 8,300 families in poverty under Alternative I).

Minority populations and low-income populations utilize public transit at a
higher proportion relative to other modes of travel than the non-Hispanic
white population of the Region. To an extent, any improvement in transit
within the Region would be expected to benefit minority populations and
low-income populations. For this criterion, an evaluation was conducted
of the characteristics of the existing population located within the service
area of each of the alternative public transit systems to compare the existing
minority populations and low-income populations that would be served.
Table F.19 and Maps F.30 through F.41 show information on the existing
minority populations and low-income populations within walking distance of
transit under existing conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II.
• Existing Transit Service: While most of the base year 2015 routes
and service areas for the public transit systems in the Region serve
the principal concentrations of existing minority populations and
low-income populations, serving about 488,100 minority people and
40,800 families in poverty, transit service in the Region has declined
by 25 percent since the early 2000s and is expected to further decline
based on expected existing and future available Federal and State
funding.
• The Trend: Most of the transit routes and service areas under the
Trend would continue to serve the principal concentrations of existing
minority populations and low-income populations. However, based
on the expected decline in transit service of an additional 22 percent
under the Trend, the existing minority population served is expected to
decline to about 469,600 people and the existing number of families
in poverty served is expected to decline to about 39,200 families. This
future transit service decline would particularly affect existing local bus
service, potentially resulting in entire routes being cut, lower service
frequencies, reduced service hours, and/or weekend service being
eliminated, depending on the transit system.
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Table F.19
Minority Population and Families in Poverty Served by Transit
Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Minority Populationa
Total Transit Service
Fixed-Guideway Transit Serviceb
People
Percent
People
Percent
488,100
83.7
3,200
0.5
469,600
80.6
3,200
0.5
512,200
87.9
98,300
16.9
518,500
89.0
238,800
41.0

Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Families in Povertya
Total Transit Service
Fixed-Guideway Transit Serviceb
Families
Percent
Families
Percent
40,800
78.0
300
0.6
39,200
75.0
300
0.6
42,900
82.0
8,300
15.9
43,400
83.0
20,500
39.2

Total Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

Total Families in
Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

a

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

b

Includes rapid transit and commuter rail services.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

• Alternative I: Under this alternative, the existing minority population
served by transit would increase to 512,200 people and the existing
number of families in poverty served by transit would increase to
42,900 families. The existing minority populations and low-income
populations in this service area would benefit from a significant
expansion of transit service under Alternative I, including a reversal
of the recent decline in transit service levels and the introduction of
fixed-guideway transit in a few major travel corridors. Under this
alternative, existing minority populations and low-income populations
would receive a direct benefit from the increased service area and
frequency of local bus routes, more express and commuter bus routes,
increased frequency on existing express bus routes, and reverse
commute, all-day service on existing commuter bus routes. With
respect to fixed-guideway transit, 98,300 minority people and 8,300
families in poverty would be served by rapid transit (bus rapid transit
or light rail) or commuter rail service under Alternative I, compared to
the Trend, under which only 3,200 minority people and 300 families
in poverty would be served.
• Alternative II: The transit routes and service area under Alternative II
would have the greatest benefit for existing minority populations and
low-income populations, serving 518,500 minority people and 43,400
families in poverty. Similar to Alternative I, there would be a significant
expansion of public transit service under this alternative. In addition to
the large expansion of bus service, Alternative II includes a significant
investment in fixed-guideway transit corridors, including rapid transit
and commuter rail. Specifically, existing minority populations and lowincome populations would likely receive a benefit from the increased
service area and frequency of local bus routes, the 10 rapid transit
corridors, increased frequency on existing express bus routes, and
additional express and commuter bus routes. Alternative II would
provide the greatest benefit to existing minority populations and lowincome populations in terms of service provided by fixed-guideway
transit—rapid transit or commuter rail—with an expected 238,800
minority people and 21,000 families in poverty served.
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Map F.30
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Public Transit Services: Existing
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Map F.31
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Trend
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Map F.32
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative I
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Map F.33
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative II
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Map F.34
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Public Transit Services: Existing
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Map F.35
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Trend
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Map F.36
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative I
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Map F.37
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative II
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Map F.38
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Public Transit Services: Existing
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Map F.39
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Trend
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Map F.40
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative I
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Map F.41
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Public Transit Element: Alternative II
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This criterion calculates how many and what percentage of the
Region’s existing minority populations and low-income populations
are within walking distance of transit service under each alternative,
and does not attempt to determine the quality—speed, frequency, or
usefulness—of that service to reach destinations for these populations.
Criterion 2.1.3 (Transit Service Quality for Minority Populations and
Low-Income Populations) compares the quality of transit service
that would be provided to existing minority populations and lowincome populations under each alternative. Criterion 2.1.1 (Level of
Accessibility of Jobs and Activity Centers for Minority Populations and
Low-Income Populations) includes comparisons of how many jobs,
hospitals, parks, colleges, major retail centers, grocery stores, and
regional destinations could be reached within 30 minutes via transit
by existing minority populations and low-income populations under
each alternative.
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CRITERION 2.1.3: TRANSIT SERVICE QUALITY FOR MINORITY
POPULATIONS AND LOW-INCOME POPULATIONS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• There would be substantial increases in the existing minority
populations and low-income populations that would be served
by high-quality—Excellent or Very Good—transit service under
Alternatives I and II compared to existing conditions and the
Trend.
• Under Alternative II, nearly 45 percent of the existing minority
population and families in poverty would have access to Excellent
or Very Good transit service, compared to about 40 percent under
Alternative I, about 10 percent under existing conditions, and
about 3 percent under the Trend.
• The minority population represents about half of the population
that would be served by Excellent or Very Good transit service
under Alternatives I and II, compared to 44 percent under existing
conditions and 32 percent under the Trend.

While Criterion 2.1.2 measured the access that existing minority populations
and low-income populations would have to transit service under each
alternative, this criterion measures the quality of transit service that would
be provided to these populations under each alternative. The quality of
transit service that would be provided to the Region’s residents is evaluated
under Criterion 4.5.3 (Transit Service Quality). Based on the amount and
speed of transit service, levels of transit quality—Excellent, Very Good,
Good, and Basic—were determined under existing conditions, the Trend,
and Alternatives I and II. Based on this analysis, Alternative II was found to
provide high-quality—Excellent or Very Good—transit service to the highest
number of residents, followed closely by Alternative I. This methodology
was used to compare the level of service quality provided under existing
conditions and the alternatives (as shown on Maps F.42 through F.45) for
existing minority populations and low-income populations. The locations of
existing minority populations and low-income populations in the Region are
shown on Maps F.46 and F.47. The results of this analysis are presented in
Tables F.20 and F.21.
Under Alternative II, nearly 45 percent of the existing minority population
and families in poverty, respectively, would have access to high-quality transit
service, which is better than the nearly 40 percent having access to such
service under Alternative I. Both alternative plans would provide substantial
improvement over existing conditions, with only about 9 to 10 percent of the
existing minority population and families in poverty currently having access
to high-quality transit service. Given the further decline in transit under
the Trend, it is expected that only about 3 percent of the existing minority
population and families in poverty would be served by high-quality transit
service.
Alternatives I and II would improve transit service over existing conditions
particularly for existing minority populations and low-income populations.
Alternatives I and II, as shown in Table F.22, would result in an additional
29 to 36 percent of the existing minority population and families in poverty
receiving high-quality transit service, compared to an additional 10 to 17
percent of the non-minority population and families not in poverty.
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Map F.42
Transit Service Quality: Existing
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Map F.43
Transit Service Quality: Trend
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Map F.44
Transit Service Quality: Alternative Plan I
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Map F.45
Transit Service Quality: Alternative Plan II
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Map F.46
Concentrations of Total Minority Population in the Region: 2010
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Map F.47
Concentrations of Families in Poverty in the Region: 2008-2012
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Table F.20
Transit Service Quality for Minority Populationsa
Excellent
Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

People
700
3,100
49,400
67,500

Percent
0.1
0.5
8.5
11.6

Very Good
People
53,100
13,600
183,600
193,600

Percent
9.1
2.3
31.5
33.2

Good
People
237,900
169,200
196,200
181,800

Basic

Percent
40.8
29.0
33.7
31.2

People
216,900
320,500
100,700
95,200

Percent
37.2
55.0
17.3
16.3

Total
Minority
Population
582,900
582,900
582,900
582,900

Minority population is based on the 2010 U.S. Census.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census and SEWRPC

Table F.21
Transit Service Quality for Families in Povertya
Excellent
Alternative
Existing - 2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050
a

Families
0
300
4,200
5,900

Percent
0.0
0.6
8.0
11.3

Very Good
Families
5,200
1,100
16,200
16,900

Percent
9.9
2.1
31.0
32.3

Good
Families
20,000
14,700
15,600
14,500

Percent
38.2
28.1
29.8
27.7

Basic
Families
17,300
26,200
8,300
7,900

Percent
33.1
50.1
15.9
15.1

Total
Families in
Poverty
52,300
52,300
52,300
52,300

Families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census American Community Survey and SEWRPC

Table F.22
Additional Percent of Total Minority/Non-Minority Populationa and
Families in Poverty/Families Not in Povertya Receiving Excellent or Very Good
Transit Service Quality Under Alternatives I and II
Alternative
Alt I
Alt II
a

Minority Population
31
36

Non-Minority Population
10
14

Families in Poverty
29
34

Families Not in Poverty
13
17

Minority population and non-minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty and families not in poverty are based
on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC
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CRITERION 2.1.4: MINORITY POPULATIONS AND
LOW-INCOME POPULATIONS BENEFITED AND
IMPACTED BY NEW AND WIDENED ARTERIAL
STREET AND HIGHWAY FACILITIES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Existing minority populations and low-income populations
would be expected to utilize and benefit from the highway
improvements—widenings and new facilities—under the Trend and
Alternatives I and II.
• No area of the Region, or minority or low-income community,
would be expected to disproportionately bear the impact of the
highway improvements proposed under the alternatives.
• Alternative II would have the least number of existing minorities
and families in poverty residing in proximity to proposed freeway
widenings, with about 27,000 minorities and 2,800 families in
poverty within one-half mile (or 12,600 minorities and 1,500
families in poverty within one-quarter mile), compared to the
Trend and Alternative I, which would both have about 81,800
minorities and 7,500 families in poverty within one-half mile (or
38,400 minorities and 7,500 families in poverty within one-quarter
mile).

This criterion provides an evaluation as to whether the existing minority
populations and low-income populations within the Region would receive
a disproportionate share of the impacts—both costs and benefits—of the
highway improvements under each plan alternative. Specifically, an analysis
was conducted to determine the extent to which the existing minority
populations and low-income populations living in impacted areas would
receive benefits—such as improved accessibility and improved safety—from
the proposed new and widened arterials under each alternative. As part of this
analysis, a select link analysis was conducted to determine whether existing
minority populations and low-income populations would be expected to
utilize the segments of arterial streets and highways that would be improved
under each alternative. An analysis was also conducted to determine
whether the existing minority populations and low-income populations would
disproportionately bear any potential impacts from the new and widened
facilities. In addition, an analysis was conducted to determine whether there
is an over-representation of existing minority populations and low-income
populations along freeways that would be widened.
• Benefits from Arterial Improvements: While minority populations
and low-income populations utilize public transit at a higher proportion
relative to other modes of travel than white and higher-income
populations in the Region, the automobile is by far the dominant
mode of travel for minority populations and low-income populations.
In Milwaukee County, about 81 to 88 percent of travel by minority
populations to and from work is by automobile (depending on the
race or ethnicity), compared to 88 percent of the white population.
Similarly, in Milwaukee County about 70 percent of travel by lowincome populations to and from work is by automobile, compared to
89 percent for populations of higher income.
Maps F.48 through F.53 show the percentage of the automobile
trips within each TAZ that would utilize the new or widened surface
arterial and freeway segments under each alternative. These maps
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Map F.48
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Surface Arterial
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under the Trend
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Map F.49
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Surface Arterial
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under Alternative I
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Map F.50
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Surface Arterial
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under Alternative II
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Map F.51
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Freeway
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under the Trend
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Map F.52
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Freeway
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under Alternative I
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Map F.53
Proportion of Automobile Trips Using the New or Widened Freeway
Segments Within Each Traffic Analysis Zone Under Alternative II
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were compared to locations of current concentrations of minority
populations and low-income populations (as shown on Maps F.54 and
F.55). With respect to surface arterials, the areas that would have the
greatest use of these proposed improved arterials are largely adjacent,
or near, the proposed new or widened surface arterials. The proposed
new and widened surface arterials are largely located outside existing
areas of minority population and low-income population. With respect
to freeways, the segments of freeway proposed to be widened under
the alternatives would directly serve areas of minority population and
low-income population, particularly in Milwaukee County. As a result,
it is expected that minority populations and low-income populations,
particularly those residing adjacent to the freeway widenings, would
be utilizing and experiencing benefit from the expected improvement
in accessibility associated with the proposed widenings.
Improvements in accessibility to jobs and other activity areas for existing
minority populations and low-income populations were analyzed
in Criterion 2.1.1 (Level of Accessibility to Jobs and Activity Centers
for Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations by Mode). The
results of this criterion indicated that, even as traffic volumes increase
through the year 2050, the additional arterial street and highway
system capacity under the alternatives would modestly improve
accessibility to jobs and other activity centers for minority populations
and low-income populations. Of the alternatives, Alternative I was
found to provide the most benefit in terms of accessibility to jobs and
other activity areas by automobile for existing minority populations and
low-income populations, followed by the Trend, and then Alternative II.
With respect to safety, rear-end collision rates have historically been 5
to 20 times higher on congested freeways (with the highest rear-end
crash rates on the most extremely congested freeways). By improving
safety through the reduction in congestion along the freeway segments
that would be widened, there would also be direct benefits to the
existing minority populations and low-income populations that would
use the widened freeway segments under each alternative.
• Impacts of Widenings and New Facilities: Maps F.56 through F.64
compare the locations of the highway capacity improvements under
each alternative to the areas with current concentrations of minority
populations and low-income populations. In general, no area of the
Region, or minority or low-income community, would be expected to
disproportionately bear the impact of these highway improvements.
Proposed surface arterial improvements are largely located outside
areas of existing minority populations and low-income populations,
and therefore their widening, new construction, and subsequent
operation would be expected to have minimal negative impacts on
minority populations and low-income populations. With respect to the
proposed freeway widenings and new construction, some segments
are located adjacent to existing minority populations, but most
segments are not.
• Impacts from Freeway Widenings: Maps F.65 through F.70 show the
locations of freeways that would be widened under each alternative
compared to the existing locations of areas with concentrations
of minority populations and low-income populations. Table F.23
shows the estimated existing minority populations and low-income
populations residing in proximity (one-quarter mile to one-half mile)
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Map F.54
Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region: 2010
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Map F.55
Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region: 2008-2012
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Map F.56
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Highway Element: Trend
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Map F.57
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Highway Element: Trend
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Map F.58
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative I
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Map F.59
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative I
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Map F.60
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative II
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Map F.61
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative II
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Map F.62
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Highway Element: Trend
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Map F.63
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative I
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Map F.64
Comparison of Concentrations of Year 2010 Races/Ethnicities
in the Region to Highway Element: Alternative II
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Map F.65
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Trend
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Map F.66
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Trend
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Map F.67
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative I
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Map F.68
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative I
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Map F.69
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative II
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Map F.70
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative II
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Table F.23
Minority Population and Families in Poverty Residing in Proximity to a Freeway Wideninga

Alternative
Trend
Alt I
Alt II

Alternative
Trend
Alt I
Alt II
a

Population and Families Within One-Half Mile
Minority Population
Near a
Total Families
Freeway
Percent of
Near a Freeway
Widening
Total
Widening
81,800
39.2
48,500
81,800
39.2
48,500
27,000
20.4
33,900

Families in Poverty
Near a
Freeway
Percent of
Widening
Total
7,500
15.5
7,500
15.5
2,800
8.3

Population and Families Within One-Quarter Mile
Minority Population
Total Population
Total Families
Near a
Near a Freeway
Near a Freeway
Freeway
Percent of
Widening
Widening
Widening
Total
94,200
38,400
40.8
23,600
94,200
38,400
40.8
23,600
59,900
12,600
21.0
17,400

Families in Poverty
Near a
Freeway
Percent of
Widening
Total
3,700
15.7
3,700
15.7
1,500
8.6

Total Population
Near a Freeway
Widening
208,900
208,900
132,083

Total population and minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and total families and families in poverty are based on the 20082012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

to freeway widenings under each alternative. About 81,800 minority
people and 7,500 families in poverty would reside within one-half
mile of a freeway widening under the Trend and Alternative I,
while 38,400 minorities and 3,700 families in poverty would reside
within one-quarter mile. The proportion of the minority population
(about 40 percent) and families in poverty (about 16 percent) residing
within one-half mile or one-quarter mile would exceed the regional
averages of 28.9 percent and 10.3 percent, respectively. This result
should be expected, as about 95 percent of the minority populations
and low-income populations residing adjacent to the proposed freeway
widenings under the Trend and Alternative I are in Milwaukee County,
where about 46 percent of the population is minority and about 17
percent of the families are in poverty. Based on the exclusion of some
of the freeway widenings proposed in the Trend and Alternative I
(principally the widening of IH 94 between Howard Avenue and the
Marquette Interchange and IH 43 between the Marquette Interchange
and Silver Spring Drive), Alternative II would have the least amount
of existing minority population and families in poverty residing near
a freeway widening, with about 27,000 minorities and 2,800 families
in poverty residing within one-half mile and 12,600 minorities and
1,500 families in poverty residing within one-quarter mile.
Another way of examining the relative impact of freeway widenings is
to compare the proportion of the minority population and families in
poverty to the non-minority population and families not in poverty that
reside in proximity to the freeway widenings, as shown in Table F.24.
Under the Trend and Alternative I, the existing minority population and
families in poverty that reside within one-half mile of freeway widenings
would represent about 14 percent of the total minority population and
families in poverty, compared to about 9 percent of the non-minority
population and families not in poverty. Similarly, the existing minority
population and families in poverty that reside within one-quarter mile
of freeway widenings would represent about 7 percent of the total
minority population and families in poverty, compared to about 4
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Table F.24
Percent of Total Minority/Non-Minority Population and
Families in Poverty/Families Not in Poverty Residing
in Proximity to a Freeway Wideninga

a

Alternative
Trend
Alt I
Alt II

Population and Families Within One-Half Mile
Minority
Non-Minority
Families in
Population
Population
Poverty
14
9
14
14
9
14
5
7
5

Families Not
in Poverty
9
9
7

Alternative
Trend
Alt I
Alt II

Population and Families Within One-Quarter Mile
Minority
Non-Minority
Families in
Population
Population
Poverty
7
4
7
7
4
7
2
3
3

Families Not
in Poverty
4
4
3

Minority population and non-minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families
in poverty and families not in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC

percent of the non-minority population and families not in poverty.
Under Alternative II, the existing minority population and families
in poverty residing within one-half mile of freeway widenings would
represent about 5 percent of the total population, compared to about
7 percent of the non-minority population and families not in poverty,
while the existing minority population and families in poverty residing
within one-quarter mile of freeway widenings would represent about
2 to 3 percent of the total population, compared to about 3 percent of
the non-minority population and families not in poverty.
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CRITERION 2.1.5: TRANSPORTATION-RELATED AIR
POLLUTION IMPACTS ON MINORITY POPULATIONS
AND LOW-INCOME POPULATIONS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Transportation-related air pollutant emissions in 2050 are
expected to significantly decline from current levels, even with
forecast increases in regional travel, due primarily to current and
future Federal fuel and vehicle fuel economy standards.
• At the regional level, about 20 percent each of existing minorities
and of families in poverty are located within one-half mile
of a freeway, while about 10 percent are located within onequarter mile, compared to about 15 percent each of existing
non-minorities and of families not in poverty that reside within
one-half mile of a freeway and about 7 percent who are
within one-quarter mile of a freeway. Within each county, the
percentages of existing total minority population and non-minority
population, and the percentages of existing families in poverty
and families not in poverty, that reside within one-half mile or
one-quarter mile of a freeway are generally similar (equal or
within a few percent lower or higher).

Automobiles and trucks traveling on arterial streets and highways emit air
pollutants that generally exist in higher concentrations in the atmosphere
near the arterial streets and highways with the most traffic, such as the
Region’s freeways. The lower speeds and starting/stopping of vehicles
associated with congested conditions increases the level of transportation air
pollutant emissions. Individuals living in proximity to the Region’s freeways
may be exposed to higher levels of transportation-related air pollutants.
Due in large part to past, current, and future Federal fuel and vehicle fuel
economy standards and improved emission controls, transportation-related
air pollutant emissions in the Region have been declining, and are expected to
continue to decline in the future. As indicated in Criterion 1.4.4 (Greenhouse
Gas Emissions and Other Air Pollutants), this decline is expected to continue
through the year 2050, even with the projected 24 to 27 percent increase in
vehicle-miles of travel, depending upon the alternative. While the expected
reductions in emissions are similar between the alternatives, Alternative II
would be expected to result in the lowest levels of transportation-related air
pollutant emissions (generally about 1 to 2 percent lower than the Trend),
thereby reducing the exposure of residents of the Region to these pollutants,
including minority populations and low-income populations. The alternative
with the next lowest level of emissions would be Alternative I (generally less
than 1 percent lower than the Trend).
Even with the expected significant reductions in transportation-related air
pollutant emissions, residents of the Region, including minority populations
and families in poverty, living in proximity to roads with higher traffic volumes,
such as freeways, may be exposed to higher levels of transportation-related
air pollutants. The following is an assessment of whether there would be
an expected disproportionate impact on, or over-representation of, existing
minority populations and low-income populations residing along existing
and new freeways under the alternatives.
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Table F.25
Total and Minority Populations Residing in Proximity to a Freewaya
Population Within One-Half Mile

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region
a

Total and Minority Populations
Minority Population
Population
Percent of Total
Total Population
166,426
36,534
22.0
947,735
432,777
45.7
86,395
5,706
6.6
195,408
49,994
25.6
102,228
13,538
13.2
131,887
7,539
5.7
389,891
36,777
9.4
2,019,970

582,865

28.9

Total and Minority Populations Within
One-Half Mile of Existing Freeways
Minority Population
Population
Percent of Total
Total Population
1,550
230
14.8
239,200
110,400
46.2
9,500
800
8.4
1,200
90
7.5
16,600
2,400
14.5
15,200
840
5.5
46,300
4,400
9.5
329,550

119,160

36.2

Population Within One-Quarter Mile
Total and Minority Populations Within
Total and Minority Populations
One-Quarter Mile of Existing Freeways
Minority Population
Minority Population
Population
Percent of Total
Population
Percent of Total
Total Population
Total Population
166,426
36,534
22.0
520
35
6.7
947,735
432,777
45.7
109,700
49,900
45.5
86,395
5,706
6.6
3,400
310
9.1
195,408
49,994
25.6
530
45
8.5
102,228
13,538
13.2
6,100
780
12.8
131,887
7,539
5.7
7,100
370
5.2
389,891
36,777
9.4
21,300
2,200
10.3
2,019,970

582,865

28.9

148,650

53,640

36.1

Total population and minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census and SEWRPC

• Evaluation Results: Tables F.25 and F.26 show the existing total and
minority population and the existing total number of families and
families in poverty that reside in proximity to the freeway system under
the Trend and Alternatives I and II. Maps F.71 through F.76 show the
freeway system, including those freeway segments to be widened,
under each alternative compared to the existing locations of areas with
concentrations of minority populations and low-income populations.
While the segments of freeways to be widened differ by alternative,
the extent of the freeways would be the same for all three alternatives.
The percentages of the total population located in proximity to the
freeway system under the alternatives that are minority or low income
are either generally similar to (equal or within a few percent lower or
higher), or substantially less than, the percentage of the total minority
population and low-income population residing within each county. At
the regional level, about 36 percent of the existing population residing
within one-half mile or one-quarter mile of a freeway are minorities,
compared to about 29 percent of the total population of the Region
that are minorities. With regard to existing low-income populations,
about 14 percent of the families residing within one-half mile or onequarter mile of a freeway are in poverty, compared to 10 percent of
the total families in the Region.
As shown in Table F.27, at the regional level, about 20 percent each
of existing minorities and of families in poverty are located within
one-half mile of a freeway, while about 10 percent are located within
206
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Table F.26
Total Families and Families in Poverty Residing in Proximity to a Freewaya

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region
a

Families Within One-Half Mile
Total Families and Families in Poverty
Total Families and Families in Poverty Within
Within the Region
One-Half Mile of Existing Freeways
Families in Poverty
Families in Poverty
Total Families
Total Families
Families
Percent of Total
Families
Percent of Total
42,167
4,024
9.5
930
30
3.2
218,244
35,962
16.5
54,000
10,300
19.1
24,344
642
2.6
2,300
60
2.6
50,148
4,630
9.2
570
20
3.5
26,268
2,102
8.0
4,900
470
9.6
37,757
1,388
3.7
4,300
120
2.8
108,845
3,586
3.3
13,300
420
3.2
507,773

52,334

10.3

80,300

11,280

14.2

Families Within One-Quarter Mile
Total Families and Families in Poverty
Total Families and Families in Poverty Within
Within the Region
One-Quarter Mile of Existing Freeways
Families in Poverty
Families in Poverty
Families
Percent of Total
Families
Percent of Total
Total Families
Total Families
42,167
4,024
9.5
470
20
4.3
218,244
35,962
16.5
25,300
4,800
19.0
24,344
642
2.6
1,100
30
2.7
50,148
4,630
9.2
290
10
3.4
26,268
2,102
8.0
2,600
250
9.6
37,757
1,388
3.7
2,100
60
2.9
108,845
3,586
3.3
6,700
210
3.1
507,773

52,334

10.3

38,560

5,380

14.0

Total families and families in poverty are based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census American Community Survey and SEWRPC

one-quarter mile, compared to about 15 percent each of existing nonminorities and of families not in poverty that reside within one-half
mile of a freeway and about 7 percent of those same categories who
are within one-quarter mile of a freeway. Within each county, the
percentages of existing total minority populations and non-minority
populations, and the percentages of existing families in poverty and
families not in poverty, that reside within one-half mile or one-quarter
mile of a freeway are generally equal or within several percent lower
or higher.
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Map F.71
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Trend
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Map F.72
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Trend
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Map F.73
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative I
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Map F.74
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative I
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Map F.75
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Total Minority Population
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative II
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Map F.76
Comparison of Existing Concentrations of Families in Poverty
in the Region to Freeways: Alternative II
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Table F.27
Minority/Non-Minority Population and Families in Poverty/
Families Not in Poverty Residing in Proximity to a Freewaya
Population and Families Within One-Half Mile
Percent of Populations Within
Percent of Families Within
One-Half Mile of Existing Freeways
One-Half Mile of Existing Freeways
Minority Population
Non-Minority Population
Families in Poverty
Families Not in Poverty
0.6
1.0
0.7
2.4
25.5
25.0
28.6
24.0
14.0
10.8
9.3
9.5
0.2
0.8
0.4
1.2
17.7
16.0
22.4
18.3
11.1
11.5
8.6
11.5
12.0
11.9
11.7
12.2

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

14.6

21.8

15.1

Population and Families Within One-Quarter Mile
Percent of Populations Within
Percent of Families Within
One-Quarter Mile of Existing Freeways
One-Quarter Mile of Existing Freeways
Minority Population
Non-Minority Population
Families in Poverty
Families Not in Poverty
0.1
0.4
0.5
1.2
11.5
11.6
13.3
11.2
5.4
3.8
4.7
4.5
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.6
5.8
6.0
11.9
9.7
4.9
5.4
4.3
5.6
6.0
5.4
5.9
6.2

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region
a

20.4

9.2

6.6

10.3

7.3

Minority population and non-minority population are based on the 2010 U.S. Census and families in poverty and families not in poverty are
based on the 2008-2012 American Community Survey.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census and American Community Survey; and SEWRPC
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CRITERION 2.2.1: HOUSEHOLDS WITH
AFFORDABLE HOUSING + TRANSPORTATION COSTS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Determining the affordability of an area can be enhanced by
considering transportation costs in addition to housing costs, which
have historically been used to determine affordability.
• Alternative II would have the most households in areas with
affordable H+T costs (386,900)—3 percent more than Alternative I
(375,000 households) and 9 percent more than the Trend (353,500
households).

The conventional standard for housing affordability, used historically by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), is defined as a
household paying no more than 30 percent of its gross income on housing
costs. This standard does not consider transportation costs, which are typically
a household’s second largest cost. The Center for Neighborhood Technology
(CNT) has developed a Housing and Transportation (H+T) Affordability
Index for areas throughout the Country, including all seven counties of the
Southeastern Wisconsin Region.20 CNT set an H+T affordability standard at 45
percent of areawide household median income, which combines the housing
affordability standard of 30 percent with a transportation affordability goal
of 15 percent. CNT found that about 70 percent of communities nationwide
are considered affordable under the conventional standard for affordable
housing and only about 40 percent are considered affordable under the
H+T standard for affordability. The index shows that compact, mixed-use
communities with a balance of housing, jobs, and stores and easy access
to transit (called location-efficient neighborhoods by CNT) have lower
transportation costs because they enable residents to meet daily needs with
fewer vehicles, which are the single greatest transportation cost factor for
most households. The index also indicates that the transportation cost savings
of compact, mixed-use neighborhoods often outweigh the housing savings
that may be found in less dense suburban and urban fringe communities.
• Estimating Housing and Transportation Affordability: To estimate
H+T for the alternative plans, the first step was to estimate existing
H+T. Commission staff received existing H+T data directly from CNT
for all Census block groups in the Region and spatially assigned
them to the 2,374 internal TAZs in the Region. The H+T Index uses a
transportation model that considers neighborhood variables, including
residential density, block size, transit connectivity, job density, and
travel time to work. The model also considers household variables,
including household income, household size, and commuters per
household.
The alternatives do not have the detailed data to estimate future H+T
in the way that CNT estimates existing H+T, so Commission staff
used the variability in household density and private transportation
costs to estimate future H+T. The household density variable was
20
It should be noted that HUD, along with the U.S. Department of Transportation,
developed an alternative method of estimating housing and transportation affordability.
The method, launched in November 2013, estimates a Location Affordability Index
(LAI), which has some advantages over CNT’s H+T Index. The LAI may be used for
future analyses, but the nature of the available LAI data made the data impracticable
for alternative plan evaluation.
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Table F.28
Households with Affordable Housing + Transportation Costs

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Households with
Affordable H+T
Costs
299,200
353,500
375,000
386,900

Total Households
800,100
972,400
972,400
972,400

Percent of Total
Households with
Affordable H+T
Costs
37.4
36.4
38.6
39.8

Source: Center for Neighborhood Technology and SEWRPC

employed by determining the statistical relationship between the
existing H+T and existing 2010 household density for each TAZ. The
change in household density from 2010 to 2050 for each TAZ for each
alternative was then estimated and applied to the existing H+T. The
private transportation costs variable was estimated using the relative
change in number of trips, trip length, and travel mode for each TAZ.
Private transportation costs are also estimated on a regionwide scale
in Criterion 3.3.1 (Private Transportation Costs per Capita).
• Evaluation Results: Table F.28 and Maps F.77 through F.80 present
the estimated H+T under the existing development pattern and
transportation system, as well as under the Trend and Alternatives I
and II. As noted previously, compact, mixed-use communities with a
balance of housing, jobs, and stores and easy access to transit have
lower transportation costs because they enable residents to meet daily
needs with fewer vehicles, which are the single greatest transportation
cost factor for most households. The evaluation shows that the Trend,
which includes more lower-density development and significantly
less public transit service than Alternatives I and II, is the least H+Taffordable option. Alternative I includes higher-density development
and more transit than the Trend and some TOD areas, which tends to
improve H+T-affordability. The Trend would have more households
in areas with affordable H+T costs (353,500) than under the existing
development pattern and transportation system (299,200), although
the percent of total households would decline slightly. Alternative I
would improve on the Trend, with 375,000 households in areas with
affordable H+T costs. Alternative II, with its extensive additional fixedguideway transit and greater focus on TOD, would have the most
households in areas with affordable H+T costs (386,900)—3 percent
more than Alternative I and 9 percent more than the Trend.
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Map F.77
Housing and Transportation Affordability in the Region: Existing
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Map F.78
Housing and Transportation Affordability in the Region: Trend
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Map F.79
Housing and Transportation Affordability in the Region: Alternative I
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Map F.80
Housing and Transportation Affordability in the Region: Alternative II
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CRITERION 2.2.2: ABILITY TO ACCOMMODATE
DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plans I and II would provide a variety of housing and
transportation options to meet the needs of a diverse population.
• Access to community amenities and accessible housing will become
increasingly important as the Region’s population ages. The
compact development proposed under Alternatives I and II will
support transit service and walkable neighborhoods.
• Mixed-use, high-density transit-oriented developments (TODs)
that may appeal to young workers could be developed near BRT,
light rail, or commuter rail stations under Alternatives I and II.
Alternative II would have more than twice as many stations as
Alternative I.
• Alternatives I and II would emphasize the provision of housing
near jobs. Alternative II would provide more affordable and
accessible housing than Alternative I. Transit connections between
jobs and housing would be improved under both Alternatives I
and II.

Forecasts prepared for VISION 2050 anticipate continued change in the
demographics of the Region. The number of residents age 65 and older is
projected to double by 2050 and extrapolation of past trends indicates that
the minority share of the Region’s population will increase to 45 percent by
2050. The varying development patterns and transportation investments of
the Trend and Alternatives I and II impact their ability to meet the changing
needs of the Region’s population.
• Workforce: The projected doubling of residents age 65 and older
reflects the aging of the Baby Boomer generation. The entire Baby
Boomer population will have reached 65 by the year 2030, creating
a need for replacement workers. Employment will only increase in the
Region if the Region can attract an in-migration of population and
labor force. Housing and transportation options that meet the variety
of needs of an increasingly diverse population should be considered.
Alternative II would provide the greatest range of housing types and
transportation options among the alternatives. Alternative I would
provide a greater range of housing types and transportation options
than the Trend.
• Housing: Demographic shifts in the Region’s population may result
in changing housing needs. Accessible housing and workforce
housing are two key concerns. Demand for accessible housing already
exceeds supply. It is estimated there are almost three times as many
households reporting at least one member with a disability as there
are accessible housing units in the Region. The need for accessible
housing is expected to increase in the coming years because there
will be significantly more residents in the older age ranges and the
likelihood of incurring a disability increases as a person ages.
Affordable workforce housing is also a concern. Over 46 percent of
renters in the Region have a high housing cost burden. In addition,
over half of the respondents to a VISION 2050 survey think the Region
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needs more apartments affordable to lower- and moderate-income
households, including 77 percent of minority respondents.
New multifamily housing (apartments) will increase the supply of
accessible and affordable housing in the Region. Federal and State
fair housing laws require that most new multifamily housing units
include basic accessibility features, and multifamily housing tends to
be more affordable to a wider range of households than single-family
homes. About 46 percent of new housing would be multifamily units
under Alternative II, compared to about 39 percent under Alternative
I and about 25 percent under the Trend.
• Transportation: Transportation systems will also impact the ability
of VISION 2050 alternative plans to accommodate changing needs
of the Region’s population. The demand for reliable and convenient
public transit service to shopping, recreation, and health care is
expected to grow as the Region’s population ages and becomes
increasingly reliant on public transit. Walkability is also expected
to become increasingly important as the population ages. Studies
have determined that neighborhoods with a high level of pedestrian
amenities and shorter travel times to shopping and services are
desirable features for people with mobility and sensory disabilities.
Studies recommend that accessible housing be combined with mixeduse, high-density neighborhoods to maximize accessibility in housing
and access to various community amenities. Improved public transit
service, including fixed-guideway transit (BRT, light rail, and commuter
rail), walkability, and bicycle facilities may also increase the Region’s
ability to attract young workers who desire a variety of transportation
and housing options.
Alternatives I and II both propose significant increases in local transit
service over the Trend. Alternatives I and II also provide fixed-guideway
transit service; however, the proposed investment in fixed-guideway
service would be significantly greater under Alternative II. The increased
density of Alternatives I and II that supports public transit also supports
walkable neighborhoods. Alternative II would have 863,000 people
living in walkable neighborhoods, 12 percent more than Alternative
I (770,000) and 19 percent more than the Trend (725,000). In
addition, the fixed-guideway station areas under Alternatives I and II
are envisioned to support transit-oriented development (TOD). TODs
can provide the high-density, mixed-use, and pedestrian-friendly
neighborhoods that would be beneficial to the aging population and
may be desirable to young workers. More than twice as many station
areas are proposed under Alternative II than Alternative I.
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CRITERION 2.3.1: AREAS WITH A JOB-WORKER MISMATCH
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• More jobs and households are located in areas with a match under
Alternative Plans I and II than the Trend.
• More development would be focused in TODs with a mix of highdensity housing and jobs under Alternative II than Alternative I.
• Areas with a shortage of workers typically have concentrations of
employers and existing lower-density housing.
• There are areas with mismatches under all three alternatives, but
Alternatives I and II provide better public transit options than the
Trend to areas that may have a shortage of workers.

It is essential to have the necessary workforce available for existing
businesses to maintain their presence and consider expansion, and to attract
new business and industry to the Region. An adequate amount of workers
in proximity to employers can help ensure workforce availability and reduce
the distance workers have to travel to their jobs. Alternative II has the most
jobs (936,200) and households (660,700) located in areas of the Region that
have a match between jobs and workers. Alternative I has slightly fewer jobs
(934,800) and households (659,100) in areas with a match. The Trend has
the fewest jobs (866,400) and households (616,400) in areas with a match.
• Areas with a Match: The areas of the Region with matches between
jobs and workers would be similar between the alternatives, although
more areas would have a match under Alternatives I and II than
the Trend. Most existing and new employment would be located in
areas with public sewer service under the alternatives; however, there
would be more new housing outside these areas under the Trend than
Alternatives I and II.
In addition, more jobs and households would be located in Milwaukee
County under Alternatives I and II than the Trend. Increased
development is anticipated in Milwaukee County under Alternatives I
and II to meet anticipated demand created by TOD that may occur near
BRT, light rail, and/or commuter rail stations under those alternatives.
TODs would include a mix of high-density housing and jobs, which
helps to improve job-worker matches under Alternatives I and II.
Alternative II could support more than twice as many TODs, which
would result in a better job-worker match than Alternative I.
Alternatives I and II also include fixed-guideway transit service from
Milwaukee County to job opportunities in outlying counties. While
this may not contribute to job-worker match, the improved transit
options increase job opportunities for those without access to a
personal vehicle. Alternative I includes a rapid transit line connecting
Milwaukee to the City of Waukesha through Brookfield. Alternative I
also includes a commuter rail line connecting Milwaukee to Racine
and Kenosha. Alternative II incorporates those lines and includes an
additional commuter rail line connecting Milwaukee, Oconomowoc,
and other Waukesha County communities in between.
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• Areas with a Potential Shortage of Workers: Areas where
there may be a shortage of workers are also similar between the
alternatives, although more communities achieve a job-worker match
under Alternatives I and II than under the Trend. The communities that
may have a shortage of workers tend to have public sewer service,
with concentrations of employers and existing lower-density housing.
The lower-density housing results in a lower population density and
less available workers in proximity to employers. There may also be a
lack of existing multifamily housing, which tends to be more affordable
to a wider range of workers than single-family housing.
Several of the communities that may have a shortage of workers under
the alternatives are located in Waukesha County. Jobs in Brookfield
would be more accessible to Milwaukee County workers through the
rapid transit line proposed under Alternative I. This line would be
retained under Alternative II, and the commuter rail line proposed
under Alternative II would serve additional Waukesha County
communities with a mismatch.
• Areas with a Potential Shortage of Jobs: Areas where there may
be a shortage of jobs are again similar between the alternatives.
These are generally outlying residential areas that do not offer the
public services needed to support extensive commercial and industrial
development, such as public sewer and water supply, or “bedroom
communities” that do not include a significant employment base.
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CRITERION 3.1.1: IMPACT OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF GROWTH ON PROPERTY VALUES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Areas with TOD and walkable neighborhoods have seen increases
in property values in other regions. There would be a significant
increase in TODs and walkable areas under Alternative Plans I
and II over the Trend. Alternative II could have more than twice as
many TODs as Alternative I.
• Increased property values can result in increased housing costs.
• The public service costs of farmland are low compared to scattered
lower-density residential development.
• Compact development or redevelopment provides an opportunity
for communities with little developable land to increase their tax
base.

The alternatives are designed to accommodate the year 2050 population,
household, and employment projected by the Commission. While the
alternatives accommodate the same amount of growth regionwide, the
development patterns and transportation systems designed to serve this
growth vary between alternatives. The Trend represents a continuation of
overall decline in density across the Region. Alternatives I and II include more
compact, walkable development than the Trend, with a focus on TOD around
fixed-guideway transit stations. Alternative II includes more than twice as
many station areas as Alternative I.
• Development in Urban Areas: The change in TODs and walkable
areas under Alternatives I and II is expected to impact property values
in those areas. There would be very few areas that could support TOD
under the Trend. In addition, fewer of the Region’s residents (724,600)
would live in walkable neighborhoods under the Trend than Alternatives
I and II. There would be 65 rapid transit stations and nine commuter
rail stations that could potentially support TOD under Alternative I,
and 769,500 residents would live in walkable neighborhoods. There
would be 185 rapid transit stations and 18 commuter rail stations that
could potentially support TOD under Alternative Plan II, and 863,100
residents would live in walkable neighborhoods.
Studies acknowledge that it is difficult to determine the exact impact of
transit stations on development potential and property values within
a station area in light of other factors, such as the overall strength of
the local and regional real estate market; strength of the economy/job
market; and other planning and development initiatives. Despite this
uncertainty, a number of previous studies in metropolitan areas with
fixed-guideway transit networks have shown a range of property value
increases in station areas. Three examples include:
oo 2 to 18 percent for condominiums within one-half mile of a station
(San Diego)
oo 15 percent for office development within one-half mile of a station
(Santa Clara County)
oo 30 percent for retail development within one-quarter mile of a
station (Dallas)
226
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Studies have also found that walkable neighborhoods have a positive
impact on residential property values. A 2009 CEOs for Cities study of
15 metropolitan areas found that homes in areas with above average
walkscores sell for $4,000 (Dallas) to $34,000 (Sacramento) more
than comparable homes in areas with average walkscores.
• Challenges: Housing costs may increase as a result of increased
property values. This increase is of particular concern for redevelopment
in areas with concentrations of low-income households, as it may
lead to the displacement of existing residents of a neighborhood if it
becomes unaffordable for them to stay. Displacement may be one of
the elements of a phenomenon commonly referred to as gentrification,
which has been studied in detail by many experts for decades.
The conclusions of those decades of research are mixed, and
occasionally contradictory. Some studies indicate displacement due to
housing in a neighborhood becoming unaffordable is relatively rare,
occurring at a rate of about 1 percent of longtime residents per year,21
while others find a displacement rate of up to 10 percent each year
in some cities with significant economic growth and high demand
for urban living.22 In addition, there is some evidence that in certain
areas of high demand where local governments relax limitations on
the height and density of new developments, nearby neighborhoods
experience less gentrification, new development, and displacement.
Some strategies for encouraging mixed-income housing in compact,
walkable redevelopment areas include:
oo Density bonus and reduced parking requirements as incentives for
affordable housing
oo Incentives to use Low-Income Housing Tax Credits in TODs
oo Public/private partnerships through options including acquiring and
assembling land, streamlining rezoning and permitting processes,
and assistance with brownfield mitigation grants
oo Developing enough new housing and preserving existing affordable
housing to meet the potential demand (a review of nationwide
studies conducted for the FTA estimates that demand for housing in
transit station areas could grow 150 percent by 2030)
• Development in Rural Areas: The public service costs of farmland
are low compared to scattered lower-density residential development.
In general, the tax returns to a community from farms are greater than
the public service and facilities costs that farms require. Costs to provide
public services and facilities to scattered residential development
generally exceed tax revenues. Converting productive farmland
21
Newman, S. J. and Owen, M. S. (1982), Residential Displacement: Extent, Nature,
and Effects. Journal of Social Issues, 38: 135–148. doi: 10.1111/j.1540-4560.1982.
tb01775.x and Freeman, Lance (2005), Displacement or Succession? Residential
Mobility in Gentrifying Neighborhoods. Urban Affairs Review, vol. 40, no. 4: 463-491.
doi: 10.1177/1078087404273341.
22
Newman, Kathe and Wyly, Elvin K. (2006), The Right to Stay Put, Revisited:
Gentrification and Resistance to Displacement in New York City. Urban Studies, vol.
43, no. 1: 23-57. doi: 10.1080/00420980500388710.
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can increase the cost of public services and impact a community’s
character. There would be significantly more farmland converted to
urban development under the Trend (77 square miles) than Alternative
I (32 square miles) or Alternative II (26 square miles).
• Levy Limits: The emphasis on compact development in Alternatives
I and II may also have a positive impact on community property tax
revenues, particularly in communities that have very little developable
land. A community is allowed to increase its levy over the amount it
levied in the prior year by the percentage of increase in equalized value
from net new construction, with few exceptions. If no new construction
occurred in a community, then the allowable tax levy increase is 0
percent.23 Compact development or redevelopment provides an
opportunity for communities, with otherwise very little developable
land, to maximize the amount of new construction that may occur.

23
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CRITERION 3.1.2: RETURN ON INVESTMENT
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Return on investment predicts the net benefit or cost of a particular
investment decision, and can be used to compare the alternatives’
expected benefits to their costs.
• Alternatives I and II would require considerably more investment
than the Trend in terms of needed tax revenues, but would likely
result in significant benefits—both economic and quality of life—
that need to be weighed against those costs.

Return on investment is most typically used in business cases to predict the
net benefit or cost of a company or organization’s investment in equipment,
software, or employees. An analysis of return on investment attempts to
measure what is gained from making a particular expenditure. In the case
of choices in land development patterns and transportation systems, there
are numerous quality of life and fiscal benefits discussed throughout the
evaluation of the alternatives. Those quality of life and fiscal benefits are
compared under this criterion to the costs associated with building the land
development pattern and transportation system included in each alternative.
Below is a series of short discussions on the costs and benefits associated
with each alternative:
• Tax Revenue Required for Transportation Investment: Criterion
3.2.1 (Average Annual Transportation System Investment) discusses
the amount of tax revenue that would be needed to construct, operate,
and maintain the transportation system included in each alternative.
Alternative Plan II would require 46 percent more tax revenue ($369.4
million more annually) to construct, operate, and maintain the Region’s
transportation system than the Trend, and Alternative Plan I would
require 40 percent more tax revenue ($320.9 million more annually)
than the Trend. The tax revenue required to support these alternative
transportation systems would need to be raised from the Region’s
residents and/or businesses, and would impact their household and
corporate budgets.
• Impacts of the Transportation System on Homes, Businesses,
Land, Parkland, and Natural Resource Areas: In addition to the
needed additional tax revenue to fund the transportation systems
proposed under Alternatives I and II, transportation system expansion
(in particular, new and widened arterial streets and highways) would
negatively impact natural resource areas and require some relocations
or acquisitions of homes, businesses, and parkland in Alternatives I
and II and the Trend. Although it is difficult, and in some cases, not
desirable, to monetize these impacts from transportation system
expansion, there is certainly a non-monetary cost associated with
these impacts. Under all alternatives, impacts to natural resource areas
would be relatively minor, with 199.0 acres (out of 311,900 existing
acres) of primary environmental corridors impacted by transportation
system expansion under Alternative II. Alternative I would impact 215.2
acres of primary environmental corridors, and the Trend would impact
224.9 acres. Impacts to a number of other natural resources areas,
including wetlands and critical species habitats, are summarized in
Criterion 1.3.2 (Impacts to Natural Resource Areas).
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As described in Criterion 1.5.1 (Homes, Businesses, Land, and Parkland
Acquired), the Trend would have the greatest impact on homes,
businesses, land, and parkland, with expansion of the transportation
system requiring 414 homes or businesses to be relocated and 116.1
acres of parkland to be acquired. Alternative I would have a slightly
smaller impact with 358 homes or businesses relocated and 115.8
acres of parkland to be acquired, and Alternative II would have the
smallest impact with 272 homes or businesses relocated and 95.0
acres of parkland acquired. Home and business relocation can have
a negative impact on the local economy, and acquiring parkland can
negatively impact quality of life, in the neighborhoods adjacent to
transportation system expansion.
• Private Costs of Using the Transportation System: As discussed in
Criterion 3.3.1 (Private Transportation Costs per Capita), an expanded
transit system that provides more frequent and faster service to more
destinations has the ability to decrease the overall amount residents of
the Region spend on transportation. Under Alternatives I and II, more
residents are projected to live in households with fewer cars than under
the Trend, with many of their journeys instead being taken on transit.
Even with only a modestly higher transit mode share compared to the
Trend under Alternative II, the Region’s residents would spend $255
million less annually directly on transportation. Under Alternative I,
$185 million less would be spent annually directly on transportation.
• Improvements in Housing + Transportation Affordability:
Partially due to the decrease in private costs of transportation, Criterion
2.2.1 (Households with Affordable Housing + Transportation Costs)
estimates that under Alternative II, compared to the Trend, 33,400
more households would be located in H+T-affordable areas (defined
as areas with estimated housing and transportation costs that are
45 percent or less of the areawide household median income), and
therefore would potentially have more income to save or spend on
other needs. Under Alternative I, 21,500 more households would be
located in H+T-affordable areas than the Trend.
• Benefits of Decreased Crash Rates: Crashes contribute to overall
transportation costs by causing delay and unreliability on the
transportation network; they increase public costs for police and
emergency medical services; and, if they result in injury, increase
medical costs and can lead to a heavy toll in life, property damage,
and human suffering. One of the causes of crashes is poor or unsafe
roadway design, and improving the roadway network, as would be
done under all alternatives, would result in reductions in crash rates
and their negative effects. As can be seen in Criterion 1.6.1 (Crashes
by Mode), the total number of crashes on the transportation system
would be lowest under Alternative II (1,300 fewer crashes annually
than under the Trend), due primarily to the decrease in vehicle-miles
traveled in private automobiles. For the same reason, Alternative I
would have fewer crashes than the Trend (1,000 fewer annually). FHWA
has provided estimates of total societal costs of $3,200 to $290,000
per nonfatal crash (depending on severity) and $4,200,000 for the
average crash resulting in a fatality. Applying these costs, Alternative II
would save between $4.2 million and $377.0 million annually over the
Trend, with an additional $4 million saved for each of those crashes
that would have been fatal. Alternative I would save between $3.2
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million and $290.0 million, with an additional $4 million saved for
each of those crashes that would have been fatal.
• Costs of Travel Delay: As discussed in Criterion 3.3.2 (Per Household
Cost of Delay), when people are stuck in traffic—either in a car, bus,
or truck—they are prevented from doing more productive things
with their time. Valuing the costs associated with traffic delays can
be challenging, as estimates of the value of a person’s time while
they are stuck in traffic vary widely. Using guidance from USDOT,
it is estimated that the total cost of delay in the Region would be
highest under Alternative II ($22.3 million more per year than under
the Trend), and lowest under Alternative I ($4.4 million less per year
than under the Trend). This is due to Alternative I providing a robust
transit network while also providing highway capacity improvements
to address congestion, resulting in the least amount of congestion.
• Costs of Infrastructure and Services to Local Governments:
Significant research has been done nationally on the costs to local
governments to maintain the public infrastructure associated with
serving homes and businesses, but costs can vary widely across different
parts of the country depending on construction and maintenance
needs and practices. Criterion 3.4.1 (Supportive Infrastructure Costs)
uses local information to estimate costs for providing sewer, water,
and local roads to the new development under each alternative. The
cost of building this infrastructure is frequently borne by developers,
rather than cities, villages, and towns. However, local governments
are often left with the long-term maintenance and replacement costs
associated with this infrastructure, and national data indicate that the
per capita cost of maintaining roads, water mains, and sewer pipes,
and providing fire protection, school transportation, and solid waste
collection, all decrease as density increases. In addition—all else being
equal—walkable neighborhoods have higher per unit housing values,
and retain those values better in the face of a real estate slowdown.
Therefore, walkable, dense neighborhoods offer local governments
not only lower costs per capita, but higher and more stable property
tax revenues per unit.
• Benefits to the Environment: As covered extensively in Criterion
1.4.7 (Overall Environmental Sustainability), Alternative II would have
the lowest impact and the greatest benefit to the environment, with
Alternative I also performing better than the Trend. Alternative II would
preserve 0.5 percent more of the Region’s total land area as pervious
surface than the Trend (Alternative I would preserve 0.4 percent more),
resulting in less ecological damage and flooding. About 23 fewer
square miles of areas with high groundwater recharge potential would
be developed under Alternative II than the Trend, and 19 fewer square
miles would be developed under Alternative I. Transportation-related
greenhouse gas emissions and other air pollutants would be lowest
under Alternative II (1 to 2 percent lower than the Trend), and also
better than the Trend under Alternative I (generally slightly less than 1
percent lower than the Trend). Although it is difficult to monetize many
of these benefits, they can have a direct impact on the Region’s ability
to prepare for an uncertain climate future, and therefore are essential
to the future economic competitiveness of the Region.
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• Benefits to Public Health: Alternatives I and II both would improve
public health by making active transportation (such as biking and
walking) easier through increased density and enhanced bicycle
facilities, and having lower overall air pollutant levels than the Trend,
as discussed in Criterion 1.2.3 (Benefits and Impacts to Public Health).
As active transportation increases, public health tends to improve
and obesity-linked conditions tend to decline. As a result, the costly
expenditures related to caring for these conditions may be reduced,
which would lessen the healthcare costs to individuals and society as
a whole. Following this logic, Alternative Plans I and II would have a
greater potential to reduce healthcare costs than the Trend.
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CRITERION 3.1.3: ABILITY TO CONNECT TO NEARBY METRO
AREAS AND LEVERAGE THE VALUE OF THOSE AREAS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plan II provides the highest level of regional access to
the Region’s commercial air service, intercity bus service, intercity
passenger rail service, commuter rail service, and Lake Michigan
ferry service, followed by Alternative Plan I, then the Trend. These
services provide connections to nearby metro areas and beyond.
• Access to neighboring cities and metropolitan areas via the
Region’s freeway system is best provided by Alternative I, which
would result in the lowest level of congestion on the Region’s
freeway system, followed by Alternative II, then the Trend.

As described in the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS)24 for the Region, the role of transportation infrastructure—facilitating
the efficient movement of people and goods into, out of, and within the
Region—is critical for moving the Region forward on a path to new economic
growth. High-quality, well-designed transportation infrastructure connecting
the Region to nearby economic hubs, particularly the Chicago metropolitan
region, is important to enable the flow of people and goods. Southeastern
Wisconsin’s existing transportation connections to neighboring cities and
metro areas outside the Region rely heavily on the Region’s freeway system
as well as intercity travel options including commercial air service, intercity
passenger rail, intercity bus, commuter rail, and Lake Michigan ferry service.
The importance of connecting the Region with neighboring cities and
metropolitan areas is illustrated by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in its review of the Chicago
metropolitan region.25 The OECD describes the “Chicago Tri-State MetroRegion”—comprised of 14 counties in Illinois, Indiana, and Southeastern
Wisconsin (Kenosha County)—as has having one the largest regional
economies in the United States and in the world. The OECD notes that a
larger 21-county “Chicago Tri-State Region”—including five additional
Southeastern Wisconsin counties (Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Washington,
and Waukesha counties)—increasingly is viewed as having one interconnected
regional economy.
Each alternative plan’s transportation system differs in how it addresses
congestion on Southeastern Wisconsin’s freeway system as well as regional
connections to the airport, train stations, intercity bus stops, and ferry
terminal that are used by people traveling to and from neighboring cities and
metro areas. The impacts of each alternative’s transportation system on the
movement of freight to, from, and within the Region is discussed in Criterion
4.6.3 (Impacts to Freight Traffic).
• Southeastern Wisconsin Freeways: The Region’s freeways provide
critical connections in the Region for people traveling by car and bus
to and from neighboring cities and metro areas, including Chicago,
The Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, the Milwaukee 7 Regional
Economic Development Partnership, and the Southeast Wisconsin Regional Economic
Partnership, Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy for Southeastern
Wisconsin: 2015, Public Review Draft, February 2015.
24

25
OECD Publishing, OECD Territorial Reviews: The Chicago Tri-State Metropolitan
Area, United States, 2012.
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Rockford, Beloit, Madison, La Crosse, Eau Claire, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Sheboygan, Manitowoc, and Green
Bay. In particular, the Region’s freeways play a vital role in connecting
business travelers and commuters with neighboring cities and metro
areas. According to WisDOT, approximately 25,000 businesses are
currently located within two miles of key freeway segments in the
Region, including IH 41, IH 43, IH 94, and IH 894, and additional
business development adjacent to the Region’s freeways is expected to
continue through the year 2050.
As described in Criterion 4.4.1 (Congestion on Arterial Streets and
Highways), Alternative Plan I would result in the least congested
freeway system in the Region, with 26.7 percent (76.6 miles) of
the system operating over its design capacity (moderate, severe, or
extreme congestion) on an average weekday. The congested freeway
miles under Alternative I would be expected to be about 1.1 percent
less than Alternative II (79.8 miles) and 2.4 percent less than the Trend
(83.7 miles).
• General Mitchell International Airport: General Mitchell
International Airport (GMIA) currently provides access to commercial
air service, intercity bus service, and intercity passenger rail service,
connecting the Region to both nearby regions and other metropolitan
areas across the nation and world. Commercial airlines serving GMIA
provided daily non-stop flights to 39 domestic and international
destinations as of August 2015. Intercity bus companies stopping
at GMIA provide daily service to nearby cities, including Chicago,
Madison, La Crosse, Wisconsin Rapids, Stevens Point, Wausau, Fond
du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Sheboygan, Manitowoc, and Green Bay.
Amtrak’s Hiawatha Service trains stop at GMIA and provide daily
service to Chicago.
Under the Trend, regional access to GMIA would be provided by the
arterial street and highway system, local bus transit service, and a
commuter bus route operating between Kenosha and Milwaukee.
Alternative I would improve regional access to GMIA by providing a
rapid transit line connecting the Airport with downtown Milwaukee
and a commuter rail line operating between Kenosha and downtown
Milwaukee that would serve the Airport. Alternative II would provide
regional access to GMIA similar to Alternative Plan I, with the rapid
transit line connecting the Airport to downtown Milwaukee extended
south into Oak Creek.
• Milwaukee Intermodal Station: The Milwaukee Intermodal Station
(MIS) in downtown Milwaukee provides access to intercity bus service
and intercity passenger rail service connecting Southeastern Wisconsin
to nearby cities and metro areas. Intercity bus companies stopping at
MIS currently provide daily service to nearby cities, including Chicago,
Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Green Bay, Marinette, Escanaba, Marquette,
Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Madison, Wisconsin Rapids, Stevens
Point, Wausau, La Crosse, Eau Claire, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Amtrak’s Hiawatha Service and Empire Builder trains stop at MIS and
provide daily service to nearby cities, including Chicago, La Crosse,
Winona, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Under the Trend, regional access to MIS would be directly provided
by the arterial street and highway system, local bus transit service,
234
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the downtown Milwaukee streetcar line, and a commuter bus route
operating between Kenosha and Milwaukee. Alternative I would
improve local bus transit service to MIS and replace the commuter bus
route with a commuter rail line connecting Kenosha and downtown
Milwaukee. Alternative II would greatly enhance transit access to MIS,
with two rapid transit corridors connecting downtown Milwaukee with
northwestern Milwaukee and with Milwaukee’s East Side and Bayshore
Town Center. In addition, Alternative II would provide a second
commuter rail line operating between Oconomowoc and downtown
Milwaukee.
• Other Intercity Bus Stops, Train Stations, and Ferry Terminals:
Several other locations in the Region provide access to intercity bus
service, intercity passenger rail service, commuter rail service, and Lake
Michigan ferry service. The Goerke’s Corners park-ride lot in Brookfield
provides access to daily intercity bus service connecting Waukesha
County with Madison, Wisconsin Rapids, and Stevens Point. The
Sturtevant Amtrak station provides access to daily intercity passenger
rail service connecting Racine County with the Chicago metro area.
The Kenosha Metra station provides access to daily commuter rail
service connecting the City of Kenosha with the Chicago metro area.
Finally, the Lake Express ferry terminal in Milwaukee provides access
to daily Lake Michigan ferry service in the spring, summer, and fall
connecting Milwaukee with Muskegon.
Under the Trend, regional access to the Goerke’s Corners park-ride
lot would be provided by the arterial street and highway system, local
bus transit service, and commuter bus routes connecting downtown
Milwaukee with both Oconomowoc and Waukesha. Alternatives I and
II would improve access by providing a rapid transit line connecting
Goerke’s Corners to downtown Waukesha and downtown Milwaukee.
Under the Trend, regional access to the Sturtevant Amtrak station
would be provided by the arterial street and highway system and by
local bus transit service. Alternatives I and II would improve access
by providing improved local bus transit service and by providing an
express bus route connecting the station to the Ives Grove park-ride
lot and the Corinne Reid Owens Transit Center in downtown Racine.
Under the Trend, regional access to the Kenosha Metra station would
be provided by the arterial street and highway system, by local bus
transit service, and by the Kenosha streetcar line. Alternatives I and II
would improve access by providing improved local bus transit service;
by providing an express bus route connecting the station to Paddock
Lake, Silver Lake, and Twin Lakes; and by providing a commuter rail
line connecting the station with downtown Milwaukee.
Under the Trend, regional access to the Lake Express ferry terminal
in Milwaukee would be provided by the arterial street and highway
system. Alternatives I and II would improve access by connecting it to
the transit network with local bus transit service.
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CRITERION 3.1.4: POTENTIAL FOR ATTRACTING
RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The Region’s land development pattern and its transportation
system can be important factors in attracting residents and
businesses. Transportation access, traffic congestion, travel
time reliability, transit quality, walkable areas, and bicycle
accommodations are specific factors directly impacted by the
alternatives.
• Alternative I would perform best in terms of traffic congestion and
travel time reliability on the arterial street and highway system,
while Alternative II would perform best in terms of transit access
and quality, as well as walkable areas and housing options.
• Both Alternatives I and II would have the most significant
improvements to bicycle infrastructure.

Attracting businesses and residents is a primary focus of economic
development efforts. In Southeastern Wisconsin, as in many other regions,
this will be even more important in the future as there will be a need to
in-migrate population to grow businesses and jobs in the long-term. For
most communities, attraction means capitalizing on what currently exists and
improving the things that prospective businesses and residents find important.
For VISION 2050, the focus on attracting businesses and residents, as well
as improving quality of life for existing businesses and residents, relate to the
Region’s future land development pattern and transportation system.
• Attraction Factors: There are many factors that affect where a business
decides to locate or expand and where an individual or family decides
to make their home. Many of these factors are unique to the particular
business or individual, and would not directly be impacted by VISION
2050. For example, if a business relies on abundant fresh water for its
operations, it may find Southeastern Wisconsin particularly attractive
given its ready access to Lake Michigan’s water supply. Businesses also
tend to look at factors such as the cost to acquire land, education and
skills of potential employees, tax structure, and customer base. For
individuals or families, they may move to an area for a new job, a
better school, or to be closer to family, among other factors. While the
development pattern and transportation system can have an indirect
impact on these factors, the alternative plan evaluation focuses on the
factors that would be more directly impacted by the alternatives.
Primary factors significantly impacted by the alternatives are
transportation infrastructure and housing. Many businesses in
particular look at transportation access and housing opportunities as
critical location factors, whether that means locating near a freeway
interchange or locating in an area with robust transit service and
housing options available to its employees. Individuals and families
also tend to consider how they would commute to work or school, or
make trips to stores and restaurants, for example. When it comes to
transportation, some people and businesses perceive excessive traffic
and long commutes to be a deterrent to improving their quality of
life and will choose to locate in an area with less traffic congestion
and shorter commute times. For some, other factors may be more
important, and relatively high congestion levels are tolerable as long
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as they coincide with reliable travel times from day to day. Travel time
reliability, described in more detail in Criterion 4.6.1 (Transportation
Reliability), is particularly important to businesses that need to ship
their goods.
More and more people—and the businesses that employ them—are
also looking for areas with a fast, reliable, and well-connected transit
system. Access to robust transit services allows them to avoid the need
to drive a car, which tends to be far more expensive than using public
transit. Related to this factor, there are also growing numbers of people
who are looking for areas where they can walk to different destinations,
such as jobs, restaurants, grocery stores, parks, and schools. Still
others want to see an emphasis on bicycle accommodations and the
infrastructure that allows bicycling to be a viable alternative to driving,
as well as provides recreational opportunities by bicycle.
• How the Alternatives Perform: While location decisions are clearly
individual choices, the alternatives include elements that may make
the Region more (or less) attractive to potential businesses and
residents. In terms of traffic congestion, Alternative Plan I would
perform slightly better than the Trend and Alternative Plan II given the
additional capacity to address congestion on the arterial street and
highway system and significant improvements to the transit system to
provide alternatives to congested roads. Despite the most significant
improvements to transit in Alternative II, congestion would be slightly
higher than Alternative I because highway capacity expansions for
Alternative II would only be located in the rural and low-density
suburban areas not served by fixed-guideway transit. The additional
traffic congestion in the Trend and Alternative II would mean slightly
longer travel times, and a higher chance of crashes that would reduce
transportation reliability.
For people looking to avoid the need to drive, and for businesses
looking for robust transit service and housing options for their
employees, Alternative II would perform the best. More people under
Alternative II would have access to transit, and more people would
have access to higher-quality, fixed-guideway transit, than under the
Trend or Alternative I. Alternative II would also have the most walkable
areas, providing prospective residents with the opportunity to walk
to many destinations, and the greatest variety of housing options of
the alternatives. While the Trend would improve the bicycle network,
Alternatives I and II envision further improvements to the bicycle
network through the provision of enhanced bicycle facilities (such as
protected bike lanes or buffered bike lanes) in key regional corridors.
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CRITERION 3.2.1: AVERAGE ANNUAL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM INVESTMENT
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative II would require the most public investment ($1,177.2
million annually, or 46 percent more than the Trend), as it includes
significantly increased investment in transit and bicycle facilities,
while still adding arterial street and highway capacity, primarily in
the rural and suburban parts of the Region.
• Alternative I would be the next most expensive ($1,128.7 million
annually, or 40 percent more than the Trend), followed by the
Trend ($807.8 million annually).
• Implementing Alternatives I or II without highway improvements
would reduce annual alternative plan costs by approximately $43
to $50 million, or about 4 percent.

The transportation systems included in Alternative Plans I and II would require
additional revenues beyond what is currently available for transportation from
Federal, State, and local taxes. Additional revenues could come from many
sources, and could mean increased gas taxes, a vehicle mileage traveled
fee, or increased county sales taxes, among other options. Possible sources
for these additional revenues are not identified in this stage of the planning
process, but will be part of the development of a preliminary recommended
plan.
• Evaluation Results: Considered solely based on the amount of tax
dollars required to provide each transportation system, the Trend is
less expensive than either alternative plan. Even with the reduction in
public investment that would be possible if arterial streets and highways
were reconstructed without additional capacity, the expanded transit
systems included under Alternatives I and II would require more public
investment than the Trend. In addition, the transit systems under
Alternatives I and II would be slightly more expensive to construct
and operate if additional capacity is not added to arterial streets and
highways, as the additional congestion would result in more buses
being required to provide the same frequencies on transit services that
operate in mixed traffic.
Alternative II would require the least amount of investment in arterial
streets and highways, while requiring the most investment in transit
service. The Trend would be the least expensive, with Alternative I
being nearly as expensive as Alternative II.
Overall, Alternative II would require the most public investment
($1,177.2 million annually, or 46 percent more than the Trend), as
it includes significantly increased investment in transit and bicycle
facilities, while still adding arterial street and highway capacity,
primarily in the rural and suburban parts of the Region. Alternative I
with would be the next most expensive ($1,128.7 million annually,
or 40 percent more than the Trend), followed by the Trend ($807.8
million annually). Implementing Alternatives I or II without highway
improvements would reduce annual expenditures by approximately
$43 to $50 million, or 4 percent.
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$565.0
$593.8
$550.1

Alt I Without Highway
Improvements - 2050

Alt II With Highway
Improvements - 2050

Alt II Without Highway
Improvements - 2050
$83.2

$83.2

$84.3

$84.3

$84.3

--

$633.3

$677.0

$649.3

$701.2

$702.7

--

$125.4a

$125.0a

$91.3

$90.6

$21.1

$30.1

$369.3a

$368.7a

$331.8

$330.5

$82.4

$133.0

$494.7

$493.8

$423.1

$421.1

$103.5

$163.1

Subtotal

$6.4

$6.4

$6.4

$6.4

$1.7

--

Construction

Bicycle
Facilities

$1,134.4

$1,177.2

$1,078.8

$1,128.7

$807.8

--

Annual Total

The rapid transit corridors included in Alternative II are assumed to be median or center-lane running bus rapid transit for the purposes of estimating the investment required to implement Alternative
II. In general, median-running light rail construction costs are approximately $63.5 million per mile, while median-running bus rapid transit construction costs are approximately $12.8 million per
mile. Operating costs per service hour are also higher for light rail than bus rapid transit, although the greater capacity of light rail vehicles can result in a lower operating cost per passenger than
bus rapid transit.

$616.9

Alt I With Highway
Improvements - 2050

Source: SEWRPC

a

$618.4

--

Construction &
Vehicles

Operations &
Maintenance

Subtotal

Operations &
Maintenance

Construction

Trend - 2050

Existing - 2015

Alternative

Transit Services

Arterial Streets and Highways

Table F.29
Average Annual Transportation System Investment (in Millions of 2015 Dollars)
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CRITERION 3.3.1: PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION
COSTS PER CAPITA
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative Plan II would save the Region’s residents
approximately $185 million annually by the year 2050 compared
to the Trend, while Alternative Plan I would save the Region’s
residents approximately $130 million annually by the year 2050
compared to the Trend.
• On average, each resident of the Region would save
approximately $80 a year under Alternative II and $55 a year
under Alternative I when compared to the Trend.

In addition to measuring public expenditures on transportation infrastructure
(see Criterion 3.2.1 – Average Annual Transportation System Investment), it
is important to consider the amount of money that residents would spend on
transportation directly. Measured in this criterion, these personal costs for
transportation include the costs of owning and operating a private vehicle
and the costs of fares to ride public transportation. In the case of a car, these
costs include fuel; tires; maintenance; insurance; purchasing, leasing, or
financing; and depreciation. The average vehicle in Southeastern Wisconsin
costs its owner approximately $5,500 per year, while an annual transit
pass in Southeastern Wisconsin ranges from $300 to $1,000, depending
on the transit system and whether or not the rider qualifies for discounted
fares. Therefore, the availability of transit—and whether or not it provides a
convenient, attractive service—can have a significant effect on the amount
of money residents of the Region are spending on transportation. The effect
of transportation costs on household budgets is further discussed in Criterion
2.2.1 (Households with Affordable Housing + Transportation Costs).
• Evaluation Results: The regional private cost of driving was
calculated by first multiplying the projected number of personal
vehicles under each alternative by the fixed costs of owning a vehicle
(such as depreciation, insurance, and the purchase cost). This sum was
then added to the sum of the vehicle-miles of travel projected under
each alternative multiplied by the variable costs of owning a vehicle
(including fuel, tires, and maintenance). The regional private cost of
using transit was calculated by multiplying the projected number of
transit trips under each alternative by the average fare paid per transit
trip.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table F.30, and indicate that
due to the increase in walking, biking, and transit trips caused by a
more compact development pattern and expanded transit services,
Alternative Plan II would save the Region’s residents approximately
$185 million annually by the year 2050 compared to the Trend, and
Alternative Plan I would save the Region’s residents approximately
$130 million annually by the year 2050 compared to the Trend.
Approximately $80 per year would be saved on a per person basis
under Alternative II and approximately $55 per year per person
under Alternative I, although the savings would be distributed based
on which households decided to replace one or more vehicles with
walking, biking, and taking transit. The Trend would result in the
average resident’s and the entire Region’s direct transportation costs
increasing significantly compared to current costs.
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Table F.30
Private Transportation Costs per Capita

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Regional Private Cost of
Driving (Average
Annual in 2015 Dollars)
$6,170,000,000
$7,354,000,000
$7,171,000,000
$7,171,000,000
$7,099,000,000
$7,098,000,000

Regional Private Cost of
Using Transit (Average
Annual in 2015 Dollars)
$58,205,000
$53,205,000
$105,512,000
$105,977,000
$123,131,000
$123,651,000

Combined Average
Private Transportation
Cost per Capita
(Average Annual in
2015 Dollars)
$3,083
$3,147
$3,091
$3,091
$3,068
$3,068

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 3.3.2: PER HOUSEHOLD COST OF DELAY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The cost of travel time delay represents an estimate of the value of
time lost due to delay.
• The total cost of delay to the Region would be highest under
Alternative II ($463.5 million per year)—6 percent more than
Alternative I ($438.2 million) and 4 percent more than the Trend
($443.9 million). All three alternatives would have higher costs
than under existing conditions ($434.4 million).
• Per household cost of delay would be less than existing under
each alternative, with Alternative II ($289 per household per year)
being 5 percent higher than Alternative I ($276) and 4 percent
higher than the Trend ($277).
• The total cost of delay in the absence of highway capacity
expansions (except for committed expansion projects) would be
about 41 percent higher under Alternative I and 32 percent higher
under Alternative II.

As discussed in Criterion 4.4.2 (Travel Time Delay), congested roadway
conditions increase the time it takes to travel, resulting in lost time for drivers
and transit riders. When people are stuck in traffic—be it in a car, bus, or
truck—the delay they experience means they have less time to do other
potentially more productive and enjoyable activities. Their travel is also more
stressful. However, measuring the value of people’s time is a challenging and
complex endeavor, and some of the more widely publicized estimates have
been criticized for exaggerating the cost of delay. The USDOT has provided
guidance on estimating the value of travel time savings, which acknowledges
the challenges associated with estimating the value of time.26 The purpose of
the USDOT guidance is to aid USDOT staff in the evaluation of actions that
could result in either increased or reduced travel time, with the guidance to be
applied to benefit-cost or cost-effectiveness analyses of projects. Recognizing
that it is difficult to quantify the value of people’s time when it comes to time
lost traveling on congested roadways, this criterion examines the expected
delay on the transportation system under each alternative and makes an
attempt to monetize the time lost due to that delay for auto, transit, and
commercial truck travel.
• Estimating Cost of Delay: To estimate the cost of travel time delay for
auto, transit, and commercial truck travel under the alternatives, the
minutes of travel time delay27 from Criterion 4.4.2 were multiplied by
an approximated value of time for each type of travel.28 The value of
time on a per hour basis is considerably higher for commercial travel
26
Office of Transportation Policy, U.S. Department of Transportation, The Value of Travel Time
Savings: Departmental Guidance for Conducting Economic Evaluations, Revision 2 (2014
Update), July 9, 2014.
27

Travel time delay is defined as the difference in travel time between congested and
uncongested conditions.
28
The value of time assumed for the cost of delay estimates was broken into travel by personal
automobile ($12.25 per hour), transit ($12.25 per hour), light-duty commercial truck ($40 per
hour), medium-duty commercial truck ($45 per hour), and heavy-duty commercial truck ($50
per hour). The automobile and transit value of time estimates are based on the previously cited
US DOT guidance, while the commercial truck estimates were based on estimates from: Puget
Sound Regional Council, Planning for Freight in the Central Puget Sound Region, Travel Model
Improvements for the Congestion Management Process and Long Range Transportation Plan
Update, July 2009.
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than for personal travel (auto and transit) largely due to the fact that
the person whose time is affected is being paid to transport goods.
Some goods require faster shipping and have a correspondingly higher
value placed on the shipping time. Cost of delay was estimated both
on an average weekday and on an average annual basis.29 Cost of
delay for personal travel was also estimated on a per household basis.
• Evaluation Results: Table F.31 presents a comparison of the estimated
cost of delay on an average weekday and on an average annual basis
for existing conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II. The total
cost of delay (personal and commercial) to the Region would be highest
under Alternative II ($463.5 million per year)—6 percent more than
under Alternative I ($438.2 million), and 4 percent more than under
the Trend ($443.9 million). The higher cost of delay under Alternative
II is a result of fewer highway capacity expansions to address traffic
congestion. The total cost of delay would be higher under all three
alternatives than under existing conditions ($434.4 million); however,
per household cost of delay would be less as an additional 172,300
households are projected to be added to the Region through the year
2050. Similar to the minutes of delay discussed in Criterion 4.4.2,
the total cost of delay in the absence of highway capacity expansions
(except for committed expansion projects and freeway modernization)
would be about 41 percent higher under Alternative I and 32 percent
higher under Alternative II.
On a per household basis for personal travel, Alternative II (about
$289 per household per year) would have the highest cost of delay,
about 5 percent higher than Alternative I ($276) and 4 percent higher
than the Trend ($277). However, per household cost of delay would
be lower under all three alternatives than existing conditions ($338).
It should be noted that the cost of delay (total and per household)
for transit is higher under Alternatives I and II than the Trend, largely
due to the expected increases in transit use under the two alternative
plans, which is further discussed under Criterion 4.1.1 (Trips per Day
by Mode). The increased transit travel under Alternatives I and II would
utilize both transit service operating in mixed traffic and fixed-guideway
transit service operating in medians, transit-only lanes, or rail corridors.
The transit travel in mixed traffic would be subject to traffic congestion
and associated travel time delay, while fixed-guideway transit would
mostly be unaffected by traffic congestion.

29
Average annual delay is based on average weekday delay multiplied by the number
of weekdays in a year.
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Table F.31
Per Household Cost of Delay

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050
a

Cost of Delay on an Average Weekday ($ millions)
Personal Travel
Commercial
Travel
Total
Automobile
Transit
$1.01
$1.01
$0.97
$1.38
$1.04
$1.37

$0.06
$0.05
$0.08
$0.10
$0.07
$0.07

$257.0
$258.0
$247.9
$352.6
$264.7
$350.1

$13.5
$11.2
$20.1
$23.8
$16.3
$17.9

$163.9
$174.7
$170.2
$243.4
$182.5
$242.9

Total
$434.4
$443.9
$438.2
$619.8
$463.5
$610.9

Per Household Cost of Delay for Personal Travel ($)
Average Weekday
Average Annual
$1.34
$1.09
$1.08
$1.52
$1.14
$1.48

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Puget Sound Regional Council, and SEWRPC
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$1.70
$1.73
$1.70
$2.41
$1.81
$2.37

Average Annual Cost of Delay ($ millions)
Personal Travel
Commercial
Automobile
Transit
Travel

Average annual delay is based on average weekday delay multiplied by the number of weekdays in a year.
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$0.63
$0.67
$0.65
$0.93
$0.70
$0.93

$338.08
$276.84
$275.61
$387.08
$289.98
$378.45
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CRITERION 3.3.3: RESILIENCE IN ADAPTING
TO CHANGING FUEL PRICES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Testing the alternatives under higher and lower fuel prices,
indicates that VMT and trips per day by mode would be expected
to change to adapt to the higher cost of driving.
• Alternative Plans I and II propose significantly improved and
expanded transit infrastructure, with Alternative II proposing the
most, which increases the capacity of the transportation system to
handle more travel by alternative modes to the automobile. This
increased capacity would make the system more resilient should
the long-term fuel price significantly increase beyond what is
expected.

One of the major unknowns in planning for the Region’s transportation
system is the future availability and cost of fuel. As noted in Criterion 3.3.1
(Private Transportation Costs per Capita), the cost of fuel is only one element
of the cost to owning a car. However, the long-term cost of fuel can be a
factor in whether a person buys a more fuel-efficient car and in whether
a person decides to drive as opposed to use transit, bicycle, or walk. This
criterion tests the alternatives’ performance given two opposite assumptions
related to fuel prices. The first assumes the expected long-term fuel price
would approximately double (about $7.50 per gallon), while the second
assumes fuel price would approximately halve ($1.75 per gallon).30
• Vehicle-Miles of Travel: Recognizing the difficulty in predicting
how significant an impact a fuel price increase or decrease would
have on the amount of driving in the long term, the Commission’s
travel demand models were used to estimate how much VMT might
be expected to fluctuate if fuel prices were to be doubled or halved,
as presented in Table F.32. Under the higher fuel price, VMT under
the Trend would be 10 percent lower than under the expected fuel
price. It would be 9 percent lower under Alternative I, and 8 percent
lower under Alternative II. Under the lower fuel price, VMT would be
5 percent higher under the Trend, Alternative I, and Alternative II. The
fluctuations in VMT indicate that some residents of the Region would
shift their travel behavior based on changes to the long-term price,
although the changes would be relatively modest.
Table F.32
Vehicle-Miles of Travel Under Different Fuel Prices
Alternative
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Average Weekday VMT (millions)
Expected Fuel Price
Double the Fuel Price
Half the Fuel Price
52.1
48.2
54.6
51.1
46.3
53.7
50.7
45.6
53.3

Source: SEWRPC

30
The projected fuel price in the year 2050 is estimated to be about $3.64 per gallon
in year 2015 dollars.
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Table F.33
Trips per Day by Mode Under Different Fuel Prices
Trips on an Average Weekday
Under the Expected Fuel Price
Transit
Non-Motorized
130,000
571,000
191,000
587,000
211,000
597,000

Alternative
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Automobile
6,573,000
6,496,000
6,458,000

Total
7,274,000
7,274,000
7,266,000

Alternative
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Trips on an Average Weekday
Under a Doubling of the Expected Fuel Price
Automobile
Transit
Non-Motorized
Total
6,448,000
175,000
651,000
7,274,000
6,311,000
297,000
666,000
7,274,000
6,256,000
332,000
678,000
7,266,000

Alternative
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Trips on an Average Weekday
Under a Halving of the Expected Fuel Price
Automobile
Transit
Non-Motorized
Total
6,622,000
116,000
536,000
7,274,000
6,559,000
164,000
551,000
7,274,000
6,524,000
181,000
561,000
7,266,000

Source: SEWRPC

• Trips per Day by Mode: Part of one’s mode choice is dependent
on the perceived cost of using that mode, which can be impacted by
fuel prices. Fuel price is particularly significant because a person filling
up their car’s gas tank immediately notices when they are saving or
spending more on fuel. The Commission’s travel demand models
were used to estimate how mode choice could change if the expected
fuel price were to be doubled or halved, as presented in Table F.33.
Under the Trend, where transit service would decline from existing
levels, transit trips would increase by 35 percent under the higher fuel
price and decrease by 11 percent under the lower fuel price. Under
Alternative I, where transit service would be significantly improved and
expanded, transit trips would increase by 55 percent under the higher
fuel price and decrease by 14 percent under the lower fuel price. Under
Alternative II, where transit service would be improved and expanded
even more than Alternative I, transit trips would increase by 57 percent
under the higher fuel price and decrease by 14 percent under the
lower fuel price. Non-motorized trips based on the different fuel price
assumptions would vary between alternatives similar to transit trips,
although to a lesser degree. Similar to the fluctuations in VMT, the
change in the number of trips by mode shows that some residents of
the Region would shift their travel behavior based on changes to the
long-term fuel price.
• Alternative Transportation Options: Alternative Plans I and II both
propose significantly improved and expanded transit infrastructure,
with Alternative II proposing the most improvement and expansion.
Under the expected fuel price, projected increases in transit ridership
and non-motorized travel may be relatively modest with respect to their
effect on total regional travel, as discussed in Criterion 4.1.1 (Trips per
Day by Mode). Similarly, as shown in testing the impact of a higher fuel
price, the projected increases in trips by alternative modes may also be
relatively modest. However, the significantly improved and expanded
transit infrastructure under Alternative Plans I and II, with Alternative
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II proposing the most improvement and expansion, would provide the
capacity to carry even more of the Region’s residents. By increasing
the capacity of the transportation system to handle more travel by
alternative modes to the automobile, the system would be even more
resilient should the long-term fuel price significantly increase beyond
what is expected.
• Transit System Operating Costs: Lower fuel prices in the long
term would reduce transit system operating costs, while higher fuel
prices would increase those costs. However, fuel costs are a relatively
small proportion of total operating costs, with salaries and benefits
for drivers and other staff usually accounting for the majority of total
operating costs.
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CRITERION 3.4.1: SUPPORTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS
KEY CONCLUSION
• The overall cost of extending supportive infrastructure (sewer,
water, and local roads) to new development would be about $6.9
billion under the Trend, $5.5 billion under Alternative Plan I, and
$5.0 billion under Alternative Plan II.

Density, building type, and location affect the cost of extending supportive
infrastructure to new development, including sewer, water, and local roads.
Infrastructure can be extended to compact development in a more efficient
and cost-effective manner than to lower-density development. It is even more
cost effective to extend infrastructure to redevelopment/infill development in
urban areas that can take advantage of existing infrastructure. Alternatives
I and II perform better than the Trend because they feature more compact
development patterns. Alternative II performs the best because it includes
the most redevelopment and compact development.
• Sewer and Water:31 The cost of extending public sewer and water to
new development typically increases with larger lots and more singlefamily homes. As single-family lot sizes increase, so does the frontage
of each lot along the street. This results in longer sewer and water
mains. For example, a single-family lot less than one-quarter acre in
size typically has a frontage of 75’ or less. A single-family lot of onehalf acre or more in size typically has a frontage of 100’ or more. The
cost of service laterals from the sewer and water mains to the homes
also increases as lot sizes increase. The home on the smaller lot would
typically be 25’ or less from the road right-of-way where the mains
are located. The home on the larger lot would typically be 40’, 50’, or
more from the road right-of-way.
It costs less to extend public sewer and water to multifamily development
per unit than single-family development. The frontage per housing
unit may be expected to decrease dramatically compared to singlefamily housing. In addition, multiple housing units can be served by
one sewer service lateral and one water service lateral, although the
service laterals may need to be larger than those connecting a singlefamily home.
The location of development also affects the cost of extending public
sewer and water infrastructure. Sewer and water mains are extended
a shorter distance if new development occurs immediately at the
edges of cities and villages compared to more scattered development.
Redevelopment and infill development reduce the costs of extending
public sewer and water even more because existing mains could be
used.
For the purposes of this criterion: the cost of sewer mains is $82 per linear foot,
including manholes and laterals to the ROW (66’). The cost of water mains is $80 per
linear foot, including hydrants, valves, and service to ROW (66’). Redevelopment areas
and vacant lots located on existing streets are excluded from the cost of extending
sewer and water mains. 4” service laterals are $40 per linear foot for sewer and $25
per linear foot for water. 6” laterals are $50 per linear foot for sewer and $35 per linear
foot for water. Sewer and water connection fees are estimated at $3,000 and $2,100
per housing unit, respectively. Private onsite wastewater treatment system (POWTS)
and private well costs are included in the sewer and water figures for those lots without
public service. POWTS installation and fees are $10,900 and private well installation
and fees are $9,050.
31
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Table F.34
Supportive Infrastructure Costs
Alternative
Trend
Alt I
Alt II

Sewer Infrastructure
(billions of $)
$1.65
$1.26
$1.18

Water Infrastructure
(billions of $)
$1.39
$1.04
$0.96

Local Roads
(billions of $)
$3.89
$3.21
$2.86

Total Supportive
Infrastructure
(billions of $)
$6.93
$5.50
$5.00

Source: SEWRPC

Public sewer and water infrastructure is typically not extended to large
lots of 1.5 to five acres or more in size that are scattered in exurban
and rural areas. This type of development is supported by private
onsite wastewater treatment systems (POWTS) and wells.
Table F.34 shows the Trend has the highest cost for extending sewer
and water infrastructure to new development. This is because the
Trend has the least compact development pattern, redevelopment/
infill development, and multifamily development of the alternatives.
The cost is significantly reduced under Alternative I, and the cost is the
lowest under Alternative II. Alternatives I and II both have compact
development patterns with the majority of new development occurring
as redevelopment/infill development, or at the edge of existing cities
and villages. Alternative II has a greater focus on redevelopment/infill
development.
• Roads:32 The cost of extending local roads is also affected by the
density and location of development. Higher-density development with
less frontage reduces the distance local roads need to be extended;
however, local roads in higher-density areas are more costly per lane
mile than in lower-density areas. This is because local roads in higherdensity areas may include features such as wider travel and parking/
auxiliary lanes, and pedestrian/streetscape amenities that may not
be present in lower-density development. In addition, local roads in
multifamily development and single-family developments of lot sizes
of one-quarter acre or less would include curb and gutter, which would
not generally be present in development with lot sizes of one-half
acre or more. Redevelopment/infill development may be able to take
advantage of existing streets.
Table F-34 shows the cost of extending local roads to new development
is greater under the Trend than Alternatives I and II despite the higher
construction cost per mile. Alternatives I and II have similar compact
development patterns; however, there is more multifamily development
and redevelopment/infill development under Alternative II. This results
in more new frontage under Alternative I.
32
For the purposes of this criterion: local roads serving new multifamily and single-family
development with lot sizes of one-quarter acre or less are $1,970,000 per lane mile,
excluding public sewer and water infrastructure. Local roads serving new single-family
development with lot sizes of about 15,000 square feet are $1,510,000 per lane mile,
excluding public sewer and water. Local roads serving new single-family development
with lot sizes of about one-half acre are $1,050,000 per lane mile, excluding public
sewer and water infrastructure. Local roads serving new single-family development
with lot sizes of more than one-half acre are $790,000 per lane mile (no public sewer
and water infrastructure in these areas). Redevelopment areas and vacant lots located
on existing streets are excluded from the cost of extending local roads.
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CRITERION 4.1.1: TRIPS PER DAY BY MODE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The vast majority of personal travel by residents of the Region
would continue to be by car in the future—regardless of the
alternative—but Alternatives I and II would be expected to
significantly increase the number of people that use alternative
modes of transportation.
• Alternative II would have the most transit trips (211,000)—10
percent more than Alternative I (191,000) and 62 percent more
than the Trend (130,000).
• Alternative II would have the most non-motorized trips (597,000)—
2 percent more than Alternative I (587,000) and 5 percent more
than the Trend (571,000).

The vast majority of travel currently made in the Region by residents of the
Region is by car, and is likely to continue be by car in the future. However,
improvements to public transit and bicycling, which provide alternatives to
driving, can significantly increase the number of people that are able and
choose to use these alternative modes.
• Evaluation Results: Table F.35 presents the total number of person
trips by mode for residents of the Region on an average weekday within
the Region under the existing transportation system and development
pattern, as well as under the Trend and Alternatives I and II. The
Commission’s travel demand models forecast a continuing, though
modest, increase of 18 percent in travel through the year 2050, given
projected increases in population, households, and employment.
Under the three alternatives, automobile travel is expected to increase
by between 17 to 19 percent over the next 35 years, or about 0.4
percent per year. It is expected to continue to account for the vast
majority of trips, regardless of the alternative’s development pattern,
arterial improvements, transit improvements, or bicycle improvements.
The Trend would be expected to have the most automobile trips and
the fewest transit and non-motorized trips. The Trend would have 19
percent more automobile trips than under existing conditions, with 3
percent fewer transit trips and 9 percent more non-motorized trips.
Under the Trend, automobile trips would be about 1 percent higher
than Alternative I and 2 percent higher than Alternative II. Alternative
I would have 48 percent more transit trips and 3 percent more nonmotorized trips than the Trend. Alternative II would have the highest
number of transit and non-motorized trips, with 62 percent more
transit trips and 5 percent more non-motorized trips than the Trend.
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Table F.35
Trips per Day by Mode Within the Region by Residents of the Region
Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Automobile
5,521,000
6,573,000
6,496,000
6,495,000
6,458,000
6,457,000

Trips on an Average Weekday
Transit
Non-Motorized
134,000
524,000
130,000
571,000
191,000
587,000
192,000
587,000
211,000
597,000
212,000
597,000

Total
6,179,000
7,274,000
7,274,000
7,274,000
7,266,000
7,266,000

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 4.1.2: VEHICLE-MILES OF TRAVEL
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The Trend would have the highest VMT on an average weekday
(52.1 million)—2 percent more than Alternative I (51.1 million)
and 3 percent more than Alternative II (50.7 million).
• The Trend would also have the highest VMT per capita (7,600
miles per year)—3 percent more than Alternative I (7,400) and
Alternative II (7,400).

Vehicle-miles of travel (VMT)—the number of miles traveled by vehicles in
a specified region for a specified time period—is often used to indicate the
amount of driving occurring in a region. There has been a substantial amount
of research on local and national VMT trends and numerous predictions
regarding whether and by how much VMT will increase in the future. Similarly,
VMT per capita has been focused on as a way of estimating whether people
are driving more or less on average. VMT and VMT per capita generally vary
depending on trip lengths and whether trips can be made by an alternative
mode such as transit, biking, or walking. Reducing trip lengths and providing
improved alternative transportation options tend to reduce VMT and VMT per
capita. This criterion compares both total VMT and VMT per capita.
• Evaluation Results: Table F.36 presents total VMT and VMT per capita
on an average weekday and on an average annual basis under the
existing transportation system and development pattern, as well as
under the Trend and Alternatives I and II. The Commission’s travel
demand models forecast a continuing, though modest, increase in
overall travel through the year 2050, given projected increases in
population, households, and employment. Under the three alternatives,
VMT is expected to increase by between 24 and 27 percent over the
next 35 years, or about 0.6 percent per year. It should be noted that
total VMT includes both personal and commercial vehicle travel, as well
as travel through the Region. Commercial vehicle travel and vehicle
travel through the Region have been increasing faster than personal
travel, and this is projected to continue. As a result, projected future
increases in commercial and through vehicle travel are likely causing
the VMT per capita estimates to be higher under each alternative
compared to existing, rather than residents driving more on average.
The Trend would be expected to have the highest total VMT, with about
27 percent more VMT than under existing conditions. Under the Trend,
VMT would be 2 percent higher than Alternative I and 3 percent higher
than Alternative II. The Trend would also have the highest VMT per
capita—3 percent higher than Alternatives I and II.
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Table F.36
Vehicle-Miles of Travel in the Region

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II With Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Average Weekday
Total VMT
VMT
(millions)
per Capita
40.9
20.2
52.1
22.1
51.1
21.7
50.9
21.6
50.7
21.6
50.6
21.5

Average Annual
Total VMT
VMT
(billions)
per Capita
13.7
6,800
17.8
7,600
17.4
7,400
17.4
7,400
17.3
7,400
17.2
7,300

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 4.1.3: IMPACTS OF TECHNOLOGY CHANGES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Mobile app technology and car/bike sharing may increase transit
use, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and, due to increased bike
share usage, improve public health.
• Alternative Plans I and II would support the growth of car and
bike sharing by improving transit service, enhancing bicycle
facilities and creating more dense, walkable areas in the Region.
• Autonomous cars may improve road safety and increase
mobility for those currently unable to drive, while their impact
on congestion may be positive or negative. The future of
autonomous cars hinges on the ability to develop advanced
artificial intelligence to sense rapidly changing road and weather
conditions, making the timing for widespread implementation of
autonomous cars uncertain.
• More fuel-efficient vehicles will reduce future greenhouse gas
emissions caused by transportation in the Trend and Alternative
Plans I and II.

Emerging technologies and the magnitude to which they will affect future
land use patterns and transportation infrastructure are difficult to predict.
Many technological advances that could significantly impact the way we
travel are in their infancy and there is some disagreement among experts
about how to prepare for any changes. The following are a few emerging
technologies that could impact the performance of the alternatives.
• Car and Bike Sharing: Car and bike sharing companies in Milwaukee,
like Zipcar (car share) and Bublr (bike share), operate differently
than traditional rental services. Traditional rental services charge
per day, regardless of the amount of time spent driving a vehicle or
riding a bike. Zipcar and Bublr members pay an annual or monthly
membership fee and a low hourly rate for a vehicle or bike while it
is in the members’ possession. For Zipcar, this hourly rate covers gas,
insurance, and mileage up to a set amount. Each company has fixed
stations for pick-up and drop-off of vehicles/bicycles. However, Bublr
allows one-way point-to-point service, whereas Zipcar currently only
accommodates round-trip service in the Region.
Car sharing companies are growing rapidly in cities where the cost
of car ownership is exacerbated by high insurance rates and parking
fees, and are especially effective at replacing personal automobile
ownership in areas with robust rapid transit. A report by AlixPartners
states that the average car sharing service had about 66 members
for every car in its fleet in 2013, but predicts that this number will
grow to 81 members per car by 2050.33 According to the report, 48
percent of car sharing service members have chosen to forego the
purchase of a replacement vehicle, resulting in 500,000 fewer new
car sales since 2006 in the U.S. than there would have been if car
sharing services were not available. As Zipcar and other car sharing
companies continue to expand services, this number may increase
to 1.2 million fewer car sales by 2020. The reduction in personal
vehicle ownership expected under Alternative Plans I and II could be
33
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AlixPartners, AlixPartners Car Sharing Outlook. February 5, 2014.
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enhanced by increased availability of car share, helping to increase
transit ridership and reduce GHG emissions if overall VMT is reduced.
Bike sharing programs tend to attract people who would not typically
consider riding a bicycle—short-distance commuters, people running
errands, and tourists—as well as those who would prefer to commute
via bicycle without worrying about maintaining and securing their own
bicycle. Potential benefits of bike sharing programs include a reduction
in personal automobile trips and an increase in transit trips, leading
to reductions in traffic congestion and an improvement in public
health. Successful programs, like Denver’s B-Cycle sharing program,
attracted 102,000 rides in the first 7 months, with 43 percent of those
riders reporting that they were replacing car trips with bicycle trips.34
The British Medical Journal studied the health impacts of London’s
Santander Cycle Hire program, showing that members of the program
experienced a reduction in obesity, heart disease, type II diabetes, and
other diseases typically caused by sedentary lifestyles.35
Alternative Plans I and II envision developing enhanced bicycle facilities,
which would aid in addressing the needs of the growing bike sharing
industry. The envisioned land development patterns under Alternatives
I and II are at higher densities in the urban areas of the Region than
under the Trend, with the urban areas in the Region envisioned as
being more walkable and bicycle-friendly.
• Mobile App Innovation in Transportation: Uber, Lyft and other
ridesharing companies can provide taxi services at a lower cost than
traditional taxi services by utilizing mobile app technology to rapidly
connect freelance drivers to potential consumers. The mobile app
allows users to request a ride by entering their intended destination
and payment information into the app. Users are then shown a map
indicating the number and location of drivers in the area, a profile of
the driver, the driver’s approval rating, a picture of the driver’s vehicle,
and the estimated arrival time. The mobile app technology tends to
result in a more efficient taxi system, utilizing drivers only when needed
and providing drivers with the flexibility to work when they want.
Uber and Lyft have also started carpooling programs in select cities,
such as San Francisco, New York, and Los Angeles. UberPool and
Lyft Line utilize mobile app technology to connect passengers who
are traveling a similar route. When there is a match, the passengers
split the ride fare. As of January 2015, one-third of Lyft rides in San
Francisco were carpools.36
The expansion of ridesharing services in the United States has
sometimes encountered opposition. A number of communities have
deemed ridesharing services as deceptive and unsafe for consumers
because ridesharing companies operate outside of established local
regulations by labeling themselves as “technology” companies and
not “transportation” companies. They further evade local regulations
by maintaining that their employees are not employees, but rather,
34

Osterweil, William, What are the Economic Effects of Bike Sharing? May 28, 2013.

35
British Medical Journal, Health Effects of the London Bicycle Sharing System: Health
Impact Modelling Study. February 13, 2014.
36
Stone, Brad, The Future of Uber and Lyft: A Crowded Back Seat. Bloomberg
Businessweek, January 29, 2015.
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independent contractors. Traditional taxi services are required to
insure their fleet, perform background checks on drivers, and have
their vehicles inspected on a regular basis. In contrast, ridesharing
companies only require drivers to meet their minimum age
requirement, maintain a regular driver’s license, and have a fully
functional vehicle. Local regulations require transportation companies
to adhere to a strict pricing model and driver pay-scale. However, the
misclassifications used by ridesharing companies provide the freedom
to base their pricing model according to the demand for drivers, make
the drivers responsible for their own insurance, and not comply with
established pay-scales for transportation workers. Legal battles are
playing out across the country in an attempt to bring the ridesharing
companies into compliance with local regulations, making the future
form of ridesharing uncertain.
Some experts believe that, if ridesharing companies can continue to
expand, ridesharing technology will serve as a solution to transit’s
“last mile” problem and result in an increase in transit ridership.
Others hypothesize that Uber and Lyft could replace low-ridership
transit routes in the future. Alternatives I and II would accommodate
emerging mobile app technology in transportation by providing
flexibility in mode choice with significantly greater options for transit
use, increasing the likelihood some individuals may choose to replace
private automobile ownership with Uber or Lyft in combination with
relying more on public transit.
• Autonomous Cars: Autonomous cars, also known as driverless or
self-driving cars, are vehicles that replace human operators with
advanced control systems capable of sensing appropriate navigation
paths, signage, obstacles, and changing road conditions. While
human drivers possess limited situation awareness, the wide range of
sensors aboard autonomous cars are expected to be able to quickly
identify a potential hazard and react sooner, and more safely, than a
human driver. The autonomous car’s ability to react more quickly—
and perhaps communicate with other autonomous cars—may result
in the vehicle’s ability to travel at a higher rate of speed and closer to
other vehicles in controlled-access areas such as a freeway, increasing
roadway capacity.
The future of autonomous cars and their impact on the way we
travel is uncertain. Navigating our streets and highways is complex
and often times an unpredictable endeavor for human drivers. In
order for autonomous cars to be widely implemented, advanced
artificial intelligence may need to be developed to accurately and
efficiently traverse a challenging environment where random human
movements and rapidly changing road and weather conditions occur.
If autonomous cars are able to eliminate the need for human input
while driving, one of their great potential benefits may be to increase
the mobility of individuals who currently are unable to drive.
Should autonomous car technology advance and become a viable
form of transportation, accommodations would need to be made
for the transition period between the sole use of all traditional cars
to autonomous cars. During this transition period, which may take
many years, if not decades, autonomous cars may need to have a
lower speed limit and/or larger safety gaps to anticipate unpredictable
human movements. Separate “autonomous car only” traffic lanes may
258
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be needed to allow the autonomous cars to move at higher speeds
and with a greater level of safety.
Some experts foresee a merging of autonomous cars and the mobile
app technologies used by Uber and Lyft to create a low-cost, self-driving
taxi service, making independent car ownership and low-ridership
transit routes virtually obsolete. Currently, the average car remains
idle approximately 96 percent of the day. The reduction in personal
car ownership through sharing of self-driving cars could increase the
time an average vehicle is in use from 4 percent to approximately
75 percent. Some experts think this collective ownership model will
reduce the number of vehicles in the nation by as much as 30 percent
as the amount of time a vehicle is in use is increased.37 This model
would reduce congestion only if some portion of trips would be shared,
similar to Lyft Line and UberPool.
Alternatively, others foresee a continuation of private ownership
of automobiles, even while automated. Continuing our existing
automobile ownership model could lead autonomous cars to having
negative overall effects on congestion, perhaps resulting in cars driving
without any passengers in them while being instructed by their owners
to go park in a free parking space far from the owner’s destination,
or the car being sent to run an errand without a human being riding
inside, increasing demand on the Region’s roadways.
Autonomous cars will most likely not eliminate the need for transit
in areas where streets could not be widened adequately to carry
all travelers in private automobiles. Even if all traditional cars were
eliminated and all residents participated in autonomous shared-ride
taxi services, there would likely not be enough capacity available to
allow all of these vehicles to use the roadway network simultaneously.
The Region would still require the use of some form of high-capacity
transit, such as bus or passenger train service, which would also likely
be automated in this scenario.
The aforementioned factors make it difficult to fully incorporate
autonomous car technology into the development of the VISION
2050 alternatives. Given that it is unknown whether autonomous
cars will increase or decrease congestion, it cannot be conclusively
stated that one alternative performs better than the others in a future
with autonomous cars. If widespread, autonomous cars could reduce
or eliminate the need for the roadway widenings as included in the
alternatives, or could increase the demand on the Region’s roadways
to such a level that additional widenings may be necessary.
• Fuel-Efficient Vehicles: The Energy Information Administration
(EIA) predicts, and Federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
standards mandate, that the fuel efficiency of vehicles will nearly
double by the year 2050. As discussed under Criterion 1.4.3 (Energy
Use), the average fuel economy of the Region’s vehicle fleet is
anticipated to increase from 23.4 mpg in 2015 to 43.5 mpg by 2050.
A mix of more advanced internal combustion engine technologies,
like direct injection and turbochargers, or hybrid-electric technology
and electric cars, will help automakers meet the mandated standards.
37
The Economist, If Autonomous Vehicles Rule the World: From Horseless to Driverless.
July 1, 2015
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The improvement in fuel economy may reduce the cost of travel via
private automobile, which could have a negative impact on transit
ridership as costs to take transit become less competitive with the costs
to drive a car. Criterion 1.4.4 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Other
Air Pollutants) presents existing and future levels of GHG emissions
and other air pollutants.
Although increasing average fuel economy is desirable for many
reasons—including reducing the environmental impacts of driving—it
is expected to result in declining transportation revenues from fuel
sales. Fuel tax revenues are used to fund a large portion of the Region’s
and the nation’s transportation system. How to fund the transportation
system proposed under each alternative has not been explicitly
analyzed, but declining revenues due, in part, to improvements in fuel
economy were considered during the development of the preliminary
and final recommended plans.
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CRITERION 4.2.1: TRAVEL TIME TO
IMPORTANT PLACES BY MODE
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The proportion of the Region’s population within a reasonable
travel time by auto to a major activity center or regional
destination would remain about the same under each alternative.
• Alternatives I and II would result in significantly more of the
Region’s population living within a reasonable travel time by
transit to a major activity center or regional destination, while the
Trend would reduce the number of people with reasonable access
by transit.

This criterion compares average travel times to major activity centers and
regional destinations by automobile and by transit under each of the
alternatives. Major activity centers analyzed include retail centers, major
parks, public technical colleges/universities, health care facilities, and grocery
stores. Major regional destinations analyzed include the Milwaukee Regional
Medical Center (MRMC), General Mitchell International Airport (GMIA), and
downtown Milwaukee. The population within a reasonable auto or transit
travel time to each activity center and regional destination is also estimated
for each alternative.38
A significant portion of the Region’s residents do not own a car to drive to a
major activity center or regional destination,39 and others would prefer to use
transit rather than drive. For those residents, access to transit that provides
reasonable travel times to major activity centers and regional destinations is
essential.
This criterion uses overall travel time, which is defined as the total doorto-door time for traveling between a trip origin and destination. For transit
travel, overall travel time includes the over-the-road travel time in the transit
vehicle as well as the time spent out of the transit vehicle in walking to a
transit stop; waiting for the first transit vehicle; transferring between routes,
including waiting for each subsequent vehicle needed; and walking to a trip
destination. For auto travel, travel time includes time spent walking to the car
and walking to a trip destination.
For this analysis, the transit travel times assumed that the waiting time for
the first route used would not exceed 15 minutes, but the waiting time for
subsequent routes transferred to would be equal to one-half the headway
on the route being transferred to. Depending on the location, transferring
between routes would also entail one to two minutes of time for walking to
the boarding location for the transfer route.

Auto and transit access for this criterion is defined as being within 30 minutes of
a major activity center, within 30 minutes of downtown Milwaukee, and within 60
minutes of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center or General Mitchell International
Airport.
38

39
About 6 percent of the Region’s residents, 10 percent of Milwaukee County residents,
and 12 percent of City of Milwaukee residents do not own a car.
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Table F.37
Population Within 30 Minutes of a Retail Center
Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of a
Retail Center
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
285,400
14.1
223,600
9.5
686,100
29.1
671,900
28.5
903,100
38.4
875,800
37.2

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of a
Retail Center
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
1,849,900
91.6
2,127,200
90.4
2,141,500
91.0
2,124,400
90.2
2,147,900
91.2
2,132,500
90.6

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Retail Centers: Maps F.81 through F.86
show drive and transit trip times to one of the Region’s existing 14
retail centers, and Table F.37 presents the population that would be
within 30 minutes.40 About 92 percent of the Region’s population
is currently within a 30-minute drive of one of the Region’s existing
retail centers. This proportion would remain at about 90 to 91 percent
under the alternatives, with Alternatives I and II slightly higher than
the Trend primarily due to the more compact development patterns
envisioned under the two alternative plans compared to the Trend.
Depending on the location, drive time to a retail center would slightly
increase or decrease based on the alternative’s traffic congestion
levels and locations of arterial improvements. Not including highway
improvements (except for currently committed highway expansion
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
slightly lower the percent of the population within a 30-minute drive.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 60,000 fewer residents (22 percent) would be within a
30-minute transit trip of a retail center compared to today, despite a
projected increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000
(17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide
transit service within 30 minutes of a retail center to about 460,000
additional residents (207 percent more) and under Alternative II this
increase would be about 680,000 additional residents (304 percent
more). Not including highway improvements under Alternatives I
and II would reduce these numbers by about 20,000 and 30,000,
respectively.

40
For this criterion, only retail and retail/office centers having at least 2,000 retail jobs
or 3,500 total jobs were analyzed.
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Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Existing
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Map F.82
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Trend
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Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.84
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.86
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Retail Centers: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.38
Population Within 30 Minutes of a Major Park

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of a
Major Park
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
162,200
8.0
124,600
5.3
425,300
18.1
389,700
16.6
634,100
26.9
600,600
25.5

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of a
Major Park
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
2,020,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Major Parks: Maps F.87 through F.92 show
drive and transit trip times to one of the Region’s existing 32 major
parks, and Table F.38 presents the population that would be within
30 minutes.41 The entire population of the Region is currently within
a 30-minute drive of one of the Region’s existing major parks. Under
all three alternatives, including under Alternatives I and II without
highway improvements, the entire population would remain within a
30-minute drive. Depending on the location, drive time to a major
park would slightly increase or decrease based on the alternative’s
traffic congestion levels and locations of arterial improvements.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 40,000 fewer residents (23 percent) would be within a
30-minute transit trip of a major park compared to today, despite a
projected increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000
(17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide
transit service within 30 minutes of a major park to about 300,000
additional residents (241 percent more) and under Alternative II this
increase would be about 510,000 additional residents (409 percent
more). Not including highway improvements under Alternatives I
and II would reduce these numbers by about 40,000 and 30,000,
respectively.

41

For this criterion, only parks having an area of at least 250 acres were analyzed.
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Map F.87
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Existing
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Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Trend
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Map F.89
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.90
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.91
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.92
Average Peak Travel Time to Major Parks: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.39
Population Within 30 Minutes of a College or University
Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of a
College or University
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
368,200
18.2
331,400
14.1
697,000
29.6
687,100
29.2
902,500
38.3
902,000
38.3

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of a
College or University
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
2,018,700
99.9
2,352,200
99.9
2,352,400
99.9
2,351,500
99.9
2,352,500
99.9
2,352,500
99.9

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Public Technical Colleges and
Universities: Maps F.93 through F.98 show drive and transit trip
times to one of the Region’s existing 18 public technical colleges
or universities, and Table F.39 presents the population that would
be within 30 minutes. Almost the entire population of the Region
is currently within a 30-minute drive of one of the Region’s existing
colleges or universities. Under all three alternatives, including under
Alternatives I and II without highway improvements, almost the entire
population would remain within a 30-minute drive. Depending on the
location, drive time to a college or university would slightly increase
or decrease based on the alternative’s traffic congestion levels and
locations of arterial improvements.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 40,000 fewer residents (10 percent) would be within
a 30-minute transit trip of a college or university compared to today,
despite a projected increase in the Region’s total population of about
334,000 (17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would
provide transit service within 30 minutes of a college or university to
about 370,000 additional residents (110 percent more) and under
Alternative II this increase would be about 570,000 additional
residents (172 percent more). Not including highway improvements
under Alternatives I and II would slightly reduce these numbers.
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Map F.93
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Existing
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Map F.94
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Trend
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Map F.95
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.96
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.97
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.98
Average Peak Travel Time to Public Technical Colleges and Universities: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.40
Population Within 30 Minutes of a Health Care Facility

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of a
Health Care Facility
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
655,700
32.5
566,700
24.1
960,400
40.8
954,500
40.5
1,168,300
49.6
1,166,200
49.5

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of a
Health Care Facility
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
2,016,400
99.8
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,342,900
99.5
2,354,000
100.0
2,343,000
99.5

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Health Care Facilities: Maps F.99
through F.104 show drive and transit trip times to one of the Region’s
existing 26 major hospitals, and Table F.40 presents the population
that would be within 30 minutes.42 Essentially the entire population
of the Region is currently within a 30-minute drive of one of the
Region’s existing hospitals.43 Under all three alternatives, the entire
population would be within a 30-minute drive. Depending on the
location, drive time to a hospital would slightly increase or decrease
based on the alternative’s traffic congestion levels and locations of
arterial improvements. Not including highway improvements under
Alternatives I and II would result in the same small area of the Region
not being within a 30-minute drive that exists today.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 90,000 fewer residents (14 percent) would be within
a 30-minute transit trip of a hospital compared to today, despite a
projected increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000
(17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide
transit service within 30 minutes of a hospital to about 390,000
additional residents (69 percent more) and under Alternative II this
increase would be about 600,000 additional residents (106 percent
more). Not including highway improvements under Alternatives I and
II would slightly reduce these numbers.

42
For this criterion, only major hospitals for the general population were analyzed
(other health care facilities were excluded, such as specialty hospitals, urgent care
facilities, facilities requiring referrals, and veterans-only facilities).

The only area not currently within a 30-minute drive of a Region hospital is in the
northwest corner of Walworth County. This small area is, however, currently within
a 30-minute drive of Fort Memorial Hospital, a major general-population hospital
located outside the seven-county Region.
43
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Map F.99
Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Existing
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Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Trend
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Map F.101
Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.102
Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.103
Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.104
Average Peak Travel Time to Health Care Facilities: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.41
Population Within 30 Minutes of a Grocery Store
Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of a
Grocery Store
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
1,015,400
50.3
981,800
41.7
1,378,100
58.5
1,378,100
58.5
1,548,200
65.8
1,548,100
65.8

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of a
Grocery Store
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
2,020,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0
2,354,000
100.0

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Grocery Stores: Maps F.105 through
F.110 show drive and transit trip times to one of the Region’s existing
177 grocery stores, and Table F.41 presents the population that would
be within 30 minutes.44 The entire population of the Region is currently
within a 30-minute drive of one of the Region’s existing grocery stores.
Under all three alternatives, including under Alternatives I and II without
highway improvements, the entire population would remain within a
30-minute drive. Depending on the location, drive time to a grocery
store would slightly increase or decrease based on the alternative’s
traffic congestion levels and locations of arterial improvements.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 30,000 fewer residents (3 percent) would be within a
30-minute transit trip of a grocery store compared to today, despite a
projected increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000
(17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide
transit service within 30 minutes of a grocery store to about 400,000
additional residents (40 percent more) and under Alternative II this
increase would be about 570,000 additional residents (58 percent
more). Not including highway improvements under Alternatives I and
II would not change or would slightly reduce these numbers.
Another important consideration for grocery store access is whether
residents are within a reasonable walking travel time to a grocery store.
This criterion’s analyses do not lend themselves to estimating changes
in travel time to each grocery store under the alternatives because the
alternatives would not affect walk speeds and cannot determine where
future grocery stores will be located (this criterion’s analyses are based
on the locations of existing grocery stores). However, anticipating that
residents in more walkable neighborhoods would be more likely to
live within walking distance to a grocery store, the number of people
living in walkable areas could be used as a proxy for access to grocery
stores by walking. As described in Criterion 1.1.1 (Number of People
Living in Walkable Areas), Alternative II would have the most people
living in walkable areas (863,000)—12 percent more than Alternative
I (770,000) and 19 percent more than the Trend (725,000). Therefore,
more residents would be expected to have walk access to a grocery
store under Alternative II, followed by Alternative I, then the Trend.
44
For this criterion, only grocery stores having at least 50,000 square feet were
analyzed.
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Map F.105
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Map F.106
Average Peak Travel Time to Grocery Stores: Trend
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Map F.107
Average Peak Travel Time to Grocery Stores: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.108
Average Peak Travel Time to Grocery Stores: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.109
Average Peak Travel Time to Grocery Stores: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.110
Average Peak Travel Time to Grocery Stores: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.42
Population Within 60 Minutes of the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
60-Minute Transit Trip of the
Milwaukee Regional
Medical Center
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
343,400
17.0
288,700
12.3
647,200
27.5
635,800
27.0
1,017,100
43.2
1,006,600
42.8

Total Population Within a
60-Minute Drive of the
Milwaukee Regional
Medical Center
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
1,792,600
88.7
2,059,800
87.5
2,078,500
88.3
2,034,700
86.4
2,074,300
88.1
2,045,400
86.9

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to the Milwaukee Regional Medical
Center: Maps F.111 through F.116 show drive and transit trip times to
MRMC, and Table F.42 presents the population that would be within 60
minutes of MRMC. Population within 60 minutes, rather than within 30
minutes, was estimated for MRMC in recognition of the fact that MRMC
tends to attract trips from a much larger area than other destinations
in the Region. About 89 percent of the Region’s population is currently
within a 60-minute drive of MRMC. This proportion would remain at
about 88 percent under the alternatives, with Alternatives I and II slightly
higher than the Trend primarily due to the more compact development
patterns envisioned under the two alternative plans compared to the
Trend. Depending on the location, drive time to MRMC would slightly
increase or decrease based on the alternative’s traffic congestion
levels and locations of arterial improvements. Not including highway
improvements (except for currently committed highway expansion
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
slightly lower the percent of the population within a 60-minute drive.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 50,000 fewer residents (16 percent) would be within a
60-minute transit trip of MRMC compared to today, despite a projected
increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000 (17
percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide transit
service within 60 minutes of MRMC to about 360,000 additional
residents (124 percent more) and under Alternative II this increase
would be about 730,000 additional residents (252 percent more). Not
including highway improvements under Alternatives I and II would
slightly reduce these numbers.
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Map F.111
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Average Peak Travel Time to the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center: Trend
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Map F.113
Average Peak Travel Time to the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.114
Average Peak Travel Time to the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.115
Average Peak Travel Time to the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.116
Average Peak Travel Time to the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.43
Population Within 60 Minutes of General Mitchell International Airport
Total Population Within a
60-Minute Transit Trip of General
Mitchell International Airport
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
143,400
7.1
134,600
5.7
318,900
13.5
312,200
13.3
410,000
17.4
409,500
17.4

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
60-Minute Drive of General
Mitchell International Airport
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
1,895,800
93.9
2,258,700
96.0
2,264,400
96.2
2,198,700
93.4
2,262,300
96.1
2,210,500
93.9

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to General Mitchell International Airport:
Maps F.117 through F.122 show drive and transit trip times to GMIA,
and Table F.43 presents the population that would be within 60 minutes
of GMIA. Population within 60 minutes, rather than within 30 minutes,
was estimated for GMIA in recognition of the fact that GMIA tends to
attract trips from a much larger area than other destinations in the
Region. About 94 percent of the Region’s population is currently within
a 60-minute drive of GMIA. This proportion would remain at about
96 percent under the alternatives, with Alternatives I and II slightly
higher than the Trend primarily due to the more compact development
patterns envisioned under the two alternative plans compared to the
Trend. Depending on the location, drive time to GMIA would slightly
increase or decrease based on the alternative’s traffic congestion
levels and locations of arterial improvements. Not including highway
improvements (except for currently committed highway expansion
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
slightly lower the percent of the population within a 60-minute drive.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the
Trend, approximately 10,000 fewer residents (6 percent) would be
within a 60-minute transit trip of GMIA compared to today, despite a
projected increase in the Region’s total population of about 334,000
(17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would provide
transit service within 60 minutes of GMIA to about 180,000 additional
residents (136 percent more) and under Alternative II this increase
would be about 280,000 additional residents (205 percent more). Not
including highway improvements under Alternatives I and II would
slightly reduce these numbers.
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Map F.118
Average Peak Travel Time to General Mitchell International Airport: Trend
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Map F.119
Average Peak Travel Time to General Mitchell International Airport: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.120
Average Peak Travel Time to General Mitchell International Airport: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.121
Average Peak Travel Time to General Mitchell International Airport: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.122
Average Peak Travel Time to General Mitchell International Airport: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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Table F.44
Population Within 30 Minutes of Downtown Milwaukee

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Transit Trip of
Downtown Milwaukee
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
143,000
7.1
120,800
5.1
246,500
10.5
242,700
10.3
367,800
15.6
361,300
15.3

Total Population Within a
30-Minute Drive of
Downtown Milwaukee
Population
Percent of Total
with Access
Population
684,900
33.9
782,200
33.2
792,700
33.7
742,300
31.5
781,200
33.2
763,400
32.4

Source: SEWRPC

• Transportation Access to Downtown Milwaukee: Maps F.123
through F.128 show drive and transit trip times to downtown Milwaukee,
and Table F.44 presents the population that would be within 30 minutes.
About one-third of the Region’s population is currently within a
30-minute drive of downtown Milwaukee. Under all three alternatives,
about the same proportion would remain within a 30-minute drive.
Depending on the location, drive time to downtown Milwaukee would
slightly increase or decrease based on the alternative’s traffic congestion
levels and locations of arterial improvements. Not including highway
improvements (except for currently committed highway expansion
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
slightly lower the percent of the population within a 30-minute drive.
Due to the declines in transit service levels expected under the Trend,
approximately 20,000 fewer residents (16 percent) would be within
a 30-minute transit trip of downtown Milwaukee compared to today,
despite a projected increase in the Region’s total population of about
334,000 (17 percent). Compared to the Trend, Alternative I would
provide transit service within 30 minutes of downtown Milwaukee to
about 100,000 additional residents (104 percent more) and under
Alternative II this increase would be about 250,000 additional
residents (204 percent more). Not including highway improvements
under Alternatives I and II would slightly reduce these numbers.
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Map F.124
Average Peak Travel Time to Downtown Milwaukee: Trend
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Map F.125
Average Peak Travel Time to Downtown Milwaukee: Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.126
Average Peak Travel Time to Downtown Milwaukee: Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.127
Average Peak Travel Time to Downtown Milwaukee: Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.128
Average Peak Travel Time to Downtown Milwaukee: Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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CRITERION 4.2.2: ACCESS TO PARK-RIDE FACILITIES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• The most residents would live within three miles of a park-ride
facility (83.6 percent) under Alternative II, compared with slightly
fewer under Alternative I (82.8 percent), and significantly fewer
than under the Trend (67.2 percent).
• In contrast, the most residents live within three miles of a parkride facility that is served by transit under Alternative I (78.8
percent), slightly more than under Alternative II (78.6 percent),
and significantly more than under the Trend (55.1 percent).

Park-ride lots enable carpooling and increase access to the Region’s transit
system. They are generally located in such a way that residents would utilize
a park-ride lot rather than enter the Region’s freeway system. They are also
sometimes located in areas that allow residents to choose to divert off of a
freeway just before they reach a part of the freeway system that is frequently
congested. By parking at a park-ride lot and either riding in another person’s
car or boarding a bus or train, commuters can avoid any parking costs at
their destination, wear and tear on their car, and stress related to congestion.
They also provide driving and bicycling access to commuter and rapid transit
services for residents that live further than a short walk from stations and
stops.
• Evaluation Results: Maps F.129 through F.132 show park-ride lots
and their service areas, as well as which lots would be served by transit,
under existing conditions and each alternative. The most residents
would be within three miles of a park-ride facility under Alternative
Plan II, 83.6 percent of all residents. Alternative Plan I would have
nearly the same percent of residents within three miles of a parkride at 82.8 percent, while the Trend would have the fewest residents
within three miles of a park-ride at 67.2 percent. Despite having a few
additional park-ride lots that would be added under the Trend as part
of the reconstruction of the Region’s freeway system, the percent of
residents within three miles decreases because more residents would
be added to the Region outside of that three-mile buffer than within
that buffer.
Under Alternative I, slightly more residents would live within three
miles of a park-ride lot served by transit (78.8 percent) than under
Alternative II (78.6 percent), although the quality of the transit service
provided in those areas with fewer park-ride lots would significantly
increase under Alternative II. The percent of residents within three
miles of a park-ride lot with transit service decreases slightly under
Alternative II when compared to Alternative I because there are
slightly fewer park-ride facilities in Waukesha County due to the
Oconomowoc-Brookfield-Milwaukee Commuter Rail line replacing
some commuter bus routes. The Trend performs significantly worse
than either alternative plan, as only 55.1 percent of the Region’s
population would live within three miles of a park-ride facility with
transit service. The decrease in population living within three miles
of a park-ride lot with transit service between existing conditions and
the Trend is due to the significant reduction in commuter bus service
included in the Trend.
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Map F.129
Access to Park-Ride Lots: Existing
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Map F.130
Access to Park-Ride Lots: Trend
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Map F.131
Access to Park-Ride Lots: Alternative Plan I
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Map F.132
Access to Park-Ride Lots: Alternative Plan II
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Table F.45
Population with Access to Park-Ride Facilities

Alternative
Existing - 2010
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Within Three Miles of a Park-Ride Facility
Population
Percent
1,406,000
69.6
1,583,000
67.2
1,948,000
82.8
1,968,000
83.6

Within Three Miles of a Park-Ride Facility
with Transit Service
Population
Percent
1,345,000
66.6
1,297,000
55.1
1,856,000
78.8
1,851,000
78.6

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 4.3.1: PAVEMENT CONDITION
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Preserving the condition of the Region’s arterial streets and
highways is critical to provide for safe and efficient travel
throughout the Region.
• As Federal, State, and local funding is limited, it is important
that the timing and choice of rehabilitation and timing of
reconstruction of the roadway be done consistent with the
roadway’s life cycle to utilize the available funding effectively.
• An estimated $548.6 million would be needed annually to
maintain the pavement condition levels for the existing and
committed arterial street and highway system through the year
2050. $602.1 million would be needed under the Trend, $600.5
million under Alternative I, and $583.8 million under Alternative II.

Preserving the condition of the Region’s arterial streets and highways is critical
to provide for safe and efficient travel throughout the Region. As they carry
a higher level of people and goods each day, preserving the condition of the
arterial streets and highways is important for achieving a high standard of living
for the Region’s residents and giving the Region a competitive edge in terms
of retaining and attracting businesses. Like other major public infrastructure,
roadways have a long life (typically 50 to 60 years) before they need to be
replaced or reconstructed. However, because of vehicular use (particularly by
trucks) and changing weather conditions (freeze/thaw cycle in winters and
hot summers), the condition of the roadway surface deteriorates over time.
When roadway surfaces reach a critical level of deterioration, the comfort
and safety of drivers can be affected. As a result, it is necessary improve the
condition of the roadway surface through routine maintenance and periodic
rehabilitation. Rehabilitation typically includes resurfacing (removing and
overlaying a layer of the pavement), reconditioning (resurfacing plus spot
base repairs), or pavement replacement (removing and replacing the fulldepth of pavement). The first rehabilitation typically occurs 20 to 30 years
following a roadway’s construction or reconstruction, with two subsequent
rehabilitations occurring every 8 to 18 years.
As available Federal, State, and local funding is limited, it is important that
the timing and choice of rehabilitation and timing of reconstruction of the
roadway be done consistent with the roadway’s life cycle to utilize the available
funding effectively. Sound pavement management practices are necessary,
focusing more on less costly maintenance work and rehabilitations as needed
to maximize pavement life, and avoiding substantial pavement deterioration
and costly premature pavement reconstruction. To assist in managing the
condition of their roadways, many States and local governments have
developed pavement management plans that include strategies for pavement
condition monitoring and for implementing cost-effective maintenance and
rehabilitation activities. Development of these plans is particularly important
to local governments, which need to maintain a large system of arterial and
nonarterial roadways, with the length of nonarterials typically 5 to 15 times
that of arterials under their jurisdiction.
The condition of all roadways (arterials and nonarterials) in the Region are
evaluated by the level of government having jurisdiction of the roadway
(State for state trunk highways, counties for county trunk highways, and local
governments for local trunk highways). In the Region, WisDOT assesses all
of the state trunk highways (including interstate highways) based on many
324
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factors, including the International Roughness Index (IRI), which is estimated
utilizing special equipment to physically measure pavement condition along
the roadway. Counties and local governments generally use the Pavement
Surface and Evaluation Rating (PASER) System to evaluate their roadways.
PASER is a rating system that employs visual inspection techniques to assess
the pavement condition. The results of these evaluations assist the States,
counties, and local governments in determining the appropriate work needed
to maintain their roadway systems and to prioritize the timing of that work.
• Evaluating Pavement Condition: Based on the IRI for state trunk
highways and the PASER rating for county/local arterial streets and
highways, the arterial streets and highways in the Region were
grouped as having good, fair, or poor pavement conditions—good
being a pavement that requires little or no maintenance; fair being
a pavement that requires minor rehabilitation (sealcoating/nonstructural resurfacing), and poor being a pavement that requires
major rehabilitation (structural resurfacing/pavement replacement)
or reconstruction.45 Map F.133 shows the existing arterial streets and
highways that have a pavement condition of good, fair, and poor
under the base year (2013). As described in Chapter 4 of Volume I,
State, county, and local governments have maintained these levels
since 2006, with some improvement in reducing the mileage of poor
pavements and increasing the mileage of good pavements.
The estimated number of miles of arterial streets and highways by
pavement condition under each alternative is presented in Table F.46.
Table F.47 presents costs estimated for each alternative to maintain
similar pavement conditions through the year 2050 to those observed
in 2013. An estimated $548.6 million would be needed annually
to maintain the existing and committed arterial street and highway
system through the year 2050. This cost includes the construction of
the committed surface arterial and freeway improvements and the
reconstruction and modernization costs of the remaining segments
of the freeway system. The costs associated with reconstructing
and maintaining the envisioned arterial street and highway system
under the Trend would be the highest at $602.1 million annually,
followed by Alternative I at $600.5 million and Alternative II at $583.8
million. The primary reason for the difference in costs between the
alternatives is the inclusion or exclusion of envisioned new or widened
arterial facilities. These costs anticipate that the existing arterials are
maintained, rehabilitated, and reconstructed based on the typical life
cycle of a pavement. The costs estimated for preserving the existing
arterial street and highway system provided under Criterion 3.2.1
(Average Annual Transportation System Investment) also assume that
the pavement condition in the base year would be maintained for
the Trend and Alternatives I and II. However, maintaining this level of
pavement condition through the year 2050 will be in part dependent
on the amount of Federal, State, and local funding available for
the construction and preservation of the arterial street and highway
system.

For state trunk highways, a roadway with an IRI of less than 1.5 is considered in good
condition, an IRI between 1.5 and 3.5 is considered in fair condition, and an IRI more
than 3.5 is considered in poor condition. For county/local trunk highways, a roadway
having a PASER of 7 or more is considered in good condition, a PASER of 5 or 6 is
considered in fair condition, and a PASER of 4 or less is considered in poor condition.
45
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Map F.133
Pavement Condition on Arterial Streets and Highways in the Region: 2013
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Table F.46
Pavement Condition of Arterial Streets and Highways

Condition
Good
Fair
Poor
Total

Existing (2013)
Miles
Percent
1,958
54.7
1,239
34.7
380
10.6
3,577

Existing and
Committed System
(2050)
Miles
Percent
2,198
61.4
995
27.8
387
10.8

100.0

3,579

100.0

Trend (2050)
Miles
Percent
2,247
61.5
1,018
27.9
388
10.6

Alt I (2050)
Miles
Percent
2,247
61.5
1,018
27.9
388
10.6

Alt II (2050)
Miles
Percent
2,243
61.5
1,017
27.9
388
10.6

3,654

3,654

3,647

100.0

100.0

100.0

Source: WisDOT and SEWRPC

Table F.47
Cost per Year to Maintain Existing Pavement Condition Levels (in $ millions)
Highway
Surface Arterialsa
Freeways
Constructiona
Resurface/Rehab
Total
a

Existing and
Committed System
(2050)
$260.1

Trend (2050)
$282.4

Alt I (2050)
$280.8

Alt II (2050)
$277.4

256.6
31.9

287.8
31.9

287.8
31.9

274.4
31.9

$548.6

$602.1

$600.5

$583.8

Cost estimates include the highway improvements—new and widened facilities—included in the alternative.

Source: SEWRPC
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CRITERION 4.3.2: TRANSIT FLEET CONDITION
KEY CONCLUSION
• Alternative Plans I and II would have no transit vehicles beyond
their useful life, resulting in fewer breakdowns, lower operating
and maintenance costs, and a more environmentally friendly fleet
than under the Trend, where 20 percent of vehicles would be older
than recommended by the Federal Transit Administration.

The Federal Transit Administration recommends replacing a standard 40foot transit bus once every 12 years or 500,000 miles, whichever comes first.
There are similar recommendations for all other types of transit vehicles,
from sedans used for shared-ride taxi services to subway cars. Many transit
operators in our Region have struggled to replace buses on this schedule for a
number of years due to severe funding restrictions on the Federal, State, and
local levels. Replacing transit vehicles on a regular schedule keeps operating
costs low, reduces breakdowns that introduce unreliability in transit service,
and helps to keep emissions low as older vehicles are replaced with newer,
more environmentally friendly vehicles.
• Evaluation Results: Because implementing the transit systems
included in Alternative Plans I and II would require new, stable funding
sources for transit in the Region, it is envisioned that the transit fleet
under both alternative plans would be replaced as recommended, and
therefore that 0 percent of the transit fleet would be beyond its useful
life by year 2050. The funding limitations projected under the Trend
would result in approximately 20 percent of the transit fleet—about 75
of the Region’s 387 fixed-route buses under the Trend—being beyond
its useful life. As of 2015, approximately 15 percent of the transit
fleet—about 90 of the Region’s existing 591 fixed-route buses—is
older than recommended.
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CRITERION 4.4.1: CONGESTION ON
ARTERIAL STREETS AND HIGHWAYS
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• By a small margin, Alternative I would result in the least congested
arterial street and highway system in the Region, with 6.6 percent
(242.3 miles) of the system operating over its design capacity
(moderate, severe, or extreme congestion) at some point during an
average weekday.
• The number of congested arterial street and highway miles under
Alternative I would be about 0.1 percent less than the Trend (244.5
miles) and 0.7 percent less than Alternative II (264.7 miles).

Congestion on the arterial street and highway system increases the time
it takes for automobiles, buses, and trucks to travel within Southeastern
Wisconsin. Compared to other midwest metro areas and metro areas across
the nation, congestion and associated travel time delays in the Region
are relatively low, and have increased slower than nearly all other metro
areas over the last 30 years.46 Even with relatively low levels of congestion,
however, efforts to decrease congestion in the Region would contribute to a
range of benefits, including reduced vehicle emissions, reduced travel time
delay for personal vehicles and public transit, reduced energy use, improved
connectivity to nearby metropolitan areas, and reduced freight shipping
travel times and costs.
Congestion on arterial streets and highways occurring on an average
weekday results from traffic volumes exceeding roadway design capacity,
usually during weekday peak traffic hours. This type of recurring congestion
differs from non-recurring congestion, which can result from time to time
due to crashes, bad weather, or major events (such as sporting events).
Table F.48 presents a comparison of the average weekday congestion on the
arterial street and highway system for the Region and for each county in the
Region under existing conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II. Also
included in Table F.48 are the estimated congestion levels if the highway
improvements under Alternatives I and II are not implemented, except for
committed highway expansion projects and freeway modernization. Maps
F.134 through F.139 illustrate the average weekday congestion on the arterial
street and highway system in the Region under the alternatives.
• Total Congestion: Alternative I would result in the least congested
arterial street and highway system in the Region, with 6.6 percent
(242.3 miles) of the system operating over its design capacity (moderate,
severe, or extreme congestion47) for at least part of an average
weekday. The number of congested arterial street and highway miles
under Alternative I would be about 0.1 percent less than the Trend
(244.5 miles) and about 0.7 percent less than Alternative II (264.7
46
SEWRPC Memorandum Report No. 221, A Comparison of the Milwaukee Metropolitan
Areas to Its Peers, May 2015.
47
Under moderate congestion, average freeway speeds are 1 to 2 mph below free-flow
speeds, and average surface arterial speeds are 40 to 50 percent of free-flow speeds.
Under severe congestion, average freeway speeds are up to 10 mph below free-flow
speeds, and average surface arterial speeds are 33 to 40 percent of free-flow speeds.
Under extreme congestion, average freeway speeds are 20 to 30 mph or less, and
average surface arterial speeds are 25 to 33 percent of free-flow speeds.
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Table F.48
Average Weekday Congestion on Arterial Streets and Highways

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

Under or At
Design Capacity
Percent
Mileage
of Total
303.2
94.8
647.5
82.1
236.2
94.2
345.0
96.3
442.6
99.3
397.8
97.9
676.5
89.8
3,048.8

91.8

Under or At
Design Capacity
Percent
Mileage
of Total
341.4
94.4
656.4
81.5
304.6
98.3
432.4
97.5
485.2
99.3
440.7
95.7
748.6
95.4
3,409.3

93.3

Existing (2011)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Congestion
Congestion
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
11.3
3.5
4.9
1.5
64.6
8.2
49.5
6.3
9.6
3.8
4.7
1.9
9.5
2.7
2.5
0.7
2.4
0.5
0.4
0.1
6.1
1.5
2.3
0.6
43.4
5.8
27.9
3.7
146.9

4.4

92.2

2.8

35.0

Trend (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Congestion
Congestion
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
15.0
4.1
4.9
1.4
57.0
7.1
61.8
7.7
3.8
1.2
1.3
0.4
7.7
1.7
2.7
0.6
2.4
0.5
0.8
0.2
16.5
3.6
3.0
0.7
25.9
3.3
7.7
1.0
128.3

3.5

82.2

2.2

93.4

123.3

3.4

84.0

2.3

1.1

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.3
0.1
30.1
3.7
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
2.2
0.3
34.0

Alternative I with Highway Improvements (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Under or At
Moderate
Severe
Congestion
Congestion
Design Capacity
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
340.1
94.1
15.6
4.3
5.4
1.5
652.8
81.1
58.7
7.3
63.0
7.8
304.5
98.2
3.9
1.3
1.3
0.4
432.8
97.6
7.3
1.6
2.7
0.6
484.8
99.2
3.0
0.6
0.6
0.1
441.6
95.9
15.5
3.4
3.1
0.7
754.9
96.2
19.3
2.5
7.9
1.0
3,411.5

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.6
0.2
26.8
3.4
0.3
0.1
1.3
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.1
5.5
0.7

0.9

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.5
0.1
30.8
3.8
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
2.3
0.3
35.0

1.0

Total
Mileage
320.0
788.4
250.8
358.3
445.6
406.5
753.3
3,322.9

Total
Mileage
361.6
805.3
310.0
443.5
488.5
460.5
784.4
3,653.8

Total
Mileage
361.6
805.3
310.0
443.5
488.5
460.5
784.4
3,653.8

Alternative I Without Highway Improvementsa (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Under or At
Congestion
Congestion
Congestion
Design Capacity
Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
333.1
92.4
20.6
5.7
6.3
1.7
0.5
0.1
628.3
78.7
67.3
8.4
59.8
7.5
43.4
5.4
284.8
93.7
11.5
3.8
5.5
1.8
2.2
0.7
417.0
96.4
10.9
2.5
3.9
0.9
0.7
0.2
455.2
98.1
4.4
0.9
2.5
0.5
2.0
0.4
411.4
93.5
23.8
5.4
4.1
0.9
0.8
0.2
687.4
88.2
33.0
4.2
44.5
5.7
14.5
1.9

Total
Mileage
360.5
798.8
304.0
432.5
464.1
440.1
779.4

3,217.2

3,579.4

89.9

171.5

4.8

126.6

3.5

64.1

1.8

Table continued on next page.
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Table F.48 (Continued)
Alternative II with Highway Improvements (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Under or At
Moderate
Severe
Design Capacity
Congestion
Congestion
County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region
a

Extreme
Congestion

Mileage
338.9
634.5
300.5
430.4
485.2
441.7
751.4

Percent
of Total
93.7
79.4
96.9
97.0
99.3
95.9
95.8

Mileage
16.9
62.6
7.7
8.6
2.7
15.4
21.7

Percent
of Total
4.7
7.8
2.5
1.9
0.6
3.3
2.8

Mileage
5.5
63.2
1.5
3.8
0.6
3.1
9.1

Percent
of Total
1.5
7.9
0.5
0.9
0.1
0.7
1.2

Mileage
0.3
38.5
0.3
0.7
0.0
0.3
2.2

Percent
of Total
0.1
4.8
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.3

Total
Mileage
361.6
798.8
310.0
443.5
488.5
460.5
784.4

3,382.6

92.7

135.6

3.7

86.8

2.4

42.3

1.2

3,647.3

Alternative II Without Highway Improvementsa (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Under or At
Congestion
Congestion
Congestion
Design Capacity
Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
332.4
92.2
21.7
6.0
5.9
1.6
0.5
0.1
620.5
77.7
69.6
8.7
62.0
7.8
46.7
5.8
286.4
94.2
10.1
3.3
5.4
1.8
2.1
0.7
416.8
96.4
11.1
2.6
3.9
0.9
0.7
0.2
455.6
98.2
4.2
0.9
2.3
0.5
2.0
0.4
410.6
93.3
24.6
5.6
4.1
0.9
0.8
0.2
689.3
88.4
32.9
4.2
44.8
5.7
12.4
1.6

Total
Mileage
360.5
798.8
304.0
432.5
464.1
440.1
779.4

3,211.6

3,579.4

89.7

174.2

4.9

128.4

3.6

65.2

1.8

The impacts of committed highway improvements are included under these alternatives.

Source: SEWRPC

miles).48 The lower congestion under Alternative I would result due to a
combination of proposing more arterial street and highway expansion
than Alternative II and proposing more compact land use development
and transit service expansion than the Trend. Not including highway
improvements (except for currently committed highway expansion
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
increase the percentage of congested arterial street and highway
miles under these alternatives by about 3.5 percent (an additional
119.9 miles) and 3.0 percent (an additional 103.1 miles), respectively.
Milwaukee County has the largest population and concentration and
density of households and jobs in the Region. As of 2011, it also had
about 51.4 percent (140.9 miles) of the total miles of congested arterial
streets and highways in the Region. This percentage would increase to
60.9 percent (148.9 miles) under the Trend, to 62.9 percent (152.5
miles) under Alternative I, and to 62.1 percent (164.3 miles) under
Alternative II. Comparing the arterial streets and highways within
each county, Milwaukee County would have the highest percentage
of congested arterial street and highway miles of any county. The
Trend would result in the least congested arterial street and highway
system in Milwaukee County, with 18.5 percent (148.9 miles) of the
48
The arterial street and highway system under the Trend and Alternative I totals
3,653.8 miles. The system under Alternative II, which proposes less construction of new
facilities, totals 3,647.3 miles.
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Map F.134
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System: 2011
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Map F.135
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System: Trend
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Map F.136
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System:
Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.137
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System:
Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.138
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System:
Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.139
Congestion on the Arterial Street and Highway System:
Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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system operating over its design capacity at some point during an
average weekday. The congested arterial street and highway miles
in Milwaukee County under the Trend would be about 0.4 percent
less than Alternative I (152.5 miles) and about 2.1 percent less than
Alternative II (164.3 miles). The lower percentage of congested arterial
street and highway miles in Milwaukee County under the Trend would
result due to a combination of the Trend envisioning more arterial
street and highway expansion in the County compared to Alternatives
I and II, and Alternatives I and II proposing to add more households
and jobs in the County (which would generate more traffic in the
County) than the Trend.
Alternative I would result in the least congested freeway system in the
Region, with 26.6 percent (76 miles) of the system operating over its
design capacity for at least part of an average weekday. The congested
freeway miles under Alternative I would be about 1.2 percent less than
Alternative II (79 miles) and about 2.5 percent less than the Trend
(84 miles). Congestion on the freeway system would vary during an
average weekday, with the worst congestion occurring during the
morning (from about 7:00 to 9:00 a.m.) and afternoon (from about
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.) rush hour periods. Table F.49 presents the number
of hours of extreme, severe, and moderate congestion occurring on
the Region’s freeways during an average weekday under each of the
alternatives.
• Severe and Extreme Congestion: The Trend would result in the
least amount of severe and extreme congestion in the Region, with
3.2 percent (116.2 miles) of the arterial street and highway system
operating with severe or extreme congestion for at least part of an
average weekday. The number of arterial street and highway miles
with severe or extreme congestion under the Trend would be about
0.1 percent less than Alternative I (119.0 miles) and about 0.3 percent
less than Alternative II (129.1 miles). The lower amount of severe and
extreme congestion under the Trend would largely result from this
alternative envisioning the most arterial street and highway expansion.
Not including highway improvements (except for currently committed
projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would
increase the percent of arterial street and highway miles with severe
or extreme congestion under these alternatives by about 2.0 percent
and 1.9 percent, respectively.
As of 2011, Milwaukee County had about 60.0 percent (76.3 miles) of
the arterial street and highway miles experiencing severe or extreme
congestion in the Region, and this percentage would increase to
79.1 percent (91.9 miles) under the Trend, to 78.8 percent (93.8
miles) under Alternative I, and to 78.8 percent (101.7 miles) under
Alternative II. Comparing the arterial streets and highways within
each county, Milwaukee County would have the highest percentage of
arterial street and highway miles with severe or extreme congestion of
any county. The Trend would result in the least amount of severe and
extreme congestion in Milwaukee County, with about 11.4 percent
(91.9 miles) of arterial street and highway miles operating with severe
or extreme congestion for at least part of an average weekday. The
arterial street and highway miles in Milwaukee County with severe
or extreme congestion under the Trend would be about 0.2 percent
less than Alternative I (93.8 miles) and about 1.3 percent less than
Alternative II (101.7 miles). Similar to total congestion in Milwaukee
338
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Table F.49
Average Hours of Congestion on an Average Weekday

Alternative
Existing - 2011

Highest Level
of Hourly
Congestion
Experienced
Extreme
Severe
Moderate
Total

Trend - 2050

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Alternative I with
Highway Improvements - 2050

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Alternative I Without
Highway Improvements - 2050

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Alternative II with
Highway Improvements - 2050

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Alternative II Without
Highway Improvements - 2050

Extreme
Severe
Moderate

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total

Miles of Congested
Freeways
Percent of
Freeway
System
Number
18
6.8
34
12.9
21
7.7

Average Hours of Congestion
on an Average Weekday
Extreme
1.3
---

Severe
2.9
1.4
--

Moderate
3.9
2.3
1.8

Total
8.1
3.7
1.8

73

27.4

--

--

--

--

15
29
40

5.2
9.9
14.0

1.2
---

2.5
1.3
--

3.6
2.4
1.8

7.3
3.7
1.8

84

29.1

--

--

--

--

14
29
33

4.9
10.1
11.6

1.2
---

2.5
1.3
--

3.5
2.4
2.0

7.2
3.7
2.0

76

26.6

--

--

--

--

30
42
43

11.2
15.5
15.9

1.5
---

3.3
1.4
--

4.4
2.3
1.7

9.2
3.7
1.7

115

42.6

--

--

--

--

18
27
34

6.3
9.5
12.0

1.3
---

2.9
1.3
--

4.0
2.3
2.1

8.2
3.6
2.1

79

27.8

--

--

--

--

28
43
46

10.4
15.8
17.0

1.5
---

3.4
1.4
--

4.5
2.2
1.7

9.4
3.6
1.7

117

43.2

--

--

--

--

Source: SEWRPC

County, the lower percentage of arterial street and highway miles
with severe or extreme congestion in the County under the Trend is a
result of a combination of the Trend envisioning more arterial street
and highway expansion in the County than the other alternatives and
Alternatives I and II proposing to add more households and jobs in the
County (which would generate more traffic) than the Trend.
Alternative I would result in the least amount of severe and extreme
congestion on the Region’s freeway system, with 15.0 percent (43
miles) of the system operating with severe or extreme congestion
at some point during an average weekday. The freeway miles with
severe or extreme congestion under Alternative I would be about 0.1
percent less than the Trend (44 miles) and about 0.8 percent less than
Alternative II (45 miles).
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CRITERION 4.4.2: TRAVEL TIME DELAY
KEY CONCLUSION
• Alternative I would be expected to result in the lowest average
annual minutes of travel time delay for total personal and
commercial travel in the Region (1,544 million minutes), about 0.8
percent lower than the Trend (1,556 million minutes) and 6 percent
lower than Alternative II (1,624 million minutes).

The estimated minutes of travel time delay49 under each alternative
are largely influenced by the number of average weekday trips for each
transportation mode and the level of congestion on the arterial street and
highway system (congested roadway conditions increase the time it takes to
travel). As described in Criterion 4.1.1 (Trips per Day by Mode), the average
number of weekday automobile trips is expected to increase under all three
alternatives, with automobile trips continuing to account for the vast majority
of trips made in the Region. The average number of weekday trips using
transit is expected to decline from existing levels under the Trend, but is
expected to substantially increase under Alternatives I and II (47 percent and
62 percent more than the Trend, respectively). As described in Criterion 4.4.1
(Congestion on Arterial Streets and Highways), congestion and associated
travel time delays in the Region are relatively low compared to other midwest
metro areas and metro areas across the nation, and have increased slower
than nearly all other metro areas over the last 30 years.50 Criterion 4.4.1
also estimated that Alternative I would be expected to have the least overall
congestion on the arterial street and highway system, followed by the Trend,
and then Alternative II.
Table F.50 presents a comparison of estimated minutes of travel time
delay (both on an average weekday and on an average annual basis51),
for automobile, transit, and commercial travel under existing conditions,
the Trend, and Alternatives I and II. Also included in Table F.50 are the
estimated minutes of travel time delay if the highway improvements under
Alternatives I and II are not implemented, except for committed highway
improvements and freeway modernization.
• Total Travel: Alternative I would be expected to result in the lowest
average annual minutes of travel time delay for total personal and
commercial travel in the Region (1,544 million minutes), about 0.8
percent lower than the Trend (1,556 million minutes) and 6 percent
lower than Alternative II (1,624 million minutes). The lower average
annual minutes of travel time delay under Alternative I is a result of
a combination of this alternative proposing more arterial street and
highway expansion than Alternative II and proposing more compact
land use development and transit service expansion than the Trend.
Not including highway improvements (except for currently committed
projects) under Alternative I and Alternative II would be expected to
increase average annual minutes of travel time delay under these
alternatives by about 41 percent and 31 percent, respectively.
49
Travel time delay is defined as the difference in travel time between congested and
uncongested conditions.
50
SEWRPC Memorandum Report No. 221, A Comparison of the Milwaukee Metropolitan
Areas to Its Peers, May 2015.
51
Average annual delay is calculated by multiplying average weekday delay by the
number of weekdays in a year.
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Table F.50
Travel Time Delay

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Average Weekday Minutes of Delaya (Millions)
Personal Travel
Commercial
Automobile
Transit
Travel
4.94
0.29
0.86
4.95
0.24
0.91
4.76
0.41
0.89
6.76
0.49
1.27
5.08
0.32
0.95
6.71
0.36
1.27

Total
6.09
6.10
6.06
8.52
6.36
8.33

Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt I Without Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II with Highway Improvements - 2050
Alt II Without Highway Improvements - 2050

Average Annual Minutes of Delayb (Millions)
Personal Travel
Commercial
Automobile
Transit
Travel
1,259
66
224
1,264
55
238
1,214
98
232
1,727
117
331
1,296
80
248
1,715
87
330

Total
1,549
1,556
1,544
2,175
1,624
2,133

a

Travel time delay is defined as the difference in travel time between congested and uncongested conditions.

b

Average annual delay is calculated by multiplying average weekday delay by the number of weekdays in a year.

Source: SEWRPC

• Automobile Travel: Alternative I would be expected to result in the
lowest average annual minutes of travel time delay for automobile
travel in the Region (1,214 million minutes), about 4 percent lower than
the Trend (1,264 million minutes) and 6 percent lower than Alternative
II (1,296 million minutes). Similar to total travel, the lower average
annual minutes of travel time delay for automobile travel under
Alternative I is a result of a combination of this alternative proposing
more arterial street and highway expansion than Alternative II and
proposing more compact land use development and transit service
expansion than the Trend. Not including highway improvements under
Alternative I and Alternative II would be expected to increase average
annual minutes of travel time delay under these alternatives by about
42 percent and 32 percent, respectively.
• Transit Travel: The Trend would be expected to result in the lowest
average annual minutes of travel time delay for transit travel in the
Region (55 million minutes), about 31 percent lower than Alternative
II (80 million minutes) and 44 percent lower than Alternative I (98
million minutes). The higher average annual minutes of travel time
delay under Alternatives I and II compared to the Trend reflects the
substantial increase in transit service and transit ridership under the
two alternative plans. The increased transit travel under Alternatives I
and II would utilize both transit service operating in mixed traffic and
fixed-guideway transit service operating in medians, transit-only lanes,
or rail corridors. The transit travel in mixed traffic would be subject
to traffic congestion and associated travel time delay, while fixedguideway transit would mostly be unaffected by traffic congestion. Not
including highway improvements under Alternative I and Alternative
II would be expected to increase average annual minutes of transit
travel time delay under these alternatives by about 19 percent and 9
percent, respectively.
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• Commercial Travel: Alternative I would be expected to result in the
lowest average annual minutes of travel time delay for commercial
travel in the Region (232 million minutes), about 3 percent lower than
the Trend (238 million minutes) and 6 percent lower than Alternative
II (248 million minutes). As with automobile travel, the lower average
annual minutes of travel time delay for commercial travel under
Alternative I is a result of a combination of this alternative proposing
more arterial street and highway expansion than Alternative II and
proposing more compact land use development and transit service
expansion than the Trend. Not including highway improvements under
Alternative I and Alternative II would be expected to increase average
annual minutes of delay under these alternatives by about 43 percent
and 33 percent, respectively.
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CRITERION 4.4.3: AVERAGE TRIP TIMES
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Average auto trip times only vary slightly by community under the
alternatives, primarily due to differences between alternatives in
traffic congestion levels.
• Average transit trip times would be significantly improved for
most communities in the Region under Alternative Plans I and II
compared to the Trend, with Alternative II resulting in the most
significant reductions.
• Excluding highway improvements from Alternatives I and II would
result in average trip times for both auto and transit increasing
slightly due to additional congestion.

This criterion compares average trip times for communities (counties and
subareas of counties) by trip mode (auto and transit) and by trip purpose
(work and other). As defined in Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to Important
Places by Mode), this criterion uses overall travel time, which is the total doorto-door time for traveling between a trip origin and destination, including
both in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle travel time. The trip times for this criterion
represent average travel time during an average weekday.
• Evaluation Results: Table F.51 presents average trip times by
community, trip mode, and trip purpose under existing conditions. Tables
F.52 through F.56 present the change in average trip times compared
to existing conditions under the Trend and Alternatives I and II. Trip
times that would increase by more than 20 percent compared to
existing conditions are highlighted in red, while trip times that would
decrease by more than 20 percent compared to existing conditions are
highlighted in green.
For auto trip times, there would be slight increases or decreases across
all alternatives regardless of trip purpose, with variations occurring
primarily due to differences in traffic congestion levels in each
respective community between alternatives. The largest differences
in auto trip times would occur if the highway improvements under
Alternatives I and II were not implemented.
For transit trip times, the Trend would result in the majority of
communities experiencing increased trip times, with the City of Racine
and the remainder of Racine County experiencing the most significant
increases. Ozaukee, Walworth, and Washington Counties would be
the exceptions, experiencing reductions in trip times under the Trend
primarily due to expected traffic congestion levels being reduced on
the commuter bus routes serving those counties. The only trip time
increases under Alternative Plans I and II would be slight increases
in Racine County for residents living outside the City of Racine. All
other areas of the Region would maintain average transit trip times
or experience reduced—sometimes significantly reduced—trip times
under each alternative plan. The most significant reductions in transit
trip times would occur in Washington County primarily due to the
availability of bi-directional commuter bus service. Communities in
Kenosha, Waukesha, Ozaukee, and Walworth Counties would also
experience significant trip time reductions.
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Table F.51
Average Travel Times in Minutes by Residents of the Region
by Community, Mode, and Purpose: 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
16
22

Auto
Other
9
12

Total
12
16

Work
50
59

Transit
Other
40
47

Total
44
52

Work
17
22

Total
Other
10
12

Total
12
16

18

11

13

51

41

45

19

11

14

19
18

15
12

16
14

46
56

41
45

43
50

20
19

16
13

18
15

18

14

15

48

42

45

20

14

16

17
23

10
13

13
16

50
53

34
37

42
45

19
23

10
13

13
16

21

12

15

51

35

43

21

12

15

18
20

12
13

14
16

49
57

36
43

42
51

19
20

12
13

15
16

20

13

15

54

40

47

20

13

16

Ozaukee County

21

12

15

60

47

56

21

12

15

Walworth County

22

11

15

88

91

88

22

11

15

Washington County

21

12

15

79

77

78

22

12

15

19

13

15

49

41

45

20

13

16

Total
4
5

Work
---

Total
Other
---

Total
--1

Region
Source: SEWRPC

Table F.52
Change in Average Travel Times in Minutes: Trend Compared to 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
--1

Auto
Other
1
--

Total
--1

Work
7
9

Transit
Other
2
2

1

--

--

7

2

4

1

--

--

---

---

1
--

2
6

1
4

2
4

1
--

---

---

1

--

--

3

2

2

--

--

--

1
--

---

---

14
11

13
11

13
10

1
--

1
--

1
--

--

--

--

13

12

12

1

--

1

--1

---

--1

-2
1

-2
5

-2
2

-1
-1

---

-1
-1
-1

-1

--

--

-1

--

--

-1

--

Ozaukee County

-2

-1

-1

-7

-7

-7

-2

-1

-1

Walworth County

-1

--

-1

-18

-13

-17

-1

--

-1

-1

--

--

-13

-19

-14

-2

--

--

--

-1

--

4

3

3

--

--

-1

Washington County
Region
Source: SEWRPC

In addition, there are noticeable reductions in average trip times
in the City of Milwaukee and the rest of Milwaukee County under
Alternative Plans I and II, with the reductions slightly greater under
Alternative II than under Alternative I. Those reductions, while not
greater than 20 percent under either alternative plan compared to
existing conditions, would affect a far greater number of transit users
than would be affected in other areas of the Region. In comparing
average transit trip times under Alternatives I and II with and without
highway improvements being implemented (except for committed
highway expansion projects and freeway modernization), there are
344
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Table F.53
Change in Average Travel Times in Minutes:
Alternative I with Highway Improvements Compared to 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
--1

Auto
Other
1
--

Total
--1

Work
-9
-8

Transit
Other
-11
-10

Total
-10
-7

Work
---

Total
Other
---

1

--

--

-8

-10

-8

--

--

--

---

---

1
--

--4

--2

--3

1
--

---

---

Total
--1

1

--

--

-1

-1

-1

--

1

1

1
-1

--1

---

-8
--

-4
1

-6
1

---

1
--

1
--

--

--

--

-4

-1

-3

1

--

--

--1

--1

--1

-5
-5

--1

-3
-5

--1

---

--1
-1

-1

-1

--

-5

--

-3

-1

--

Ozaukee County

-2

-1

-1

-2

-5

-6

-2

-1

-1

Walworth County

-2

-1

-1

-6

-41

-21

-2

-1

-1

-2

-1

-1

-25

-43

-35

-2

--

-1

--

-1

--

-1

-1

-2

--

--

-1

Total
--1

Washington County
Region
Source: SEWRPC

Table F.54
Change in Average Travel Times in Minutes:
Alternative I Without Highway Improvements Compared to 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
---

Auto
Other
1
--

Total
--1

Work
-8
-8

Transit
Other
-11
-10

Total
-9
-7

Work
---

Total
Other
---

1

--

--

-7

-10

-8

1

--

--

1
--

---

1
--

--4

--2

1
-3

2
1

1
--

---

1

--

1

--

--

--

1

1

1

1
--

---

---

-7
1

-4
2

-6
1

---

1
--

1
--

--

--

--

-3

-1

-2

1

--

1

---

---

--1

-4
-4

--1

-2
-4

---

1
--

--1

-1

--

--

-4

--

-2

--

--

-1

Ozaukee County

-1

--

-1

--

-5

-6

-1

--

-1

Walworth County

-1

--

-1

-4

-41

-20

-1

--

-1

Washington County

-1

--

-1

-24

-43

-35

-2

--

-1

1

--

--

-1

-1

-1

1

--

--

Region
Source: SEWRPC

slight increases without highway improvements due to additional
traffic congestion delaying transit routes operating in mixed traffic.
It should also be noted that average trip lengths on transit trips tend
to be higher under Alternatives I and II due to the increased ability
to travel longer distances in shorter periods of time. The higher
average trip lengths tend to result in higher average trip times, which
masks the fact that transit travel is faster on many trips. Thus, even
though both alternative plans show reductions in average trip times
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Table F.55
Change in Average Travel Times in Minutes:
Alternative II with Highway Improvements Compared to 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
0
-1

Auto
Other
1
0

Total
0
-1

Work
-6
-5

Transit
Other
-11
-9

Total
-8
-5

Work
0
0

Total
Other
0
0

Total
0
-1

1

0

0

-5

-10

-7

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

1
0

-2
-7

-1
-4

-1
-5

1
0

0
0

0
0

1

0

0

-2

-2

-2

0

1

1

1
0

0
0

0
0

-6
2

-4
1

-5
1

0
0

1
0

1
0

0

0

0

-2

-1

-2

1

0

0

0
-1

0
-1

0
-1

-7
-12

-1
-5

-4
-10

0
-1

0
0

0
-1

-1

-1

-1

-10

-3

-7

-1

0

-1

Ozaukee County

-2

-1

-1

-5

-10

-11

-1

-1

-1

Walworth County

-2

-1

-1

-6

-40

-21

-1

-1

-1

Washington County

-2

-1

-1

-27

-43

-36

-2

0

-1

0

-1

0

-3

-2

-3

0

0

0

Total
--1

Region
Source: SEWRPC

Table F.56
Change in Average Travel Times in Minutes:
Alternative II Without Highway Improvements Compared to 2011
Community
City of Kenosha
Remainder of Kenosha County
Kenosha County
City of Milwaukee
Remainder of Milwaukee County
Milwaukee County
City of Racine
Remainder of Racine County
Racine County
City of Waukesha
Remainder of Waukesha County
Waukesha County

Work
---

Auto
Other
1
--

Total
--1

Work
-6
-4

Transit
Other
-11
-9

Total
-8
-5

Work
---

Total
Other
---

1

--

1
--

---

--

-4

-10

-6

1

--

--

1
--

-2
-6

-1
-3

-1
-5

2
1

1
--

---

1

--

1

-2

-1

-2

1

1

1

1
--

---

---

-5
2

-4
1

-4
2

---

1
--

1
--

--

--

--

-2

-1

-1

1

--

1

---

---

--1

-6
-11

-1
-5

-3
-9

---

1
--

--1

-1

--

--

-9

-3

-6

--

--

-1

Ozaukee County

-1

-1

-1

-4

-9

-10

-1

--

-1

Walworth County

-1

--

-1

-5

-40

-20

-1

--

-1

Washington County

-1

-1

-1

-26

-43

-36

-2

--

-1

1

--

--

-3

-2

-3

1

--

--

Region
Source: SEWRPC

for most communities, the variation would likely be even greater if
average trip length were to be held constant between the Trend and
Alternatives I and II.
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CRITERION 4.5.1: ACCESS TO TRANSIT
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative II provides the most residents with access to transit
and makes the most jobs accessible via transit when compared to
Alternative I and the Trend.
• 60 percent of the Region’s population would be a short walk from
transit under Alternative II, while 56 percent and 44 percent of
the Region’s population would be a short walk from transit under
Alternative I and the Trend, respectively.
• Alternative II provides transit riders access to 74 percent of the
Region’s jobs via transit, while Alternative I serves 70 percent and
the Trend serves 52 percent of the Region’s jobs with transit.

Access to transit service provides choices to residents of the Region, allowing
them to travel farther distances than they could by walking or biking,
and providing an alternative to driving. In addition to giving residents an
additional choice for travel, there are numerous other benefits associated
with transit. Studies have shown that:
• Employers with transit service to their business experience lower
employee turnover rates
• Transit service in mid- to large-sized metropolitan areas provides
significant congestion relief
• People with access to reliable transit service are less likely to forgo
healthcare appointments and therefore transit service lowers society’s
overall healthcare costs
• Household costs associated with transportation are significantly lower
for households that replace one or more personal automobiles with
transit use
In addition to providing an alternative to driving for many residents of the
Region, access to transit service is vitally important for residents who do not
own their own car. About 1 in 10 households in the Region do not have
any cars, and for the residents of those households, access to transit means
access to jobs, healthcare, education, retail centers, and recreation.
The Region has historically had among the highest transit service levels per
capita compared to other midwest metro areas and metro areas across the
nation, but it has experienced among the most severe declines in transit
service and ridership—20 percent and 40 percent, respectively, since
2000—compared to its peers.52 Currently, about 55 percent of the Region’s
residents have access via a short walk to fixed-route transit, such as a local
bus route or a commuter service, from a suburban community to downtown
Milwaukee. About 63 percent of the Region’s jobs were accessible via
transit services in 2015, a level achieved by the addition of new bus routes
to suburban job centers added in recent years. Of the three alternatives,
Alternative II has the most extensive transit service and the most compact
land use development pattern, which results in the best access to transit
for the Region’s residents, and the best access to jobs via transit among the
52
SEWRPC Memorandum Report No. 221, A Comparison of the Milwaukee Metropolitan
Areas to Its Peers, May 2015.
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Table F.57
Access to Transit
Alternative
Existing - 2010/2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Population
Served
1,104,000
1,042,000
1,328,000
1,421,000

Total
Population in
the Region
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Percent of
Population
Served
54.7
44.3
56.4
60.4

Jobs
Accessible
734,000
727,000
967,000
1,020,000

Total
Jobs in
the Region
1,176,600
1,386,900
1,386,900
1,386,900

Percent of
Jobs
Accessible
62.4
52.4
69.7
73.5

Source: SEWRPC

alternatives (as shown in Table F.57). More than 300,000 more people would
have access to fixed-route transit and nearly 300,000 more jobs would be
accessible by transit under this alternative than in 2015.
Alternative I would stop the Region’s decline in urban density and expand
transit service, resulting in approximately 230,000 more people in the
Region with access to transit and 230,000 additional jobs being accessible
via transit than in 2015. In contrast, under the Trend, the declines in urban
density seen in recent decades would continue and transit service would
decline due to the limitations of reasonably expected future funds to support
transit. Therefore, the Trend would result in slight decreases in people with
transit access and jobs accessible via transit despite the expected growth in
the Region’s population and jobs.
This criterion only calculates how many and what percentage of the Region’s
residents and jobs are within walking distance of fixed-route transit under
each alternative, and does not attempt to quantify the speed, frequency,
or usefulness of that service to reach destinations. Criterion 4.5.3 (Transit
Service Quality) compares the amount, speed, and frequency of transit
service and number of jobs reachable within 30 minutes via transit under
each alternative. Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to Important Places by Mode)
includes comparisons of how many hospitals, parks, colleges, major retail
centers, and grocery stores can be reached within 30 minutes via transit
under each alternative.
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CRITERION 4.5.2: ACCESS TO FIXED-GUIDEWAY TRANSIT
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• More than twice as many residents and nearly twice as many
jobs would be a short walk from fixed-guideway transit service
in Alternative II than in Alternative I. No fixed-guideway transit
service would exist under the Trend.
• Under Alternative II’s extensive network of rapid transit corridors
and commuter rail, 22 percent of the Region’s residents would
be within walking distance of fixed-guideway transit service and
33 percent of jobs would be within walking distance of fixedguideway transit.
• Alternative I would provide a more limited network of rapid transit
corridors and commuter rail, and therefore only 10 percent of
the Region’s residents would be within walking distance of fixedguideway transit service and 19 percent of jobs would be within
walking distance of fixed-guideway transit.

Bus rapid transit, light rail, and commuter rail are all types of fixed-guideway
transit services with their own exclusive lane or right-of-way, and have been
shown to produce significant benefits for their riders in reduced travel time
and improved reliability when compared to transit services operating in
mixed traffic lanes. In addition, many communities in the U.S. and abroad
have coordinated investments in fixed-guideway transit lines with reducing
parking requirements and allowing increased density for new developments
near transit stations. Fixed-guideway transit lines can help encourage the
development of these TODs, resulting in significant increases in the tax base
along fixed-guideway transit lines. In addition to new developments, research
has shown that property values can be significantly higher if they are located
near fixed-guideway transit service than at comparable properties not near
fixed-guideway transit service.53
Table F.58 shows how many and what percentage of all people and jobs
would be within a short walk (one-half mile) of fixed-guideway transit under
each alternative. Currently, there are no transit services in the Region that
combine fixed-guideway technology with an exclusive lane or right-of-way,
station spacing of at least one-half mile, and frequent service over a large
span of the day (a limited commuter rail service is currently provided to
Kenosha from northeastern Illinois on Metra’s Union Pacific North Line).
Under the Trend, the transit system in 2050 would not add any fixed-guideway
transit services. With three rapid transit corridors and one commuter rail
line, Alternative I would enable 229,000 people (about 10 percent of the
Region’s population in 2050) and 264,000 jobs (19 percent of the Region’s
jobs in 2050) to be within walking distance of fixed-guideway transit service.
Alternative II envisions a more extensive fixed-guideway transit system of 10
rapid transit corridors and two commuter rail lines, and therefore 522,000
people (22 percent) and 458,000 jobs (33 percent) would be within walking
distance of fixed-guideway transit.
This criterion only calculates how many and what percentage of the Region’s
residents and jobs are within walking distance of fixed-guideway transit
services under each alternative, and does not attempt to quantify the speed,
53
Center for Transit-Oriented Development, Capturing the Value of Transit, November
2008.
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Table F.58
Access to Fixed-Guideway Transit
Alternative
Existing - 2010/2015
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Population
Served
5,500
5,800
229,300
521,800

Total
Population in
the Region
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Percent of
Population
Served
0.3
0.2
9.7
22.2

Jobs
Accessible
3,500
3,700
264,300
458,100

Total
Jobs in
the Region
1,176,600
1,386,900
1,386,900
1,386,900

Percent of
Jobs
Accessible
0.3
0.3
19.1
33.0

Source: SEWRPC

frequency, or usefulness of that service to reach destinations. Criterion 4.5.3
(Transit Service Quality) compares the amount, speed, and frequency of
transit service and number of jobs reachable within 30 minutes via transit
under each alternative. Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to Important Places by
Mode) includes comparisons of how many hospitals, parks, colleges, major
retail centers, and grocery stores can be reached within 30 minutes via transit
under each alternative.
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CRITERION 4.5.3: TRANSIT SERVICE QUALITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative II provides the most residents of the Region with
“Excellent” or “Very Good” transit service, although transit level of
service is also significantly improved under Alternative I.
• Alternative II provides the highest level of transit service and
access to the most jobs within 30 minutes via transit for every part
of the Region, with 14 percent of residents having access to at least
100,000 jobs in under 30 minutes.
• Alternative I also improves on the Trend, with about 8 percent
of residents having access to at least 100,000 jobs in under 30
minutes, as opposed to 2 percent under the Trend.

Measuring access to transit (see Criterion 4.5.1) is important, but does not
provide information about the speed or frequency of transit service, or any
information about how useful transit service is to the people who have access
to it. Transit level of service quantifies the amount and speed of transit service
each area of the Region receives under each alternative. Also included under
this criterion is an analysis that goes a step further, measuring the number
of jobs accessible via transit within 30 minutes as a proxy for what residents
can get to in a reasonable amount of time via transit under each alternative.
Combined, these two measures help compare the quality and effectiveness
of transit under each alternative.
• Transit Level of Service: The level of service provided by the transit
system under each alternative is measured by comparing the number
of buses or trains that can be reached via a short walk (10 minutes or
less) throughout an average weekday. Buses or trains that travel faster,
such as those that are part of a bus rapid transit or light rail line (rapid
transit line), are valued higher than buses that are part of a standard
local bus route. Level of service is categorized into four groups:
oo Excellent: If a part of the Region receives “Excellent” transit service,
it is typically within walking distance of at least one rapid transit
station, and also is within walking distance of multiple frequent
local or express bus services. A resident living in an area of the
Region with Excellent transit service has a high likelihood of not
needing to own a car.
oo Very Good: Areas with “Very Good” transit service typically include
parts of the Region that are within walking distance of a rapid transit
or commuter rail station, but may have fewer local or express bus
routes nearby than an area with Excellent service. Alternatively,
areas with Very Good service may not be within walking distance
of a rapid transit or commuter rail station, but may instead be near
multiple frequent local and express bus routes.
oo Good: In order to have “Good” transit service, an area is within
walking distance of one local or express bus route that provides
service at least every 15 minutes all day, or may be near three or
more local bus routes that do not provide frequent, all-day service.
An area with Good transit service typically would not have access
to a rapid transit line.
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Table F.59
Transit Level of Service
Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

Excellent
People
Percent
3,000
0.1
11,000
0.5
129,000
5.5
154,000
6.5

Very Good
People
Percent
118,000
5.8
46,000
2.0
347,000
14.7
416,000
17.7

Good
People
Percent
403,000
20.0
258,000
11.0
489,000
20.8
485,000
20.6

Basic
People
Percent
580,000
28.7
727,000
30.9
363,000
15.4
366,000
15.5

Regional
Population
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Source: SEWRPC

oo Basic: If a part of the Region is served by “Basic” transit service,
it is within walking distance of at least one local bus route, but
generally not more than two routes. The routes are not likely to
have service better than every 15 minutes all day.
Although accessible shared-ride taxi services are an important part of
the transit system under each alternative, they are not included in this
analysis as their amount of service is directly related to the number
of rides requested by users. Alternatives I and II would have 24-hour
advance reservation shared-ride taxi service available in all parts of
the Region that would not be served by local bus service. Under the
Trend, shared-ride taxi service would be provided in Ozaukee County,
Washington County, and the City of Whitewater.
As shown in Table F.59, about 24 percent of the Region has access to
Excellent or Very Good transit service in Alternative II, better than the
approximately 20 percent in Alternative I. Almost none of the Trend has
Excellent service, with the exception of downtown Milwaukee, which is
served by more than a dozen local bus routes, the Milwaukee Streetcar,
and a number of commuter bus routes under the Trend. Overall, about
41 percent of the Region’s residents would see their transit level of
service at least one grade higher under Alternative II when compared
to the Trend, whereas 37 percent would see at least one grade level
higher under Alternative I. Under the Trend, approximately 12 percent
of the Region’s residents in the year 2050 would live in an area that
would receive transit service a full grade level less than under the
Region’s existing transit system. Maps F.140 through F.143 show the
level of service provided by the existing transit system and under the
transit system of each alternative.
• Jobs Accessible Within 30 Minutes via Transit: In order to more
fully understand the benefits of an improved transit system, it is
important to consider not only access to transit and the level of transit
service provided, but also what that transit service can be used to get
to in a reasonable amount of time. This is not only determined by
the level of transit service provided, but also by the land use served
by transit service. Denser areas, with more people, jobs, and activity
centers, make it easier to provide access to more destinations within
a reasonable travel time on transit, especially if the transit service is
separated from traffic congestion. Due to their higher rate of transit
use, the number of jobs accessible within 30 minutes is particularly
important for minority populations and low-income populations,
which is discussed further in Criterion 2.1.1 (Level of Accessibility to
Jobs and Activity Centers for Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations by Mode).
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Map F.140
Transit Service Quality: Existing
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Map F.141
Transit Service Quality: Trend
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Map F.142
Transit Service Quality: Alternative Plan I
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Map F.143
Transit Service Quality: Alternative Plan II
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Table F.60
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit
Alternative
Existing - 2011
Trend - 2050
Alt I - 2050
Alt II - 2050

10,000 - 49,999 Jobs
People
Percent
505,000
25.0
422,000
17.9
881,000
37.4
766,000
32.5

50,000 - 99,999 Jobs
People
Percent
94,000
4.7
40,000
1.7
248,000
10.5
345,000
14.7

100,000 or More Jobs
People
Percent
45,000
2.2
51,000
2.2
193,000
8.2
337,000
14.3

Regional
Population
2,020,000
2,354,000
2,354,000
2,354,000

Source: SEWRPC

In order to measure this element of transit service quality, the number
of jobs accessible within 30 minutes via transit was measured for each
alternative and is shown on Maps F.144 through F.147. Significant
increases in access to jobs in under 30 minutes can be seen when
comparing Alternative II to the Trend. In addition to measuring one
of the key purposes of transit (providing access to jobs and serving
commute trips), measuring jobs accessible within 30 minutes via transit
also acts as a proxy for access to other destinations (which frequently
have employment associated with them). Additional destinations (such
as hospitals, colleges, major retail centers, major parks, and grocery
stores) are also discussed as part of Criterion 4.2.1 (Travel Time to
Important Places by Mode).
Table F.60 summarizes the results of this analysis, demonstrating that
under Alternative II, a significantly larger number of jobs would be
within 30 minutes via transit than the other alternatives. Approximately
14 percent of residents would have access to at least 100,000 jobs
within 30 minutes under Alternative II, about 8 percent of residents
under Alternative I, and 2 percent of residents under the Trend.
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Map F.144
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Existing
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Map F.145
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Trend
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Map F.146
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Alternative Plan I
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Map F.147
Access to Jobs Within 30 Minutes by Transit: Alternative Plan II
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CRITERION 4.6.1: TRANSPORTATION RELIABILITY
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• In general, Alternative I would provide the best transportation
reliability in the Region, followed by Alternative II, and then the
Trend.
• Alternative I would result in the least congested arterial street and
highway system and the fewest vehicular crashes on freeways.
• Alternative II would result in the fewest vehicular crashes on
surface arterials, the highest quality transit service, and the most
people living in walkable areas.
• Alternatives I and II would both provide fixed-guideway transit
and would both result in a bicycle level of surface that is higher
than the Trend.
• Alternative I would result in the lowest average annual minutes of
travel time delay, followed by the Trend, and then Alternative II.

Transportation reliability in Southeastern Wisconsin reflects the degree to
which travelers in the Region are able to reach their destinations safely and
on time. Travelers using a less reliable transportation system would be more
likely to experience unexpected delays than travelers using a more reliable
transportation system. From a regional perspective, the additional delays
associated with a less reliable transportation system would result in negative
impacts, such as increased total travel time delay for personal vehicles
and public transit, increased vehicle emissions, increased energy use, and
increased freight shipping travel time and costs.
Improving the ability of travelers to reach their destinations safely and on-time
largely depends on a variety of factors, including: reducing total congestion54
on the arterial street and highway system and on the regional highway freight
network, which would allow the system to better accommodate natural
day-to-day fluctuations in traffic volumes; reducing the frequency of events,
such as vehicular crashes on arterial streets and highways, which can cause
non-recurring congestion;55 improving alternative routes and modes (such as
arterial streets and highways, transit service, bicycle facilities, and pedestrian
facilities) that can provide an opportunity for travelers to avoid congestion;
and expanding transportation options (such as commuter rail, light rail, and
bus rapid transit) that are impacted to a lesser degree by inclement weather
and crashes.
• Total Congestion and Delay: As described in more detail in Criterion
4.4.1 (Congestion on Arterial Streets and Highways), Alternative I
would result in the least congested arterial street and highway system
in the Region, with 6.6 percent (242.3 miles) of the system operating
over its design capacity (moderate, severe, or extreme congestion)
at some point during an average weekday. The congested arterial
street and highway miles under Alternative I would be about 0.1
percent less than the Trend (244.5 miles) and 0.7 percent less than
54
Congestion on arterial streets and highways occurring on an average weekday results
from traffic volumes exceeding roadway design capacity, usually during weekday peak
traffic hours.
55
Non-recurring congestion is congestion that can occur from time to time due to
crashes, roadway construction, inclement weather, or special events.
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Alternative II (264.7 miles). Not including highway improvements
(except for currently committed highway expansion projects and
freeway modernization) under Alternatives I and II would increase the
congested arterial street and highway miles under these alternatives
by about 3.5 percent (an additional 119.9 miles) and 3.0 percent (an
additional 103.1 miles), respectively.
As described further in Criterion 4.4.2 (Travel Time Delay), Alternative
I would result in the lowest average annual minutes of travel time
delay for total personal and commercial travel in the Region (1,554
million minutes), about 0.8 percent lower than the Trend (1,556
million minutes) and 6 percent lower than Alternative II (1,624 million
minutes).
• Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network: As noted
in Criterion 4.6.2 (Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight
Network), Alternative I would result in the least congested regional
highway freight network, with 10.7 percent (180.7 miles) of the network
operating over its design capacity at some point during an average
weekday. The percentage of congested regional highway freight
network miles under Alternative I would be about 0.3 percent less than
the Trend (185.7 miles) and 0.9 percent less than Alternative II (196.1
miles). Not including highway improvements (except for currently
committed highway expansion projects and freeway modernization)
under Alternative I and II would increase the percentage of congested
regional highway freight network miles under these alternatives by
about 6.3 percent (an additional 103.7 miles) and 5.5 percent (an
additional 91.1 miles), respectively.
• Non-Recurring Congestion: Except for vehicular crashes on arterial
streets and highways, the alternatives would not be expected to
influence the causes of non-recurring congestion. As described in more
detail in Criterion 1.6.1 (Crashes by Mode), Alternative II would result
in the least number of annual vehicular crashes in 2050 for surface
arterials (28,500 crashes), followed by Alternative I (28,700), and then
the Trend (29,600). For freeways, Alternative II would also result in
the least number of vehicular crashes (5,800 crashes), followed by
Alternative I (5,900), and then the Trend (6,000).
• Alternative Routes and Modes: Alternative routes and modes that
could provide an opportunity for travelers to avoid congestion include
transit service, bicycle facilities, and arterial streets and highways that
serve as alternate routes. People living in walkable areas would also
have a greater opportunity to avoid congestion when making shorter
distance trips.
As described in more detail in Criterion 4.5.3 (Transit Service Quality),
Alternative II would best support transit as an alternative to driving
on congested arterial streets and highways by providing the most
residents of the Region with high-quality transit service (transit quality
would also be significantly improved under Alternative I). In particular,
Alternatives I and II would include fixed-guideway transit that would
offer attractive alternatives to traveling on congested freeways. The
fixed-guideway transit routes would be parallel to freeways and would
mostly be unaffected by traffic congestion by operating in medians,
transit-only lanes, or rail corridors.
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As described in more detail in Criterion 1.2.1 (Bicycle Level of Service)
and Criterion 1.2.2 (Bicycle Connectivity), Alternatives I and II would
best support bicycling as an alternative to driving on congested
arterial streets and highways by providing the highest comfort level
for bicyclists riding on roadways as well as the most extensive bicycle
facility network.
Southeastern Wisconsin’s arterial street and highway system is largely
laid out as a grid. As a result, a variety of alternative routes—such as
W. Bluemound Road (USH 18), W. Greenfield Avenue (STH 59), N.
Mayfair Road/S. 108th Street (STH 100), and STH 31—that parallel
freeways exist throughout the Region. As noted above, Alternative I
would result in the least congested arterial street and highway system
and would therefore best accommodate travel via alternative routes.
The Trend would result in slightly more congestion, and Alternative
II would result in the most congestion on the system. Not including
highway improvements (except for currently committed highway
expansion projects and freeway modernization) under Alternatives I
and II would increase the congested arterial street and highway miles
under these alternatives.
As described in more detail in Criterion 1.1.1 (Number of People
Living in Walkable Areas), Alternative II would best support walking
as an opportunity to avoid congestion when making shorter distance
trips. Alternative II would result in the most people living in walkable
areas, followed by Alternative I, and then the Trend. Alternative II
would also have the most developed land in walkable areas, followed
by Alternative I, and then the Trend.
• Resilience to Inclement Weather: Fixed-guideway transit (such as
commuter rail, light rail, and bus rapid transit) would be impacted to
a lesser degree by inclement weather, as it would typically operate in
a median, dedicated lane, or rail corridor, and would be able to avoid
non-recurring congestion on arterials caused by weather-related
crashes and reduced travel speeds. In particular, commuter rail and
light rail, which have vehicles with steel wheels operating on steel
rails, would be more resilient to winter conditions. As noted above,
Alternatives I and II would include fixed-guideway transit service, while
the Trend would not.
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CRITERION 4.6.2: CONGESTION ON THE
REGIONAL HIGHWAY FREIGHT NETWORK
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative I would result in the least congested regional highway
freight network, with 10.7 percent (180.7 miles) of the network
operating over its design capacity (moderate, severe, or extreme
congestion) for at least part of an average weekday.
• The congested regional highway freight network miles under
Alternative I would be about 0.3 percent less than the Trend (185.7
miles) and 0.9 percent less than Alternative II (196.1 miles).

The safe and efficient movement of raw materials and finished products to,
from, and within Southeastern Wisconsin is essential for maintaining and
growing the Region’s economy. Freight shipments in the Region—including
shipments involving ships, airplanes, and trains—rely heavily on trucks using
the Region’s arterial street and highway system. In particular, the movement
of freight depends in large part on trucks using the regional highway freight
network—arterial streets and highways in the Region intended to carry a
higher percentage of truck traffic. The regional highway freight network
incorporates the National Highway System as well as the State of Wisconsin’s
designated long truck routes. Higher levels of congestion on the regional
highway freight network can result in increased shipping delays and higher
shipping costs, negatively impacting businesses and manufacturers in the
Region.
Congestion on the regional highway freight network occurring on an average
weekday results from traffic volumes exceeding roadway design capacity,
usually during weekday peak traffic hours. This type of recurring congestion
differs from non-recurring congestion, which can result from time to time
due to crashes, bad weather, or major events (such as sporting events).
Table F.61 presents a comparison of the average weekday congestion on the
regional highway freight network for the Region and for each county in the
Region under existing conditions, the Trend, and Alternatives I and II. Also
included in Table F.61 are the estimated congestion levels if the highway
improvements under Alternatives I and II are not implemented, except for
committed highway expansion projects and freeway modernization. Maps
F.148 through F.153 illustrate the average weekday congestion on the
regional highway freight network under the alternatives.
• Total Congestion: Alternative I would result in the least congested
regional highway freight network, with 10.7 percent (180.7 miles) of
the network operating over its design capacity (moderate, severe, or
extreme congestion56) for at least part of an average weekday. The
number of congested regional highway freight network miles
under Alternative I would be about 0.3 percent less than the Trend
(185.7 miles) and about 0.9 percent less than Alternative II (196.1

56
Under moderate congestion, average freeway speeds are 1 to 2 mph below free-flow
speeds, and average surface arterial speeds are 40 to 50 percent of free-flow speeds.
Under severe congestion, average freeway speeds are up to 10 mph below free-flow
speeds, and average surface arterial speeds are 33 to 40 percent of free-flow speeds.
Under extreme congestion, average freeway speeds are 20 to 30 mph or less, and
average surface arterial speeds are 25 to 33 percent of free-flow speeds.
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Table F.61
Average Weekday Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

Under or At
Design Capacity
Percent
Mileage
of Total
138.6
91.5
231.7
66.2
99.7
87.2
171.4
93.3
221.8
98.7
193.6
95.8
358.2
83.0
1,415.0

85.3

Under or At
Design Capacity
Percent
Mileage
of Total
136.9
90.4
248.1
70.0
108.8
95.3
186.8
96.1
237.4
98.8
183.0
90.5
407.6
93.2
1,508.6

89.0

Existing (2011)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Congestion
Congestion
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
7.9
5.2
4.4
2.9
47.4
13.5
45.3
12.9
9.6
8.4
4.7
4.1
8.6
4.7
2.3
1.3
2.4
1.1
0.4
0.2
6.1
3.0
2.2
1.1
41.7
9.7
26.5
6.1
123.7

7.5

85.8

5.2

33.6

Trend (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Congestion
Congestion
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
12.3
8.1
2.2
1.5
34.8
9.8
46.1
13.0
3.8
3.3
1.3
1.1
5.1
2.6
2.0
1.0
1.9
0.8
0.8
0.3
16.0
7.9
3.0
1.5
21.2
4.8
6.9
1.6
95.1

5.6

62.3

3.7

89.3

88.7

5.2

63.2

3.7

2.0

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.0
0.0
25.6
7.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
1.5
0.3
28.3

Alternative I with Highway Improvements (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Under or At
Design Capacity
Congestion
Congestion
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
136.5
90.2
12.7
8.4
2.2
1.5
246.5
69.5
34.8
9.8
47.3
13.3
108.7
95.2
3.9
3.4
1.3
1.1
187.3
96.3
4.6
2.4
2.0
1.0
237.0
98.7
2.6
1.1
0.5
0.2
183.9
90.9
15.0
7.4
3.1
1.5
413.7
94.6
15.1
3.5
6.8
1.6
1,513.6

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.6
0.4
25.9
7.4
0.3
0.3
1.3
0.7
--0.3
0.1
5.2
1.2

1.7

Extreme
Congestion
Percent
Mileage
of Total
0.0
0.0
26.0
7.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
1.6
0.4
28.8

1.7

Total
Mileage
151.5
350.3
114.3
183.6
224.6
202.2
431.6
1,658.1

Total
Mileage
151.4
354.6
114.2
194.4
240.2
202.3
437.2
1,694.3

Total
Mileage
151.4
354.6
114.2
194.4
240.2
202.3
437.2
1,694.3

Alternative I Without Highway Improvementsa (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Under or At
Congestion
Congestion
Congestion
Design Capacity
Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
132.6
87.6
15.4
10.2
3.4
2.2
0.0
0.0
229.2
65.5
40.4
11.5
43.0
12.3
37.3
10.7
95.0
83.2
11.5
10.1
5.5
4.8
2.2
1.9
183.2
94.2
7.5
3.9
3.2
1.6
0.5
0.3
220.2
96.5
4.1
1.8
2.0
0.9
1.8
0.8
174.7
86.4
23.3
11.5
3.5
1.7
0.8
0.4
358.1
81.9
26.4
6.0
38.8
8.9
13.8
3.2

Total
Mileage
151.4
349.9
114.2
194.4
228.1
202.3
437.1

1,393.0

1,677.4

83.0

128.6

7.7

99.4

5.9

56.4

3.4

Table continued on next page.
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Table F.61 (Continued)
Alternative II with Highway Improvements (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Under or At
Moderate
Severe
Design Capacity
Congestion
Congestion
County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region

County
Kenosha
Milwaukee
Ozaukee
Racine
Walworth
Washington
Waukesha
Region
a

Extreme
Congestion

Percent
of Total

Mileage

Percent
of Total

Mileage

Percent
of Total

Mileage

Percent
of Total

135.1
235.0
104.7
185.0
237.4
184.0
412.3

89.2
67.2
91.7
95.2
98.8
91.0
94.3

14.0
34.9
7.7
5.8
2.2
14.9
15.9

9.2
10.0
6.7
3.0
0.9
7.4
3.6

2.3
47.3
1.5
3.1
0.6
3.1
7.5

1.5
13.5
1.3
1.6
0.2
1.5
1.7

0.0
32.7
0.3
0.5
0.0
0.3
1.5

0.0
9.3
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.3

151.4
349.9
114.2
194.4
240.2
202.3
437.2

1,493.5

88.4

95.4

5.6

65.4

3.9

35.3

2.1

1,689.6

Mileage

Total
Mileage

Alternative II Without Highway Improvementsa (2050)
Over Design Capacity
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
Under or At
Congestion
Congestion
Congestion
Design Capacity
Percent
Percent
Percent
Percent
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
Mileage
of Total
132.2
87.3
15.9
10.5
3.3
2.2
0.0
0.0
223.4
63.8
41.1
11.7
45.5
13.0
39.9
11.4
96.6
84.6
10.1
8.8
5.4
4.7
2.1
1.8
183.2
94.2
7.5
3.9
3.2
1.6
0.5
0.3
220.7
96.8
3.6
1.6
2.0
0.9
1.8
0.8
173.9
86.0
24.1
11.9
3.5
1.7
0.8
0.4
360.2
82.4
25.6
5.9
39.5
9.0
11.8
2.7

Total
Mileage
151.4
349.9
114.2
194.4
228.1
202.3
437.1

1,390.2

1,677.4

82.9

127.9

7.6

102.4

6.1

56.9

3.4

The impacts of committed highway improvements are included under these alternatives.

Source: SEWRPC

miles).57 The lower congestion under Alternative I is a result of a
combination of this alternative proposing more arterial street and
highway expansion than Alternative II and proposing more compact
land use development and transit service expansion than the Trend.
Not including highway improvements (except for currently committed
highway expansion projects and freeway modernization) would
increase the number of congested regional highway freight network
miles under Alternatives I and II by about 6.3 percent (an additional
103.7 miles) and 5.5 percent (an additional 91.1 miles), respectively.
Milwaukee County has the largest population and concentration
and density of households and jobs in the Region, and it had 350.3
regional highway freight network miles as of 2011, second only to
Waukesha County (431.6 miles). Milwaukee County had about 42.1
percent (120.7 miles) of the total miles of the congested regional
highway freight network in 2011, and this percentage would increase
to 57.4 percent (106.5 miles) under the Trend, to 58.6 percent (114.9
miles) under Alternative II, and to 59.8 percent (108.1 miles) under
Alternative I. Comparing the arterial streets and highways within
each county, Milwaukee County would have the highest percentage
of congested regional highway freight network miles of any county.
57
The regional highway freight network under the Trend and Alternative I totals
1,694.3 miles. The network under Alternative II, which proposes less construction of
new facilities, totals 1,689.6 miles.
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Map F.148
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network: 2011
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Map F.149
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network: Trend
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Map F.150
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network:
Alternative I with Highway Improvements
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Map F.151
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network:
Alternative I Without Highway Improvements
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Map F.152
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network:
Alternative II with Highway Improvements
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Map F.153
Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network:
Alternative II Without Highway Improvements
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The Trend would result in the least congested regional highway freight
network in Milwaukee County, with 30.0 percent (106.5 miles) of
the network operating over its design capacity for at least part of an
average weekday. The congested regional highway freight network
miles in Milwaukee County under the Trend would be about 0.5
percent less than Alternative I (108.1 miles) and about 2.8 percent less
than Alternative II (114.9 miles). The lower percentage of congested
regional highway freight network miles in Milwaukee County under the
Trend would result due to of a combination of the Trend envisioning
more arterial street and highway expansion in the County compared
to the other alternatives and Alternatives I and II proposing to add
more households and jobs in the County (which would generate more
traffic in the County) than the Trend.
• Severe and Extreme Congestion: The Trend would result in the
least amount of severe and extreme congestion in the Region, with
5.3 percent (90.6 miles) of the regional highway freight network
operating with severe or extreme congestion for at least part of an
average weekday. The percent of regional highway freight network
miles with severe or extreme congestion under the Trend would be
about 0.1 percent less than Alternative I (92.0 miles) and about 0.7
percent less than Alternative II (100.7 miles).58 The lower amount of
severe and extreme congestion under the Trend largely would result
from this alternative envisioning the most arterial street and highway
expansion. Not including highway improvements (except for currently
committed highway expansion projects and freeway modernization)
under Alternatives I and II would increase the percent of regional
highway freight network miles with severe or extreme congestion
under these alternatives by about 3.9 percent (an additional 63.8
miles) and 3.5 percent (an additional 58.6 miles), respectively.
As of 2011, Milwaukee County had about 59.6 percent (71.2 miles)
of the regional highway freight network miles operating with severe
or extreme congestion for at least part of an average weekday, and
this percentage would increase to 79.1 percent (71.7 miles) under the
Trend, to 79.4 percent (80.0 miles) under the Alternative II, and to
79.7 percent (73.3 miles) under Alternative I. Comparing the regional
highway freight network within each county, Milwaukee County would
have the highest percentage of regional highway freight network miles
with severe or extreme congestion of any county. The Trend would
result in the least amount of severe and extreme congestion on the
regional highway freight network in Milwaukee County, with about 20.2
percent (71.7 miles) of the regional highway freight network operating
with severe or extreme congestion for at least part of an average
weekday. The percent of regional highway freight network miles in
Milwaukee County with severe or extreme congestion under the Trend
would be about 0.5 percent less than Alternative I (73.3 miles) and
about 2.7 percent less than Alternative II (80.0 miles). Similar to total
congestion in Milwaukee County, the lower percentage of regional
highway freight network miles with severe or extreme congestion in
the County under the Trend is a result of a combination of the Trend
envisioning more arterial street and highway expansion in the County
than the other alternatives and Alternatives I and II proposing to add
more households and jobs in the County (which would generate more
traffic) than the Trend.
58
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CRITERION 4.6.3: IMPACTS TO FREIGHT TRAFFIC
KEY CONCLUSIONS
• Alternative I would best support the efficient movement of freight
traffic in the Region, including congestion levels and reliability,
followed by Alternative II, and then the Trend.
• Regardless of the alternative, WisDOT and county and local
governments in the Region should work together to ensure
oversize/overweight truck routes are identified and preserved.
• Commuter rail service under Alternatives I and II may require
infrastructure improvements to prevent commuter train operations
from negatively impacting freight train operations.

The safe and efficient movement of raw materials and finished goods to,
from, and within Southeastern Wisconsin is essential for maintaining and
growing the Region’s economy. Freight shipments in the Region—including
shipments involving ships, airplanes, and trains—rely heavily on trucks using
the Region’s arterial street and highway system. In 2015, approximately
138 million tons of domestic and international cargo valued at about $206
billion were shipped to, from, and within the Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha
Combined Statistical Area (CSA).59 This cargo was transported using a variety
of modes, including: truck (82 percent of all shipments by weight and 78
percent by value); rail (11 percent by weight and 2 percent by value); water
(4 percent by weight and 2 percent by value); air (0.1 percent by weight and
3 percent by value); multiple modes and mail (2 percent by weight and 14
percent by value); pipeline (1 percent by weight and 0.3 percent by value);
and other/unknown (less than 0.1 percent by weight and less than 0.1
percent by value).60
• Congestion on the Regional Highway Freight Network:
Southeastern Wisconsin’s regional highway freight network is
composed of arterial streets and highways in the Region intended to
carry a higher percentage of truck traffic. The network incorporates
the National Highway System as well as the State of Wisconsin’s
high-priority freight network. Higher levels of congestion on the
regional highway freight network can result in increased shipping
delays and higher shipping costs, negatively impacting businesses and
manufacturers in the Region.
As described in more detail in Criterion 4.6.2 (Congestion on the
Regional Highway Freight Network), Alternative I would result in the
lowest level of congestion on the regional highway freight network.
The Trend would result in the next lowest level of congestion, followed
by Alternative II.
• Transportation Reliability: Businesses and manufacturers in the
Region benefit when the travel times of their freight shipments are
predictable. In particular, the “just-in-time” business model requires
carefully coordinated shipping schedules, since freight shipments that
arrive late or early can increase the cost of doing business.
59
Office of Freight Management and Operations, Federal Highway Administration,
Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) Version 4.1. The Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha
Combined Statistical Area consists of Dodge, Jefferson, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine,
Walworth, Washington, and Waukesha Counties.
60

Ibid.
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As described in Criterion 4.6.1 (Transportation Reliability), Alternative
I in general would provide the best level of transportation reliability
for trucks using the Region’s arterial street and highway system.
Alternative II would provide the next best level of transportation
reliability, followed by the Trend.
• Access to Intermodal Shipping Options: In many cases, freight
shipments to and from other countries or other regions of the United
States are most effectively transported using more than one mode of
transportation. These intermodal freight shipments typically involve
using a ship, airplane, or train for the longer portion of a trip and
a truck for the shorter first mile or last mile trip between a port, an
airport, or a truck-rail intermodal facility and the shipment’s origin or
destination. The Region’s arterial street and highway system is essential
for allowing trucks to provide first mile and last mile trips to and from
the Port of Milwaukee, General Mitchell International Airport, O’Hare
International Airport in Chicago, and truck-rail intermodal facilities
located in Chicago, western Wisconsin, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Given the importance of reducing unexpected delays experienced by
first mile and last mile freight shipments, Alternative I would provide
the best access to intermodal shipping options for the Region’s
businesses and manufacturers since it would result in the most reliable
arterial street and highway system—as described in Criterion 4.6.1
(Transportation Reliability). Alternative II would provide the next best
access to intermodal shipping options, followed by the Trend.
• Oversize/Overweight Truck Impediments: Unusually large or
heavy goods shipped within or through the Region require that specific
oversize/overweight (OSOW) truck routes be used that do not have
physical impediments, such as low bridges, sharp turns, or weight
restrictions. OSOW truck routes may consist of streets and highways
under State, county, or local jurisdiction. While these OSOW shipments
constitute only a small percentage of all truck shipments in the Region,
they typically consist of high-value goods that are important to the
regional economy. Regardless of the alternative, WisDOT and county
and local governments in the Region should work together to ensure
that the necessary OSOW routes—and in particular routes to and from
the Port of Milwaukee—are identified and preserved.
• Congestion on the Freight Rail Network: The proposed additional
commuter rail service included in Alternatives I and II would operate
over privately owned freight rail lines and share track infrastructure
with freight trains. The proposed commuter rail service operating
between Kenosha and Milwaukee in Alternatives I and II would use
track owned by Union Pacific Railroad (UP) and Canadian Pacific
Railway (CP), and the proposed commuter rail service operating
between Oconomowoc and Milwaukee in Alternative II would use
track owned by CP. Alternatives I and II each envision that the costs
of implementing new commuter rail service would include the costs
of infrastructure improvements necessary to keep commuter train
operations from negatively affecting freight train operations.
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The fourth round of public workshops was held throughout the Region (one
workshop in each of the seven counties) between November 9 and 19, 2015.
The Commission’s eight partner organizations held individual workshops for
their constituents between October 27 and December 3, 2015. Staff also
held two individual workshops requested by an organization and a local
government. The focus of the fourth round of workshops was the review
and comparison of the detailed alternatives and their evaluation. Workshop
activities included review of the alternatives through a 20-page summary
handout and presentation; review of the evaluation results and discussion
and feedback on the alternatives within small groups; and an interactive
presentation with staff asking attendees questions related to which elements
of the alternatives should be included in a preliminary recommended year
2050 regional land use and transportation plan. Staff also made available
an interactive online tool dedicated to exploring the alternatives and their
evaluation through December 18, 2015, particularly for those who were
unable to attend one of the fall 2015 workshops.
The feedback during this round of public involvement was considered as
staff developed and evaluated the preliminary recommended plan, which is
described in Chapter 4 of Volume II.

APPENDIX G

Five rounds of interactive workshops open to the general public were held
across the Region during the VISION 2050 process to provide information
on, and obtain input into, the development of VISION 2050. For each
round, the Commission’s eight partner organizations, representing minority
populations, people with disabilities, and low-income individuals, held
a workshop for their constituents during the same periods as the public
workshops. This appendix presents the feedback received on a series of
detailed regional land use and transportation alternatives, which were the
focus of the fourth round of workshops in the fall of 2015. The workshop
activities and their results are summarized in Chapter 3 of Volume II.

PUBLIC FEEDBACK
ON DETAILED ALTERNATIVES

INTRODUCTION
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VISION 2050 included extensive public outreach to ultimately shape a
final year 2050 land use and transportation plan. This outreach included
partnering with eight community organizations serving and representing
the Region’s minority populations, low-income populations, and people
with disabilities. The eight organizations are: Common Ground, Ethnically
Diverse Business Coalition, Hmong American Friendship Association,
IndependenceFirst, Milwaukee Urban League, Southside Organizing
Committee, Urban Economic Development Association of Wisconsin, and
Urban League of Racine and Kenosha.
The fourth set of VISION 2050 partner workshops was conducted concurrently
with SEWRPC’s VISION 2050 workshops for the general public, held in each of
the seven counties in the Southeastern Wisconsin Region. Partner and public
workshops during the period included the same presentation, materials, and
activities. The schedule for Visioning Workshops was as follows:
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop
Workshop

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

October – November 2013
December 2013 – January 2014
September – October 2014
October – December 2015
April – May 2016

APPENDIX G-1
FALL 2015 VISION 2050 COMMUNITY PARTNER WORKSHOPS REPORT

SUMMARY OF PARTNER WORKSHOPS
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PARTNER WORKSHOP ATTENDANCE
Attendance for the fourth set of partner Visioning Workshops (identified as
Workshop #4 throughout this report) in fall 2015 totaled 169 participants, as
indicated in the following table:
Table G.1
Partner Visioning Workshops 1-4
Workshop Attendance
Organization

Workshop Date

#1

#2

#3

#4

Total

#1

#2

#3

#4

47

33

44

18

142

11/20/13

1/23/14

10/1/14

12/2/15

22

15

21

37

95

11/18/13

1/8/14

9/22/14

11/5/15

23

55

30

21

129

11/14/13

1/16/14

9/23/14

11/17/15

IndependenceFirst

21

23

20

19

83

11/7/13

12/12/13

10/2/14

12/3/15

Milwaukee Urban League

33

23

23

22

101

11/13/13

2/10/14

9/29/14

11/4/15

Southside Organizing Committee

25

30

10

20

85

11/21/13

1/14/14

10/6/14

11/10/15

22

17

15

10

64

11/14/13

1/9/13

9/24/14

11/3/15

27

13

19

22

81

11/12/13

12/16/13

9/25/14

10/27/15

173

176

138

169

638

Common Ground
Ethnically Diverse Business
Coalition
Hmong American Friendship
Association

Urban Economic Development
Association of Wisconsin
Urban League of Racine and
Kenosha
Total Attendance

WORKSHOP #4 ACTIVITIES
The presentation, materials, and activities for the fourth series of VISION
2050 community partner workshops were consistent with the fall 2015
SEWRPC public workshops and included:
• A large-group presentation about three detailed alternatives for
future land use and transportation in the Region and an evaluation of
the three alternatives. Each participant received a 20-page handout
that provided detailed information about the alternatives and their
evaluation and included maps, illustrations, and data. Six sets of maps
that depicted 1) transit services, 2) the bicycle network, 3) the arterial
street & highway system, 4) traffic congestion, 5) transit service quality,
and 6) transit access to jobs within 30 minutes for existing conditions,
a Trend alternative, and two alternative plans, were included in the
handout and were also presented on large display boards, along with
additional information.
• Commission staff facilitated small group discussions about the
alternatives based on the four themes of: Healthy Communities,
Mobility, Equitable Access, and Costs & Financial Sustainability. The
20-page handout was used as a resource to aid in the discussions.
Each participant was able to engage in dialog directly with the staff
and other participants about how each alternative would perform
based on the evaluation.
• Large-group electronic survey of attendee preferences related to the
three alternatives with real-time, on-screen results.
• Feedback forms for individual comments.
380
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WORKSHOP #4 PARTNER RESULTS
Throughout the VISION 2050 process, feedback from participants at all partner
workshops was incorporated with the input provided by the participants at
public workshops, as well as the feedback provided by the public through
the VISION 2050 website, SEWRPC surveys, U.S. mail, and email. Combined
results from the fourth set of partner and public workshops can be found at
http://vision2050sewis.com/Vision2050/The-Process/Alternative-Plans.
All feedback on the alternatives presented in 2015 was considered as
Commission staff developed a preliminary recommended plan for VISION
2050. The preliminary recommended plan was evaluated and presented for
public comment in spring 2016.

WORKSHOP #4 PARTNER REPORTS
Leaders and participants from the partner organizations consistently reported
positive experiences regarding the VISION 2050 Workshop #4 content,
process, planning, communication, and responsiveness of Commission staff.
Suggestions for future workshops included the following:
• Expand the base of the audience SEWRPC is trying to reach
• Keep the partners informed between workshops
• Continue to try to simplify precise, technical language to make
materials accessible and easy to understand
SEWRPC staff and the partner organizations considered these suggestions in
planning for the fifth and final round of partner workshops.
Excerpts from the Workshop #4 reports submitted by VISION 2050 community
partners follow:
Common Ground
“First time attenders seemed very impressed with the depth of
information and knowledge/skill of presenters.”
“We need to expand the base to which we try to reach and include
testimonials from past session participants.”

Ethnically Diverse Business Coalition
“The attendees were engaged, attentive and welcomed the opportunity to
assist in the planning for the region. They were impressed with the clarity of
the alternatives as they were presented which made it easy to quantify the
information presented and vote at the end. Great questions were asked by
the attendees, and many are looking forward to seeing what SEWPRC will
come up with based on the feedback of this particular session in 2016. The
attendees represent businesses owned by ethnically diverse individuals, ethnic
chambers of commerce and residents so their participation provided SEWRPC
with opinions of an individual that wears different hats (resident, employer,
vendor, parent, community leader, tax-payer).”
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Hmong American Friendship Association
“We are into our 4th VISION 2050 workshop; many of the
participants have participated from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd workshops.
They feel that VISION 2050 has made great progress in engaging
with our community.”
“At this particular workshop, staff rotating to the different groups
helped the participants to participate in all of the presented topics.
This was a good idea.”
“It’s good to see Hmong writing in the post-card…this makes us
feel like we made a difference in the process.”
IndependenceFirst
“Overall, the workshop was a success. There was a lot of information
provided and people enjoyed providing their opinion.”
“SEWRPC has done a lot in improving the materials and conducting
outreach, but the language, both written and spoken, tend to still
be very formal and precise (i.e. terminology). While this is necessary
for many audiences, public outreach efforts like VISION 2050
should continue to attempt to make materials as accessible and
easily understood as possible.”
Milwaukee Urban League
“Even though this was the first workshop for about 50% of those
in attendance, everyone was engaged and based on the comments
I received, really enjoyed the discussion and opportunity to have
input into the planning process.”

Southside Organizing Committee
“Inviting residents through the neighborhood associations ensured
representation from across the district. Some of our outreach was via individual
recruitment. In addition, SOC was able to recruit youth representatives that
participated in the sessions.”
“The biggest concerns that were expressed during the session were how new
types of transportation would affect current traffic patterns and how highway
construction would displace residents alongside the highway. Residents were
also concerned on how these changes would benefit and address the needs of
low-income community members.”
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Urban Economic Development Association of Wisconsin
“Overall, the small group format was a great way to unpack the
trends and alternative plans, particularly because many of the
participants had not attended any of the prior workshops.”
“The conversation through the healthy communities lens ignited
a rich conversation about walkability and crime rate. Additionally,
there was an ongoing conversation about equitable access and how
connectivity continues to be a problem in the region and continues
to affect minorities and their ability to reach potential places of
employment and obtain affordable housing.”
Urban League of Racine and Kenosha
“The demographics of the 22 participants: 11 African Americans, 7
Hispanics, 4 European- Americans (11 males; 11 females). Of the
22 participants, 8 were low-income and 14 were moderate income
or above.”
“As has occurred in the past, comments and remarks made by
participants after the workshop were the SEWRPC team did a great
job with the workshop and presentation.”
Copies of the partner Workshop #4 reports follow:
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SEWRPC Vision 2050 Workshop #4
Hosted By Common Ground
At Wauwatosa Presbyterian Church
2366 N. 80th Street
Observations

Attendance
18 people attended this session. This is less than past sessions. A number of participants from past
sessions didn’t return for this one. Perhaps they are losing interest in the subject.
Presentation Acceptance
First time attenders seemed very impressed with the depth of information and knowledge/skill of
presenters.
Lessons Learned
1. We need to expand the base to which we try to reach and include testimonials from past session
participants.
2. I assumed this time that people from other organizations would be attending the County
focused sessions since there now has been a number of these workshop. In talking with a few
groups since December 2nd, I think that was a false assumption. A number of people seemed to
have conflicts with attending the County workshops and some people just seemed to miss the
publicity although SEWRPC publicity was wide sweeping.

Submitted by D. Briley – 12/6/15
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Ethnically Diverse Business Coalition
Vision 2050 Planning Session
November 5, 2015
The event was attended by approximately 35 small business owners, chamber of commerce and business
association executives and residents. The attendees participated in activities to gauge their opinions about
the three alternatives that were created based on the feedback that was gleaned from the community at the
past SEWPRC planning sessions in 2013 and 2014.
The SEWRPC team engaged the attendees in small groups to obtain their feedback of the alternatives.
The themes for the alternatives was Healthy Communities or Mobility. The small groups discussed what is
needed to enhance transportation in the southeastern Wisconsin region around traffic patterns and
amenities, housing density and cost. At the end, all attendees voted on the options they liked the best.
The attendees were engaged, attentive and welcomed the opportunity to assist in the planning for the
region. They were impressed with the clarity of the alternatives as they were presented which made it easy
to quantify the information presented and vote at the end. Great questions were asked by the attendees,
and many are looking forward to seeing what SEWPRC will come up with based on the feedback of this
particular session in 2016. The attendees represent businesses owned by ethnically diverse individuals,
ethnic chambers of commerce and residents so their participation provided SEWRPC with opinions of an
individual that wears different hats (resident, employer, vendor, parent, community leader, tax-payer).
Our group looks forward to working with the SEWRPC staff again in the future.

c/o The Business Council, Inc.

756 North Milwaukee Street

Milwaukee, WI 53202
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The VISION 2050 workshop on December 3, 2015 had 19 participants with varying
disabilities. Accommodations were provided in the form of large print of materials and
sign language interpreters.
Overall, the workshop was a success. There were a lot of information provided and
people enjoyed providing their opinion.
There were a few issues, though.
One person with vision loss was not able to easily read the materials which had font that
was not quite large enough, even the large print version. However, this person did not
request an accommodation ahead of time with a specific font size. I attempted to do an
impromptu accommodation with an iPad using the VISION 2050 website. I could not
enlarge the website page to make font larger and more readable for her. SEWRPC
staff verbally providing description of what was on the screen during the voting part was
very helpful. I was told by another person that the speaker for that part did very well.
Another person who did not attend previous workshops expressed frustration because
she did not feel like she understood what was happening.
SEWRPC has done a lot in improving the materials and conducting outreach, but the
language, both written and spoken, tend to still be very formal and precise (i.e.
terminology). While this is necessary for many audiences, public outreach efforts like
the VISION 2050 should continue to attempt to make materials as accessible and easily
understood as possible.
IndependenceFirst appreciates the opportunity to ensure that people with disabilities
have input in the region’s future.
Sincerely,

Brian Peters
Community Access & Policy Specialist
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The following is a summary of all public feedback received on the detailed
regional land use and transportation alternatives for VISION 2050, which
were presented to the public for review during the fall of 2015. Feedback
was received at public workshops (one held in each county), workshops held
by eight community organizations, workshops held by request, and via an
interactive online tool.
The feedback was considered as Commission staff prepared a preliminary
recommended land use and transportation plan to present during the fifth
round of VISION 2050 public involvement.

RESPONSES TO ALTERNATIVES PREFERENCE QUESTIONS
This section presents a summary of the responses to a series of questions
related to which elements of the alternatives should be included in the
preliminary recommended plan. The questions were asked at each workshop
following review of the results of the alternatives evaluation, with attendees
responding via keypad polling devices, and through the online tool. Figure
G.1 presents the responses to each question for the Region as a whole, as
well as broken down by the county from which the response was provided.
While the respondents were self-selected and the results are not statistically
significant, they do indicate preferences of those residents that took the time
and effort to share their opinions.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED
The comments in this section were received during small group discussions
or via individual comment forms completed as part of a workshop, via email
or mail, or through the interactive online tool. Although comments were
obtained through the above means, the primary way staff encouraged
feedback was through responding to the preference questions. As such, even
though attendance at the alternatives workshops was similar to attendance
at the scenarios workshops, the number of individual comments received
concerning the alternatives was lower than for the conceptual scenarios in
the previous step of VISION 2050. Similarly, although only 32 individuals
provided feedback through the online tool for the alternatives, there were
551 unique visitors to the alternatives site during the comment period for
the alternatives (ended December 18, 2015). This compares well to the
514 unique visitors to the scenarios site during the comment period for
the scenarios (ended October 31, 2014). The content and structure of the
alternatives workshops and the alternatives online tool was likely the primary
reason for the reduced number of comments compared to the scenarios. The
alternatives workshops and online tool focused on the performance of the
alternatives as measured against the VISION 2050 plan objectives and their
50 associated criteria, while the scenarios workshops focused on gathering
input on the specific land use and transportation elements of each scenario.
In confirmation of this reasoning, although the content presented at the
workshops was generally well received, one of the primary observations was
that a significant amount of information was covered in a 90-minute session.

APPENDIX G-2
SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK ON DETAILED ALTERNATIVES

SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK
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Figure G.1
Responses to Alternatives Preference Questions

1. How important is it for VISION 2050 to encourage more infill, redevelopment,
and somewhat higher-density development?
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2. How important is it for VISION 2050 to recommend a land development pattern
that reflects development trends from the past 20-25 years,
including very low-density development?
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Figure continued on next page.
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Figure G.1 (Continued)

3. Which type of new development would you suggest
be encouraged in the recommended plan?
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4. Which rapid transit corridors (could be BRT or light rail) would you like
included in the preliminary recommended plan?
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Figure continued on next page.
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Figure G.1 (Continued)

5. Which commuter rail lines would you like included in the
preliminary recommended plan?
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6. How important is it for residents to be able to reach jobs by public transit?
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Figure G.1 (Continued)

7. How important is it to provide bicycle facilities in the Region?
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8. How important is it to separate bicyclists from motor vehicle traffic?
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Figure G.1 (Continued)

9. How important is it to address congestion on the Region’s freeways?
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10. Which arterial street and highway widenings should be included in the
preliminary recommended plan?
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Land Use
Environmental
• Numerous commenters expressed support for protecting environmental
features such as groundwater recharge areas, wildlife habitat, natural
and historic resources, riparian corridors, green space, and native
plants.
• Several commenters supported maintaining prime agricultural land in
agricultural use.
• Several commenters supported encouraging pervious surfaces/
permeable pavement.
• A few commenters suggested analyzing natural resource impacts by
smaller geographies.
• A commenter noted public parklands should be in proximity to
population centers.
• A commenter indicated planning for downtown Milwaukee near Lake
Michigan seems focused on economic development, but should also
consider scenic viewpoints, urban open space, and bird migration
routes (e.g., the Lake Michigan Flyway).
• A commenter encouraged creating passageways for wildlife where
transportation infrastructure bisects green space.
• A commenter suggested recommending open space standards (e.g.,
acres per capita for each community).
• A commenter suggested recommending best management practices
for farmland areas, such as how to minimize soil loss.
• A commenter suggested considering water supply from aquifers in
locating new development.
• A commenter suggested new limits on phosphorus pollution by
wastewater treatment plants.
• A commenter suggested modifying planned sewer service areas to
discourage development that would harm lakes and rivers.
• A commenter suggested VISION 2050 make recommendations aimed
at achieving more efficient water use by residents and businesses.
• A commenter indicated very low-density housing does not have a
significant impact on an area’s groundwater recharge potential.
• A commenter suggested that the City of Waukesha application to use
Lake Michigan water could have a negative impact environmentally.
• A commenter noted the Kenosha area has air quality issues and it
seems power plant emissions are a factor.
Support for More Compact Development
• Numerous commenters noted that retired people and Millennials are
increasingly preferring to live in urban areas where they do not need
to drive to various destinations.
• Numerous commenters cited benefits of more compact development,
including:
oo People socialize more often in traditional neighborhoods, which
builds a sense of community and increases trust among neighbors.
oo Residents living in neighborhoods with higher-density, mixed-use
development are able to get around easily.
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oo Ability to take advantage of existing water and sewer infrastructure.
oo Extending public services and infrastructure outside existing service
areas is costly.
oo Communities with limited land availability are able to accommodate
more residents.
oo Less house and yard to maintain, particularly beneficial to older
residents.
oo Barriers and crime decrease, when combined with increased
connectivity.
• Several commenters suggested that development in rural areas
should involve a home on a small part of a larger land area, with the
remainder of the larger area left undeveloped (i.e., cluster subdivision
principles).
• A commenter indicated communities should be strengthened by infill
and redevelopment in existing cities and villages.
• A commenter opposed employment sprawl and suggested limiting
greenfield development.
• A commenter suggested considering lower tax rates closer to rail lines
and restricting development in certain areas to promote more compact
TOD.
• A commenter expressed support for building more homes on smaller
lots.
• A commenter suggested that achieving higher density will require
economic incentives, and that VISION 2050 should recommend
economic incentives to achieve higher density.
• A commenter suggested some people want to live in the city and this
should be made a viable option to avoid losing educated people to
the suburbs.
• A commenter suggested denser, more walkable development should
involve local businesses rather than big box retail with large parking
lots.
• A commenter suggested that the Region needs more walkable, higherdensity residential development, as there is already a large supply of
low-density housing.
• A commenter suggested encouraging employers to locate in transitsupportive areas rather than in lower-density areas that are difficult to
serve by transit.
Concerns Related to More Compact Development
• Numerous commenters indicated a need to avoid gentrification and
displacement of existing residents, citing the potential for increased
property values associated with redevelopment and TOD in existing
urban areas under Alternatives I and II.
• A few commenters expressed concern that crime will increase with
higher population density.
• A commenter noted small lots may be more efficient, but larger lots
allow people to build larger homes.
• A commenter expressed concern regarding fire safety for compact
development.
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• A commenter noted that some communities (e.g., Genoa City) are
apprehensive about allowing more compact development because it
has had negative consequences, such as increasing property taxes due
to additional school costs.
• A commenter expressed concern that increased density would increase
the concentration of air pollution.
• A commenter expressed concern that tax revenue from large lot homes
would be lost if more compact development is encouraged.
• A commenter suggested consideration of the stress of living in dense
neighborhoods.
• A commenter noted that, while more compact development may be
beneficial, many people see a larger home as a sign of status and may
not be willing to give that up.
Walkability
• Numerous commenters cited benefits related to developing more
walkable areas, including:
oo There is an aging population, and walkable areas allow people to
live in their homes longer.
oo The ability to walk to destinations encourages more active
transportation, which can improve residents’ health.
• A few commenters indicated it is important to ensure safety in walkable
areas.
• A commenter suggested recommending making rural areas more
walkable.
• A commenter suggested improving walkability in urban areas with
existing sidewalks by providing more destinations within walking
distance.
• A commenter noted that support for walkable neighborhoods will
require a cultural change.
• A commenter noted that certain areas in the Region will be difficult to
make walkable because they do not have sidewalks.
Other Land Use-Related Comments
• Several commenters noted the need to make recommendations for
actions required to achieve more compact development, citing that
development is often based on real estate market forces.
• Several commenters expressed concern regarding people and jobs
moving from the urban center of the Region, particularly the City of
Milwaukee, to suburban areas.
• Several commenters supported encouraging employment adjacent to
transit improvements.
• A few commenters suggested incorporating New Urbanism concepts
into VISION 2050 recommendations.
• A few commenters indicated some businesses that have relocated to
the suburbs are having trouble finding workers who are able or willing
to commute to their new suburban locations.
• A few commenters noted the need to address multi-generational
housing.
• A commenter suggested making recommendations for cohousing.
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• A commenter suggested more education for municipal elected officials
about land use concepts covered in VISION 2050.
• A commenter indicated a need to coordinate land use zoning to
achieve Alternatives I and II in Waukesha County.
• A commenter noted it is important to locate a variety of affordable
housing options near jobs, but that it can be difficult to get communities
to offer a variety of options.
• A commenter suggested graphically showing the amount of land
consumed and breaking down how much land is consumed by purpose
(residential, transportation, etc.).
• A commenter indicated that property owners have the right to sell their
land and there should be limited government control.
• A commenter noted that a number of businesses are leaving Illinois
and moving to Walworth County, and that young families are moving
to Walworth County because of the school systems.
• A few commenters suggested that family-supporting jobs should be
created in areas where people already reside.
• A commenter noted that there seems to be a disconnect between
potential workers residing in Milwaukee County and employers and
jobs located in Waukesha County.
• A commenter suggested that municipalities should be allowed to
determine how dense to develop their communities.
• A commenter noted a need to consider local plans when developing
VISION 2050.
Public Transit
General Support for Transit Investment
• Numerous commenters expressed general support for improving and
expanding public transit, citing that public transit investment provides
potential benefits such as:
oo Transportation options for people that cannot afford a car.
oo Improved access to jobs, school, education, shopping and other
destinations, particularly for low-income residents.
oo Strengthened communities
development.

when

paired

with

more

dense

oo Attracting more residents and businesses to the Region.
oo Reduced traffic congestion.
oo An alternative to driving in congested traffic.
oo Transportation options for older residents that may not have the
ability to drive, particularly given the aging Baby Boomer population.
oo More affordable to users than private transportation companies.
oo Less stressful than driving.
oo More health benefits than driving.
oo Reduced wait times for existing transit users.
oo Reduced air pollution.
• Numerous commenters expressed general support for the transit
expansion in Alternatives I and II, but noted a need to address how
the expansion could be funded.
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• Numerous commenters expressed concern that if transit services
continue to decline, many residents will not be able to get to jobs.
• Several commenters suggested additional public transit services or
areas to serve, including:
oo Connecting western Racine County and the City of Racine.
oo Connecting western Racine County and Walworth County.
oo Connecting the Milwaukee area to Ozaukee and Washington
Counties.
oo Services to address the needs of low-income, migrant, and
undocumented residents in Walworth County.
oo Connecting the Region’s smaller communities.
oo Some form of public transportation services in Walworth County,
especially around Elkhorn and Delavan, such as shared-ride taxi or
employer shuttles.
oo Connecting Kenosha and Pleasant Prairie.
oo Connecting Kenosha and Racine Counties.
oo Connecting to North Shore Suburbs of Milwaukee.
oo Connecting Mequon/Thiensville to downtown Milwaukee.
oo Connecting downtown Milwaukee, UW-Milwaukee, Walker’s Point,
Bay View, and General Mitchell International Airport with streetcar.
oo Connecting workers in the Kenosha and Racine areas to Snap-On
in Kenosha.
oo Connecting to western Milwaukee suburbs such as Brookfield and
Waukesha.
oo Connecting to job locations like Amazon in Kenosha and Quad
Graphics in Sussex.
oo Expanding shared-ride taxi in Ozaukee County to areas outside the
County.
• A few commenters suggested increasing transit service frequency,
particularly in Racine and Kenosha.
• A few commenters suggested transit schedules should be reflective of
school times and second- and third-shift jobs.
• A commenter suggested the Region needs a regional transit system.
• A commenter indicated that Millennials are more inclined to use
transit.
• A commenter expressed concern that if transit services become less
frequent it will be difficult for the students and teachers that rely on
public transit to get to class on time.
• A commenter indicated residents want extended hours for shared-ride
taxi services in Ozaukee County, particularly for seniors, people with
disabilities, and third-shift workers.
• A commenter expressed support for the transit expansion in Alternative
II because it would do the most to reduce disparities between white
residents and minority residents.
• A commenter noted that the City of Kenosha is working to develop a
Central Transit Hub at the former Chrysler engine plant site.
• A commenter indicated a need to address the issue related to transit
users having difficulty traveling the “last mile” to their final destinations.
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General Opposition to Transit Investment
• A commenter noted that you can get most places in 30 minutes driving
a car, and questioned why people would want to give that up to use
transit.
• A commenter expressed concern that rapid transit, while beneficial for
the Milwaukee area, would not benefit the rural areas of the Region
and may result in less resources for maintaining the quality of the
roadways in rural areas.
Rapid Transit
• A commenter suggested an additional rapid transit corridor in the far
northwest side of Milwaukee, between Butler and 43rd Street/Silver
Spring Drive.
• A commenter suggested that bus rapid transit is more cost effective
than light rail.
• A commenter suggested that light rail should be prioritized over bus
rapid transit.
• A commenter suggested removing IH 794 and replacing it with light
rail.
Commuter Rail
• Numerous commenters suggested additional destinations to consider
serving with commuter rail, including:
oo Northwest: Menomonee Falls, Germanton, Hartford, West Bend,
Fond du Lac
oo North: Shorewood, Glendale, Mequon, Grafton, Port Washington,
Sheboygan, Green Bay
oo Southwest: Greenfield, New Berlin, Muskego, Franklin, Elkhorn,
Delavan, Lake Geneva, East Troy, Janesville
oo West: Jefferson County
oo South: Northern Illinois
• A few commenters expressed support for commuter rail between
downtown Milwaukee and communities in Waukesha County.
• A commenter expressed support for commuter rail between Kenosha,
Racine, and Milwaukee.
• A commenter suggested that commuter rail and freight rail services
should operate on separate lines to minimize delays between modes.
• A commenter suggested adding stations in Racine.
• A commenter suggested providing commuter rail north to Port
Washington instead of west to Oconomowoc, while providing intercity
rail between Milwaukee and Madison that would have a local option
with more stops in Waukesha County.
• A commenter suggested that the western terminus of the MilwaukeeBrookfield-Oconomowoc line would not provide enough demand to
justify frequent service.
• A commenter noted it would be better if people lived closer to their
jobs rather than needing commuter rail to commute long distances.
• A commenter suggested implementing commuter rail in shorter
increments, such as extending Metra service to the Racine area.
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• A commenter noted that companies like SC Johnson want commuter
rail extended to Racine to attract workers from the Chicago area.
• A commenter indicated that commuter rail may address congestion at
a lower cost than widening highways.
• A commenter suggested a Kenosha-Racine-Milwaukee commuter rail
line would be more cost effective than a Lake Parkway extension as it
would connect people to Racine, Kenosha, and northeastern Illinois.
Other Transit-Related Comments
• Numerous commenters expressed support for implementing highspeed passenger rail service between Milwaukee and Madison.
• A few commenters suggested comparing the Region’s transit systems
to other regions’ systems.
• A few commenters suggested that rail transit would have more
economic benefits than bus transit.
• A few commenters indicated there is a need to improve the public
perception of transit safety.
• A few commenters suggested consistent fares and payment type across
the different types of transit services.
• A few commenters suggested that bus stops include shelters and
benches, particularly for seniors and people with disabilities.
• A few commenters suggested implementing disincentives for driving to
encourage the use of transit services.
• A few commenters noted that there did not seem to be enough transit
improvements serving Walworth County, noting that the commuter
bus route in Alternatives I and II would only extend to Elkhorn.
• A commenter expressed disappointment that short-term political
pressures often influence public transportation investments rather
than the actual needs.
• A commenter indicated that fixed-route public transportation is too
inflexible in certain areas of the Region, and suggested considering
more flexible public transit options, like vanpooling.
• A commenter suggested encouraging schools, businesses, and
hospitals to change hours to be more accommodating of public transit
schedules.
• A commenter expressed disappointment that the former rail corridor
between downtown Milwaukee and Waukesha was converted into the
Hank Aaron State Trail rather than preserving it for passenger rail
service.
• A commenter suggested adding passenger rail service to Minnesota
from the Illinois Border, Racine County, and Walworth County.
• A commenter expressed concern that out-of-pocket costs for transit
dependent residents will increase at a faster rate than for residents
that own cars and do not use transit.
• A commenter suggested it will be important to have improved
accommodations/amenities on local buses and/or other public transit
as part of the proposed transit expansion.
• A commenter noted that saving money by switching to transit is good,
but estimates of how many people would switch need to be realistic
because driving is quick and convenient.
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• A commenter suggested connections between different types of transit
service should be convenient and affordable.
• A commenter noted Southeastern Wisconsin is far behind other regions
in terms of the Region’s transit system.
• A commenter expressed concern that additional transit options may
negatively impact ridership on existing local bus systems.
• A commenter noted that Walworth County has a Transportation
Coordinating Committee that has been considering shared-ride taxi,
and while progress has been slow, shared-ride taxi in Walworth County
should probably be considered part of the Trend.
• A commenter suggested shared-ride taxi in Walworth County would
help get people to jobs.
• A commenter suggested that there are many low-income individuals
in Walworth County that need improved transportation access.
• A commenter noted that shared-ride taxi has many benefits, but can
also be expensive to provide.
• A commenter noted that transit should only be expanded where
ridership would be high enough.
• A commenter expressed concern that shared-ride taxi would not
provide adequate transportation for lower-income people in Walworth
County when many times a short turnaround is needed in pick up
times.
• A commenter suggested transit service be ADA accessible, both getting
on and off transit vehicles (e.g., level boarding) and on-board transit
vehicles (e.g., wheelchair tie downs).
• A commenter suggested shared-ride taxi service be ADA accessible,
accommodating large/heavy wheelchairs and guide dogs.
• A commenter suggested surveying residents to determine whether
they would be willing to give up a car and use transit instead.
• A commenter expressed concern that there may be limited right-ofway available for rapid transit lines due to recent roadway widenings.
• A commenter noted that transit accessibility should also consider the
presence and maintenance of sidewalks.
• A commenter indicated the transit expansion in Alternatives I and II
appeared to not be serving the Milwaukee’s inner city.
Bicycle and Pedestrian
General Support for Bicycle Investment
• Numerous commenters expressed general support for improving
and expanding bicycle and pedestrian facilities, citing the following
potential benefits:
oo Improved safety for bicyclists.
oo More comfortable and efficient travel for existing bicyclists.
oo Potential to attract more people to travel by bicycle if they feel safe.
oo Additional transportation options can improve health and reduce
healthcare costs.
• Numerous commenters expressed support for enhanced bicycle
facilities, citing the following potential benefits:
oo Physical separation of bicycles and automobiles.
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oo Increased safety and perception of safety.
oo Potential to attract more people to travel by bicycle.
• Several commenters indicated that many people bicycle all year round,
including during cold winter months.
• Several commenters expressed support for accommodating bicycles as
surface arterial streets and highways are resurfaced or reconstructed.
• A commenter suggested narrowing urban automobile travel lanes to 9
feet to make room for on-street bike lanes.
• A commenter suggested Washington County should be a destination
for recreational cyclists.
• A commenter expressed support for bike share programs, particularly
in higher-density, mixed-use neighborhoods.
• A commenter suggested an off-street path connecting the MRK Trail to
the We Energies Trail in the Village of Caledonia.
• A commenter suggested an off-street path connecting the Burlington
and Sturtevant areas.
• A commenter suggested implementing bicycle and pedestrian facilities
similar to those in Scandinavian countries.
• A commenter expressed support for expanding the off-street bicycle
network because it provides access to natural areas.
• A commenter indicated a need for a safe bicycle connection from
downtown Milwaukee to the South Side and South Shore Park.
• A commenter suggested providing an extension of the off-street path
in Whitewater.
• A commenter suggested converting Vliet Street in Milwaukee into a
bikeway.
General Opposition to Bicycle Investment
• Numerous commenters suggested that bicycle investment should be
limited, citing the following reasons:
oo The Region’s climate involves several months of cold weather, which
may limit the use of bicycle facilities.
oo Bicycles are used more for recreation than for getting to work,
school, or shopping, particularly in the suburbs.
oo Not many people currently travel by bicycle compared to other
modes.
oo Bicycle facilities require additional right-of-way, which may result
in additional traffic congestion if automobile capacity is reduced.
Off-street path expansion may negatively impact existing farmland,
open space, and walking spaces.
Pedestrian Facilities
• A commenter suggested providing more data on walking trips, noting
that walking is the most efficient travel mode and pedestrians need
safe facilities.
• A commenter suggested identifying key corridors where sidewalks
should be constructed, such as Washington Avenue in Racine.
• A commenter suggested providing guidance on where and how to
construct sidewalks.
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• A commenter suggested ensuring that sidewalks meet ADA
requirements.
• A commenter noted that many sidewalks are in disrepair, which
discourages walking.
• A commenter suggested providing covered walking areas.
Other Bicycle/Pedestrian-Related Comments
• A commenter suggested that the need to separate bicyclists from
vehicular traffic depends on the built environment and the availability
of other nearby routes, noting it may make sense in areas where
vehicle speeds are higher, but not in urban centers where speeds are
lower.
• A commenter expressed support for restricting bicycles from using
sidewalks in urban areas as it is unsafe for pedestrians.
• A commenter suggested encouraging bicycle travel on lower speed
roads to increase safety.
• A commenter noted that drivers do not have enough respect for
bicyclists, which creates dangerous situations.
• A commenter noted it may be difficult to implement enhanced bicycle
facilities in higher-density areas with limited right-of-way availability.
• A commenter expressed support for more protected bike lanes rather
than buffered bike lanes.
• A commenter suggested encouraging bicycle travel on nonarterial
streets paralleling arterials, rather than on the arterials themselves.
• A commenter expressed concern that the alternatives do not include
adequate bicycle connections in Walworth County.
• A commenter expressed concern that rental rates increase along
“Complete Streets,” which could displace existing residents.
• A commenter suggested using rail corridors for bicycle facilities rather
than transit.
• A commenter suggested designing certain roads to disallow trucks and
focus on accommodating bicycles.
• A commenter suggested providing bicycle and pedestrian connections
through neighborhoods that have a lot of cul-de-sacs.
• A commenter indicated a need to provide adequate funding for trail
maintenance.
• A commenter suggested considering the needs of ADA/wheelchair
users of bike paths.
Arterial Streets and Highways
General Support for Highway Investment
• Several commenters suggested providing a better highway connection
between downtown Racine and IH 94.
• Several commenters indicated the extension of the USH 12 freeway
from Elkhorn to Whitewater is needed, citing that it would provide
significant economic development benefits.
• A commenter suggested if congestion is not addressed in developed
areas, people will move out to suburban/rural areas.
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• A commenter noted that not widening any highways may lead to
increased traffic congestion.
• A commenter indicated a need to address poor pavement condition.
• A commenter stated that the widening of STH 164 in Washington
County is needed.
• A commenter indicated a need for more north-south roads in
Waukesha County.
General Opposition to Highway Investment
• Numerous commenters expressed a preference for not widening any
highways.
• Several commenters noted that congestion is not a major issue in the
Milwaukee area, citing low congestion levels compared to other metro
areas across the country.
• Several commenters recommended not including the 124th Street
extension between Greenfield Avenue and Watertown Plank Road in
the recommended plan.
• A few commenters noted that reconstructing with additional lanes
results in additional maintenance and reconstruction costs in the
future.
• A few commenters indicated the Region should repair existing roads
and streets first rather than widening roadways.
• A few commenters suggested that widening streets and highways does
not necessarily alleviate congestion, and may increase congestion due
to the additional vehicles that would be attracted.
• A few commenters expressed opposition to expanding IH 43 in
Milwaukee County.
• A few commenters suggested specifying the congestion level that
prompts the need to widen a roadway.
• A commenter noted that roadway widenings can decrease property
values.
• A commenter suggested that freeway widenings lead to more jobs
moving to suburban areas of the Region and away from the minority
and low-income populations that need the jobs.
• A commenter expressed support for the alternatives without highway
widenings or new facilities, citing that the Region does not need more
expansion and that fewer widenings and new facilities would result in
lower impacts to primary environmental corridors.
• A commenter expressed concern that some highway projects consume
too much land and divide neighborhoods.
• A commenter suggested that widenings encourage further low-density
development and limiting widenings to rural areas can still impact the
potential for higher-density development in urban centers.
• A commenter indicated that providing additional highway capacity is
expensive and is an inefficient use of public space at most times of the
day.
• A commenter suggested maintaining existing freeway footprints during
reconstruction and investing in walking, bicycling, and transit options
instead.
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• A commenter expressed opposition to the West Waukesha Bypass
project, citing impacts to natural resources/wetlands.
Other Highway-Related Comments
• Several commenters suggested enhancing programs that provide
access to automobiles for low-income residents, such as auto loan
and driver’s license recovery programs.
• Several commenters suggested implementing more traffic calming
measures to deter drivers from speeding, particularly on residential
streets.
• A few commenters suggesting measures be taken to discourage
drivers from using residential streets to avoid traffic congestion on
main arterial streets and highways.
• A commenter suggested considering the displacement of minority
populations and low-income families in relation to the impacts of
highway widenings.
• A commenter indicated if the minority population will be negatively
impacted by an arterial street or highway improvement, the
improvement needs to benefit the minority population.
• A commenter noted if IH 43 is widened (especially between Capitol
Drive and North Avenue) there would be a need to address moving
minority residents and low-income families out of their homes and a
need to provide these groups with jobs.
• A commenter suggested that if no widenings or new facilities were
implemented, transit improvements would need to be implemented to
address the additional congestion.
• A commenter suggested reducing freeway speed limits from 70 mph
to 65 mph if data show that the higher speed limit leads to more
crashes and more serious injuries.
• A commenter suggested there may be maintenance cost savings
associated with limiting the amount of heavy traffic allowed on certain
arterials.
• A commenter suggested identifying unneeded roadways that can be
removed to reduce future maintenance costs.
• A commenter expressed confusion regarding the approach to highway
widenings in Alternative II, indicating it would not be appropriate to
limit widenings to rural areas as these areas are not congested.
Additional Comments Related to the Alternatives
Comments Related to VISION 2050 Implementation
• Numerous commenters indicated a need to explain how VISION 2050
would be implemented, including how investments would be funded
and who would be responsible for implementation.
• Numerous commenters expressed concern that current revenue
sources would not be adequate to fund the improvements proposed in
the alternatives, specifically suggesting:
oo The gas tax will not be able to adequately fund future highway
projects due to increases in fuel efficiency.
oo The Region needs a regional transit authority and dedicated funding
for transit.
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oo Fares could be changed to help fund Alternatives I and II.
oo Tolling should be considered as a new revenue source.
oo The current highway funding structure is unsustainable as it requires
significantly subsidizing road construction and maintenance costs.
• Several commenters expressed skepticism that Alternatives I or II
could be implemented, citing a need for many people to change their
behavior and many communities to change the way they develop.
• Several commenters indicated a need to monitor community
implementation of VISION 2050, especially the land development
pattern recommendations.
• A commenter noted a need to make sure individual municipalities are
aware of VISION 2050 recommendations so they can be incorporated
into their plans.
• A commenter stated that in order to implement major public transit
improvements decision makers need to be convinced that there will be
real benefits, such as reduced crime.
Comments Related to the Economy or Labor Force
• Numerous commenters suggested further emphasizing the indirect or
“soft” economic benefits of Alternative Plans I and II, which involve
quality of life improvements that are difficult to monetize but provide
benefits that can offset the additional proposed investment.
• Several commenters indicated a need to address education and job
training.
• A commenter suggested encouraging even more travel by alternative
transportation modes, which would result in even more out-of-pocket
transportation savings.
• A commenter indicated a need to address an existing and future labor
shortage in the Region, noting a critical need for businesses to have
access to workers and that the economy benefits from people being
employed.
• A commenter indicated a need to attract more workers to the Region,
especially as the Baby Boomer generation retires.
• A commenter expressed concern that an increase in machines
replacing humans in the workforce will affect minority and low-income
populations in particular.
Comments Related to Multiple Transportation Modes
• Numerous commenters suggested the transportation system needs to
be multimodal.
• Several commenters suggested integrating the bicycle network with
the transit system, making the following specific suggestions:
oo Connect bicycle routes to transit stops and stations.
oo Include bicycle parking facilities (e.g., racks or lockers) and other
amenities (e.g., showers) at transit stops and stations.
oo Accommodate bicycles on transit vehicles to assist transit users in
traveling the “last mile” to their final destinations.
• A commenter suggested considering combined bus and bike lanes.
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• A commenter suggested it should be a goal to eliminate at-grade
railroad crossings and that commuter train tracks should not have atgrade bicycle/pedestrian crossings.
• A commenter suggested reducing turn lanes and narrowing roadways
in corridors where bicycle and transit travel is prioritized.
• A commenter noted that a continuing trend of development towards
Sheboygan may justify additional investment in transportation
connecting to areas north of Ozaukee County.
• A commenter suggested encouraging employers to offer incentives to
employees to use public transit, bike, or walk to work.
Comments Related to the VISION 2050
Presentation, Process, and Analyses
• Several commenters suggested evaluation results should be presented
by county or community, noting that land use and transportation
solutions differ by area of the Region.
• Several commenters suggested expressing the transportation
investment dollar figures on a per resident or per taxpayer basis.
• Several commenters suggested equitable access analyses should also
include estimating the benefits and impacts for people with disabilities.
• A few commenters indicated a need to obtain more input from central
city residents.
• A few commenters expressed concern that minority residents are not
being asked about their needs in terms of land use and transportation.
• A few commenters suggested quantifying the savings in healthcare
costs under the alternatives.
• A commenter suggested more significantly considering the implications
of shared mobility.
• A commenter suggested presenting how the alternatives compare to
the year 2035 regional land use and transportation plans.
• A commenter suggested describing why improvements in one part
of the Region should be supported by residents in other parts of the
Region.
• A commenter suggested additional analyses to determine if VISION
2050 would achieve three main aspects of sustainability: financial/
economic, social/equity, and environmental.
• A commenter suggested identifying the implications of transportation
system improvements on international transportation access (e.g.,
airports, interstates, rail).
• A commenter suggested comparing the percent of minority residents
within 30 minutes of 100,000 jobs by transit to that of other regions.
• A commenter suggested comparing the percent of minority residents
within 30 minutes of 100,000 or more jobs by transit to that of nonminority residents.
• A commenter noted that the maps of the Milwaukee Central Business
District appear to show less service under Alternatives I and II than
under the existing transit system.
• A commenter suggested more explicitly showing where residential and
employment growth would occur under the alternatives.
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• A commenter suggested staff should better explain the factors
considered when determining where future residential and employment
growth would be located.
• A commenter suggested breaking down population growth projections
by how many people would be moving to the Region and how many
would be born in the Region.
• A commenter suggesting testing the sensitivity of the alternatives under
extreme population growth projections (e.g., no growth or extremely
high growth).
• A commenter suggested providing a map of the projected labor pool
near employment centers.
• A commenter suggested providing the existing cost of providing
infrastructure and public services for development to compare to the
alternatives.
• A commenter suggested being clear on whether/how inflation is
factored into cost estimates.
• A commenter suggested more detailed analysis to compare the costs
and benefits of transit and highway projects at a local or corridor level
(e.g., comparing a Kenosha-Racine-Milwaukee commuter rail line to a
Lake Parkway extension).
• A commenter indicated the estimates for out-of-pocket transportation
savings under Alternatives I and II seem high.
• A commenter indicated the estimates for out-of-pocket transportation
savings under Alternatives I and II seem low.
Other Comments
• Several commenters expressed skepticism that self-driving cars will
become widespread.
• A few commenters suggested the Commission membership should
closer match the proportion of the population of each county in the
Region.
• A commenter suggested eliminating subsidies given to commercial
trucking.
• A commenter indicated the alternatives were too Milwaukee-centric.
• A commenter suggested aggressively integrating intelligent
transportation systems and implementing pilot corridors for connected
vehicle technology.
• A commenter indicated Alternative II, while the preferred of the three
alternatives, does not go far enough, suggesting VISION 2050 should
envision a Region without sprawl, with all streets becoming Complete
Streets, and where streets and highways are reclaimed for direct
human utilization (e.g., food/goods production, recreation, or public
transit).
• A commenter suggested considering alternative fuel sources.
• A commented stated that cars provide freedom and the vast majority
of people drive and want to drive.
• A commenter suggested municipalities consider consolidating services
to reduce expenses.
• A commenter suggested that new technology will likely reduce costs
associated with automobile travel and ownership.
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• A commenter indicated a need to address public safety in terms of
both public and private infrastructure.
• A commenter suggested expanding carpooling and carsharing in the
Region.
• A commenter suggested studying the use of rain gardens in
transportation infrastructure.
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